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CHAPTERl

Introduction

This chapter gives an introduction to the present study by offering background
information  on  research on Turkish  in a migration context (Section  1.1),  on  the
status of immigrant minority (henceforward IM) languages in Europe and the
Netherlands (Section   1.2),   on   the Turkish community in Europe   and   the
Netherlands (Section    1.3),    and   on   the   status   of   Turkish in Dutch schools

(Section  1.4).  In the final section (Section  1.5),  an  outline  of the present study  is

glven

1.1   Research on Turkish in a migration context

As education intrinsically refers to the imparting of knowledge and skills in formal,
indirect and explicit manners, it is thought in the main that it differs essentially
from linguistics, which is the scientific study of the language faculty in terms of its
informal, natural, direct, implicit and innate characteristics. Obviously, this situation
reminds us of the classical unification problem between different academic
disciplines. From our perception in many cases, it has always been difficult to see
objects and phenomena in nature integrated into one another. This is on the one
hand an ad bm (hence initial)  necessity, initiated by stipulations of methodology and
lack of an integrated picture of intricate phenomena, which basically results in
isolation of paradigms on the other hand. However, theoretical approaches,
findings and advancements in one branch can be combined with those in the other
(e.g., a combination of theory and practice), so that we may attain a more profound
understanding concerning the nature of the two domains under scrutiny. This study
is an example of an enterprise in the intersection of these two fields. The
contribution of language instruction to language proficiency and achievement in a
given time has been evaluated in the light of current psycholinguistic approaches to
the structure of language and various aspects of language such as lexeme/lemma
retrieval, structure dependency, productive and receptive language performance,
clause binding/embedding, grammatical awareness, case assignment, verbal
inflection in context, and sentence construction. These hnguistic tools can then
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provide deeper insight into the  form and functioning of language development in a
migration context of education.

Most publications demonstrate that Turkish as spoken by Turkish people who
grew up in Europe differs from Turkish as spoken in Turkey (e.g., Jorgensen,
2003). In the Netherlands, these investigations deal mainly with Turkish of young
children (Verhoeven & Boeschoten, 1986; Boeschoten, 1990; Schaufeli, 1991). We
do not have, however, much information about Turkish adolescents and young
adults who grew up in the Netherlands (e.g., Backus, 1996). The present study has
been designed to give as clear a picture as possible of language achievement and
proficiency in Turkish of adolescents with a Turkish background in the migration
context of the Netherlands. In order to attain this target, a core group which
consists of Turkish-Dutch bilingual pupils in various schools in the Netherlands
has been formed. These informants, who are in their first year of Dutch secondary
education, follow Turkish as a full-fledged elective language in the school
curriculum. Most of the informants' families have immigrated from central or east
Turkey (in particular the rural district of Yozgat in Central Anatolia), to the
Netherlands   in  the late 1960's and 1970's,  i.e.,   they are mainly third generation
immigrants who were born and raised in the Netherlands. In order to be able to
evaluate the performance of this core group in perspective, a monolingual
reference group with a similar language, regional and SES background has been
selected in Turkey. The informants in this group originate from two schools. The
difference between the two schools is that one is a non-pre-selective secondary
public school and the other is a pre-selective public school. What is the common
point between them is the origin of the families in both schools, i. e., the Yozgat
district in Central Anatolia. Thus, the origin of all informants in our sample is the
same (i.e., Yozgat). We can speak of a Yozgat-based internal and external
migration: from Yozgat to Ankara (internal migration from a rural area to an
urbanized part of a big city) within a monolingual setting and from Yozgat to the
Netherlands (external migration from the same rural area to industrialized Western
Europe) within a bilingual setting. Differentiation within these two research groups,
by keeping background factors comparable, enables us to put the very concept of
core and reference groups into perspective, and to assess whether migration with
similar background and socio-economic features creates differences in the language
proficiency of adolescent speakers. This research method provides also a picture of
language development of adolescent pupils following Turkish classes in Dutch
secondary education and the ongoing process of Turkish language instruction in
the Netherlands.
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1.2 Immigrant minority languages in Europe and the Netherlands

Europe has experienced internal and external migration throughout centuries.
Although there is a fixed set of official state languages in the European Union
(henceforward EU), many more languages are spoken by the inhabitants of Europe
(Extra & Gorter, 2001). Some examples are Frisian, Welsh, Basque or Turkish and
Arabic. The general reference label to these languages is 'minority languages'. We
also observe an internal differentiation within this category as a result of regional
variation verSUS recent immigration into Europe. Thus, Frisian and Welsh are
denoted as regional minority (henceforward RM) languages, and Turkish and
Arabic, which have come to exist as a result of recent migration, are denoted as
immigrant minority (IM) languages. Extra & Gorter (2001:2) argue that RM and IM
languages have much in common, much more than one has usually thought thus
far. They have similarities in terms of their use in public versus domestic domains,
language shift towards the majority language, and their status in schools, in
particular in compulsory stages of primary and secondary education. The origin of
RM languages dates  back  to  the 195 century, when these languages were excluded
from the state level, and from general education in particular, during the process of
state-formation in Europe. They somehow did not become official languages of the
newly founded nation-states. Inclinations and ideologies towards centralization in
the Ze eikt have created an unstable position for RM languages. The first threat to
these languages is the lack of language transmission across generations. If parents
stop using the RM language which they took over from their parents, young
generations go then easily over to language shift, in an irreversible manner in most
cases. In recent years, some legal protection measures have been taken on the side
of the EU and individual states within the EU by developing educational policies
and programmes for RM languages. But in practice, the desired outcomes have
hardly been attained.

Speakers of IM languages have also existed in Europe throughout centuries.
Recently, as a result of industrial needs in North-Western Europe, there has been a
process of intensive immigration and community forming in this part of the
continent. Through the movement of labour force from South and East
Mediterranean countries, IM languages began to be spoken in Europe. Turkish is a
prominent example of non-European IM languages that are spoken and learned by
inhabitants of the states within the EU. Although IM languages are often conceived
and transmitted as core values by IM language groups, they are much less protected
than RM languages by affirmative action and legal measures, for instance in
education. In fact, the learning and certainly the teaching of IM languages are often
seen by speakers of dominant languages and by policy makers as obstacles to
integration of IM groups into the host society. At the European level guidelines
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and directives regarding IM languages are rather scant and outdated (Extra &
Gorter, 2001:3).

The formation of IM populations in the Netherlands during the last decades
resembles that in other Western European countries. These groups differ widely,
both in a cultural and linguistic sense, from the mainstream indigenous population
(Van del Avoird et al, 2001:216). Despite restrictive immigration policies in the
EU, IM populations are presumed to increase in the coming years as a result of
political and economic developments. This indicates that IM languages will
somehow become part of daily life experiences in EU countries.

1.3 The Turkish community in Europe and the Netherlands

Movement of labour force into European countries (and into the Netherlands in
particular) has a similar background. After the Second W'orld War, a process of
reconstruction and reorganization of the social and physical environment had
started in Europe. There was a considerable lack of labour force for lower-paid
unskilled work. This caused the need for new workers in various domains.
Immigration from Turkey to Europe (mainly to such countries as Germany,
France, Belgium  and  the Netherlands) started  in  the late 1960's when  European
companies began to employ workers from various Mediterranean countries.
Workers had been invited (hence the term 'guest workers') from several countries,
mainly from Turkey and Morocco in the Dutch case. Because lower numbers of
workers migrated from Spain, Italy, Greece and other countries in the
Mediterranean region, Turks and Moroccans formed the main image of a foreigner
for the Dutch in their countn (Backus, 1996:44). The need for this kind of
employment continued about twenty years. At the beginning, IM groups consisted
predominantly of young men who had left their families behind with little children.
These young people had initially the intention to earn and save money for a couple
of years and finally to return to their homeland. When economical perspectives and
living conditions at home began to appear disadvantageous, their families joined
the immigrated workers. Through the unification of its members, new IM families
have come into being. As a result of this development, the number of IM children
who were born in the Netherlands increased, and therefore a second generation of
Turkish immigrants joined the Dutch society. Most of our informants are part of
this group consisting of youngsters who were born and raised in the Netherlands.
The immigration of workers into Europe has strongly decreased, but through
marriages of IM youngsters with spouses in their homeland, another type of
immigrants came to Europe. These partners are mainly people born and raised in

Turkey. The first generation of immigrants became older, and different generations
can now be observed within IM families: there are older, middle-aged, young
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people, adolescents who are our target group, and children. The older group uses
mainly Turkish in internal communication; most of the younger people are
'Iurkish-Dutch bilinguals and the youngest group is inclined to be Dutch dominant.
According to recent demographic reports,  Furks are in the first place of the top-10
concerning IM groups in the Netherlands between 1995 and 2002 (see Table 1.1)

Table 1.1: Top-10  of IM groups  in the Netherlands between 1995-2002, according to birth
country of person, father, and/or mother (x 1000) (CBS, 2003)

Country of birth 1995 2000 2001 2002

Turkey 264 309 320 331

Surinam 276 303 309 315

Morocco 219 262 273 284

Antillean Islands                       86 107 117 125

Former Yugoslavia                        49                 67                 71                 75
Italy                                           31                  34                 35                 35
Spain                                         28                 30                 30                 31
China                                                  22                     30                     32                     36
Somalia                                          17                   29                   30                   29
Hong Kong                     17          18          18          18

Table 1.1 indicates a strong increase over a  relatively short period  of time among
most of the IM groups, particularly in the Turkish community (11,000 persons
Hicrease per year after 2000). As stated above, the large majority of Turkish
iminigrants moves currently to the Netherlands as a result of marriage with some-
one  in  the  Turkish community. Table 1.1 shows clearly  that  there is  a  continuous
increase of immigration from Turkey, which means that new speakers of Turkish
come to the country. Also there is a considerable amount of language contact in
'I'urkish with Turkey via TV, radio broadcasting and newspapers, and via internet
links from the country of origin.

The socio-economic backgrc,und of the 'I'urkish community in the Netherlands
is considered as rather homogeneous mainly because of their immigration motives
into Europe (Aarssen, 1996:14). However, there can be found changes as a result
of, e.g., trade ambitions of the young generation brought up in the country. The
Turkish community in the Netherlands is regarded as a highly socially organised
and active minority group, as they get quite frequently involved in social and
commercial enterprises. They open shops or teahouses, and they set up cultural,
political and religious organisations such gis mosques or Islamic schools. This
implicates that they regularli· maintain their intra-group contact, which is a relevant
factor in terms of language maintenance. The community is accumulated in the
four largest cities (Utrecht, The Hague, Rotterdam and Amsterdam) and in some
smaller ex-textile cities such as Tilburg, Almelo, Enschede, Eindhoven and
Hengelo. In spite of their settlement in the Netherlands, many Turks remain usually
interested in developments in their homeland and they want to keep their contacts
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alive. In economical sense, most of them do not expect much from Turkey because
of an instable economic performance of the country (inflation and unemployment
rates being high), but they are still socially and culturally bound to their home
country. Consequently, most parents attach for this reason much value to the
learning of Turkish by their children and hence to Turkish language instruction in
Dutch schools.

1.4 The status of Turkish in Dutch schools

At the beginning of the 1970's, a perception had come  up  in the policy making of
the Dutch government that the guest workers were not in the Netherlands on a
temporary basis anymore; they were planning to stay and to settle in the country,
which became obvious  in  the  intention to unify their families (Ozguzel,  1994)
Before that time, mother tongue instruction occurred mainly at the sporadic
initiative of the Spanish and Italian embassies, and private organisations under the
main influence of the plan to stay on a temporary basis. Following this, education
in the own language and culture was organized by municipalities after school hours,
which was then called OETC. This programme had initially two main targets: first a
contribution to the integration of IM children into the Dutch society by preserving
their own language and culture, and second a support to facilitate the integration of
the children from IM families into the education of the homeland in case of
repatriation. In order to improve the educational position of these children in the
Dutch school system, the government decided to finance the costs of OETC as of
1974, because most of the parents wanted their children to learn their own
language and culture next to the Dutch language and culture. The Dutch Ministry
of Education took the necessary responsibility and made agreements and
arrangements with its counterparts in the countries of origin in giving form to the
organization of the education concerned.  From  1983, the Dutch government began
to assume that the so-called guest workers would stay permanently in the country
(Ozguzel, 1994:47). Home language instruction in primary education was not
abandoned but its targets were modified. In practice, this comes down to the
replacement of repatriation arguments with the importance of soaal integration
into the Dutch society. Conditions should be created so that each child could get
equal rights and chances to develop him/herself. To reduce the gap between the
home and the school, to ensure a successful school career for the children, to
provide an enhancement on self-conception and self-consciousness, and to
contribute to intercultural education became the main aims of OETC. The legal

embedding of OETC for Dutch primary education occurred in 1985; for secondary
and special education it occurred  in  1987.  In the primary school framework,  each
pupil could follow Turkish lessons with an average of 2,5 hours per week.
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Additionally, the same pupil got also 2,5 hours lesson after school hours per week.
In  1990, the cultural component  'C'  o f OETC was cancelled  and the component
'T' (i.e., language) was supposed to carry the culture in its own structure. This
construction was planned for all IM languages in the country. By the replacement

of OET with OALT (Ondenv#s in Allocbtone Levende Talen; Education in non-
indigenous living languages) in 1987, there had been a transition to home language
instruction which inherently was going to include the cultural component as well.
This instruction was then considered to have two functions: firstly, a supportive
and additive function to facilitate learning Dutch better and more efficiently;
secondly, a function of its contribution to individual development in the society. In
the second case, the intrinsic value of home language instruction has been
overlooked in practice (see for further details Extra & Gorter, 2001; Extra et al,
2001; Aarssen et al, 1998; Broeder & Extra, 1999)

The discussions at social level centred around whether participation in home
language instruction would have a negative impact on the school performance of
IM children in language (i.e., Dutch) and mathematics. At the end of this process of
evaluation and approach with regard to home language instruction, the accent came
to be laid on the priority of learning Dutch as efficiently and accurately as possible
in order to facilitate the integration of IM children into the Dutch society. Home

language instruction in the framework of OALT in languages such as Turkish or
Arabic was abandoned in Dutch primary education as of August 2004, with the
arguments that the children lag behind and show stagnation in Dutch language

skills, and that for these reasons OALT was an obstacle for 'integration'
In Dutch secondary education, instruction in Turkish was introduced first in

1981. At that time the instruction had a supportive function for IM pupils who
were then in so-called international switch-classes. By means of assistance in the
home language they were supposed to go over more easily to regular classes so that
they could follow the national curriculum efficiently with their Dutch peers. This
supportive function meant basically the learning of Dutch, the guidance in the
conducting of their homework, and the introduction of these children in regular
classes. As to homework guidance, the schools hired teachers with Turkish
background who could also operate as translator/interpreter. They gave the
necessary explanations and in some cases they gave lessons concerning the home-
work despite the fact that some of them did not have qualifications for secondary
education but for another profession.

As of 1987, Turkish language instruction was not only considered as an additive
and supportive subject for the learning of Dutch but its intrinsic value was also

officially acknowledged. Government funds were made available if at least four
pupils would take a particular IM language as a subject for at least two hours per
week. Schools could also cooperate in organizing such education for each other's

pupils. From 1995-2000 between 8,000 and 9,000 pupils made use of these facilities
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yearly. Turkish and Arabic were de izire available for all pupils in secondary
education, but these subjects were de facto rarely chosen by pupils other than those
with a Turkish and Moroccan background.

As yet, little empirical evidence is available on the variation in language
proficiency of those first and/or second-generation pupils who opt for Turkish or
Arabic as a subject in secondary schools. The same holds for how teachers of
Turkish and Arabic deal with such variation in their daily classroom practice (Van
der  Avoird  et al, 2001:237-239).   As an autonomous exam subiect, Turkish   had
gained an elective foreign language status in the secondary-school curriculum. The
educational targets for introducing new languages such as Turkish correspond with
those of modern foreign languages (i.e., English, German and French) Turkish was
accepted in secondary Dutch education by taking into account the integration of
this subject in the general-school curriculum in the long run. However, at the
current level and with the current target group (Le., predominantly pupils of
Turkish immigrant background, who have already acquired basic communication
skills in Turkish at home), the status of this subJect as a foreign language seems to

be problematic. Other pupils with Dutch or non-Dutch background can by no
means follow the lessons at this level. Schools that wish to integrate Turkish in
their curriculum as a modern foreign language receive additional facilities from the
government. Parallel to this development new teacher training courses for Turkish
have officially been opened in Rotterdam. To ensure the quality of assessment in

language instruction, an exam preparation commission was formed in 1989. The
available exam programmes were evaluated by the commission and the programme
was found to be sufficient to implement on vbo-mavo  and bavo school types as of
1995 (Ozguzel, 1994:51). The exam programme for vwo schools has been presented
to the Dutch Ministry of Education in 1993. Central examination in Turkish was
made possible in cooperation between various academic and professional
institutions in the Netherlands. The standard book which is used in the curriculum
and which we also evaluated in the framework of our study was produced as a
result of one of these enterprises at the local level (i. e., the municipality of The
Hague) with the support of the Dutch Ministry of Education. Although the
legislative basis for this exam subject is similar to that of modern foreign languages,
in its exam programme a middle way has been chosen between mother tongue
education and foreign language instruction (Ozguzel, 1994:51). The results
obtained for Turkish were also important for the total performance on the school
report of pupils. The obtained marks for Turkish had the same evaluation weight as
other exam subjects in the curriculum. This created an extra stimulation for the
endeavour of pupils.

A recent study on the distribution of home languages other than Dutch in one
of the largest cities of the Netherlands, i.e., in The Hague, showed that Turkish
took the first place in the primary school survey and the third place in the
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secondary school survey after Hind(ustan)i and English (Extra et al, 2001:227). In
the same study it turned out that there were strongly positive correlations between
the primary and the secondary school samples on different language dimensions
such as language proficiency, choice, dominance and preference. According to a
constructed language vitality index, Chinese, Turkish and Urdu belonged to the
most vital languages in both the primary and secondary school samples. In the
language vitality index among fifteen major languages groups in the primary school
survey in The Hague, Turkish scored the highest percentage (75°*0), followed by

Somali (74°/0), Urdu (72%) and Chinese (71°/0). In terms of the categories consti-
tuting the vitality index, Turkish scored 97% in language proficiency (reported oral
skills), 87% in language choice (in interaction with the mother), 55% in language

dominance, and 49% in language preference. In the secondary school survey
among fifteen ma or language groups in The Hague (in the same study), Chinese
was in the first place ill the vitality index with 77%. Turkish took the second place
with 71%. Turkish proficiency of the pupils was again at a high level: 93% with a

slight decrease. Language choice was 92°/o, language maintenance 61% and
language preference 60%. We observe a decrease in reported Turkish proficiency
and an increase iii language choice, dominance and preference. These outcomes
indicate that there are slight shifts despite the will of language maintenance

amongst adolescent speakers  of Turkish.

1.5   Outline of the present study

This study aims basically to measure both language achievement and language

proficiency of pupils in Turkish in a Dutch migration context. Language achievement

will be measured in longitudinal perspective by comparing the outcomes of a series

of curriculum-dependent linguistic (sub)tasks for a core group in the Netherlands at
the start and end of one year of Turkish language instruction. Language pn ineng' will
be measured in crossnational perspective by comparing the outcomes of specific
curriculum-independent tasks for the core group in the Netherlands and a
reference group in Turkey with similar background characteristics.

Chapter 2 offers the theoretical background that forms the basis of the study.
Section 2.1 defines and explains the concept    of language proficiency    and    its

measurement by means of examples and outcomes of research on proficiency in
the literature. The commonly used dichotomy between BICS and CALP,
introduced by Cummins (1980, 1983), will be presented and related to the content

of our study. The test development process (test types, reliability and validity
issues) will be outlined for assessment of the related aspects of the language.

Previous research on Turkish language proficiency will be introduced together with
its outcomes. Section 2.2 offers theoretical background concerning the dichotomy
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between lexicon and grammar, in particular with reference to affixation, i.e., the
distinction between free and bound morphemes in Turkish. Also arguments and
results of empirical studies which posit that there is a separate grammatical
mechanism in the human brain are presented. A theoretical model regarding

processing of grammar and vocabulan' knowledge, and utterance production and
perception or articulating and parsing of a word form and its content will be
introduced. Section 2.3 is devoted to the generative assumption of structure
dependency and its relevance for our study in terms of nominal or verbal inflection,
phrase, clause binding and sentence formation. Consequently, the pertinent
morphosyntactic structures of Turkish will be explained by means of examples.
Section 2.4 presents the relevant discussion in the related literature concerning the
development of literacy and metalinguistic awareness. In Section 2.5, a theoretical
approach is briefly given regarding bilingual development and the organization of
language processing resulting in language variation.

Chapter 3 deals with the design of the main study, its conceptualisation and
operationalisation. It describes the research questions and the two main informant
groups. Then the instruments and the procedure of constructing language
proficiency and achievement tasks are outlined. Also the other types of data
collection techniques, i.e., classroom observations and teacher questionnaires, are
presented in this chapter.

Chapter 4 reports on a pilot study conducted in The Hague, Tilburg and
Amsterdam concerning the standardization of the curriculum-dependent test in
terms of a longitudinal language achievement test. The task types and their
implementation and outcomes are explained in detail in this chapter.

Chapter 5 comprises the pilot study results of the curriculum-independent test in
terms of a one-time measurement language proficiency test. The test has been
piloted in three different schools in the Netherlands and two schools in Turkey.
The results and a concurrent validity test in terms of a level comparison between
test outcomes are presented in this chapter.

Chapter 6 presents the results of the curriculum-dependent test in the main
study which demonstrate the language achievement rates of a subset group of
informants  in The  I lague. The outcomes of pretesting and posttesting are shown
and discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 7 contains the results of the language proficiency test in the main study
(curriculum-independent test). On the basis of the outcomes, a group companson
is made in terms of language proficiency levels in the domains of vocabulary and

grammar.

Chapter 8 includes an overview o f classroom observations and findings obtained
during the language instruction process. In this chapter, opinions of teachers

regarding Turkish language instruction are reported, and spelling deviations which
are traced in the observations are categorized and discussed according to their types
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and structures. The data which were gathered during the ongoing language
instruction process will be explained on a session basis. Finally, an evaluation of the
classroom observations, and relevant features and oral behaviour of the pupils will

be presented and discussed.
Chapter 9 involves results of a comparative qualitative data analysis. The written

output of our informants in the curriculum-dependent and curriculum-independent
test will be analysed and discussed in the light of the theoretical background

presented in Chapter 2.
Chapter 10 offers a summary of the outcomes of the domains investigated in the

framework of this study. It also gives answers to the research questions formulated
in Chapter 3 concerning lexical and morphosyntactic proficiency of the core group
of informants.



CHAPTER 2

Theoretical background

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter the theoretical basis on which this study has been built will be
outlined and discussed. The concepts of language achievement and language
proficiency are considered within current socio- and psycholinguistic approaches to
language as a fundamental aspect of human cognitive ability. In Section 2.2, the
structure of language proficiency will be explained by referring to recent theoretical
discussions in the field. A general dichotomy in terms of communicative and
academic language proficiency will be introduced with its various features and
interpretations. Section 2.3 will provide theoretical background concerning
language test development and previous research on Turkish language proficiency,
particularly in a migration context. The general perception of language as a capacity
for word knowledge and a systematic concatenation of selected words according to
a structurally motivated (governed) mechanism will be presented in Section 2.4.
Consequently, the difference between lexicon and grammar will be made clear.
Sentence or utterance formation, which is a morphosyntactic operation on its own,
and the rule of structure dependency, which plays a crucial role in this process, will
be    explained in Section    2.5.    In this context, relevant grammatical features    o f
Turkish will be presented as well.

2.2 The construct of language proficiency

To make use of language as a communicative tool requires a broad proficiency for
language speakers, which can be adapted according to the context in which a
certain expressive form must be used. An example of necessary theoretical
distinctions has been given by Cummins (1980,2000) and Skutnabb-Kangas (1984)
within a spectrum of dialect speaking children and children from immigrant
families. In the latter group, the distance between home language and school
language is more observable than in the case of children with certain dialect
variants as mother tongues. In order to cover these theoretical concepts, the
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dichotomy of daily versus school language proficiency was introduced. Daily
language use is related mainly to Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills (BICS),
whereas school and formal context language use involves Cognitive Academic
Language Skills (CALP). Two dimensions come to the fore in the continuum
between the daily and academic form of language skills: firstly, the degree of
support which the direct context gives in the production and interpretation of
language utterances; secondly, the complexity of cognitive operations which have
to be conducted by means of linguistic activities. In academic language use, one
would have to face the execution of cognitively complex operations, whilst the
direct context offers not much support for comprehension of the spoken or
written form. Cummins discusses explicitly the development of BICS and CALP in
the case of multilingual children. He assumes that whenever there is linguistic
development in more than one language, one can speak of Common    Underlying
Pn.)ficieny. Through this interconnectedness, a minimal development of the first
language would be a suitable and necessary condition for the advancement of
cognitive academic language skills in a second language.

Larsen-Freeman (2000) discusses principles and techniques of (foreign) language
teaching. In this framework she states that the concept of communicative language
teaching gained much importance   in the 1970's,   when it became apparent   to
educators that although students were producing accurate language in the class-
room, they were not producing appropriate utterances in terms of specific language

functions (such as 'apologizing', 'inviting' or 'declining an invitation') when they
used the foreign language outside of the classroom. It became then clear that
students may know the rules but may not be communicatively competent in the
target language. In Cummins' terms that would suggest that students were good at
CALP, however less good at BICS. The chief tenets of this approach are: using
'authentic' language, unravelling a speaker's or writer's intention, working with
language at the discourse level, playing games that provide immediate feedback as
to whether students were successful or not in the game. Errors are noted but the
activity is allowed to go on (the teacher will, however, return to the error later on),
tasks that encourage communicative interaction and co-operation among students
are set up, and the teacher acts as a facilitator and adviser for students. Some
techniques that are considered important in this approach are: using authentic
materials, unscrambling sentences and working on strip stories, playing language
games and role-play. This case shows that the curriculum under scrutiny was
produced by using foreign language teaching principles and techniques, which aim
to improve BICS in communicative sense.

Bialystok & Ryan (1985) describe academic language use from the perspective of
cognitive psychology. They underline the role of control which is required in the
execution of various linguistic tasks. Tasks, in which  not much analysed knowledge
of language is required and less control is needed in their exertions, for instance
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everyday speech, would be earlier internalised in the acquisition process. After this
stage, the development of language proficiency would follow in order to fulfil tasks

which require a high degree of analysed knowledge of the language system and also
a high degree of control in the execution of the task. The two dimensions are
named as 'analysis of knowledge' and 'cognitive control'. In an everyday conver-
sation, relatively the least analysis control is needed, but the most is asked in
reading, writing as well as metalinguistic tasks.

Cummins (2000:55) states that educational support plays a major role in fuelling
our continued language development along particular trajectories that are crucial to
future employment. These dimensions of language development include the
acquisition of the lexicon of literacy, the specialized vocabularies of particular
content areas, and the ability to interpret and use more sophisticated syntax in oral
and written modes. Other factors also play a significant role (e.g., the amount of
free voluntary reading that individuals engage in; compare the observational data
presented in Chapter 8).

Not all aspects of language use or performance, Cummins argues, could be
incorporated into one dimension of general or global language proficiency. For
instance, in comparing two monolingual English-speaking siblings, a 12-year-old
child and a 6-year-old, there are enormous differences in these children's ability to
read and write English and in the depth and breadth of their vocabulary knowledge,
but much less differences in their phonology or basic fluency. The 6-year-old can
understand virtually everything that is likely to be said to her in everyday social
contexts and she can use language very effectively in these contexts, )ust as the
12-year-old can. In other words, some aspects of children's first language develop-
ment (e.g., phonology) reach a plateau relatively early, whereas other aspects (e.g.,
lexical knowledge) continue to develop throughout our lifetimes. Thus, these very
different aspects of proficiency cannot be considered to reflect just one unitary
proficiency dimension.

Basically, two componential models of language proficiency seem to be highly
relevant for our study: Cummins' dichotomy CALP/BICS (1980, 2000) which
interprets proficiency as composed of cognitive academic language proficiency
(CALP) and basic interpersonal and communicative skills (BICS); and Bachman's
communicative language ability (CIA) model (Bachman & Palmer, 1996) which
includes three interacting components: language competence, strategic competence
and psychological mechanisms. The latter CIA model provides a more elaborate,
detailed and comprehensive representation of language proficiency. The last two
components of the model have been excluded in the present study. However,
components regarding competence and proficiency have been included as they
form the basis of linguistic performance.

Other theorists have made similar conversational/academic language dis-
tinctions with different names, such as Vygotsky (1962, spontaneous/scientific
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concepts), Bruner (1975, communicative/analytic competence), Canale (1983,
communicative/autonomous proficiencies), Donaldson (1978, embedded and
disembedded thought and language), Olson (1977, utterance and text), Bereiter &
Scardamalia (1981, conversation and composition), or Snow et al (1991,
contextualised and decontextualised language). According to Vygotsky, social
context creates language and literacy. Conceptual development in children begms
with everyday or spontaneous understandings, related to particular experiences, and
their form and number change in the course of time through social mediation to
scientific concepts, which are more abstract and hierarchically organized in
semantic networks. Bruner (1975) defines communicative competence as the ability
to realise utterances that are appropriate to the context in which they are produced,
and to comprehend utterances in relation to the context in which they are
encountered. Initial condition for analytic competence is the possession of
communicative competence. It involves the prolonged operation of thought
processes exclusively based on linguistic representations and cultivated through
schooling.

Canale's communicative language proficiency, as opposed to Bruner's view,
which puts analytic competence in a higher form of profidency, involves
grammatical, sociolinguistic, discourse, and strategic competencies, but the focus is
on the social meaning of utterances, which draws primarily on sociolinguistic
knowledge and skills. Autonomous language proficiency is related to less directly
social, more intmpersonal use of language such as problem solving, monitoring
one's thoughts, verbal play, poetry or creative writing. The focus is less on social
meaning than on grammatical form and literal meaning. The main language
competence would seem to be grammatical with some contribution of discourse
and strategic competencies and with the least demand on sociolinguistic
connpetence.

Donaldson (1978) emphasizes the importance of context for any kind of
cognitive or linguistic performance. Children's thought processes and use of
language develop within a  flow of meaningful context in which the logic of words
is subordinated to perception of the speaker's intentions and salient features of the
situation.

Olson's (1977) distinction between 'utterance' and 'text' relates to whether
meaning  is  largely  ext:rinsic to language (utterance) or intrinsic to language  (text).  In
interpersonal conversational interactions, meaning is only partly dependent on the
specific linguistic forms used by the speaker. However, in contrast to spoken
language, written text is an autonomous representation of meaning. Words, written
or spoken, are meaningless outside of particular interpretive contexts. Thus,
knowing words is not enough to be literate; one must also learn how to participate
in the discourse of a particular textual community.
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Bereiter & Scardamalia (1981) approach the problem of learning to write as a
matter of converting a language production system mainly based on conversations
over to a thought formulation system by itself. The absence of conversational
support distinguishes writing radicall, from conversation. In writing, the individual
must learn to produce language without feedback that comes from a conversational
partner; to use his or her own memory rather than using what other people say; to
plan large units of discourse instead of planning what will be said next, and to
function as both writer and reader, which is needed for revision.

Snow et al (1991) have shown that performance on highly contextualised
language tasks (e.g., face-to-face communication) does not predict performance on
less contextualised tasks such as defining the meanings of words. They state that
definitions constitute an example of what has been referred to as decontextualised
language use, i. e., language used in ways that avoid reliance on a shared social and
physical context in favour of reliance on a context created through the language
itself. In order to give a good formal definition, one must analyst all one knows
about a concept to separate the crucial from the irrelevant information. Snow et al
conclude that the native language used in the home certainly enhances conver-
sational skills, but does not appear to directly enhance those language skills that are
called upon in the classroom context. It is those latter classroom skills (e.g., glvlng
formal definitions or decontextualised picture descriptions) that are most predictive
o f successful literacy and school achievement.

When we return to the construct of language proficiency, we observe that mainly
academic rather than conversational aspects of proficiency come to the fore in
research conducted to measure language skills. Bossers (1991) assessed vocabulary
and grammar knowledge from a widely used Dutch-as-a-second-language test
battery in order to test language proficiency.  illis study too refers to Ll proficiency
as knowledge of vocabulary and grammatical structures while acknowledging the
limitations that such an operationalisation of the construct imposes. Thus, what is
meant by language proficiency here is the very knowledge of formal concepts and

grammatical structures which are used in school contexts and in written forms

predominantly.
De Haan (1993) refers to components of academic language proficiency which

are required in the school context in terms of acquisition of the language system,
contextualisation, vocabulary, textual proficiency and metalinguistic skills. Children
come to primary school with a certain level of language proficiency, but after the
beginning of formal education, some important developments take place in
children's minds. They learn not only new linguistic forms, but also the language

system is at each level restructured (i.e., in lexical, syntactic, morphological and
morphosyntactic terms). The use of language is moving from context-based to
context-free modes. In textual terms, a change from episodic to knowledge
representation can be seen in text production. Metalinguistic skills, in Bialystok &
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Ryan's (1985) terms, are mainly conscious and selective attention, which is paid to
aspects of language systems, and ability to manipulate this attention. With respect
to the testing of metalinguistic awareness, various items have been developed and
applied in experimental conditions. Metalinguistic awareness can be defined as the
conscious understanding and  manipulation of units of language.  It is the process of
thinking about and reflecting on the nature and functions of language, including
knowledge about the demands of different language and literacy events and beliefs
about oneself and others as language users. Through metalinguistic processes we
reflect upon or become conscious observers of language use.

Hajer (1993:169) mentions four components for academic language proficiency
and communicative competence, i.e., in terms of a grammatical component, a
discourse component, and a sociolinguistic and strategic component. Grammatical
and textual components belong to the core of linguistic competence, whereas
others are referred to as functional components.

Bachman (1990:87) proposes a comprehensive categorization concerning com-
ponents of language competence. In his componential scheme, language
competence is divided into two main categories, i.e., organizational and pragmatic
competence. These two categories, too, are each divided in two modes.
Organizational competence is composed of grammatical and textual competence.
Pragmatic competence consists of illocutionary and sociolinguistic competence.
Vocabulary, morphology, syntax and phonology/graphology are part of
grammatical competence. Cohesion and rhetorical organization belong to textual
competence. Ideational, manipulative, heuristic and imaginative functions are
within illocutionary competence. Sensitivity to dialect register, naturalness and
cultural references, and a figure of speech are parts of sociolinguistic competence.
In this model, the scope of competence is very broad.

In the same vein, in language acquisition theory, dichotomous conceptions of
language proficiency have been brought forward by researchers, following
Chomsky's (1993) distinction between grammatical and pragmatic competence, in
terms of a distinction between knowledge and skills in language learning. In
language teaching and testing it is common practice to divide the language domain
into four major skills according to mode and direction. Listening and speaking
represent both oral skills as opposed to the written skills reading and writing. De
Jong & Verhoeven (1992) state that productive and receptive skills each give rise to
specific measurement difficulties. Receptive skills are unobservable, at least in
direct performance, and productive skills are observable. The advantage of
productive tests is that we can obtain a clearer picture of learners' skills in the field
under scrutiny. It is also possible to have wider and varied information about the
linguistic performance of pupils. Klatter-Folmer (1996:70) states that there were no
suitable productive tests for her research on language proficiency of pupils in
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Turkish. In that respect, it is Interesting to approach our study from a production
perspective. By taking into account indirect discrete point tests, which we used in
this study, receptive aspects of language proficiency have also been assessed by
means of multiple-choice and matchng-task formats. It may be argued that within
the productive perspective of the textual category, a text production task (e.g.,
writing a composition) can be applied; however, this has not been done, as this
would broaden the scope of this study too much. Nevertheless, rather receptive
and less productive tasks have been included in order to gain information on this
level.

Melka (1997:84-85) states concerning the dichotomy of receptive and productive
skills that this distinction does not necessarily exist as such, but is justified for
reasons of convenience and because we are used to set off one term against the
other. Studies have often based themselves on this convenient dichotomy and seem
to assume that one possesses two distinct vocabularies, i. e., one receptive and one

productive. Certain degrees of word knowledge could be labelled as 'higher'
degrees of familiarity, close to productive knowledge: in Ll as well as in L2, this
suggests the knowing of various meanings of a polysemous word and the knowing
of collocations or idioms. Having phonological, morphological, syntactical and
lexical information about an item could be seen as a very high degree of familiarity.
Melka (1997) proposes several stages within the receptive and productive contin-
uum, starting with imitation or reproduction without assimilation, continuing with
comprehension and reproduction with assimilation, and finishing with production.

With respect to the methodological aspects of vocabulary testing from two
perspectives, i.e., receptive and productive, there are various discussions (Bachman
& Palmer, 1996). These discussions do not seem to take into account personal
choice. We understand a multitude of words in our native language that we never
use. For example, we may understand terms used by our parents or our
grandparents, but never produce those terms, although we could. Likewise, we may
recognize the meaning of non-standard  words  such  as  am % or taboo words,  but
avoid using them because we are concerned about other people's views of us. We
may understand terms used by speakers of other dialects, but never choose to use
them. The specificity of any individual's knowledge about a word depends on the
person and his or her motivation, desires, and needs for that word. Acquisition
does not appear to be a simple throwing of a switch between knowing and not
knowing; rather there seems to be a continuum of knowledge about any word and a
learner can be anywhere along the continuum.
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2.3   Language test development and Turkish language proficiency

Test development is the entire process of creating and using a test, beginning with
its initial conceptualisation and design, and culminating in one or more archhed
tests and the results of their use. 7'lie structure and planning of language tests will
vary depending upon aims and research paradigms. Bachman & Palmer (1996:86)
Suggest three conceptual stages for test development:
• design: describing the purpose(s) of the test; identifying and describing tasks in

the target language use domain (-ILU); describing the characteristics of the
language users/test takers; defining the construct to be measured; developing a
plan for evaluating the qualities of usefulness; identifying resources and
developing a plan for their allocation and management,

• operationalisation: developing test tasks and a blueprint;
•   administratic,n of the test.
The authors admit that there are many ways to organize the test development
process, but on the basis of their experience over the years, they state that this type
of organization gives a better chance of monitoring the usefulness of the test
throughout the development process and hence of producing a useful test.

Some additional comments should be made on procedural aspects of language
testing. Indirect discrete point language tests, which we used in our study. make it
possible to study   both   productive   and   receptive   skills.   I n this procedure   a   test   is
one where the learner is said to consciously focus on the linguistic rules required to
perform the task requested. A direct procedure refers to a 'natural' manner of
testing as if the testing is in its 'natural' environment. The second dichotomy in
testing involves the contrast between discrete point and integrative measures. The
former type of tests aims at profiling the learner's language performance in terms

of differential linguistic patterning, whereas the latter aims at a global interpretation
of language performance. Indirect discrete point tests offer a more or less analytic
profile, defining proficiency as the additive results on their component subtasks
referring to different grammatical or textual skills. This approach has been claimed
to be highly objective, and rather easily to administer and interpret (Morrow,
1981:11).

If one wishes to establish what exactly a learner has learned in a given
educational context, we speak of achievement tests. 7'hese tests are closel) related
to a particular curriculum: they test what has been taught. Achievement tests, which
are also called progress tests, may be used to measure progress in smaller units
within a curriculum or ther ma · be used as final tests after course completion.

.\ different type of test, which seeks to determine language behaviour in real-life
situations, is a general proficiency test, which indicates what an individual is capable
of doing now as a result of previous and cumulative learning experiences.
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As for the concepts of reliability and validity of tests, internal consistency and
consistency over time is referred to as reliability. A test is unreliable if it provides
ren different results, when administered to two different groups of 'equal' ability.
To ensure the reliability of a test, Various methods are used: test-retest, parallel-
forms, split-half method etc. The quality of test items is also important. One of the
indices for items is the p-value, which indicates the degree of difficulty. This index
is obtained by dividing the number of items scored correctly by the total number of
testees. In norm-referenced tests one aims at p-values between 0,50 and 0,75. Iii
criterion-referenced tests, p-values may be higher or lower. In this way one can also
calculate the degree o f difficulty for each of the distracters in a multiple-choice test.

.\ reliable test, however, is still of little value if it does not measure what it
purports to measure. Reliability is a prerequisite for validity. <fherefore, test
validation is an essential part of test construction. No empirical study can improve
a test's validity. That is a matter for construct and content validity. \X'hat is most
important is the preliminary thinking and the preliminary analysis as to the nature
of language learning we aim to capture. While the procedures of language testing
derive from the psychology of testing, valid language tests depend on the test
constructors' knowledge of language and on their judgement as to the parameters
of language proficiency (Davies, 1990). In our study, the test design has been
established mainly by means of observations concerning language behaviour of
informants and evaluations of their written or oral utterances.

As for test format, there are closed-ended, restricted-response and open-ended
tests. Closed-ended types are in the form of true-false, matching and multiple
choice. In a restricted-response test, the answers are formulated by the testees

themselves. As the answers are short and predictable, this type of test can be scored
objectively. Blank-filling tests seem to be more reliable and more valid. '1'her also
yield more diagnostic information than multiple-choice tests do. Open-ended tests
are generally considered to be the most valid type of language test, especially from a
communicative point of view. '1-hey may be oral or written. One problem of these

types of teSts is comparability: responses may vary quite considerably. Open-ended
tests may be made more reliable by standardizing tasks, and by using explicit
criteria in rating.

Some researchers have compared the language development of Turkish immtgrant
children in the Netherlands with that of a reference group (Schaufeli, 1991; Aarts,
1994). Boeschoten (1990) found that there is some stagnation particularly in lexical
proficiency. It is generally accepted that the language acquisition process occurs

largely between 0-9 years of age, but conceptual and linguistic development
continues after that age too. Schaufeli (1993:153) compared grammatical skills in
lurkish of bilingual and monolingual children. On the morphosyntactic level two
measures were conducted, one reflecting syntactic complexity, a second reflecting
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the degree to which the language use is synthetic. Both measures show a significant
difference between the two groups. The bilinguals produce less complex and less
synthetic sentences than the monolinguals. However, compared to the lexical level,
the overall differences between the two groups seem to be moderate. In another
study, Schaufeli (1992:118) states that for Turkish children in the Netherlands,
there are strong indications of Turkish still being   acquired   as   Ll.   However,
bilingual Turkish children in the Netherlands get very limited formal instruction in
their   Ll    and the malor source for vocabulary acquisition   will   be Ll -based
interactions in their daily life. For this reason, they will have the vocabulary at their
use that they can get in situations in which Turkish language input is available. In
addition to a wider range of situations in which Turkish is spoken and thus
vocabulary can be acquired, monolingual children in Turkey get formal instruction
in their mother tongue. Schaufeli concludes that the Ll vocabulary of the Turkish
children in the Netherlands is fairly restricted, especially in the 'non-Turkish'
domains in the context of schooling. Furthermore, a tendency towards a general
use of certain alternative lexical items was observed. According to the standard

variety, incorrect lexical items based on L2 were used (e.g., karl instead of kalit,
pompalamak instead of si inuek, lamba instead  of fene,), and short paraphrases

containing fixed lexical elements with some variation in syntactic form were given
or the name of another specific, resembling object was mentioned (e.g., avi 'nail'
instead of vida 'screw')

Aarssen et al (1993:165) measured the language proficiency of Turkish bilingual
children ill the Netherlands. For the syntactic test, after an analysis of syntactic
errors in essays by the children and letters by Turkish adults living in Turkey or the
Netherlands, they categorized these errors and integrated them into a test. They
found that the Ll proficiency of the Turkish children was reasonably good. An oral
and a written language factor appear to underlie the children's results on the
measures taken. Except for some individual cases, the children had no problems
with the comprehension of basic instructions. They also had a reasonable oral
vocabulary. With respect to the written language tasks, there was more individual
variation in the scores. The two oral measures and the measure on word decoding
turned out to be significantly related to the period of Ll instruction the cllildren
have had. The scores on the measures for oral vocabulary and reading com-
prehension were also significantly related to the use of Ll in the peer group.
Turkish children who had entered Dutch primary school in later grades obtained
generally higher scores than first grade entrants. However, the differences in scores
were not signlficant.

A comparison of Ll proficiency of bilingual Turkish-Dutch children with
monolingual peers in Turkey has been made for various age groups. Verhoeven &
Boeschoten (1986) studied the Ll acquisition of Turkish children aged 4-8 in the
Netherlands in relation to monolingual peers in Turkey and concluded that
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stagnation can be observed in the acquisition of Ll in bilinguals. It is noteworthy,
however, that one can speak of acceleration in the vocabulary acquisition of the
group aged 7-8. Progress in Turkish was markedly slower than that of monolingual
peers in Turkey. At the morphosyntactic level, there was a strong divergence as
regards the acquisitional pattern of non-finite verb forms. It seemed that the use of
complex constructions requiring nominalised verb forms (clause binding) is
extremely difficult for the children in the Netherlands. It was concluded that a clear
stagnation in the use of clause linking devices by the children in the Netherlands
was a consequence of restricted Turkish input. The finding that the acquisition of
simple clauses in Turkish is relatively easy can be explained from the fact that in
Turkish inflection is a core property, whereas in many other languages, such as
English or Dutch, it is a peripheral property (Verhoeven, 1991:135).

In the study of Aarts (1994), the Ll proficiency of Turkish bilinguals in the
Netherlands does not differ much from monolingual children in Turkey at the end
of primary school. Apparently, stagnation is not persistent for bilingual children.
She qualified the Ll proficiency of the bilinguals as 'high'. Aarts states, however,
that there were considerable differences between the two groups in terms of
spelling and vocabulary. Appel & Schaufeli (1990) conducted a study on Turkish
and Dutch vocabulary of older bi]inguals, aged 11- 12. They found that children
know more words in Dutch than in Turkish. These data are parallel to the findings
of Verhoeven (1987): the Dutch vocabulary of Turkish children going to a Dutch
school expands more rapidly than their Turkish vocabulary. The vocabulary
measurement of Verhallen et al (1999) indicated that vocabulary knowledge of
Turkish bilinguals in depth is broader in Dutch than in Turkish. A comparison of
their results with a monolingual reference group in Turkey showed that the
monolinguals scored much better. Extension and deepening of vocabulary would
be less determined by occasional environment, but more by a school context, in
which concepts are decontextualised much more. Verhallen (1994:123) concluded
in her research on 9-11-year-old Turkish bilinguals that children can mention less
meaning aspects in Ll (i.e., Turkish) than in L2 putch). Furthermore, given
meanlng aspects in Turkish are less paradigmatic and more syntagmatic. Meanings
provided by children in Ll are less extensive and less abstract. Underdevelopment
in word knowledge which children have in L2, appears not to have been
compensated  in Ll. Abstract words are intrinsically more complex than concrete
words in the case of Ll acquisition, where lexical and cognitive developments
advance together. L2 learners, however, have already developed abstract concepts
in their Ll; therefore, an abstract concept like 'love' should not be more difficult to
understand and remember than a concrete L2 word like 'book' (Laufer, 1997:149).
Saffran & Sholl (1999:245) argue on the basis of research findings that concrete
words have a marked advantage over abstract words. Superior performance on
concrete words is often attributed to the relative richness of the semantic repre
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sentations of concrete concepts as well as their specificity of meaning: a 'rose' is
always a rose, but the meaning of an abstract word like 'phase' varies with the
context in which it is used (compare 'phase of the moon' with 'phase of infant
development').

In a critical review on Turkish language proficiency research, Driessen & Van
der Grinten (1994:379) point out that the conclusion of the previous studies is
mostly that the children in the immigration context (m caszi the Netherlands) do not
lag very far behind those in the country of origin. However, they add, some words
of caution are called for, when drawing this type of conclusion. In the first place, it
is possible to assert for the study of Schaufeli (1991) that the teSts administered in
Turkey were biased, because the children in Turkey were not accustomed to the
type of tests designed by the Dutch researchers. They also complain that almost all
studies limit themselves to oral proficiency and reading skills. 1-11is is a serious
limitation, because these tests only shed light on a part of language proficiency. Tlie
fact that practically all studies only make use of multiple-choice tests is a problem
too, which has to be taken into consideration in the interpretation of the research
results.

Our study aims to meet the expectations concerned, as a variety of test tasks
such as word definition, sentence combination, sentence construction, and
grammaticality judgement (GJ) have all been administered in written format.
Akenberg & Vago (2002) discuss  the role of grammaticality judgements and review
the related literature. l'hey point out that it would be convenient to have a test task
that directly tapped competence or to somehow value an understanding of
competence over an understanding of performance. It is indeed important to note
that events similar to makmg grammaticality ludgements occur in ordinan· language
use. When a native speaker hears an utterance and says <'I'hat sounds weird', we
need to re flect on how that response is arrived at. If G.J tasks relied only on explicit
information, then native speakers would not be able to correctly make judgements
on structures which had not explicitl) been taught to them and/or wliose structure
they did not explicitly understand. .·\ltenberg & Vago (2002) continue their
discussion citing Paradis (1994) that one may know an utterance is wrong because
of either implicit competence or explicit knowledge. Paradis argues that in the Gj
of I.1, people tend to go by prescriptive graminar rather than by what thej· actuall)·
say. It thus seems reasonable to suggest that GJ tasks rely on implicit knowledge
that, for adults, though not for young children (i.e., to the age of seven), can be
supplemented by explicit, in particular, prescriptive knowledge. Hedgecock (1993:7)
argues, based on the findings of previous studies, that 8-year-old children are able
to  identify  ungrammatical  L l forms significantly more often in unrelated sentelices

than in sentences framed 111 a narrative context. It follows from here that it would
be efficient to present them in a separate sentence format.
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Driessen et al (1989) compared the participation of Turkish children in Ll
instruction with their knowledge of I.1. Thg applied written tests (multiple choice

and open questions concerning pragmatics, idiom, vocabulary, grammar and
spelling), and concluded that the level of Turkish appears to be fairly good. De
Ruiter et al (1 992) developed and administered Turkish tests to assess the Ll
instruction in primary education and they aimed to present a diagnostic profile for
Ll instruction in secondary education. The researchers concluded that in the
Netherlands pupils did reasonably well in the spelling test and fairly satisfactorily in
the reading comprehension test. On the other parts they achieved very reasonable
to good scores. Furthermore, tliey argued that Turkish children in the Netherlands
did not lag very far behind those in 7'urkey; the domains in which the pupils lagged

behind most were spelling and written vocabulary.
In a study by Teunissen (1986) the effects of a bilingual educational programme

for Turkish pupils have been investigated. Initially, the vocabulary and listening
comprehension of the Turkish bilingual group was not different from that of a
Turkish control group. In the vocabulary, word decoding and reading com-
prehension tests, the Turkish bilingual group scored significantly higher than the
Turkish control group in all forms.

TPrhoeven (1985:48) states that bilingual reading and writing education almost
never leads to lower L2 learning results. In cases where firstly Ll and then L2 was
taught, L2 learning results appeared even better. The assumption is that children
have mainly or better command of their I.1 than of the dominant I.2. Pedagogically
it is also natural to use Ll in the beginning phase of education. In another study on
Ll instruction for Turkish bilingual children, Verhoeven & Aarts (1998:130)
conclude that although Ll instruction (i. e., Turkish) took up only a very modest
part of the timetable in Dutch schools, Turkish children in the Netherlands
appeared quite proficient  Rt  acquiring literacy in  their  L 1.  By  the  end  of  primary
school, Turkish children attained almost a native-like performance in their Ll.  On
most of the oral and written language tasks, a remarkable similarity between the
groups in the Netherlands and in Turkey was discovered.

Io explore the link between formal definition skills and reading comprehension
across the two languages of bilingual students (fourth grade) was the goal of a study
by Durgunoglu et al (2002:301). They state that formal definitions can be
considered as an index of a student's awareness of decontextualised language and
the quality of formal definition sentences is correlated with reading achievement.
They argue that the ability to provide high quality formal definitions is not only
based on semantic, but also on metalinguistic knowledge, because it involves
judging how to present information to a distant audience, when the possibility of
personal interaction is slim. This is especially true for tasks in which non-linguistic
clues are not available, for example taSks requiring written responses. Their results
suggest that the abilin· to give decontextualised definitions using a formal syntactic
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structure is a metalinguistic skill that can be transferred across languages. The fact
that there was very little cross-language transfer at the basic word recognition
levels, indicates that word recognition processes can become modular and
impervious to the influence of the basic processes in the other language. They
argue that this is parallel to a finding with monolingual readers implying that when
word recognition becomes proficient, semantic context exerts less influence.
However, analysing syntax and correcting errors was a skill that was related across
the two languages, even when the sentences had errors reflecting the different
syntactic structures of the two languages. Therefore, analysing and critically
evaluating the structure of a sentence seems to be a metalinguistic skill that also
transfers across languages.

Verhallen & Schoonen (1993) also studied word-definition skills of Turkish
bilinguals and Dutch monolinguals. Providing a formal definition of a word, one
has to reflect on one's own knowledge concerning the word, then one has to
discern incidental or personal meaning aspects from generally accepted definitions
and has to formulate it in an appropriate manner. As stated by Bialystok & Ryan
(1985), giving a generally accepted definition has a metalinguistic character. To be
able to give an adequate definition is considered as a form of academic language
proficiency. At the same time, definition tasks, as opposed to formal vocabulary
tests, give the opportunity to study lexical knowledge in more depth. They are a
means to establish how well or how extensively a word has been acquired. The
analysis of word definitions can give us some understanding of the way in which
word meanings and meaning structures are mentally represented (Verhallen &
Schoonen, 1993:348). Benelli et al (1988) found that word definitions show
differences between younger and older children, and between children and adults.
By   the   age   o f  10, the criteria   of in formativeness and completeness concernmg
definitions are met as seen in the adult use of language. Kurland & Snow (1997)
examined individual growth rates in definitional skills over a period of 3-6 years for
children who were asked to define words once a year at school from the age of
5-10.  Stagnation was observed between  age  9  and  10 in terms of formal definitions,
in terms of the presence of a superordinate and the quality of formal definitions.
However, the children appear to have attained 'adult levels' of definitional skills.
Children aged 9-10 performed higher on average than their own mothers when
giving definitions. A definition describes a word in terms of other words. To define
a word, one's lexicon must obviously include the word to be defined. Giving
definitions also requires the knowledge that words are symbolic and separable from
the things they refer to. Category membership places a word in the context of
similar words, but salient attributes are also necessary in order to distinguish the
target word from other category members. Children who are articulate in oral
communication may not have acquired the decontextualised language skills needed
to give a formal definition. Demonstrated use of definitional forms does not ensure
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that they will be used in all cases. It is commonly suggested that practice is a key
component of gaining skills in giving definitions (Kurland & Snow, 1997:604).
Snow (1990) reports that children could perform better on a definition task in their
non-native language than in their native language, if the non-native language was a
curncular language. In other words, language of the curriculum has an impact on
skills in word definitions.

The development of word definitions in children without any construction of
super ordinates shows an age-related pattern until approximately  10 or  11  years of
age. There are three main explanations given by Astell & Harley (2002:313). The
first explanation relates to the depth and availability of taxonomic knowledge.
While young children do not include hierarchical superordinate information in their
definitions, preschoolers can nevertheless give a correct response to questions such
as 'Is a cat an animal?' Hence the information is available at an earlier stage, but is
not used in this sort of task. Perhaps this has to do with the development of
metalinguistic and literacy skills. Secondly, young children might not yet be fully
familiar with the conventional form of definitions (Snow, 1990). Thirdly, the
appropriate metalinguistic skills take time to develop. Other tasks noted for
measuring metalinguistic skills, such as sentence correction and grammaticality
judgements, show a similar developmental pattern (Bialystok & Ryan, 1985).

Nagy (1997:73) makes in Ll and L2 vocabulary learning a comparison between
definition-based instruction and vocabulary growth through reading. A definition-
based approach is more dependent on contextual inferencing than a model which
assumes that much contextual variation in meaning is stored in memory. He adds
that increasing learners' exposure to wntten language has been documented to
produce gains in language proficiency and reviews of research indicate that
instruction relying on definitions alone does not increase comprehension of text
containing the instructed words (Graves, 1986; Mezynski, 1983; Stahl & Fairbanks,
1986). Assessing this finding is interesting in terms of the aim of the present study.

Decontextualisation skill (independent from the context of the here and now) is
required as well as metalinguistic skill control and planning (Snow, 1990). The
BICS and CALP distinction is relevant in terms of bilingual lexical development.  In
everyday communication, words are mainly used to refer to instant objects and
events. CALP relates to word knowledge in depth. Decontextualisation, analysed
knowledge and conscious control of that knowledge (metalinguistic skill) are at the
core of the development of CALP. Goulden et al (1990:342) remark that immigrant
L2 learners of English may rapidly acquire fluency in BICS within one or two years
and thus give the impression that they have achieved a level of competence in the
language equivalent to that of their native-speaking peers, whereas tests of
vocabulary and reading comprehension reveal that they lack the underlying
proficiency (or CALP) that is required to cope with academic study through the
medium of their second language.
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2.4 The structure of lexicon and grammar

There have been many definitions of the concept 'human language'. Many of the
significant characteristics of language are capsulated in these definitions. Some of
the controversies about the nature of language are also illustrated through the
limitations that are implied in certain definitions. A general accumulation of the
definitions of language yields the following composite definition (Brown,
1994:1/5): language is systematic, generative, a set of arbitrary symbols, which are

primarily vocal, but may also be visual. Those symbols have conventionalised
meanings, to which they refer. Language is used for communication and operates in
a speech community or culture. Language is acquired by all people in much the
same manner. Language and language learning both have universal characteristics.
Language structure consists of two main generative components, which involve a
list of free words and concepts, and a limited list of bound units to generate new
utterances by binding free words structurally, ie., lexicon and grammar.

Corver & Van Riemsdijk (2001:2) discuss properties differentiating between
lexical and functional categories. The former enter into theta marking (case
assignment or inflections motivated by the grammatical or semantic parameters)
while the latter do not. Content words like 'friend' (noun), 'good' (adjective), 'sleep'
(verb), for example, take an argument category which receives a thematic role from
the content word; such function words as 'the' (determiner), 'how' (degree word)
and 'that' (complementiser) do not assign a thematic argument role to some
element in their vicinity. Another grammatical property distinguislling function
words from content words relates to movement/displacement. Corver & Van
Riemsdijk give the following example sentence with an embedded clause: 'I don't
believe that Mary hates soccer'. Functional elements are usually inseparable from
their complement. Complements of lexical heads, on the contrary, can often be
moved away from the lexical head. Thus, while the clausal complement to the verb
'believe' can be topicalised: [(That Aiary hates soccer) (I don't believe)], it is
impossible to topicalise the IP-complement of the complementiser 'that': [(Mary
hates soccer) (I don't believe) (that)].

Chialant & Cat:amazza (1995:73) studied how the lexical svstem encodes

morphological information and how it recognizes morphologically complex lexical
forms in written mode. They argue that neither a whole-word access and

representation hypothesis nor a fully decomposed access and representation
hypothesis is tenable, and that only a system that includes features of both can
account for language-specific features like productivity and affix combinability.
They maintain that morphological decompositionality is the result of both semantic
and formal inseparability. Therefore, morphological information cannot only be
regarded as part of the semantic representation of a lexical item, but is also encoded
along with the formal properties of the lexical unit at the lexical representation
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level. Lexical representation is then an accumulation of formal and semantic

properties of lexical units in auditory/oral or visual/written modality. The whole-
word representation hypothesis maintains that there is an independent lexical
representation for each word of the language. The problem in this view is that if a
system does not include morphological structure as part of the lexical knowledge,
then the matter of productivity has to be solved by some other mechanism.

The productivity problem has two sides. One is related to the way the system
allows for recognition of new forms. The other concerns the way the system allows
for rejection of illegal forms. Chialant & Caramazza state that the first issue can be
resolved by assuming that morphological constituents of words represent
independent knowledge in our system. This knowledge would be addressed only
when an input form fails to match any lexical form stored in the lexicon. This
independent knowledge would therefore include knowledge of the bases and
affixes of the language and would allow for the parsing and interpretation of forms
like 'stealer'.

For the second problem they give a hypothetical example like '*walkinged',
which is supposedly somehow presented to the linguistic system. Parsing into
constituents is not sufficient to reject this form as an illegal combination of
morphemes. Knowledge of base and affix combinability is needed as well.
I lowever, knowledge of the types of affixes and the order they may take in relation
to a base is specific to the type of base, as for example the fact that verbs cannot
take the affixes that attach to adjectives.

Dale et al. (2000:620) discuss the relation between lexicon and grammar and state
that the emergence of word combinations and the succeeding development of
specific grammatical features appear to be more highly correlated with vocabulary
size than with for example age. Based on recent studies, they argue that there are
almost no cases of children with very large vocabularies who still use minimal,
telegraphic speech. Almost never is a large vocabulary found without combinatorial
language. Such a finding contrasts strongly with the relationship of vocabulary
production and comprehension. Though these two skills are related, it is not
unusual for a large comprehension vocabulary to be found in conjunction with a
small production vocabulary.

Hhkansson & Hansson (2000:330) addressed the issue of the distinction between
comprehension and production  from the perspective of relative clause construction
by a control group and children with SLI, i.e., specific language impairment (aged 4
and 6). As also stated by them, it has been found in many studies that children
perform better on comprehension tasks than on production tasks, leading to the
conclusion that comprehension is a prerequisite for production. They point out in
their study that none of the SLI children has mastered relative clauses ill produc-
tion and that they omit relative complementisers (most of them consistently). In
elicited imitation sentences, some of the children show that they understand the
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semantic content by changing subordination into coordination. In other words,
they understand the structure without being able to produce it. The results of the
unimpaired children show no difference between comprehension and production
which could be taken as evidence for a simultaneous development of the two
modes. Aydin (2003:171) studied production and comprehension of subject and
object relative clauses by L2 learners of Turkish. He found that informants
performed better on subject relative clauses, which supports the structural distance
hypothesis, as the distance between the head and its complement is different in the
two types of clauses. He argues that his findings are also consistent with those of
Jun (2001), who claims that bilingual children use similar strategies as those of
aphasic patients in the acquisition of relative clauses and that this can be a universal
principle, which is triggered when grammatical principles do no function properly
for some reason.

In the generative approach, all language-specific features are part of the lexicon,
while the configurational system (the principles and parameters of syntax) is
universal and innate. By this view, there is only one language and language

acquisition is in essence a matter of determining lexical idiosyncraaes (Chomsky,
1993). Baker (2001) makes some crucial assumptions about parameters and how
they interact to determine language structure: the overall number of parameters is a
small proportion of observable differences in languages because a series of
consequences for language structure can be traced to a single parameter. Thus
knowing the value for a particular parameter allows the linguist to make a set of
predictions about what the morphosyntax of a language will be like and parameters
are dependent properties of language. For example, the direction of affixation may
differ in languages, as the preposition 'with' of a prepositional phrase is placed on
the left head in English, while it is on the right head in other languages such as
Turkish. From the viewpoint of cognitive linguistics, these lexical phenomena are
described as units which refer to any recurrent combinations of two or more
morphemes, which together exhibit idiomatic meaning, or that together form
chunks. This meaning may be clearly noncompositional, but it may also reside in a
salient conceptual unity. The higher-level overall meaning is more basic and
prominent in such cases than the combination of two or more contributing
meanings, so that language users have direct access to the composite meaning,
rather than indirect access through the meanings of the parts (Backus, 2003:90; also
Jackendoff, 1999), Another approach along the same lines comes from Schunefeld

(2001:293). She argues on the basis of her psycholinguistic data concerning self-
repairs, which show that lexicon and syntax (in other words grammar) are in close
cooperation in the process of formulating an utterance. In this sence, the words
which are needed for the conveyance of the intended message constrain the
syntactic structures that the speaker will be able to or will need to construct. On the
other hand, syntactic structures - once they have been called either by some word
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already accessed, by a completed phrase or by some semantic/praginatic factor -
also influence or constrain the selection of the lexical material needed to fill the
slots provided by those structures. Schonefeld states that many repairs indicate that
the syntactic information determining the structure that is being constructed comes
from the lexicon in the form of the combinatory information contained in the
lexical entries that are needed for the expression of the intended message. Many
repairs show that syntactic frames are adapted to the selected lexical material, and
not vice versa. She claims further that quite a substantial amount of neglect of
syntactic well-formedness in oral texts does not basically impair their com-
prehension. Then, she lustifies the position that it is not mere speculation to
conclude that the successful conveyance of a message seems to depend more
urgently on the selection of semantically appropriate lexical material than on the
overall well-formedness of the utterance. This amounts to saying that utterance

parts which are syntactically incoherent can often be understood correctly, whereas
inappropriately or even erroneously selected words seriously affect the message in
that they will cause an interpretation different from the one intended by the
speaker. This approach tries clearly to reduce the function of grammar in the
construction of an intended meaning.

On the other hand, Chomsky (1989:44) defines the lexicon as a set of lexical
elements, each being an articulated system of features. It must specify, for each
such element, the phonetic, semantic and syntactic properties that are idiosyncratic
to it, but nothing more. The lexical entry of the verb 'hit' must specify just enough
of its properties to determine its sound, meaning and syntactic roles through the
operation of general principles, parameterised for the language in question.
Parameters of universal grammar do not relate to the computational system, but
only to the lexicon. Thus each parameter refers to properties of specific elements
of the lexicon or to categories of lexical items. If this proposal is true in a natural
form, there is only one human language, apart from the lexicon, and language
acquisition is in essence a matter of determining lexical idiosyncracies. Properties of
the lexicon too are sharply constrained by universal grammar or other systems of
the mind/brain. If substantive elements (like verbs or nouns) are drawn from an
invariant universal vocabulary, then only functional elements will be parameterised.
What seems to be unclear here is the scope and function of the lexicon and its
functional relation to the grammar. If main features including syntactic and
semantic features are provided by the lexicon, what is then left to operate for the
computational system? It can be said that grammar is in action only at clause or
sentence level.

Kornfilt (1989:151) uses a traditional distinction in her analysis of syntactic
change between old and modern Turkish. Functional categories gre elements that
are closed-class items and have little semantic content; lexical categories are open-
class items and have typically rich semantic content. She concludes that a number
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of functional operations have been acquired by the language over a period of time,
giving rise to differences between old and modern Turkish with respect to word
order, case marking and types of passives. She argues that early old Turkish seems
to have had no projections of functional categories  (lack of accusative case marking
for instance). Counterexamples, however, can be found inter alia in the examples of
Uzun (1995:83).

Jackendoff (1999:38) considers combinatoriality as the most crucial feature of
language. He adds that, from a stock of words and phrases stored in long-term
memory, a speaker can build up an indefinitely large number of utterances of
indefinite length. The principles which combine pieces stored in memory, are
themselves not arbitrary; they are quite elaborate and differ from one language to
the next. Consequently, a speaker's brain must instantiate a lexicon (the repertoire
of memorized words and phrases) and a set of principles of combinauon, or a
mental grammar, that permits novel utterances being perceived or produced to be
related to items stored in the mental lexicon (see also Jackendoff, 1997). The
functional architecture of the language faculty must therefore specify the mental
lexicon and grammar, and in particular the way these work together to enable the
speaker to construct utterances. Units of conceptual structure as part of the mental
lexicon are entities like conceptualised physical objects, events, properties, times,
quantities, and intentions. Unlike the combinatorial systems of syntax and
phonology, this system is usually assumed to be purely relational, in the sense that
linear order plays no role. Conceptual structures are not made out of syntactic
units, but syntactic structure must be used to express conceptual structure. Some
theories of language (e.g., Pinker, 1989, 1991; Talmy, 1985) split semantic and
conceptual structure into two components. Semantic structure encodes those
aspects of meaning relevant to language, i.e., dictionary meaning, the aspects of
meaning that affect syntactic behaviour and aspects of meaning that are connected
to analytic ludgements. Conceptual structure involves the contribution of encyclo-
paedic information, pragmatic context, and heuristic reasoning. Jackendoff (1999)
rightly argues that this distinction makes issues much more complicated. We have
now two systems required to map onto syntactic structure in terms of lexicon-
grammar interface rules. The function of lexical items is to serve as interface rules
between phonetic, syntactic and conceptual structure. In this approach, the role of
lexical items is not to be inserted into syntactic operations, but to establish
congruency of syntactic constituents with phonological and conceptual structure.
In sentence comprehension, perception of phoneme sequences leads to activation
of a lexical item's phonological representation (or word form as in I.evelt, 1989)
An activated word form stimulates the search o f its syntactic structure and meaning
(i.e., its lemma) in the processor, which can use these to construct other structures
and their interpretation relations. In sentence production, selection of a lexical
meaning as appropriate for the intended utterance activates the related syntactic
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structure in order for words to be integrated into phrasal organization. In this
phase, there should be a distinction between lexicon and grammar in terms of
morphosyntactic functions and conceptual functions of lexical items. The latter
refer to concepts mainly as free morphemes which serve to construct the intended
message iii the speaker's mind. The former are related to morphosyntactic
unification of free elements in the latter, so that the intended message in its rough
form in the mind can be shaped into a linguistic code. I.evelt (1999:88) describes
the preparation phase of a message as exerting our social competence, minding the
knowledge shared with our interlocutors, directing their attention to what is new or
relevant. The ultimate message is a conceptual structure, consisting of lexical
concepts for which there are words in the language. If a phrase contains a tensed
verb, it is a clause. Levelt argues that there are various ways of mapping thematic
role structures onto a small number of syntactic relations. Languages differ in how
they encode these relations. Some languages such as English or Dutch prefer to
encode them in terms of phrasal and order relations within a sentence. Other
languages, such as Turkish, Finnish, Hungarian, and Latin prefer to mark lemmas
with affixes in the surface structure for their syntactic function. Levelt adds that
whatever the differences between languages, the generation of surface structure is,
for a large part, lexically driven; and that neither order nor hierarchy matter much,
which leaves these features of surface structure available for pragmatic functions,
such as directing the hearer's attention to particular elements in the sentence. A
major operation in grammatical coding is the activation of the corresponding
lemma in the mental lexicon by a lexical concept in the message. Upon its selection,
the lemma's syntactic properties become available for further syntactic construc-
tion. However, Levelt does not go into detail of preparation and availability of
syntactic properties. What kind of mechanisms play a role in this process is left
open in this model.

As to sentential order, Miyamoto (2002:341) posits case markers as determiners
of clause boundaries in Japanese, which is structurally similar to Turkish. Clause
boundaries induced by case marking can facilitate processing at a later point in a
sentence. Case markers determine how noun phrases (NPs) are to be associated
together within a partial interpretation of the sentence. Even when NPs with the
same case markers were compared across conditions, a slowdown was observed in
the NP sequence that required a clause boundary to be posited. Such results are a
counterargument against models that require a verb to be present in order for an
NP sequence to be interpreted; rather case marking is a determining factor in the
structural assignment of boundaries.

Relative clauses are late acquisition phenomena in Turkish, compared to Indo-
European languages; they are also less frequently used in conversation and
narratives. This is no doubt due to factors of morphological complexity and non-
transparency (non-finite verbs in nominalised or participial forms), along with word
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order (prenominal position). By contrast, Indo-European relative   clauses   retain
most of the morphology of finite clauses; are marked by relative pronouns of
various sorts; and are postnominal. In contrast to the locative form -ki in Turkish,
relative clauses with participial forms -An and -DIK (OP and SID are a later
development, serving a more restricted range of functions than functionally
comparable constructions in Indo-European and Semitic languages. It is not until
age 9 that Turkish children occasionally begin to use relative clauses for adult-like
narrative functions (Kuntay & Slobin, 1999:170). Andersen (1982:97) claimed with
regard to morphosyntactic attrition in a migration context that those grammatical
morphernes acquired earliest will be retained the longest by a language user and
those acquired latest will be lost earliest by the same user. Yagmur (2000:350) used
this hypothesis in his study on vulnerability of Turkish relative clauses amongst
Turkish immigrants in Sydney and he found that his data support this hypothesis.
As a result of the language contact situation, the informants in the migration
context were not able to perform as well as the informants in Turkey in the
processing of relative clauses (subject- and object-relative clauses such as -DIK and
-/ln). Yagmur argued on the basis of this findings that it seems plausible to suggest
that bilingualism of the immigrant groups plays a role in the observed differences
between reference groups in Turkey and immigrant groups in Australia.

Relative clauses appear first in English without relative pronoun, and may be
used first only with empty nouns such as 'thing', 'ones', or 'kind', as in 'Look the
ones Mommy got'. Relative pronouns like 'that', 'who', or 'which' rarely appear
before age 2,5 or even 3. Putting words in central position, Clark (1995) argues that
lexical acquisition is the crux for language acquisition, when one tries to separate

out any of the dimensions such as meaning, syntax, morphology or phonology.
Word form (morphological structure and phonological shape) emerges early but
only in combination with word meaning. Learning words requires quickly learning
to combine them in order to convey more complex meanings.

Children show much earlier mastery of case marking in languages like Hungarian
and Turkish than they do for German or Serbo-Croatian. The first contrast
acquired seems to be the one between nominative and accusative cases, associated
with subject and direct object, respectively (Clark, 1998:379). In languages where

case affixes are invariable (vary only for example with vowel harmony), children
acquire adult-like case-marking very early (before the age of 2), for example in
Turkish and Hungarian, because morphology is a matter of systematic con-
catenation, syntax of morphemes, grammar of words, paradigmatically related
words. This makes morphology an autonomous module of the grammar. Formal
word-based regularities cannot be deduced from phonological or syntactic
principles. If morphology is a separate module rather than a component, this
means that morphology does not represent a particular stage in the derivation of
well-formed sentences, but that there is a specific set of morphological principles
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that apply whenever they are relevant for a particular configuration of morphemes
(Booil, 1998).

Syntax may be the core of grammar and autonomous in its own domain,
Lambrecht (1996:11) argues, but by its nature it must provide the resources for
expressing the communicative needs of speakers. Therefore, its nature cannot be
fully understood unless we explain the principles which determine its function in
discourse.  In the generative view, syntax is an autonomous component of linguistic
structure, while semantics is a component which interprets syntactic structure.
Lambrecht's proposal for reconciliation is that different components of grammar
are seen in a grammatical analysis not as hierarchically organized independent
subsystems, but as interdependent forces competing with each other for the limited
coding possibilities offered by the structure of the sentence.

2.5 Structure dependency, morphosyntax and related aspects of
Turkish

In a syntagmatic approach to morphology, the assumption is that morphology is
located in a separate component of the grammar, and that the structure of complex
words is determined by rules that are similar to the rules of phrase structure in
syntax. Thus, morphological structures are organized like syntactic structures, as
trees. Notions such as 'head' not only play a role in syntax, but also in accounting
for the morphological structure of words.

Features can be innate in the human linguistic endowment, but environmental
factors may play a catalyst role in a way that speeds Up the process of modification
and change. Chomsky (1993:11) claims that language involves constructs that are
not found in skills other than language. In this sense, the language-specific
construct is the structure-dependency rule, which is used in the context of the Ll
acquisition of syntax on the basis of the argument that since language acquisition
involves mastery of specialized structure-dependent rules, it cannot be achieved by
general learning mechanisms (lohnson, 1996:14). Examples such as 'The man is
here'/'Is  the man here?' and 'The man will leave'/'Will the man leave?' concerning
English interrogative formation are given to illustrate the structure-dependency
rule, which is used by the learning mechanism. The two hypotheses in this process
are:

a  process the declarative from beginning to end, word by word, until reaching the
first occurrence of the words 'is', 'will' etc., then transpose this occurrence to the
beginning (left), forming the associated interrogative;

b  same as in (a), but select the first occurrence of 'is', 'will' etc., following the first
noun phrase of the declarative.
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In (a) we see a structure-independent rule, because it does not involve any concept
of hierarchical structure within the sentence (you do not have to know what a noun
phrase is to operate the rule). In (b), on the other hand, we observe structure
dependency. It involves the ability to recognise that there exists a hierarchical
structure: a noun phrase. (a) is simpler than (b). But still a child prefers the more
complex one. The notion of noun phrase, essential to (b), is an abstract property
(not physically marked in any way). Furthermore, if the child were to operate the
Instruction mechanically, applying (a) and then modifying it according to inconling
data, one would expect mistakes such as '*Is the man who here is tall?' or '*Is the
man who tall will leave?' before discounting (a) as a valid hypothesis. However, this
type of output never occurs. 'I'his is the evidence of the ungrammaticality
argument, as the environment provides the child with no negative instances as
these. I'he fact that a principle is not found in some language does not mean that it
is not universal. Ihe general principle of structure dependency declares that all
syntactic movement within the sentence depends on the sentence structure. In
interrogative formation, Japanese does not ha ·e syntactic movement as Turkish. it
has other types of movement, and has no need for structure dependency for the
formation of questions. But Japanese and Turkish do not violate the principle of
structure dependency; it is simply absent (Cook, 1994:479). Cook reports the results
of a grammaticality judgement task applied on Japanese learners of English. The
test involves structure-dependency violations such as '*Is Sam is the cat that
brown?'. Two groups of English native speakers scored  100° o and 99.2°'0 correct
on these sentences. The Japanese teachers of English scored 97.2°'o, the students
93.3%. Although they had never encountered this type of sentence before and
although it embodied a principle not utilised in Japanese, advanced learners were
able to spot its deviance with a high degree of accuracy.

The concept of structure dependency is handled interestingly in a study by
Crain & Nakayama (1987:525). 'I'hey started with the general proposal ofgenerative
grammar, which posits that the form for expressing rules is innately constrained,
and one putative constraint is structure dependency. They conducted three expert-
ments to test this approach empirically. In their first expenment, irs/no questl .,ns
- amenable in ptinciple to both structure-dependent and structure-independent
analyses - were elicited from thirty 3-5 year-old children. The second experiment
explored the nature of children's errors   m   experiment   1.   A   third  experiment
cont)rasted a structurally-based account o f the acquisition of interrogatives with one
based on semantic generalization. The results indicate that children hypothesize
structure-dependent rules. They define a structure-dependent operation as one
which is based on the abstract structural organization of word sequences. By
contrast, structure-independent operations apply to sequences of words them-
selves, and include basic operations like next or closest which are contingent on
linear order. If there is a dependency, then there is a formation of structure which
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is defined by certain sentence construction rules. The formation of yes/no
questions requires a structural analysis of a sentence into phrasal structures like
noun phrase and verb phrase, as well as into different levels of structure like main
clause and subordinate clause. Types of clauses must be kept distinct because main
clauses can be affected by certain transformations, but relative clauses cannot (e.g.,

temporal inflection in Turkish main and relative clauses). Crain & Nakayama
(1987:530) found that children produced ungrammatical utterances, but they made
no structure-independent errors in a linear order as in hypothesis (a) above (e.g.,
'*Is the man who tall is in the other room?'). 82% of children's ungrammatical
utterances contained errors of one of two types. In the first type, some utterances

contained an extra auxilian· verb ('*Is the boy who is being kissed by his mother is
happy?').  In the second type, they sometimes followed a well- formed fragment of a
question by a second question, containing a pro-form ('*Is the boy that is watching
Mickey Mouse, is he happy?'). The expected structure-independent error was never
observed (i.e., '*Is the boy that watching Mickey Mouse is happy?'). The
distribution of errors by age suggests that children shift from type 1 to 2, with
type 2 characteristics of the older children. They argue that it is not clear whether
type 1 errors violate structure dependency. Some languages attach question markers

clause-externally (e.g., French est-ce que, Japanese ka or Turkish -mI: INT). If
children are adopting this as an early hypothesis about English, then their hypo-
thesis differs fundamentally from a structure-dependent movement rule, but it is
not a structure-independent rule either. This implicates at first hand that there can
be variation or differentiation in structure dependency and that even changes can
occur within structure-dependency principles. In our study, the output of our
informants will be analysed from this theoretical perspective. Crain & Nakayama
(1987:533) argue that copy and deletion are basic operations which are acquired
independently. Type 1 errors may therefore contain 'copy auxiliary', but not 'delete
auxiliary'.They discuss that a wide range of errors that have been observed in child
language have been interpreted as arising from early grammars that do not yet
include rules to delete constituents after they have been copied. In their critique
against semantically based accounts (which claim that the development of these
structures is semantically constrained) of the acquisition of yes/no questions in
their study, they put forth that children are able to form interrogatives from
assertions only if the words preceding 'is' etc. refer to a particular obJect. But if the
initial words in an assertion refer to an action or to an abstract object, then
corresponding questions cannot be formed. In syntactic terms, it is the subject NP
that must have the canonical semantic feature of reference to a particular object.
They also add that developmental autonomy of syntax predicts that, when children
first begin to ask yes/no questions, the semantic features of subject NP's are
irrelevant. In this view, all NP's are treated alike from the earliest stages of
acquisition. By this criterion, another kind of subject NP should be exempt from
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transformation. As their examples (i.e., There is a fly in my soup' and 'It is easy to
get lost in Boston') indicate, expletives like 'it' and 'there' are semantically empty,
i.e., non-referential. It seems clear that questions corresponding to these assertions
are not sanctioned by semantically based accounts.

Boeschoten (1997) argues concerning the missing genitive marking -In of Turkish.
According to him, in the Dutch equivalent the subject is marked normally with the
nominative and he also adds that in Turkish, a non-specific subject has no genitive
in this construction   (i.e.,... -in... -mesi genk#or  ('one  has   to do something');  in
migrant Turkish: bence CillerO gitmesi genkiyor (according  to me, Ciller  has  to  go)
This argument is not valid, however, in both specific and non-specific cases, as this
construction requires the genitive in its structural configuration: adamin oturmast
lagm 'the man  has to sit down' vs. bir adamm oturmast lagm 'a man has  to sit down'
Uzun (1998:135) discusses noticeably the existence of a separate subject case in
Turkish converbial (ulaf' e.g., -Inc/1: CSINCA as in /13 eve gidince 'when Ali goes
home') and infinitival clauses (-m/lsI:  ISNEC as in Ali'nin eve gitmesi 'that Ali goes
home'; lit. 'going home of Ali').  He argues that the genitive marking -In in Ali'niE
eve gitmesi does not have any function concerning semantic differentiation, but
rather a syntactic role assignment. Therefore, he rejects that this suffix has the same
function as in nominal inflection of NPs. Ozsoy (1994:105) handles the same issue
and underlines that it is not yet clearly explained why there is affixational agreement
related to subject in the clause with ISNEC, and why this is not the case in the
converbial clause with CSINCA. Uzun (2000:146) states that, for instance, a
temporal difference in inflectional category (i tense) determines whether we have a
main or embedded clause in Turkish. The clause with CSINCA does not bear
temporal inflection in its verb phrase (VP), so the VP of the main clause fulfils the
duty.

Indo-European languages (such as Dutch) tend to collapse and simplify their
inflectional systems over time or in bilingual contact situations, whereas the Turkic
system of agglutinative infiectional morphology has remained stable across a great
range of time and contact situations (Slobin, 1977:191-192). In Slobin's research, a
2-year-old girl speaking Serbian produced the equivalent of 'I want doll that daddy
bought'. The two underlying sentences are well preserved on the surface, with the
minimal adjustment required by a relative pronoun and deletion of a repeated
object in the embedded sentence. Slobin states that the comparable form in
Turkish syntax is not mastered until age 5. The reason is that, in this case, it is
Turkish that is maximally opaque. The predicate of the embedded sentence must be
turned into a participle, preposed, and possessed by its agent, resulting in some-
thing which could be roughly paraphrased as 'Daddy's boughten doll I want'.
Slobin argues further that one can expect late-acquired and difficult constructions
such as this one to be weak points in a language, and that Turkish relative clauses
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and verb complement constructions are most vulnerable to change in bilingual
contact situations. It is well known in the literature that subject- and object-relative
clauses are acquired late by children, and there are indications that they may not be
fully acquired in a migration context at all (Aarssen, 1996; Boeschoten, 1990).
Turkish has no relative pronouns. However, there is an element borrowed from
Persian: ki which is used both as a relative pronoun and asa complementiser. This
element is used in an Indo-European pattern of a relative clause: the head of the
relative clause is followed by the modifying clause. In the Turkish construction, the
head noun is preceded by the modifying clause, which has no fully finite predicate,
but rather a participle as a predicate (Kornfilt, 1997:321). Kornfilt (2003:123)
compares interrogative movement in English with that in Turkish, stating that there
appears not to be such a movement in Turkish and that it is applied abstractly, i.e.,
at the level of logical form, where at least for some languages locality constraints do
not apply. Relativisation on the other hand is concrete, because the target is a gap
which arises as a result of concrete movement of an operator. Therefore, it is
expected that locality constraints will be relevant for relative clause formation.
Syntactic islands, phrase structures are relevant for relativisation. Schaufeli (1991)
advances the hypothesis of the highly marked option to use clauses headed by the

complementiser ki as a compensatory strategy. This would be a case in which a
marked structure in one contact language, which is more similar to its equivalent in
the other contact language than the regular structure, furthers convergence.

The investigation of Slobin concerning bilingual contact situations demonstrates
that the Turkish language always borrows or invents a relative particle on the model
of the Indo-European contact language, while keeping the Turkish inflectional
morphology intact. Circumlocutions to avoid relative clause constructions are
common in child speech and informal speech in Turkey, resulting in forms closer
to the Indo-European model ('Well daddy bought a doll, huh? I want that one').
Then Slobin suggests a general principle of language contact: forms which gre late

to be acquired by children are presumably also relatively difficult for adults to
process, and should be especially vulnerable to change. Kiparsky (1971:627) states

similarly that rules are susceptible to loss 'if they are hard to learn'. Paraphrasing of
the relative clause with discourse-based particles is the same means used by Turkish
children and in Turkish colloquial speech to avoid the complexities of the Turkish
relative clause. Turkish makes use of clause chaining in which one or more non-
finite clauses are followed by a finite clause. Such a form is commonly referred to
as a gerund, converb, deverbal adverb in Western European and American

grammars.  L#p m Turkish is derived from verbs and serves some sort of linking or

conjoining function (Slobin, 1988:27), as opposed to the relative clauses and verb
complement constructions mentioned above, which are fulfilling an adlectival
function with respect to the direct object of the main clause:
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.fenin okudi«un kitab/ istij·ontm ('I want the book that you read')
Sen (you) + -in (genitive) oku- (read-) + du - (direct obiect relative particle) + -un
(possessive suffix) kimi)- (book-) + -1 (definite direct obiect inflection) istivorum (I want)
Literal: 'the reading of vours the book I want'

1-his complement construction modifies a subordinate clause into an adjective by
means of a morphosyntactic transformation and makes various events as compact
as possible by virtue of an at-fixation (and mainly nonwialization) process. So the
detailed description of one event becomes virtually a detail (a specifier) within a
main message. Since Turkish relative constructions are embedded subordinate
clauses, like in many other languages, they should be interpreted within the scope
c, f the main clause and context (024 1998). The fact that the first person wAnts a
book is the main message in the communicative event and the producer of- this
message needs to specify his/her demand, otherwise the interlocutor will ask for
clarification related to the categc,ry 'books' (the green book, the torn book, the
above mentioned book. the book that I read?). English shows right recursivity in
embedded clauses (the book that I read) and left recursivity when it comes to
attributive constructions (green book), whereas lurkish does not hold the same
direction pattern (i.e., left recursivity). These relative clause and verb complement
constructions which rurn into an adjectival position in Turkish are referred to as
ortae, since the clause to be embedded is down-shifted into the main clause
(message) as direct or indirect (definite or indefinite) object, whereas within the
relative clause (combination of main and subordinate clause) the Zilae constructions

(conjunct constructions) are basically assigned into an adverbial position. In
7 urkish, relative clauses are structures dependent on main clauses, and they receive
functions such as subject, complement and adverb within main clauses (Erkman-
Akerson & 024 1998).

Since tense is carried only by the main clause in con'unct constructions (Ula,), the
con juliet clause indicates relative tense with regard to the main clause (Slobin,
1988:27). '1'he acquisition of the four most frequent ulac suffixes (gerund or
conjunct suffixes; Boeschoten, 1990 uses converbs) in 7 urkish by children was the
main t(,pic of Slobin's study, namely:
1  -C)» (the most 'neutral' or 'empty' of the gerund suffixes, corresponding to a

general con'unction such as English 'andD: X-ip Y=X and (then) Y; having
X-ed, Y,

b -In,·F. (generally corresponds to 'as soon as: or with less urgency 'when' in
English): X-ince Y = when X, Y; as soon as X, Y;

c -I.rk/En (the only interpretation is that the temporal extent of the second event is
entirely contained in that of the first, without any regard to relations between
either left or right boundaries of the two events; Underhill (1976) notes that the
suffix "normallr correspotids to English 'while', but it does not always need to
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be translated as 'while'; sometimes 'when' or simply '-ing' is more appropriate'D:
X-erken Y = while X-ing, Y;

d -ErIEk It is im'olr·ed in building global event representations, rather than iust
linking two Clauses: X-erek, Y = (in, by) X-ing, Y. The equivalent in l'urkish of
an adverbial clausal complement with for example -Ifrt.k or -tirken in a language
like Dutch is usuallr formed by adding a suffix expressing a particular concept of
meaning to a verbal stem. Taking a more broadly cognitive approach, both the
meanings and the inherent aspects of the two clauses are involved in arnving at
an appropriate inference of the overall meaning of the clause chain tbasta dinlene-
rek h·ilesti 'the patient recovered bv resting'). Inherent temporal qualities of the
event presented by the second verb influence the interpretation of the
connection between the tWO verbs. In this analysis the essential difference seems
to be that -Ip links two events, while -I. rfik presents two Situations (actions,
states) as part of one event. 7'he central puzzle of the analysis was: why is -1-i,·Ek
(hence erek, ip, etc.) frequent in speech directed to children, yet lacking in their
own speech throughout the preschool period?

In the framework of our study, it is relevant to select regions where varieties or
dialects spoken by our informants in the Netherlands and in Turkey are similar in
order to reduce linguistic variance that might turn out in the output. In so far as
Anatolian dialects are concerned, main differences with standard Turkish can be
observed at either phonetic or lexical level in which only labels (i.e., lexical mor-
phemes or content morphemes) for the same concept vary (cf. Aksan, 1987:145;
Imer, 1990:47-50; Tekin, 19782: 178-183, 1978b:33-42). Consequently, specific care
was taken when language tests concerning lexical knowledge were developed and

analysed.
Aksan (1987) scrutinizes variation within Anatolian dialects. Nlost of the differ-

ences between these dialects do emerge basically at phonetic and lexical level, e.g.,
20-25 articulation forms of the same content word (free morpheme) can be
perceived throughout Anatolia. However, all Anatolian dialects do not differ much
from one another in syntactic terms (see for further discussion on this issue Imer
1990 and Tekin 19782/b).

Because one of the main language input sources for our iiiformants is their
parents, the vanety/dialect of 1-urkish that they speak may influence the language
output of our informants (Boeschoten, 1990). Alost of the informants' parents
come from either Central Anatolia or East Anatolia and mainly from the same
district (Ankara, Yozgat, etc.), where reportedly local dialects are not morpho-
syntactically variant with regard to one another (Caferoglu, 1959). Variance may,
however, appear at phonetic or lexical level. For a further discussion of these issues
we refer to Chapter 3.



CHAPTER 3

Design of the main study

3.1 Research questions and overall design

This chapter concerns an outline of the methodology for the present research. A
global outlook of the main data collection design of our study can be summarized
as follows: the curriculum-independent test (CIT), which is a Turkish language
proficiency test, has a cross-sectional design. It has been implemented both in the
Netherlands and in Turkey. The core group (CG) in the Netherlands consists of 59
pupils and there are 41 pupils in the reference group (RG) in Turkey. The
curriculum-dependent test (CDT), which is a language achievement test, has a
longitudinal design. 26 pupils have participated in this test. The informants in the
CDT are a subset of those in the CIT. The chapter will initially present the
motivations that led to the implementation of this study. In Section 3.1 the research
questions and the design, which has been constructed in order to attain the targets,
will be presented. The informant groups, i.e., a CG in the Netherlands (Section
3.2.1) and a RG in Turkey (Section 3.2.2), will be introduced. A comparison
between the CG and the RG can be found in Section 3.2.3. A cross-sectional
(curriculum-independent) test design, which refers to lexical and morphosyntactic
aspects of 11ngulstic structure, atms at assesslng language proficiency at one time
across the two pupil groups in the Netherlands and in Turkey. General information
concerning the data collection instruments will be provided in Section 3.3. The
written test material that is related to the main data collection instruments, 1.e.,
curriculum-dependent test (CDT) (Section 3.3.1.) and curriculum-independent teSts

(CIT) (Section 3.3.2.), will be discussed, whilst the procedure for classroom
observations (Section 3.3.3.) that concern the supplementary part of the study will
be descnbed.

This study aims mainly to present wntten linguistic data concerning lencal and
morphosyntactic proficiency in a productive and receptive perspective (CIT). The
process in which Turkish is offered in a Dutch secondary school as an elective
subject will also be studied in terms of lexical achievement (CDT). A further aim is
to look closely at the structure of the adolescents' lexicon, basically termed as free
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morpheme knowledge riz. word knowledge, and grammar considered as bound
morpheme knowledge, and to deal with the question what kind of relation exists

between knowledge of bound and Free morphemes, i.e., between lexical and
morphosyntactic elements.

The theoretical considerations presented in Chapter 2 are related to the fact that
various components of language structure are difficult to thoroughly describe, as
tliere are to a certain extent overlaps, e.g., the boundaries of lexicon, syntax and
morpholog)·. In general, however, bound and free morphemes are properly
regulated and organized within the structure of a language such as Turkish. The
question remains interesting as to how complex sentences are produced by those
speakers of a language as mother tongue in a migration context, when that language
is not the dominant language of the sockety in whicli these speakers live. Language
development of immigrant adolescents with a 7 urkish background will be studied
within one school year from the perspective of lexical and morphosyntactic
structure. Thus, the linguistic performance of pupils can be observed in various di-
mensions and can provide an insight into the relations between these components.

Tlie CD-1' part of the study concerns the evaluation of curriculum effects in
terms of the above-mentioned knowledge, while the CIT part of the study refers to
a general assessment of Turkish learners' lexicon and grammar in a migration
context. The linguistic knowledge of the informants fin terms of Turkish) will be
scrutinized from two main perspectives:
• teiv,al achievement willbe measured by means of a longitudinal test design (CDT),

and involves the conceptual development of pupils in Turkish within one school
year in which they followed a Turkish language class (the term 'lexical' will be
used in this study in terms of free morphemes);

•   lex-i,·alandgrammaticalp,D/kieng refers to the linguistic performance of the pupils
in Turkish as independent from the language-class curriculum in the same period
(CIT). The test design consists of conceptual and grammatical items, which are
at a suitable level for the age group in this study.

The reason that grammatical aspects are not included in the CDT design, is due to
the assumption that lexical development is more prone to changes in the relatively
short period of one school year than grammatical structure, which is assumed to be
mainly established by the age of the informant population and which does not
seem to demonstrate pertinent changes within the period concerned. Free

morphemes and tlieir lexernes are assumed to shift their lemmas when a formal
learning environment is considered, through which one ma> be able to observe the
learning process. As the learning process in terms of grammar will have to concern
a time range which is longer than a year, grammatical aspects have been excluded
from the achievement test.
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Tlie CIT functions as a substantial benchmark in assessing the general linguistic
knowledge of the CG. I f we consider only the curriculum-related evaluation, then
only curriculum-based knowledge will be obtained. whereas the general linguistic
performance on the basis of the peer group level cannot be positioned in this
limited linguistic space. Tlie CDT informant group (pupils in The Hague referred
to as NLl) forms a subset of the total population in the CI'I'. The reason that the
CD'I' has been implemented only in one school (i.e., NLl) is the consistent use of
one particular instruction method in the school concerned, while various lesson
materials were used interchangeably in the other schools. The main research

questions are:
1  What are general characteristics of the proficiency of bilingual Turkish/Dutch

adolescents in 1-urkish, when the overall Turkish proficiency is considered in
terms of vocabulary and grammar?

2 What are the effects of Turkish language instruction on the productive and
receptive lexical development of Turkish bilingual adolescents within one school
vear?

3 What are the similarities and differences in Turkish proficiency between the
Turkish/Dutch bilingual group in the Netherlands and a monolingual RG in
Turkey, in terms of productive and receptive lexical/grammatical knowledge?

4   What kind of connections exist between structural notions like well- formedness,
grammaticality and acceptability? What can the available data indicate in terms of
structure dependency?

5  What can one observe on the basis of the data at hand with regard to connec-
lions between lexical and morphosyntactic units (free and bound morphemes)?

6 What is the influence of morphosyntax on lexical knowledge? Is there a
differentiation between grammatical operations such as nominal and verbal
inflection, case assignment and relativisation?

7  Can there also be a similar suffix (grammatical) mixing compared to what we see
in lexical mixing?

A number of predictions can be made. It is assumed that the lexical proficiency
level of the CG will be lower than that of the RG, as the input in Turkish is
restricted in a migration context (in the formal sense of schooling in particular).
There will also be level differences between productive and receptive aspects of
lexical achievement and proficiency, because receptive vocabulary is less
demanding in comparison to productive vocabulary. Moreover, the grammatical
proficiency level will be higher than the lexical proficiency of all groups, as
morphosyntactic structure is less vulnerable than lexical structure. Productive
grammar will be more difficult than receptive grammar. The RG will perform
better than the CG at the grammatical proficiency test. Finally, the productive
lexical achievement will be higher than that of the receptive achievement within
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one school year in terms of proportion and level, because it is assumed that the
pupils have started secondary education already with a considerable receptive
lexical knowledge.

Table 3.1. presents an overview of the range and number of informants and data
collection instruments used.

Table 3.1: Overview of the range and number of informants and data collection instruments

001818    - Co*   NBA   -  *f  . ""Mti--       '     *
The Hague (NLl) 26  + + +     +     +
Eindhoven (NL2) 10 +     -     +             +             +

OSS (NL3) 9 +     -     +             +             +

Amsterdaml (NL4) 10 +     -     +              +              +

Amsterdam2 (NLS) 4 +     -      +              +              +

Yozgat Turkey    (TRl) 27 +     -     +              -              +

Ankara Turkey   (TR2) 14 +     -     +             -             +

As can be seen in Table 3.1, the CIT has been implemented in all schools which
participated in this study. However, the CDT has only been applied in The Hague
(NLl) due to the fact that one particular language curriculum was regularly
implemented in this school compared to the other schools, where various teaching
materials from other books were used interchangeably. The longitudinal study
focuses therefore  only  on the informants  in NLl. Classroom observations  have

been carried out mainly in The Hague (NLl). A couple of lessons have also been
observed in the remaining schools. Due to the fact that some pupils were absent in
the testing and that some pupils have not been able to complete the whole test set,
the data related to these informants have been excluded from the data analysis.
There were 86 pupils initially in the CG, out of which 27 informants have not been
added to the data analysis for the given reasons. As presented in Table 3.1,
59 pupils in the CG and 41 in the RG have remained for the main data analysis.
Thus, the population size decreased  from  127  down  to  100 in formants in total.

In order to find an answer to the first question, data have been collected by means
of the CIT, which aims to assess general linguistic proficiency. This test is
constructed to determine the Turkish language proficiency of adolescent pupils in a
Dutch dominant environment. The results of this test will also be compared to the
achievement in the CDT in order to evaluate differences (if any) in terms of lexical
scope, since the design of the two tests is similar, the main difference being only in
their vocabulary range. On the basis of the empirical data at hand, lexical and
morphosyntactic knowledge of the informants will thus be analysed in detail.

With respect to the second research question, the CDT, which has been specifi-
cally developed for this purpose, will be used within a longitudinal perspective. An
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approach in achievement perspective requires by definition a pre- and posttest
design. Pretesting is to be implemented at the beginning of the school year in the
first class of secondary education, whereas posttesting, in terms of the same test,
will be applied at the end of that school year in order to be able to observe the
change in linguistic achievement and skills of pupils. It should be noted that this
aspect of the study does by no means concern the evaluation of teachers'
educational performances in qualitative terms; rather, the focus is on the linguistic
skill development of pupils within a given context.

An attempt will be made to find a response in the data base to the third question
by means of using the results of both test designs (CDT and CIT), since these tests
have been developed by taking into account the achievement and proficiency
requirements which are predominantly related to literacy practices such as
knowledge and use of concepts (academic, formal and more abstract lexical units)
required by the curriculum. The communicative method in Turkish, mainly based
on the book Gurbetteki Tiirk€emiz  Our Turkish ahmad or overseasl by  Selik et al.  0994),
which constructs generally the core of the language-instruction curriculum, is -
albeit not consistently in every school - used in the Netherlands. A composite form
of data collection instruments (tests, classroom observations and background data)
will be used to evaluate this question.

In addressing the fourth question, data will be collected by means of classroom
observations which have been conducted during the Turkish language instruction
classes. In addition to the observations, the data which were gathered as output in
the CDT and CIT will also be used to analyze the problematic formulated in the
fourth question.  On the basis of output types, the structural notions concerned will
be handled as such. Three main observation categories will be registered on the
observation forms on a minute-basis. The behaviour of teacher, pupil, and teacher-
pupil interaction are the three main observational categories and include remarks as
a supplementary category. Using these observational data, it is hoped to achieve an
understanding of the input form and the application of the curnculum, which in
turn might help us better interpret the outcomes of the study.

In dealing with the fifth question, similarities and differences in Turkish lan-
guage proficiency between the Turkish/Dutch bilingual group in the Netherlands

(CG) and the monolingual RG in Turkey will be analysed by using the results of the
CIT. These tests have been specifically designed to evaluate lexical and morpho-
syntactic performance of young speakers of Turkish in both a monolingual and
bilingual migration setting.

The sixth research question refers to possible connections between structural
notions like well-formedness, grammaticality, and acceptability. On the basis of
grammaticality Judgement and relative clause production tasks, the above-
mentioned structural notions that concern the internalised grammar of Turkish
speaking youngsters, will be discussed. In the design of the CIT, specific items and
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tasks related to these terms have been incorporated in order to detect and study
relevant performance examples and discuss their possible implications on language
structure. The crucial element is, as previously mentioned in Chapter 2, the fact
that in the framework of this study we have the opportunity of observing
informant behaviour with respect to two similar language structures within
different contexts.

In order to answer the last research question, the results of both the CIT and
CDT will be used to assess the lexical knowledge of our informants and its relation
(if any) to their morphosyntactic knowledge. The pivotal point of interest here is to
identify the position of lexical components within language structure, when formal
institutional support to a certain extent is provided.

'1'he expectations concerning the results of the CDT relate to improvements in
both productive and receptive lexical proficiency o f the pupils, based on the currie-
ulum which has been followed during one school year. Word labelling and word
definition tasks as productive dimensions are expected to show low performance
proportions, as the communicative method supports mainly receptive vocabulan·
knowledge by presenting concepts within certain dialogues and Without explaining
them explicitly. Afultiple choice and matching tasks are expected to score and to
remain at a high level, as these tests refer to receptive lexical knowledge.

The tasks and items in the CIT are expected to assess lexical and grammatical
knowledge by referring to the general knowledge level of the age group concerned
in this study. Score similarities between the CG and RG are expected in the lexical
receptive tasks. Productive lexical task results for word labelling and word
definition of the RG will presumably be higher than those of the CG, because the
input in a migration context is relatively restricted and supports mainly receptive
knowledge rather than productive use. Likely to the multiple choice task, the lexical
matching task will not indicate significant differences, even though idiomatic use of
verbal constructions with various meanings will be presented.

In the morphosyntactic test, main clause production is not expected to show
important differences between tlie CG and RG, because it concerns basic sentence
construction which excludes complex sentence production. The other productive
tasks in the grammatical test, i.e., relative clause production, main clause linking,
case assignment, tense/aspect/modality, and sentence de-scrambling, are expected
to show significant differences between the CG and RG, as these tasks involve
complex grammatical structures in active use. The grammaticality judgement and
multiple choice tasks, which require both relatively receptive use of the grammar,
are expected to have similar scores across the two groups.
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3.2 Informants

In this section, the two informant groups that have participated in the data
collection procedure, will be presented. The total number of informants in the
Netherlands and in Turkey is 100. It involves a CG in the Netherlands (N=59) and
a RG in Turkey (N=41).

3.2.1 Core group in the Netherlands
Because this study focuses mainly on Turkish language proficiency of youngsters
(aged   12- 14)   in  an immigration setting  and  its  relation to formal instruction,  the
research population has been selected accordingly. In connection with the overall
design of the study and the research questions, care was taken specifically in the
selection of informants. Table 3.2. provides an overview of the CG in terms of
codes of the schools, number of informants, and geographical position of the
schools. The Randstad is a Dutch geographical concept, which refers to the urban
agglomeration of the four largest cities in the Netherlands.

Table 3.2: Overview of the CG in terms of codes of the schools, number of informants, and
geographical position of the schools

School code Location N informants Geographical position
NLl The Hague            26 West Netherlands (Randstad)

NL2 Eindhoven 10 South Netherlands

NL3 Oss                      9 East Netherlands

NL4 Amsterdaml          10 West Netherlands (Randstad)

NL5 Amsterdam2            4 West Netherlands (Randstad)

Total       -       ·       ' · ' 59

There are four main secondary school types in the Netherlands. 1 'bo is a vocational
school type. 1 -wo is a school type which requires the highest priman· school scores
to be able to attend, and which provides pre-academic education. Mai,o and bavo fire
two intermediate secondary school types in terms of primary school performance.
4 mavo school (Intermediate General Secondary School) is one step lower in the
ranking than a bavo school (Higher General Secondan· School).
•  NLl is a group in a school in The Hague which mainly provides education at

bat,01 vwo level (pre-academic educational level). Turkish is acknowledged and
embedded as a full-fledged subject in the school curriculum. One particular
language instruction method is consistently used in this school (Gurbetteki
Tiirkeemij

•  NL2 is a class in a vocational school in Eindhoven which gives education at vbo

level (vocationaD. Turkish is acknowledged as a subiect in the curriculum.
'I'ogether with the previously mentioned language instruction method, other
sorts of materials are used interchangeably.
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•   NL3 is a class in a school in Oss where pupils attend at bavo / vwo level. Turkish is
given as a sublect in the curriculum, in which teachers use various language
teachlng methods. Thts group has relatively high SES background features.

•   NL4 is a group in a school in Amsterdam, which is at mavo i  bavo 1 vwo educational

level (pre-academic educational level) Turkish is part of the curriculum. In this
school various methods are used as well.

• NL5 is a small class in a vbo school (vocational education) in Amsterdam, in
which Turkish is acknowledged as a subject in the curriculum. Various inst:ruc-
tion methods are used in this school too.

Only those informants who constantly follow the language class and whose SES
background features are similar, have been selected for this study. With respect to
the selection of informants in the Netherlands the following three criteria have
been used:
•  The pupil should be in the first year/class of Dutch secondary education, i.e.,

the pupil has already finished primary education and should be about to begin
with the first year of secondary education, which is called brugklas 'bridge class'
in Dutch (a sort of transition or intermediate class from primary education to
secondary education).

• Socio-economic background factors such as education, profession and birth-
place of the parents should be similar within and between the groups, as these
features can play a role in the linguistic development of children.

• Turkish should be presented as a full-fledged elective subject in the secondary
schools where informants attend. The communicative method Gurbetteki
Tiirkgmk should be either permanently or interchangeably used in the curric-
ulum o f the schools concerned.

The first criterion can create tension due to the fact that some older pupils have
been assigned to the first year of secondary education for a variety of reasons. This
can range from late arrival at school or assignment to a lower class as a result of
migration or evaluation of equality of educational level presumably attained by the
pupil on the basis of Dutch educational standards. In Table 3.3, an overview of the
ages of the informants within the CG is given.

Table 3.3: Overview of the ages of the informants within the CG

'Ade' "X-4. f 12' ...: .- :   -· ..'1'3--·'i'>·i.--1 - S '14''r--"f-3 "1.- -315 1 -     .,   0 -2  li,tal l
N informants  34                     19                       4                       2                     59

As  can be derived from Table 3.3,  57.6% of the informants  in  the  CG  is 12 years
old, 32.2% is 13, 6.7% is 14 and 3.3% is 15 years old.
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Table 3.4 presents an overview of the educational level of the pupils' fathers in
the CG. 1.7% of the fathers has either a university degree or is a primary school
drop-out. The majority of the fathers (67.8°/0) has a primary school degree, 6.8%

has  terminated a secondary school,  3.4%  is a lyceum drop-out  and  18.6%  has  a
lyceurn degree.

Table 3.4: Overview of the educational level of the pupils' fathers in the CG

Educat16rl'-3.primary.-'- PAmariv,·,·, -secondary#,4690m-- 1-212*00-'.e Unlversity-  Total :

.':- .:.-':, »I.F.:.:fS#- ,2f«*t'-29 R€17«9:'.2  1=.  ft'....
. .  - i'.T... -drop uti'   -' -r#. 41&1.7,•6'»•nI->j-.:; giL-,-14 i.,4.-9,-i-'- : ·· .' S.:73.1:    t
N informants     1                            40                        4                           2                           1 1                          1                            59

As can be derived from Table 3.4, most fathers hold a primary school degree in
terms of educational level. This criterion will also be taken into consideration in the
selection of the RG in Turkey so as to enable us to make an appropriate
comparison between the two groups.

Table 3.5 contains the necessary data concerning the educational level of the
informants' mothers in the CG. The illiteracy degree is 20.3%. 1.7% is a primary
school drop-out. The majority of the mothers has a primary school degree (57.6°/0),

8.5% has terminated a secondary school or lyceum, and 3.4% is a lyceum drop-out.
There are no mothers with a university degree. This a]1 indicates that the CG
mainly consists of pupils from immigrant families with a lower educational level.

Table 3.5: Overview of the educational level of the pupils' mothers in the CG

Education     .  No.-.  .1 i'Prim'ary:' ''P'linary:·« Sec nd:::Lyc60*Lyceum,f.   Unli:-     "Total

.'··   -dngout-C-,   ...vE'2.1· r-·- •..•t.t"         --'  „_·2.2     --
N informants    1 2                 1                    34                 5                   2                    5                    -                   59

Table 3.6 gives an overview of the occupation of the fathers in the CG. The
majority of fathers (62.7°/0) has a job requiring either primary or secondary
education (workers in the industry or in the agricultural sector; workers in civil
service etc.), 6.8% is jobless, 22% performs work that requires at least secondary

education, and 8.5% of the fathers has a job requiring high education.

Table 3.6: Overview of the occupation of the fathers in the CG

Occupation. ·Jobless       -    .  --.Requiring 1« :j,.,Fl,qM»g ats . °,„Requiring high..',. Total
7 '' -6ii;j68t,6nt'.:36   ledst:#do-orRiary,1 -tbuu-danm::"--:-   2.   -   '

· -            ''·':-'e'_i- - ·A ,"3 .'.-5*,Id=.'..S.2-11:':U..17:..0 :1...:21:•.,T' - .. .  ...,-,educaitwi,-· ··.,-·.'.i-=.: .........
N informants  4                       37                     13                     5                       59

In Table 3.7 an overview of the occupation of the mothers in the CG is given. An
overwhelming majority of the mothers is housewife (78%). None of the mothers
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has an occupation which can be held as a result of higher education. The second
group consists of mothers who hold a job requiring secondary education (nine
persons: 15.3°,0), 6.8°,0 has a job which corresponds with education at a low level.
The educational level of the mothers is congruent with the data concerning their
occupation (cf. Table 3.5).

Table 3.7: Overview of the occupation of the mothers in the CG

Occupation Housewife Requiring low Requiring at Requiring high Total
education least secondary education

education
N informants  46                    4                     9                     -                     59

Table 3.8 includes an overview of the birth regions of fathers in the CG. 7'he
general accumulation is in the categon  of Central and East Turkey: 81.4° 0 (i.e.,
Ankan, Yozgat, Konya, Erzurum, Kars district); 17% of the fathers are born in
\F'est 'I'urkey, and  1.-00 orighiates from South lurkey.

Table 3.8: Overview of the birth regions of the fathers in the CG

Region West Turkey South Turkey Central/East Turkey · Total
N informants    1 0                                               1                                                  48                                               59

In Table 3.9, an c,verview of the birth regions of mothers in the CG is given. In this
outline too, the majority of mothers is born in either central or east Turkey
(93.2° 4. Most of the places are identical as thi, se of the fathers. Onh· 6.8°'o of the
mothers originates from IX'est Turkey. A relatively similar birth region forms a
consistent background criterion for comparison.

Table 3.9: Overview of the birth regions of the mothers in the CG

Region West Turkey Central and East Turkey Total
N informants  4                                                55                                              59

3.2.2 Reference group in Turkey
As was already shown in 'lable 3.1, the RG originates from two schools in Central
Turkey, i.e., the district of Ankara (also Kirsehir, Kayseri, Sivas, Konya) and
Yozgat, from where most of the families and parents of the pupils in the CG have
emigrated to the Netherlands. The term 'district' refers in the Turkish context to a
geographical and administrative concept. In order for an area to be called city, it
should firstly have enough inhabitants in itself. Each city includes then less
populoUS places (small towns or villages) in the vicinity and constitutes altogether a
district. Turke3· is currentl>  divided int(, 80 districts, of which each one represents a
city. The similarity of these geographical factors between the groups provide a basis
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in terms of comparability and representativeness of the sample selected for this
studv.

In selecting the pupils for the RG, three SES factors, which have been pre-
viously discussed (Section 3.2.1), have played a central role. Including the main SES
factors (i.e., birth place, education and occupation of parents), two main criteria
have been taken into account when informants in the RG have been selected:
• Geographical origin of the two groups (CG and RG) in Turkey. 7'he RG's

features should be related to those o f the CG for the sake of comparability.
• SES features function as an indicator of sunilarity and comparability as well.

Birth place and occupation of the parents, but more importantly education of
the parents are presumably noteworthy parameters that contribute to shaping
the language development of their children.

Families from the RG should live in those areas which show sociolinguistically,
economically and demographically similarities in terms of language varieties (or
dialects), migration and urbanization (see Chapter 2 for the explanation concerning
regions where varieties or dialects are spoken by both the CG and RG). By taking
these critena into account, two schools in the Ankara and Yozgat district have been
selected.

The school in Yozgat (TRl) is in the centre of the district of Yozgat, where
many families from the surrounding rural areas migrate to the district centre in
order to find better circumstances. 'Ilus often leads to rapid urbanization and the
spread of shanty towns (the so-called ge,ekondu area: a kind of shanty town or
underdeveloped part of the city) and suburbs, resulting in a deficiency in the
infrastructure facilities which can be seen as a side effect of this process. Families
of the pupils in TRl (N=27) originate from villages in the vicinity of the city of
Yozgat. Most of the families of the pupils in the CG have emigrated from Yozgat
and surrounding areas to the Netherlands. In this context, two kinds of similar
migration processes are observed, the first being internal and the latter external, for
both of which the origin is the same (i.e., in and around Yozgat). Yozgat is - albeit
the district centre - less industrialized and a rather rural area. In recent years, some
industn- branches have been developed at a small scale; however, these appear to
be restricted to some sectors of industry, such as production and distribution of
supermarket commodities. 'I'his limited development has attracted people from the
rural area into the vicinity of the district centre, and has lead to a gradual
urbanization. Some of the people, who initially migrated internally and who failed
to find the expected or desired conditions in the urban area, have as a result
emigrated to Europe, in our case to the Netherlands. Thus, the informant popu-
lation of 'I'Rl consists of pupils whose families have a rural background, but now
live in a less urbanized part of the city. In this sense, they are similar to their
immigrant peers in the Netherlands, whose parents have emigrated from rural to
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urbanized (even industrialized) parts of the world. The main point here is that the
two informant groups  (CG and RG) show similarities in terms of SES features.

TRI  is a class that consists of 32 pupils, of which 5 pupils have a posteriori been
extracted on the basis  o f SES features (educational level, occupation and birth place
of parents) in order to match the RG appropriately with the CG. As a result,
27 pupils constitute the sixth class of primary education, which currently includes
five years of primary and three years of secondary education. Priman' education
tilkokul·, basic public education for five years after pre-school education, i.e., after
kindergarten) and secondary education (onaokut three years after basic public
education) have both been combined to eight years of primary education (ilkdiretim
okulu). In this new system, primary and secondary education are provided as
combined  in one school. That means  that TRl,  too,  consists of pupils  who have
terminated primary education and who have recently started secondary education,
according to the previous educational system.

The school in Ankan (in which TR2 is situated) is in an amalgam of an area of
gecekond:i and apartment buildings (ex-geeekondus, which have been replaced with
these buildings) in Ankara. The former school is an indication of early urbanization
based on rural characteristics, whilst the latter demonstrates a late url)anization
process based on the transition from the first to the second phase. The school is
situated in a neighbourhood to which most of the families have immigrated from
rural areas in the east of Ankara. It is a school at which pupils may get enrolled,
depending upon the results of their post-primary education central examination.
These schools are mainly known as Anatolian Lycea, where education was initially
designed to help improve the knowledge of pupils in modern foreign languages,
such as English and German. Therefore, all pupils were used to foreign language
learning, according to the oral reports of the teachers concerned.

By virtue of public debates on the effect of this type of education, the role of
embedding a foreign language in the centre of the overall curriculum as language of
education has been marginalized in recent years. The teachers have reported that
most of the elite features of these schools have in recent times eroded, with a
foreign language being used in approximately only 20% of the curriculum (for
example, providing only the English equivalents of terms in the mathematics class)
and the remaining 80% in Turkish.

The other property of these schools is that they are relatively widely spread in
socio-economically distinct parts of cities, resulting in dispersal of this type of
schools in every area. This has created, as a consequence, popularisation of these
schools. An example of this case is that the school of which TR2 is a part, is
attended by pupils living in the same municipality. Parents with a relatively high
SES profile send their children to schools in their own area, which has led to a
classification among schools that select children on the basis of the examination
concerned. These schools apply the lowest enrolment degree (in the whole district
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of Ankara) compared to other schools in this category, dependent on the socio-
economic background of the area in which the school is situated. In the CG
appears a small group of pupils whose SES features are relatively high and who
follow education at a similar level (Dutch mavo, bavo, vwo levels) with foreign
language education (e.g., NI.3) as in TR2. In this regard, TR2 serves a function for
the matching and comparing of these groups.

TR.2 is a class consisting of 38 pupils. 24 pupils have a posteriori been extracted
from TR2 on the basis of their SES features (educational level, occupation and
birth place of parents), also keeping constant the numbers of pupils with similar
background, in order to match the RG appropriately with the CG. As a result,
14 pupils remain in the RG.

The selection of schools for the RG may, at a glance, seem to be different from
the composition of the CG. Variations were identified in the CG in terms of
parents with a low socio-economic profile and those with a relatively high socio-
economic profile. Consequently, these features should even up between the two
informant groups. The majority of parents of pupils in the RG have a low SES
profile (primary education), whereas the remainder have a relatively high (lyceum/
university education) profile. In this sense, TRl represents the first group of
parents and TR2 the latter group of parents. Both parent groups have similarities,
as they all come to the cities from rural areas. The difference is that SES features
have stagnated in one group (e.g., educational level), whereas they have moved

upwards in the other group.
The selected 14 pupils in the RG are in the sixth class of primary education,

which currently includes five years of primary and three years secondary education

(after the change in the Turkish educational system). They are in the same class,
which consists of 38 pupils. Parents of all pupils come from similar areas as

previously mentioned.

We will now examine the SES features of the RG, on the basis of the three main
criteria, i.e., birth place, education and occupation of the parents. The over-
whelming majority of the fathers has an occupation for which lower education

(primary or secondary education) would suffice (i.e., workers, small artisans,
workers in civil service etc.), whereas all mothers are housewife and have primary
education.

Table 3.10: Overview of the occupation of the fathers in the RG

    , · ., · · ,   -s· t,1. 'r 477*. ATE# 1·,:54·&4- '. - -·7 9 44 t    r i p  .-- ..     . n .· ,·:, -»-· *09 f <eadc on:7..th';3 .ra·_r  "A?,v.*13 1 * 4 -
N informants  -                       26                     14                      1                       41
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Only one father (2.4°·0) has a job that requires higher education. The remainder has
a job that would suffice for primary (63.4°/0) or secondary education (34.1°'0). This
background is similar to the related SES features of the CG. Those who have
primary education surpass almost twice the fathers who have an occupation related
to secondary education.

Table 3.11 gives an overview of the occupation of mothers in the RG. Similarly
to the CG, the majority of mothers are housewife (80.5°/0). Only two mothers in
the RG have a iob requiring low education (4.9°/6). 7.3°,0 of the mothers have a job
requiring high education or at least secondary education.

Table 3.11: Overview of the occupation of the mothers in the RG

Occupation Housewife Requiring low Requiring at Requiring high Total
education least secondary education

education
N informants  33                     2                       3                       3                       41

Table 3.12 presents an overview of the educational level of the pupils' fathers in the
RG. 29.30/0 of the RG has a lyceum degree, 2.4°,0 has a university degree and a

priman· school drop-out, 14.6°/0 has a secondary school degree, and the ma ority of
the fathers (51.2°/0) has a primary school degree, similar to the CG.

Table 3.12: Overview of the educational level of the pupils' fathers in the RG

Education Primary Primary Secondary Lyceum Lyceum University Total
school school school drop-out
drop-out

N informants   1               21              6              -               12             1               41

In Table 3.13 an overview of the educational level of the pupils' mothers in the RG
is given. The educationRl level of the majority of mothers in the RG is low (from
illiterate to primary school degree). No school attendance   or illiteracy holds   for
19.50,0,4.9°/0 of the mothers is a primary school drop-out, 48.8% has a primary
school degree, 7.3°4 has terminated a secondary school and a university, and 12.2%
has a lyceum diploma.  In the two schools of the RG, the level ranges basically from
illiteracy to secondan· education. In this sense, as well, comparability can be
observed for background features within the CG and RG. There is this kind of
variation in both groups. '1'he RG has been formed by means of two schools rather
than only one school in order to create the kind of variation observed in the CG,
which will thus promote comparability.
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Table 3.13: Overview of the educational level of the pupils' mothers in the RG

1 Education No school Primary Primary Second. Lyceum Lyceum Univ. Total I
attendance school school school drop-out

drop-out
N informants  8              2             20           3            -           5           3            41

Table 3.14 shows an overview of the birth regions of the fathers in the RG. The
overwhelming majority of fathers are born in either Central or East Turkey
(97.5°0). They come from the same regions (Yozgat, Ankara, Sivas, Konya,
Erzurum, Kars) as most of the fathers in the CG. Only one father is born in West
Turkey (2.5°'0).

Table 3.14: Overview of the birth region of the fathers in the RG

Region West Turkey Central/East Turkey Total
N informants   1                                                40                                              41

Table 3.15 presents an overview  of  the birth regions  of the mothers  in  the  RG.
Again, the majority of the mothers are born in Central or East Turkey (95.1°/0)
Most of the mothers come from the same regions, i.e., Yozgat, Ankan, Sivas,
Konya, Erzurum or Kars, as most of the mothers in the CG. Only 4.9°/0 of the
mothers in the RG is born in West Turkey.

Table 3.15: Overview of the birth regions of the mothers in the RG

Region West Turkey Central/East Turkey
 

Total
N informants  2                                                39                                              41

3.2.3   Comparison of core group and reference group
In the previous two sections, general characteristics of the two informant groups
have been presented successively. In this section, a comparison of these character-
istics will be made.

Concerning the geographical distribution of the informants, the sample for the
CG is representative in the sense that schools from three different Dutch regions
have been selected. Informants in the Netherlands have been selected not only
from the Randstad, but also from relatively less populated regions of the country, in
the south (Findhoven) and the east (Oss) (see Table 3.2). The RG should be
compatible with the CG in geographical terms as explained in Section 3.2.2.

The distribution of gender is also proportionally similar in the two groups.
Table 3.16 shows the distribution of gender in the total population. 7'lie proportion
of male and female youngsters is symmetrical with equal percentages, both in the
total population o f informants and within the population o f the two groups.
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Table 3.16: Distribution of gender in the two groups
IGender' - .·'.'s  Boy    · . .1  3.. :. ,«,--·,- Gid ·,   -,        .   ._   -.    Total j

CG                                    24                       41 %                                         35                      59%                                                    59

RG                        17               41%                           24               59%                                  41

With respect to SES features, three background characteristics have been taken into
account, i.e., education, occupation and birth place of both parents. Table 3.17
presents an overview of the educational level of the pupils' fathers.

Table 3.17: Overview of the educational level of the pupils' fathers

Education  _ Pilmary Primary .Secondary Lyceum Lyceum University Total
·    '   :             school              school               school    -         drop-out

-, ·        · "di*out  '               -·- ·
CG                  1                  40                4                  2                  11                 1                  59
RG                  1                  21                 6                  -                  12                1                  41

A proportional distribution of the educational level of the fathers can be observed
between the two informant groups. Primary school drop-out and universitr degree
are rather marginal cases. The general agglomeration is at the levels of primary
school and lyceum. Descriptive crosstabs analysis has yielded a statistically
insignificant Pearson elli-square value (X2=,347; df=5) with regard to differences in
educational level between the two groups. This means tliat there are no substantial
differences between the two groups on the basis of the fathers' educational level.

As to the educational level of the mothers, the same analysis has shown a
statistically insignificant Pearson chi-square value 52=,321; df=6) with regard to
differences in the two groups. Table 3.18 presents an overview of the educational
level of the pupils' mothers. The general tendency within both groups is in the
category of no school attendance (illiteracy) and primary school. Primary school
and lyceum drop-out are rather scarce cases, compared to the others. Only 7.30/0 of
the mothers in the RG has obtained a university degree, which is negligible when
the whole population is considered. This is also indicated by the above mentioned
statistical analysis.

Table 3.18: Overview of the educational level of the pupils' mothers

Education No Primary. · Primary  . Second. Lyceum Lyceum Univ. Total
,    -        schooling school school school    drop-out

drop-out
CG                  12             1                34             5               2               5               -               59
RG                    8             2               20             3               -               5               3               41

Another relevant SES factor is the occupation of the parents. In Table 3.19, an
overview of the occupation of fathers across the two informint groups is given.
The descriptive crosstabs analysis has yielded a statistically insignificant Pearson
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chi-square value (X2=,178; df=3) with regard to differences in the level of
occupation of fathers between the two informant groups. However, it should be
noted that this criterion might be less reliable in some cases such as a migration
context. A father who has followed high education in his country of origin might
have been employed in a job that does not necessarily require high education in the
country to which he has emigrated, in spite of the fact that he has been trained for
work at a different position. This causes an asymmetry in terms of education and
employment (e.g., a trained accountant in the country of origin might be employed
as a worker in a factory in the country of emigration). Therefore, these features
should be checked with the educational level of parents in order to verify the
information obtained.  The data related  to both educational level and occupation are
internally consistent (see Table 3.19 and 3.17), which shows that the occupation is
mainly congruent with the education received.

Table 3.19: Occupation of the fathers across the two groups

Occupation Jobless Requiring lower-·'Requiting at     i  ·Re4uiring high-   »I™al
zeducation                    r ·  least secondary, education  ·--  _-  :·,=--4'  f     I.i .. 1. - :  --: ,-1-.  ':. ':education.· .; .-· :'-....tr,(..51,

CG                4                         37                        13                       5                         59
RG                 -                            26                          14                          1                             41

The fathers' occupation categories 'jobless' and 'a job requiring high education'
turn out as peripheral cases within the whole population and the two groups. The
overwhelming majority of fathers has a job requiring secondary or lower education.

In Table 3.20. an overview of the occupation of mothers across the two groups
is given. As a result of the descriptive crosstabs analysis, a statistically insignificant
Pearson chi-square value has been obtained (X2=,122; df=3) with regard to
differences in the level of occupation of mothers between the two groups.

Table 3.20: Occupation of the mothers across the two groups

Occupation Housewife                     Requiring lower         Requiring at            '   Requiring high  
 

Total
education      - least secohdary  -,   education    ,-

:         1 education   / - ·    -
CG                46                       4                         9                         -                         59
RG                  33                          2                            3                            3                            41

The majority of mothers is housewife (on average 79°/0). Jobs requiring secondary
or high education are observed as marginal cases within the whole population. Tile
lower education category, too, is in the peripheral cases with an average of 6% in
the two informant groups. The occupation factor also indicates that the two groups
are comparable.

A further factor is the birth place of parents and the place where they took up
longest in residence. Table 3.21 presents an overview of the birth region of the
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fathers across the tWO groups. lhe category 'other regions' includes predominantly
Central and East Anatolia, where socio-economic and sociolinguistic characteristics
are rather similar, whereas west and south Turkey may demonstrate some deviances
in these two characteristics. Tlie descriptive crosstabs analysis demonstrates a
statisticalh· insignificant Pearson chi-square value (X2=,06; df=2) with regard to
differences in the birth region of the fathers between the two informant groups.
I'lie majority of fathers originates from Central or East Anatolia (see Chapter 2 for
local varieties   or dialectal differences). The category South Turkey remains rather
marginal in the whole population group.

Table 3.21: Birth region of the fathers across the two groups
Region West Turkey South Turkey Central/East Turkey       -T24
CG        10                 1                  48                 59
RG          1                  -                   40                  41

In Table 3.22 an overview of the birth regions of the mothers across the two
informant groups can be seen. There is no category South Turkey. Most of the
mothers originate like the fathers from Central and East Anatolia. The descriptive
crosstabs analysis has yielded a statistically (highly) insignificant Pearson chi-square
value (X2=,731; df=1) with regard to differences in the birth region of mothers
between the two informant groups. In this sense, the two groups are similar and
comparable. The majority of mothers is born and brought up in either Central or
East Anatolia, with an average of 94°/0. Only an average of 6% of the mothers is
born in West Turkey, which is a peripheral case in the whole population.

Table 3.22: Birth region of the mothers across the two groups

Region West Turkey _
Central/East Turkey - Total

CG                  4                                                          55                                                        59
RG                  2                                                          39                                                        41

l'able 3.23 provides an overview of the age range of the informants within the two
groups.  The  age  of the  majorin'  of the research population is between  12  and  14
years (89.8% of the CG and 53.7% of the RG is 13/14 years old; 46.3% of the RG
is  12 years old), as can be seen iii Table 3.23.

Table 3.23: An overview of the age of the informants at the time of data collection

Age 12 13         14 15 16                          Total

CG          -          34           19          4           2           59
RG        19         17          5         -          -          41

51.60·0 of the CG and 41.5°0 of the RG is 13 years old in the period of data
collection, whereas  32.2°,0  of  the  CG   and   12.2%  of  the  RG  is 14 years  old.
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Descriptive crosstabs analysis yields a statistically significant Pearson chi-square
value (X2=,000; df=4) with regard to differences in age between the two groups.
These figures demonstrate that the RG as a whole is relatively young in comparison
to the CG. This is predominantly due to a late beginning of the school career of the
pupils, which is not an uncommon case in a migration setting. Informants who are
in  the  age  category  of  15/16  years  and  who  are  in  the first class of secondary
education are observed only within the CG (6 pupils in total). They form 6% within
the whole population. As can be seen in Table 3.23, the great ma ority within the
CG and the RG is 13/14 years old.

The  fact that 46.3°/0 of the informants in the RG is 12 years old creates the main
age difference between the two groups and makes the RG younger than the CG.
These 19 pupils constitute  19% of the whole informant population. The informants
who  are 13 years  old  (N=51),  constitute  51% of the whole population.  24 pupils,
who are at age 14, form 24% of the population (N=100).

In sum, it can be stated that the two groups are comparable in terms of the three
main SES parameters discussed in this chapter, i.e., birth place, educational level
and  occupation  o f the pupils' parents.  The  mean  age  o f the  CG  is 14,5 years  old
and  that  of the  RG  is 13 years  old. The median  and  mode  age  in both groups,
however,  is 13 years  old.  The age difference  is  due  to  the  fact  that the pupils  in  the
migration context (i.e., in the CG) start later at secondary school.

3.3 Instruments

In order to assess the language achievement and language proficiency of the pupils
in Turkish, two kinds of linguistic tests have been designed, i.e., one on lexical
achievement, the other one on lexical and grammatical proficiency. According to
most teachers in the study, pupils in the CG are in general Dutch-dominant (and
switch easily to Dutch), and some pupils explain that they find it easier to speak
Dutch than to speak Turkish. Therefore, it seems difficult to determine Ll and L2
of the pupils. However, due to the fact that all pupils (except one pupil: her mother
is a native speaker of Dutch) learnt primanly Turkish at home, Turkish is referred
to as Ll, and Dutch as L2.

The  first test  (CDT)  has a longitudinal design, with which the effect of language
instruction on vocabulary knowledge will be observed throughout one school year.
The CIT serves a function of assessing language proficiency in general. The lexical
content of the first test originates from the book, which is used in the Curriculum as
a method. The lexical content of the second test originates from the vocabulary of
the post-primary education central examination in Turkey, which is congruent and
compatible with the level of the age group of informants in the present study
(12-14 years). Thus, the differences between the two types of tests (curriculum-
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related and independent) relate to reference points, scope and variety of items
within the same theoretical design (mainly the lexical scope).

3.3.1 Curriculum-dependent tasks (CDT)
In line with the longitudinal design, the CDT has been implemented in one school
in The Hague, where one particular communicative method is constantly applied in
teaching Turkish. NLl is a school where predominantly bavo and mvo pupils attend.
The 26 pupils who form the target group, follow Turkish continuously as an
elective subject. Turkish is introduced in NLI as a full-fledged subject, which can de
iure be taken up by any pupil. The subject is de fado elected only by pupils with a
Turkish background. Thus, this test is designed to enable us to observe lexical
changes within one group in one year of time.

The CDT consists of lexical subtasks, which aim to measure lexical knowledge.
The tasks are of a productive and receptive kind. The test begins with a word
labelling task, which is followed by a word definition task. Word matching and
multiple choice tasks as receptive lexical elements have been integrated in the final
parts of the lexical test.

Owing to the fact that the CDT is a longitudinal type of study, the same test has
been applied as pre-testing and post-testing. Pretesting has been implemented at
the inception of the school year, i.e., in September. Posttesting has taken place at
the end of the same school year, i.e., in June. The test has been applied during one
language lesson, which takes approximately 50 minutes. However, some pupils
have not been able to complete the test within one lesson. Therefore, the available
testing time was extended to the next lesson for those pupils, so that they could
finalize the whole test battery. The pretest has been implemented in the presence of
teachers and the test taker in charge of this study. A general instruction has been
given concerning the open questions of the test (word labelling and word
definition) by means of a simple example (e.g., if a question is: 'how do we call the
tool with which we cut a paper?', then the answer will be one word, i.e., scissors.).
If there were words that pupils did not understand, they have been told to indicate
them with a question mark.

The raw data base has firstly been coded into an SPSS programme in terms of
nominal values. The nominally coded data have been re-coded into standard scales
according to task type, e.g., a 2-point scale for the multiple choice task, a 3-point
scale for the main clause formation task, and a 5-point scale for the relative clause
formation task. For the word labelling and word definition task, the following
ordinal 3-point scale has been used:
0  = incorrect labelling/definition or unknown;
1   = partly correct/in the same or similar conceptual field;
2  = correct label or definition.
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Within this ordinal scale, 0 refers to either lack of response or total deviance from
the target form in the task, as in the example below, which is a word labelling task
item.

How do we Call the period between being a child and being a grown-up person?

Some responses:
a adult
b guardianship; caretaking; watchmanship
c sexual moment

d young
e student
f adolescence

In the given example, some of the informants' responses have been presented in
order to illustrate the realization at the 3-point scale. B, c and e are types of
responses which have been graded as 0, because the informant does not attain the
target label. A and d are in the category partly correct (scale 1) due to being in the
similar conceptual field with the concept adolescence; the latter is graded as correct
(scale 2). For the receptive tasks (multiple choice, matching) the same scale has
been used, i.e., 0 = incorrect and 2 = correct. Scale 1 (partly correct) is excluded
because the receptive tasks do not include open questions by definition.

As has previously been mentioned, Turkish is presented as a full-fledged school
subject (with a foreign language status as other modern foreign languages such as

English or German) in some Dutch secondary schools. Because Turkish is a
recently introduced subject, it is currently taken up yet only by pupils with a
Turkish background.  In  NLl, the chosen communicative method is continuously
applied, in which reading texts on every day topics are presented mainly in a
dialogue form. After each dialogue using this method, an explanation is provided
concerning concepts and words which are presupposed to be unknown as well as
questions relating to the texts. Explanations and exercises related to grammar are
integrated in the method as a supplementary aspect of the reading unit.

In the overall design of the test, language assessment will be made from two
perspectives. The first is a productive perspective in which pupils have to respond
to items which urge them to produce utterances by using their linguistic repertoires.
The second is a receptive perspective, in which pupils have either to select a correct
linguistic item (e.g., out of multiple choice items) or to construct a well-fornned
collocation (matching). Table 3.24 demonstrates these categories briefly. There are
43 lexical items in total m the test.
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Table 3.24: Overview of linguistic categories in the design of the CDT
CDT Lexicon Productive    Receptive               , N Items
Word labelling            +                            -                            12
Word definition             +                              -                               12
Word matching           -                            +                            12
Myl plec»ice                -
Total items

All tests in this study have been sublect to a piloting process. They have been
overhauled and redesigned if necessary. Reports concerning the piloting of the tests

can be found in Chapter 4 (CDT) and 5 (CIT). The pretest of the CDT has been
implemented at the beginning of the school year concerned, whereas the posttest
(the same test as the pretest) has been applied at the end of the school year by the
conductor of this study. Prior to the testing session, a specific standard instruction
(similar to the CIT session) has been given. For receptive lexical tasks, a general
explanation has been made, as such tasks are already familiar to the pupils. For
productive lexical tasks the instruction has been given by boosting it with a very
simple example. For the word labelling task the oral instruction is as in example  1.

1   Question: How do we call the instrument with which we cut paper?

Pupils: Scissors.

Pupils hare been told to approach the items concerning word labelling in this
manner. For the word definition task the oral instruction is as in example 2.

2 Question and instruction: Define the word 'pencil' and use it in a sentence so that it
becomes clear that you definitely know the meaning of it. If you never heard of this
word   or  saw it written anywhere,  mark  the appropriate option.   I f you heard  o f  this

word or saw it written anywhere once or a couple of times, but you don't know the
exact meaning of it, mark then the appropriate option.

The lexical CDT consists of various items and these items form tasks in a
supposedly incremental manner. These tasks do finally constitute the whole lexical
test battery. As receptive tasks are theoretically easier and more clue giving than
productive ones, and they consequently might have a boosting test effect, pro-
ductive tasks have been placed at the beginning of the test. Items concerning the
productive perspective include two types of tests: word labelling and word
definition. Labelling refers to word elicitation on the basis of definition of a lexeme.
It involves lemma comprehension and lexical retrieval, which basically are required
by this test. Word definition is the elicitation of a lemma by means of the
presentation of a lexeme. Lexical items (lexemes) in the test are selected from the
utilized book on the basis of concrete and abstract features of the lexeme (high and
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low frequency; words which are more related to formal and academic linguistic use,
and words which are presumably more frequently used in the informal or domestic
domain). In order for items to be distributed across the method, they have been
selected and adopted from the beginning, middle and end of the book. The
selection of lexical items has occurred with regard to three main conceptual
categories:   property   (adjectives),   activity   (verbs)   and entity (nouns).   The   fact   that
the distinction between these categories in Turkish seems to be rather vague, is a
matter   of further   theoretical   discussion (see Chapter   2). In accordance   with   the
structure of Turkish, free morphemes are meant with these three categories.
Contrary to bound morphemes, free morphemes are structurally allowed to set the
stem of an inflectional or derivative operation in the process of word, clause or
sentence formation. A free morpheme can occur on its own as a separate word. A
bound morphenne cannot occur on its own as a separate word, i.e., it must be
bound to other morphemes to constitute a word.

Word labelling involves lemma comprehension and lexical retrieval. One might
argue that this particular task does not only refer to the lexical production domain
but also to text perception, as pupils are expected firstly to comprehend the lemma
(definition) in Turkish and then to produce the related lexeme. In order to be able
to discern these two processes in the test instruction, pupils were told to write
down if there was any word or sentence which they could not understand, stating
its reason. By means of this method we could trace where a problem arises, as a
pupil may understand what has been conveyed in the lemma, but cannot find the
appropriate lexeme in Turkish. Word labelling is a task, in which the relation
between lemmas and lexemes is investigated in the framework of vocabulary
knowledge. This task is a result of the theoretical distinction lexicon/grammar,
which is connected to the main question: Is this a synthetical, ad interim distinction
(an artefact), which consequently suggests that all components related to these
theoretical dimensions are in fact an element of the lexicon? Or are they indeed
autonomous linguistic components as they are presented in this study? In the light
of these background questions, the main focus is on the pupils' knowledge of
vocabulary. In that sense, to work with the bound and free motpheme dichotomy
is a necessary paradigm when we take into account the agglutinative structure of
Turkish (by means of the outcomes of the CIT as well).

Word definition task items refer to providing the lemma of a lexeme which is
presented to pupils. The task is to give a definition of a lexeme and to use it in an
appropriate context. Words have been selected from the vocabulary list at the end
of the book randomly, about which the book suggests that these words are
presumably new for pupils, so that they can learn the meaning during the course.

Initially, all data concerning productive tasks have been nominally coded (Le., in
their pre-evaluated output form) into SPSS. Next, all nominal data have been
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standardized by using a standard ordinal scale. For instance, for productive tasks
the following scale has been used:
0 = incorrect;
1   = partly correct (in the same or similar conceptual field);
2 = correct
Word matching items are based either on the matching of a concept with its
expressive, collocative meanings with its proper components (e.g., the concept 'cut'
with various collocative combinations) or on the matching of two free morphemes

(words) in order to constitute a concept which is the combination of two words

(e.g., words such as ak 'white' and baba 'father' constitute together the concept

akbaba 'vulture').
Multiple choice items refer to selecting the concept which semantically/

conceptually does not fit the other three. For the scoring of the receptive items, a
dichotomous correct/incorrect scale has been used.

3.3.2 Curriculum-independent tasks (CIT)
The range of linguistic components (i.e., lexical as well as grammatical features) in
the CIT is broader in comparison with those in the CDT which are based on the
lexicon of the curriculum. The vocabulary scope of the CIT is determined accord-
1ng to post-primary school central examination samples in Turkey, designed in the
last decade, for the peer group concerned in this study. In this manner, the
vocabulary level which is assumed to be appropriate by the examination for the age
group 12-14, is taken as a reference point.

There are lexicographic studies which aim to show the overall vocabulary of the
Turkish language. However, these studies do not give any indication concerning the

quantitative and qualitative aspects of Turkish vocabulary level at which mono-
lingual speakers of Turkish are supposed to be, according to their age group.
Owing to the fact that there is currently no vocabulary study at hand which
indicates the appropriate lexical range for a certain age group, the vocabulan' scope
of the CIT as well as its grammatical features have been adapted to the level used in
the samples of the examination concerned. Thus, a referential comparison can be
made in terms of the language proficiency level of peer groups that have the same
linguistic background within different contexts. In this sense, the CIT serves as a
reference point, if we take the design and range o f the CDT into account. Same or
similar structural components and elicitation tasks have been integrated into both
test designs. Also in the CIT, the above mentioned linguistic features have been

investigated from the perspectives of both production and perception. The results
of the CDT and the CIT will help us attain a better understanding of the lexical and
grammatical performance of pupils in a mono- and bilingual context. In terms of
application time, the CIT differs from the CDT which has a longitudinal form. The
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CIT is a cross-sectional proficiency test, which is only applied once for both groups
of informants.

The reference point in the CDT is the book Turks Communicatief, whilst  the
vocabulary and grammar used in the test design of the post-primary education
central examination in Turkey constitute the main reference point in the CIT. This
central examination ill Turkey is regularly implemented at the end of primary
school. After taking into account the age group and the level of these examinations
(for ensuring compatibility with the two informant groups in this study), the
vocabulary for the test design has been selected from the general test corpus of the
central examination, as a reference of vocabulary scope. The test corpus has been
compiled and published by Kurtoglu & Cirak (1995). At the beginning of this
study, the main difficulty was to find a vocabulary level corpus which would be
suitably constructed for the age group in this study (i.e., 12-14 years) Therefore,
the general vocabulary which has been used in the examination in the last decade
has been implemented in the construction of the CIT with the assumption that the
level of the test corpus would match the vocabulary level of the RG in Turkey in
the present study.

Table 3.25: Overview of linguistic categories in the design of the CIT

 CIT N subtasks                              ., N items per subtask           Total itims      -                   1
Lexicon                                                 4                                                                   8  +  9  +  1 2  +  1 0                               39

Morphosyntax Test A 3 2+8+7                         17
Morphosyntax Test B 5 1 7+5+9+5+8           44

1
Total of items 100 1

As can be seen in Table 3.25, there are three main tests which constitute the CIT.
One test concerns lexical knowledge, whereas the other two tests assess

grammatical knowledge. The grammatical test is split in two subtests. The CIT
involves evaluating the general language proficiency of pupils in Turkish in terms

of various peer groups, i.e., a monolingual group in Turkey and a bilingual group in
the Netherlands. The CIT does not deviate (in terms of outlook of test design,
elicitation techniques, and theoretical framework) from the one used in the
curriculum-related tests (CDT). The theoretical framework is kept constant,
whereas the content and the range of the items change. The reference point in
terms of vocabularf range and grammatical structures in the CIT is the vocabulary
and grammar used to assess linguistic proficiency  at the end of primary schooling in
Turkey. In this procedure, the aim was to maintain the difficulty level according to
the average linguistic proficiency level of a particular peer group, i. e., adolescents in
the first year of secondary education, aged 12-14 years.

The CIT consists of three tests. Table 3.26 gives an overview of the number and
variety of tasks and items in the CIT lexical test. The piloting process of the CIT
will be discussed in Chapter 5. The lexical tasks in the CIT have a similar design to
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those of the CDT. Regarding productive tasks, a 3-point scoring scale has been
used, which is identical to that of the CDT/lexical test:
0  = incorrect/does not know;
1  = partly correct/in the same or similar conceptual field;
2  = correct label or definition.
With respect to the receptive tasks, a 2-point dichotomous scoring scale has been
used. 'I'his is also identical to that of the CDT/lexical test, i.e., correct versus

incorrect. All tests in the CIT have been implemented by either the conductor of
this research or the teachers of the class by means of instructions provided by the
first person. For each test, one class hour (approx. 50 min.) has been taken. Prior to
each test session, a specific standard instruction has been given. The same instruc-
tion has also been used in CDT sessions.

Table 3.26: Overview of the number and sorl of tasks and items in the CIT lexical tasks

CIT lexicon tasks Sort of task N items
Word labelling Productive                                          8
Word definition Productive                                          9
Word matching Receptive                                          12
Multiple choice Receptive                                          10
Total of items 39

 I'he morphosyntactic part of the CIl consists of two tests, named Test .\ and
l'est B. In terms of implementation time, Test A precedes Test B. Test A involves
completely productive morphosyntactic tasks such as main (matrix) clause

construction by means of uninflected free (content) morphemes, and relative clause
construction by morphologically connecting two main clauses into one sentence
that consists of one main and one subordinate clause. Test B, however, includes
both productive and receptive tasks. As the tasks in Test B have a connection with
the tasks in Test A. Test A has been implemented prior to Test B. Clause binding
suffixes have been used in their common syntactic form in sentences within Test B
and this might have a test effect, because pupils are asked to produce these
motphosyntactic forms in Test A. In concert with this argument, Test A should be
applied prior to l est B, in order to eliminate test effects between the tests. In
example 3, suffixes are presented that are used in the process of connecting two
main clauses into one sentence (e.g., possessive, genitive, accusative suffixes or
markers). In the sentence de-scrambling task in Test B, these suffixes are presented
as set in their morphosyntactically appropriate position (Le., inflected) and this
would have an influence on the performance in 'I'est A. 'I'herefore, -I'est A should
be implemented prior to Test B.
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3  1   Annem bana siyledi

mother-PS1 SGme-DATI'ell-(DIpast PST)
'Alv mother has told me'

b   Babam-yann gelerek

father-PS1SG tomorrow come-FUT
'Ah· father will come home tomorrow'

1 he expected sentence that contains one main and one subordinate clause:

c    Annem bana bal,amin yann gfleceiini  :gledi

mother-PS1 SC;  me-D. T  father-PSISG-GEN tomorrow come-FUT-PS1SG-ACC

tell-(DIpast PST)
'Aly mother has told me that my father will come home tomorrow'

Table 3.27 gives an overview of the number and sort of tasks and items in the CIT
morphosyntactic Test A. It contains 17 items which aim to assess the grammatical
proficiency related to clause binding in Turkish. The tasks in this subtest are
ordered in an incremental manner, from the construction of matrix clauses and
complex sentences out of uninflected free morphemes to the binding of two main
clauses into one composite sentence which is lexically and grammatically accurate.

Table 3.27: Number and sort of tasks and items in the CIT morphosyntactic Test A
Morphosyntactic Test A tasks         -                                                          Sort of task             N items     ,
Main clause construction Productive               2
Relative clause construction based on uninflected free morphemes Productive             8
Relative clause construction on the basis of two main clauses Productive               7
Total of items ·17'   ·'

Test B involves both receptive and productive tasks (13 receptive items;
31 productive items). Table 3.28 gives an overview of the number and sort of tasks
and items in the CIT morphosyntactic Test B. In the main, productive items are in
the majority in the overall CDT and (:II design. A benefit of productive items is
that they provide more information on the profile of language proficiency of our
informants, as it is presumed to elicit the knowledge and the structure that
informants  have  concerning their competence  in  Ll.   In this sense, they appear

more conducive in providing information on which we may further elaborate by
means of a linguistic analysis of the obtained data. Receptive tasks in Test B refer
to multiple choice and sentence de-scrambling items, in which informants should
recognize the morphosyntactically appropriate form of a suffix, used in a given
sentence, and should put phrases (already inflected in morphological sense) in a
morphosyntactically accurate order. The task concerning case assignment involves
filling-in blanks, where the appropriate case marker (suffix) should be added. The
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task concerning tense, aspect and modality refers to infecting presented infinitive
verbs according to the context.

Table 3.28: Number and sort of tasks and items in the CIT morphosyntactic Test B
i CIT morphosyntactic Test B tasks Sort of task-                                  N Items'    1
Multiple choice Receptive                             8
Sentence de-scrambling Receptive                             5
Case assignment Productive                                   5
Tense/aspect/modality Productive                                   9
Grammaticality judgement Receptive and Productive            17

1 Total of items 44         1

Table 3.28 presents the subtasks within Test B, which is a grammatical subtest of
the CIT. Multiple choice items are typically receptive ones, as only one selection
out of four options is concerned. In the sentence de-scrambling task, a re-ordering
of the inflected sentence parts is required. It is a receptive task, as no inflection is
required. In both case assignment and tense/aspect/modality tasks, inflection is
required. Therefore, they are productive tasks.

The grammaticality judgement (GJ) task involves re-presentation of sentences
produced by pupils in their homework or in the piloting tests. This task comprises
both perspectives: receptive in the sense that the pupils should evaluate first
produced sentences in their output form; productive in the sense that the pupils
should amend some parts of the sentences, if there needs to be any correction.
Items in the GJ task contain relative clauses which mainly lack binding or case
suffixes to the main clause of the sentence. Example 4 illustrates one of these cases.

4  Bundan sonra bible bata yaptilina sanmyorum
from now on such mistake do-()P(object or ulaf· participle)-DAT think-NEG-PRGR-
1SG
'I don't think that he will not make such mistakes from now on'

This is not a well-formed sentence, as the object participle -DIK does not have
temporal agreement (i.e., it should have an object participle referring to future:
-AcAK) and the case marking that the main verb sanmak 'think' requires, is not a
dative but instead an accusative marker. A general evaluation of this deviant output
sentence is a receptive part of the task; detecting deviance and any necessary
changes on the output is the active (hence, productive) part.

The raw data base has firstly been coded into SPSS as nominal values, Le.,
identical to the form of the output produced in order to see an overview of the
response type. Next, the nominally coded data have been re-coded into standard
scales according to task type, e.g., a 2-point scale for the multiple choice task, a
3-point scale for the main clause formation task, a 5-point scale for the relative
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clause formation task. The same scales as in the CDT have been applied. Below, a
detailed inspection of scaling is offered, based on test item examples and given
responses by the informants. For the word labelling and word definition tasks the

following ordinal 3-point scale has been used:

0  - incorrect labelling/definition or does not know;
1  = partly correct/in the same or similar conceptual field;
2  = correct label or definition.
In this ordinal scale, 0 refers to either lack of response or a total deviance from the
target form in the task, as in example 5 which is a word labelling task.

5  How do we call someone who always thinks about (the)self and about what will be
the best for (the)sell
Some responses:
a superior e shameless, cheeky
b artist f     stingy
c lawyer g selfish
d arrogant h egoist

Example 5 presents an illustration of some given responses by pupils. The
aforementioned 3-point scale has been inductively organized on the basis of the
output data, some of which can be  seen in example  5. The presented lemma in the
labelling item concerns the abstract concept 'egoist'. The lexemes which have been
retrieved by the informants according to the presented lernma, have delivered
concepts either in an irrelevant or in the same/similar conceptual field. 5a, 5b and
5c are the kind of responses which are conceptually not related to the presented
definition in the task item. If we consider that the target form is presented as a
main theme 'thinking about oneself, then it can be seen that given labels such as
'superior', 'artist' or 'lawyer' are not directly connected with the elicited main
theme.

Responses 5d, 5e and 5f are, however, graded as 1 (i.e., partly correct/in the
same or similar conceptual field) in the assessment scale. Example 5d can be
reckoned in the same semantic field as the lexeme 'arrogant' refers to pride and
self-importance shown in a way that is rude, shameless and disrespectful to others.
Thus, the lemma 'tllinking only about oneself has an intersection with this term.
Response Se also conveys an aspect of the quality of action, which has been
described in the presented lemma in the item, i.e., thinking only about oneself is a
rude and shameless sort of behaviour, although it does not completely cover the
concept, which is aimed to be evocated (i.e., egoist). For instance, to use rude and
harsh words towards someone, who in fact has not deserved them, may be
considered as shameless, but this lS not necessarily supposed to be a sign of egoism.
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Response 5f (i.e., stingy) is also one of the semantic concomitants of the
presented definition in the item. Having or showing unwillingness to give
(especially money) is a semantically symmetrical concept with regard to 'thinking
always about oneself, albeit not identical. Someone who alWays thinks about
lier/his personal, emotional, occupational advantage may be egoistic. However, this
attitude cannot be described as stinginess, as this concept is usually associated with
financial matters. Thus, these two concepts are in the similar semantic field,
therefore  5f is graded as  1  in the assessment scale.

Output lexemes such as in the responses 5g and Sh are correspondent with the
input lernma, which provides the definition of the concepts 'selfish' and 'egoist'.
Consequently, these lexemes have been graded as 2 in the assessment scale.

As to the CIT word definition task, the same 3-potnt assessment scale has been
used. Output definitions (leinmas) of the informants based on the presented
lexemes have been evaluated according to these three categories. Example 6 con-
tains some of the pupils' responses (with their translation into English as literal as
possible in bracketing; hence * signs aside) in order to illustrate the data evaluation
procedure regarding this task.

6 W'hat does the word 'arid', 'barren' mean? Define it and use it in an appropriate
sentence.

Some responses:
a   onvruchtl)aar grond <a response in Dutch>
b     bit yemek,·ok  corakit  olmic# <'this meal is very arid, barren>
c     ,·orbq)·i  corak gibi yaptz <' (s)he has made the soup like and, barren>
d toprak <land, soil>
e ,·orak toprak Benim abim c·oraga,gitti <'arid  =  land, my brother has gone into the

arid>
f   Sit gearn,ey,11 toprak <land that does not let water in; that is waterproof>

g    eorak demek ven>#si  demekti, <and, 1,arren means unproductive, fruitless ground>
h   top,·con  sertksmesi  ve msite kalmu  ba/ine denir <grid, barren is a state or condition in

which a land becomes solid and dry and hence unproductive>

The responses 6a, 6b and 6c are graded as 0 in the scaling. Example 63 is - albeit
correct - a response in Dutch (infertile soil). In the test instruction procedure, it
has been said to the pupils that if they cannot find any answer in Turkish to the
question concerned other than a response in Dutch, they may write it down in
Dutch; but in default of a response in Turkish, they will not receive any point for
that, although it maI· be a correct one, because this is a language test in Turkish.
Responses 6b and 6c comprise output examples, in which the informants have
made a semantic over-extension of the adjective corak 'and', 'barren', which is
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specifically used for the quality of a land (i. e., being salty, solid, dr>· and un-
productive). The inference *arid meal or soup is apparently made on the basis of the
use 'arid', 'barren land', 'soil'. Owing to the fact that these three responses do not
provide an accurate conceptual definition of the lexeme, they have been graded

accordingly.
The responses 6d and 6e refer to the noun (i.e., land), with which the presented

lexeme in the task item (i.e; adjective Iurak) is usually associated in Turkish. The
adjective concerned conveys a quality of one particular sort of land. However, it is
not a direct reference to the concept 'land or soil', hence it is in a similar conceptual
field. Response 6f concerns a sort of land or soil that is 'waterproof according to
the informant. What is presumablr conveyed here is the state in which soil is solid
and dry. The conceptual reference is within the same semantic field; in other words,
it is not mentioned here that a meal is salty etc. The inf-ormant indicates that the
presented adjective is related to a quality of soil in particular. On the other hand,
the provided definition does not completely cover the semantic reference of the
adiective concerned, as it conveys a quality of soil being dry, salty and unproductive
(i.e., yielding no crops) Therefore, the responses 6d, 6e and 6f have been graded as
1 in the scaling.

We have to make a clear distinction between inference or analogy and being a
direct part of a certain conceptual field, by taking into account grade 0 and 1 in the
assessment scale. The first grade involves either a semantically irrelevant or
inferential and analogous use of the lexeme concerned, both of which do not
provide a matching definition, for instance to someone who has never heard o f this
word at all. The latter is related to sentences which indicate another lexeme (e.g.,

land or soil), that is possibly used in the definition or everyday use of the lexeme
under question. These words are predominantly in either a noun phrase or a verb
phrase component in frequent use, such as 'this part of the land is quite and'. In
this sense, the informants do supposedly concentrate on this kind of frequently
used sentences, out of which ther select a lexeme in order to define the presented
word in the item.

'I'he responses 6g and 6h provide a standard lexical definition of the adjective.
illis includes the core meaning of the lexeme as well as the precise conceptual
context in which it can be used (i.e., being solid, dry and unproductive concerning
land or soil). Consequently, they have been graded as 2 in the assessment scale.

As to the assessment procedure of the lexical matching and multiple choice tasks,
the following 2-point scale has been used:
0 = incorrect;
2 = correct.
Grading is in terms of 0 and 2 in order to ensure a standard evaluation scale for all
lexical tasks (i.e., product)ir-e and receptive ones).
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Two basic scales have been used as in the CIT for the main and relative clause
construction task and the binding task of two main clauses into one relativised
sentence in Test A. For the main clause task, the 3-point standard scale is imple-
mented in the assessment:
0   =  semantic form of the clause is deviant;
1   =  morphosyntactic form of the Clause is deviant;
2   =  clause is produced correctly in terms of the two forms.
The procedure concerning the evaluation of responses is illustrated in example 7 by
means of the above mentioned scale.

7  a   An item in the main clause construction task:

yapmak - annem - dun - ben - all*veri5 - birlikte
to do -m y mother - yesterday -I- shopping - together

b  Clause to be constructed:
Diin  annemle  birlikte alisveris yaptim

y es terd ay m o th er-P S 1 S G-C O M together shopping do-PST-IFLl SG

c     Ben  diin  annemle  alisveris   birlikte yaptik

I yesterday mother-PS l SG-C()Al shopping together do-PST-IFLIPL

d  Annem ben dfin alqverise birlikte-yaptlk
mother-PSl SG  I yesterday shopping-DAT together do-PST-IFLl PL

e     Diin  annem  ve  ben  birlikte  alisve,is yapma,·a gittik

yesterday mother-PS l SG and  I together shopping do-INF-DAT go-PST-IFL1PL

Example 7a presents an example of the items in the main clause formation task.
Example 75 contains a main clause which can possibly be constructed. This pro-
drop clause has a regular order, in which adverbial phrase, postpositional phrase,
noun phrase in oblect position, and verb phrase with inflectional agreement
(subject-verb) are conjoined sequentially. The pronoun I, which is given in the
item, is not specifically used, as the verb phrase comprises the suffix which is
related to the subject pronoun.

Example 7c is a response which indicates a discrepancy in three perspectives,
i.e.,subject-verb agreement, phrase unity, and phrase order. Owing to the fact that
the pronoun I is placed separately from the postpositional phrase (COM: with my
mother) as adverbial phrase in between, this pronoun is automatically in subject

position. However, the verb is inflected as first person plural, which creates an
incongruency between subject and verb.
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The second violation is in the phrase unity. The postpositional phrase (with my
mother) is syntactically directly connected to the adverb birlikte 'together' and they
form a postpositional phrase unit. Therefore, they should not be divided by placing
the noun (i.e., shopping) of the verb phrase, ill which it is in object position,
between the postpositional phrase and the adverb. As a result, this impedes the
phrase unity.

The third problem in 7c is the syntactic order of the clause. The verb phrase
comprises a verbal collocation, in which the noun ahfverif 'shopping' is in the object
position of the verby®mak 'to do'. Therefore, the constituent components of this
collocation cannot be placed separately. The above mentioned three perspectives
yield a discrepant clause, of which the logical form is deviant. This includes a
lacking in both meaning formation and grammatical form (morphological and
syntactic order). Consequently, this clause (i.e., 7c) has been graded as 0 in the
assessment scale.

Example 7d is a typical example of a clause, in which the main word order is
appropriate, but the suffix assignment deviates from the main affixation rules,
which the verb requires. Although the position of the adverb birlikte 'together' is
between the verb >pmak 'to do') and its object (alifperis 'shopping') as in 7c, the
object concerned gets a dative case marker instead of an accusative one. The word
order problem occurs in 7c. The verbal collocation alt4ve«yapmak 'to do shopping'
is used as a general abstract concept, whereas the object in 7d has been made a
specific and certain shopping, which is already known to speaker and hearer, by
assigning an accusative case suffix to the lexeme concerned. By virtue of this
difference, the order in 7c is ungrammatical, whilst it is acceptable in 7d owing to
the case assignment. In this respect, the syntactic order of 7d does not hamper
attaining a comprehensible logical form. The morphological order of the same
output is also appropriate in the sense of affixation. However, the selection of the
accurate case marker, which is required by the verb, is not correct (i.e., a dative case
suffix in place of an accusative one).  If we consider an utterance as a string of slots
that must be filled in by meaningful particles, so that they can construe a message
to be conveyed to a speech partner, then we may conceive the case assignment
discrepancy in 7d as a slot that has been completed by one of possible sort of
particles. The message can be inferred in any event; however, the type of particle is
not the expected kind with regard to the internal relations of slots in message
formation. Consequently, 7d has been graded as 1 in the assessment scale, because
the grammatical (morphological) form of the clause is deviant.

7e is an example of a both logically and grammatically well-formed sentence, in
which the logical, syntactic and morphological rules have accurately been applied.
Therefore, it has been graded as 2 in the scale.
As to the evaluation procedure of the relative clause and binding of two main
clauses task, the following 5-point assessment scale has been implemented:
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0   -  no relativisation; semantic form of the sentence is deviant;
1   -  no relativisation; morphosyntactic form of the sentence is deviant;
2 = coordinate structure; main clauses are luxtaposed without morphological

binding;
3  = incomplete relativisation; affixation is not complete or suffix excess;
4  = relative clause construction is complete; all components are placed correctly.
How the grading procedure has been carried out, is illustrated in example 8, which
contains seriatim the clauses in the item to be conflated and output sentences
indicating five grades in the scale above.

8  a   .1 two main clauses binding task item:
Bind two clauses given below into one sentence according to the meaning in the
instruction. Do not use connectives like 'and, then, because' etc.
i     Co,·uk sanl·o,·'the child thinks'

child think-PRGR-IFL3SG

ii    Coapin babas, be,·79·i bil),or'the father of the child knows everything'
child-GEN father-P()SS everything-ACC know-PRGR-IFL3SG

b   Cocuk babasint berfoi santyor biliyor
child father-PS3SG-ACC everything-ACC think-PRGR-IFI.3SG know-PRGR-
IFL3SG

c   Comk babast biliyor san.tyor
child father-PS3SG know-PRGR-IFL3SG think-PRGR-IFL3SG

d  Coctik san orki bal,ast bet·sgi biliyor
child think-PRGR-IFL3SG-KI father-PS3SG everything-ACC know-PRGR-
IFL3SG

e   Coeuk babasint berseyi bildilini sangor

child father-PS3SG-ACC even'thing-ACC know-CANEC()P-P()SS-ACC think-
PRGR-IFL3SG

f   Comk babasinin beggi bildgini sangor
child father-PS3SG-GEN everything-ACC know-CANEC()P-P()SS-ACC think-
PRGR-IFL3SG

Example 83 presents one item in the two main clauses binding task with the
relevant test instruction. Thus, the pupils are expected to construct a relativised
sentence by means of their morphosyntactic knowledge. Clause 8aii will be
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embedded as a relativised object clause into 8ai, which will be in the main clause
position.

Example 8b includes an output sentence that demonstrates a serious deviation in
four perspectives: phrase unity, case assignment, noun and verb embedding. As 8aii
is the clause to be embedded, it should be syntactically placed between the subject
and the verb of the main clause, i.e., child thinks. The phrase unity principle has
thus been violated, which also leads in this case to the breakdown of the clause
unity. The main clause verb santyor 'think-PRGR-IFL3SG' interrupts, as it were, the
string of the embedded clause components and compels the verb of the embedded
clause to stand at the end of the sentence, which is the position of the main clause
verb. In this manner, the phrase and clause unity principle is not applied. The fact
that this unity principle is not adopted here, creates a serious syntactic disorder.
The second issue concerns case assignment, in which the identical case suffix (i. e.,
accusative case) has been attached to the subject as well as to the object of the
embedded clause. The twice use of the same case suffix distorts the distribution of
the component functions, which are of service to the intended meaning. Third
discrepancy is in the embedding of the noun baba 'father'. The subject of the clause
to be embedded should morphologically have been transformed by means of the
third person singular possessive marker and the genitive marker instead of the
accusative marker. The genitive suffix serves to nominalize the clause to be
relativised. The accusative case suffix causes here an asymmetrical raising of the
noun to an object position in the main clause. Verb embedding is the fourth default
in 8b. The verb of the clause to be embedded should morphologically have been
inflected by means of a postpositional/case including suffix (CANECOP) in this
nominalised embedded clause in object position. The CANECOP includes in this
case postpositional, possessive and accusative case markers. The postpositional
suffix -DIK provides nominalization, whilst the possessive suffix facilitates the
embedding of the clause 838 as a noun within the main clause. The accusative case
suffix ensures the inflection of the nominalised embedded clause as the direct
object of the main clause. In sum, the basic logical form of 8b is deviant as a result
of the four perspectives mentioned above. This situation impedes any possible
meaning formation. Consequently, 8b is graded as 0 in the assessment scale.

Example 8c does not contain a morphological relativisation (embedding). The
main clauses 8ai and 8aii have elliptically been integrated solely by means of a
syntactic operation, in which no morphological clause linking operation can be
seen. In default of the 8aii object, the word order of the sentence is appropriate,
which does not yield an obstacle to the comprehensibility of the sentence. Example
8c may ill this sense be an example of quickly spoken language use. As the
affixation rules have not been applied, the grammatical form of the sentence is
discrepant. Consequently, this output is graded as 1 in the scale.
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In example 8d, the main clauses 8ai and 8aii have been concatenated respectively
by using the ki-construction, which is a Persian borrowing in Turkish for clause

linking. The construction eases presumably much processing burden, which a
morphosyntactic operation may bring forth. This particle conjoins two clauses as
'that'  in  English  (e.g.,  the  child thinks tbat his father knows everything). Thus, these
clauses are relativised without any clause linking operation, except temporal and
nominal inflection at clause level. This coordinate structure has therefore been
graded as 2 in the scale.

Example 8e involves a sentence with an incomplete relativisation, as the subject
of the clause to be embedded, i.e., 'father', is assigned the accusative case suffix in
place of the genitive marker which could make sure the fulfilment of the
nominalization of 8aii. Once more, the double use of the accusative case in the
clause to be embedded, causes an ambiguity with regard to the direct object of the
main clause. Theoretically, there are three direct obJects in total, due to the fact that
the accusative case marker has been used three times (i.e., 'father', 'everything' and
'know'), as these three components can easily be raised to the object position by
virtue of the assigned case marker. However, the present components and their
inflection supply only two possibilities to the meaning formation: either 'the child
thinks that his father knows everything' or 'the father of the child thinks that he
knows everything' As the relativisation is half completed in this output, it has
consequently been graded as 3 in the assessment scale.

Output 8e presents a well-formed relativised sentence, in which all required
morphosyntactic operations have been carried out appropriately. The clause 8aii is
accurately nominalised and placed between the subject and the verb of the main
clause. Thus, 8aii becomes a direct oblect of 8ai. Consequently, the output has been
graded as 4 in the scale.

As to the evaluation procedure of the grammaticality judgement task in Test B,
deviant sentences which previously have been produced by bilingual pupils in their
homework, have once again been presented to the CIT bilingual group as a
correction task, in order to observe the grammatical awareness of bilingual
adolescents. The allowing 5-point standard assessment scale, which is similar to the
above discussed scale, has been used in the evaluation of the related output:
0 = a discrepant input sentence is judged/assessed as a well-formed sentence

(flaw not perceived);
1 = a grammatically deviant output sentence is produced on the basis of the

grammatically deviant input sentence (out of error another error);
2  =   an input sentence is insufficiently corrected (half)/grammatical  form is still

deviant (error  semi-repaired);
3  =  an output sentence is grammatically well-formed but without relativisation or

a part of the sentence is missing or there is excess i.e., a morphologically
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missing or excessive part (somehow a reparation/correction has occurred but
there is still a missing or excessive part); error is not repaired, another strategy
is used, i.e. a totally different sentence is constructed (other than that in the
target form);

4 = a grammatically and logically well-formed sentence (error repaired
completely).

The scale, which is coherent with the task type, reflects the main language
behaviour categories in the output, in terms of modification of the supposedly
deviant sentences at hand, according to the internalised grammatical knowledge.

Example 9 presents a task item and output sentences which are responses to the
item.

9  a   Task item:
Ayfe'nin kardelini dil 60·etti£ni bepimiR-cok begendim

Aybe-GEN brother-PS3SG-ACC language teach-OP-P()SS-ACC all of us much
like-PST-IFL1SG

b  Ayfe'nin kardefini dil 6*retti ni bepimi-ziok begen(lim
AyFe-GEN brother-PS3SG-ACC language teach-OP-P()SS-ACC all of us much
like-PST-IFLl SG

c   Ayie'nin kardefinin dil 6*ettiline bepimi1-,·ok begendim
AyFe-GEN brother-PS3SG-GEN language teach-OP-P()SS-DAT all of us much
like-PST-IFL1SG

d  Ayfe'nin karriefine dil 60·etti#ni bepin«fok begendik
AyFe-GEN brother-PS3SG-DAT language teach-OP-P()SS-ACC all of us much
like-PST-IFL1PL

e   Ayie'nin kardefinin dil 60·etmenini bepimiR,fok begendik
Ay e-GEN brother-GEN language teacher-PS3SG-ACC all of us much like-PST-
IFL1PL

f   Aybe'nin kardefine dil 6*etmesini bepimi: gok begendik
Ay*e-GEN brother-PSJSG-DAT language teach-ISNEC-ACC all of us much like-
PST-IFL1PL

Example 92 includes a task item which is a relativised sentence: Ayie'nin kardesini dil
bint*ni bepimiZ fok begendim. There are three deviations in this sentence: erroneous
case assignment, inflectional suffix for nominalised embedded clauses and subject-
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verb agreement. The indirect oblect of the embedded clause 'brother' should get
tlie dative case marker, in place of the accusative. The object participle -DIK should
be replaced here by the inflectional suffix -m 151 for nominalised embedded clauses
in sublunctive, non-finite function. As the sublect of the main clause is first person
plural, the verb of the clause should be inflected accordingly. The English
translation of the adjusted sentence is 'we all liked very much that Ay4e teaches
language to her brother'. Thus, this task evaluates mainly an embedding operation
in clause linking, as well as inflectional agreement.

Example 9b is the same of the task item which has been ludged as well-formed
by the informants. The use of the accusative case marker twice within the same
clause means two different components in direct object function, whilst the
subject-verb incongruency is not perceived. This output is consequently graded as 0
in the scale.

In example 9c, the deviant sentence is replaced by another deviant sentence. The
subject and the object of the clause to be embedded receive both the genitive case
marker, which presumabl\ indicates that the embedded clause is perceived as 'that
the brother of Ay*e teaches language'. The object participle -DIK is not replaced
with the inflectional suffix -m/lsL However, the accusative case marker which the
obiect participle (OP) receives, is changed with the dative marker. Inflectional
agreement between subiect and verb is not provided. Therefore, this output is
graded as 1 in the assessment scale.

Example 9d comprises an output sentence which is insufficiently corrected. The
embedding is syntactically appropriate, whereas the infix replacement has not been
applied. The OP which is used in the nominalization of clauses to be embedded in
the function of finite interpretation, should be exchanged with an inflectional infix
for nominalised embedded clauses in the function of subjunctive, non-finite
interpretation (ISNEC). The main difference between OP and ISNEC seems to be
predominantly aspectual and modal, as ISNEC tends to refer to a description of
the action and subjunctive content in general, which is nominalised and embedded
in the same sense. OP tends to add a finite character to the nominalised verb. The
nuance can be illustrated in the follc,wing Turkish examples (10) which are adapted
to English.

10  i      Gittigini  0rdiim  >  'I  Saw your having gone ('I saw that you went')
8   G#memistimm >  y want yourgoing ('I want you to go')

Example 10i includes OP (-DIK), which implicitly does have a finite content,
whilst  10ii introduces the action as a general concept with a subjunctive content.  In
this respect, ISNEC should supply the place of OP, owing to the fact that teaching
is depicted here as a general ongoing activity rather than an aspectually specified
event. Thus, the morphosyntactic structure is designed according to the specific
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feature of the message type. The simultaneous organization which is observed in
the order of free morphemes, dependent on the intra- and extra-linguistic context

(i. e., speakers retrieve appropriate words which match with the real context), can
also be seen in the selection of bound morphemes in a more abstract sense.
Consequently, 9d is graded as 2 in the assessment scale.

Example 9e is a grammatically well-formed output sentence, in which the
required clause embedding operation has not been conducted. In place of tlle
relativisation, the sentence is perceived as 'the language teacher of Aybe's brother'
in object position (i.e., we liked the language teacher of Ayse's brother very much).
l'wo clauses have been reduced to one by means of a nominal interpretation of the
clause to be embedded, which yields an unintended meaning albeit a grammatically
well-formed sentence. l'herefore, this output has been graded as 3 in the evaluation
scale.

Example 9f contains an accurate relativisation, in which the syntactic order,
affixation, embedding, and subject-verb agreement are appropriately conducted
morphosyntactic operations. In rirtue of these required modifications, this output
is graded as 4 in the assessment scale.

Considering example 9 as a whole, the Gj task is an interesting tool in observing
the grammatical consciousness of the informants on the related aspects of their
mother tongue.

With respect to the evaluation of the case assignment, multiple choice and TAM-
tasks, the standard 2-point scale (i.e., 0 = incorrect; 2 = correct) has been used, as
these are fill-in the blanks type of tasks and mainly one correct response is possible

in the presented context.
As for the assessment of the sentence de-scrambling task, the standard 5-point

scale, which is incrementally ranged from semantic, grammatical deviance to
embedding, has been used. The main task is to coherently concatenate the inflected
lexemes which are part of a relativised sentence. As in the other task scales, the
evaluation of the outputs begins with the basic meaning formation and then
increases with grammatically well-formed or deviant sentences. Grade 3 refers to
outputs which do not have any clause embedding, albeit semantic and grammatical
well-formedness. Grade 4 in the assessment scale refers to accurate sentence
formation with inflected free morphemes. In sum:
0  =  a logically and grammatically deviant output sentence is produced;
1   =  a grammatically well-formed output sentence but logically deviant;
2  = a grammatically deviant but logically well-formed sentence;
3 - a grammatically and logically well-formed sentence but no relativisation /

short sentence;
4  = both aspects are well formed.
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In order to illustrate the evaluation procedure  for  this task, example  11  presents  a
task item and output sentences, which explain the function of 5 grades in the scale
concerned. Grades have inductively been designed on the basis of the data at hand.

11 a  A task item:
anladi - yeterli - 60:ena - sinavda - call*mad®nt - zorlanan
realize-PST-IFL3SG sufficiently student exam-L()C study-NEG-()P-P()SS-ACC
have-difficulties-SP
De-scrambled forrn:  Stnavda forlanan 60·end yeterti Callf madilint antadi 'The student,
who had difficulties in the exam, realized that (s)he had not studied sufficiently'

b   0,·entinin Forlandilt,1 anladtmyeterli sinava calismadint

student-GEN have-difficulties-OP-GEN realize-PST-IFLl SG sufficiently exam
DAT study-NEG-()P-P()SS-ACC

c    00·enei  sinavda yeteri  kadar galtsmadigint  anlayinea  Zorlandz

student exam-L()C sufficiently study-NEG-()P-P()SS-ACC realize-CSINCA
have-difficulties-PST-IFLJSG

d     Sinapda  6,eneinin  torlandendan  calisMatitiInt  anlad,
exam-LOC student-GEN have-difficulties-()P-P( )SS-ABL     study-NEG-()P-
P()SS-ACC realize-PST-IFI.3SG

e    Zorlanan  ogrend  stnavda yeterli  anladi

have-difficulties-SP student exam-L()C sufficiently realize-PST-IFL3SG

f      Sinavtia  torlanan  8#enci yeterli  caltimadigim  anladt

exam-L()C have-difficulties-SP student su fficiently study-NEG-()P-P()SS-ACC
realize-PST-IFLJSG

Example t l a includes  a  task  item  in a scrambled form which  is a twice relativised
sentence with inflected lexemes in scrambled form. The sentence consists of three
clauses, of which two are embedded into the third clause. The first clause is the
subject of the sentence. This clause receives the subject participle -An, in order to
qualify the head of the subject clause (i.e., student) with the experience during the
exam (i.e., having difficulties). The second clause is the direct object of the main
clause, which gets the object participle -DIK together with the possessive marker as
a part of nominalization and the accusative marker as a necessity of the direct
object [that (s)he had not studied sufficiently]. The third clause is the main clause,
which encapsulates the previous two clauses as embedded into itself (the student
realized).    The    task    requires to de-scramble these inflected    lexemes    so    that    a
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semantically and grammatically well-formed relativised sentence can be constructed
in order to convey the intended meaning in a compact form.

Example 1 l b contains a semantically and grammatically deviant de-scrambled
sentence as well as spelling errors. In this output, anlamak, farkina varmak'to realize'
is in the verb position of the main clause and in the middle of the sentence instead
of in the end. The noun oinna 'student' has the genitive case marker as the verb
 orlanmak 'have difficulties', which is half embedded, because of the case
assignment (i.e., genitive instead of accusative). The second part of the output is
rightward from the selected main clause verb. Based on the affixation, this clause
has been given a thematic role (i. e., the direct object). However, the internal order
of this clause is not appropriate, as the adverbial phrase 'sufficiently' should
precede the main verb as a verb complement. Nonetheless, the indirect object
'exam' is the closest NP to the main verb, which causes the violation of the phrase
unity principle. And this in turn leads to parsing difficulties in meaning formation.
Role assignment (abstract message construction), affixation (accurate case assign-
ment), clause order and phrase unity are malor defaults that give rise to semantic
and hence grammatical formation of this sentence. Presumably, the intended
meaning is not deciphered by the informants, although the selected lexemes are
probably in their frequently used vocabulary. As the meaning formation is lacking
due to the reasons above, this output is graded as 0 in the scale.

Example llc is logically deviant, although it is grammatically well-formed. The
English equivalent of the sentence: 'when the student had realized during the exam
that (s)he did not study sufficiently, (s)he had difficulties'. There is a reverse of a
cause-effect relation in this output. Having difficulties during the exam (i. e.,
experiencing a difficult exam) should be in this case the consequence of not having
studied already sufficiently for the exam concerned. However, in this sentence,
realizing of not having studied suffiaently precedes having difficulties. Another
interesting example  for this grade is given in  12.

12 a De-scrambled sentence:

Ali'nin  kardesi  cok  sevdi#  or inun yere  di tii#inii Adriince  ailam€ya  bafladi

Ali-GEN brother-PS3SG    very    much like-()P-POSS keyboard-PS3SG-GEN
ground DAT fall-OP-P( )SS-ACC see-CSINCA cry-INF-DAT start-PST-IFL3SG
'The brother of Ali started to crr when he saw that the keyboard, which he likes
very much, fell on the ground'
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b  An output sentence:

01.wintin iok se,di,gi kardesi alinin diistiigii yeri g(iriince baslad, ailamata

kevboard-PSJSG-GEN  ven·  much  like-( )P-P( )SS  brother-PS3SG  Ali-GEN  fall-
( )P P( )SS ground-ACC: see-CSINC..4 start-PST-IFL3SG cry-INF-DAT
" The brother, which his keyboard likes  him very much, started  to cry when he saw
the ground on which .\li fell'

As  example 12 shows, grammatical well-formedness  does not necessarily  have  to
constitute a warrant for semantic congruency. In the de-scrambled task item, Ali's
brother is crying over his fare,urite kq·board which fell on the ground. 'I'he output
sentence constructs a meaning, in which the keyboard imaginatively likes the
brother ren· much and the same brother starts crying when he saw a particular kind
of ground.

As can be seen, the inflected morphemes have also been modified by the
informants, whereas the task does not include this operation. Vocabulary knowl-
edge is probably the cause o f this semantic deriation, as the meaning of the lexeme
ory 'keyboard' is not recognized by the pupils. Thus, lexical deviation mar lead to a
semantically discrepant, but grammatically accurate sentences. Consequently, llc is
graded as 1 in the scale.

Example    l t d   reflects an opposite example   to   that in l l c.I t comprises    a

grammatically deviant, but semantically well-formed sentence. The constructed
meaning is: 'because the student (*GEN) had difficulties in the exam, (s) he  realized

that (s)he did not study'. This output includes the appropriate causality, whereas its
grammatical form deviates as a result of the redundant case assignment to the
subject of the causal sentence 'student' (i.e., genitive case suffix). The subject

position in Turkish causal clauses is inflected as nominal case, i.e., null affixation.
Therefore, the subject in this subordinate clause does not receive the genitive case
suffix, as we liave seen in other embedded clauses (e.g., example 9f). However, this
outcome does not impede the inference of the intended meaning, as this suffix
attached to the subject remains and is read as an excessive marker in the present
output combination. This is the main difference between grades 1 and 2 in the
scale. As a result of this difference,  11 d is graded as 2 in the assessment scale.

Example 11e is an output sentence (with some spelling errors), of which the
semantic and grammatical fc,rmation is accurate. Its English equivalent is 'the
student who had difficulties realized sufficiently during the exam'. As we can see in
the translation, the causal clause (i. e., that the student did not study) which should
be embedded as the direct obiect of the main clause, is lacking in the output.
Nevertheless, its meaning and grammatical form are not deviant. On the other
hand, the sentence includes one subordinate clause with the SP -/In, which is in
subject position of the sentence (i.e., the student who had difficulties . .). Due to
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the fact that the output does not have the aforementioned discrepancies, it has
been graded as 3 in the evaluation scale.

Finally, example 1 l f contains an output sentence which  is accurate taken  from
three main perspectives: a semantically and grammatically well-formed and
relativised sentence. The sub ect and the ob ect of the sentence comprise both an
embedded clause, which requires the subject and object participle for the pertinent
embedding, respectively. The phrase and clause unity, hence the syntactic order of
the output, have been maintained appropriately.  Consequently,  11 f is graded as 4 in
the assessment scale.

As has been demonstrated above in detail, the scales which have been used in the
assessment of both the CIT and CDT data, are in a standardized form in terms of
scale grades and their contents, which are in conformity in the main with the
overall theoretical assumptions in the design of this study. In virtue of this
concomitant evaluation, the comparability of the data can be ensured to the extent,
that the task type permits.

3.3.3 Classroom observations
The complementary part of this study will be conducted by means of classroom
observations. The observations have a boosting and complementary function with
regard to the data collected with written test material. The results of the tests will
be matched and compared with observational data obtained in the classroom
during the Turkish lessons.

Activities in the classroom centre chiefly upon three behavioural categories.
These three categories form the guidelines of the observations regarding language
instruction. The main observational categories which have been used in the data
collection in the classroom are:
1 teacher's behaviour;
2  pupil's behaviour;
3  teacher-pupil interaction.

One lesson lasts approximately 50 minutes. Each category has been observed and
data concerning these categories have been noted at one minute intervals. It is
obvious that activities take place during a lesson at such a high speed that writing
down every detail concerning the categories is impossible. Observations have been
implemented mainly in The Hague (NLl), as NLl is the only suitable school for
the study of the curriculum (reasons have been discussed in Section 3.3.1).

The observed informants form a subset of the total research population, i.e., they
are pupils who have participated in the two main tests in this study (CDT and CIT).
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The observation instrument includes two basic categories, i.e., a time-axis and a
behavioural axis. The y-axis, which concerns temporal classification, has been
designed to implement the observations on a minute basis. Four main categones
have been used on the x-axis: teacher behaviour, pupil behaviour, teacher-pupil
interaction, and remarks.

In the categon' teacher behaviour, the focus is on feedback given by the teacher
and the manner in which tasks are distributed by the teacher. The categories
language use, use of the book, reference to cultural context, and distribution of
teacher attention are included in this category.

In the category pupil's behaviour, the focus is on participation of pupils in the
instruction process in which the learning of relevant linguistic units takes a central
position. The categories language use (as in teacher's behaviour) and reaction of
pupils have been included in this category.

In the categon' teacher-pupil interaction, the relevant component is tile outcome
which comes into being in combination with an explanation of the teacher and a
response of the pupil to this information, in terms of learning the content of a
matter. Also an initiative of a pupil can be given as an example, in which a pupil
asks something unknown or difficult and the teacher does not give feedback. It
may also be that the topic escapes the attention of the teacher. In this respect, this
category is formed by an amalgam of behavioural features of the two main actors in
the classroom (i.e., teacher and pupil).

The category 'remarks' refers to an evaluation a posteriori concerning the overall
process. This serves as a supplementary clarification which helps to make a
summary of the interaction observed. Thus, relevant linguistic events regarding the
structure of language use have been noted as an interpretation of ongoing in-
structlon.



CHAPTER 4

Standardization of the curriculum-dependent test

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the piloting process of standardizing the lexical test related to
the language instruction in Turkish. All test items have been selected out of the
book Turks Communicatief - Gurbetteki Tiirk emiv wluch is widely used as in
instruction method for teaching Turkish in Dutch secondary schools. The pilot
study concerning the curriculum-dependent test (CDT) has been carried out in The
Hague in a vwo school, in Amsterdam in a vbo school and in Tilburg in a vbo school
(see Section 4.2 for school types). The school in The Hague has also participated in
the main study due to the criteria explained in Chapter 3. However, the informants
in the pilot study are not the same pupils, as the piloting has preceded the main
study.

The test items have been selected from the word list with definitions presented
at the end of the bc;ok. The utilization of the word list is based on the assumption
that the words in the list are in general not known by the informants, who take up
Turkish as an elective subject. I.exical tests have first been tried out in The Hague
and Tilburg. An additional piloting has taken place in Amsterdam, in order to make
a better selection of the receptive items and tasks; and also to ensure the equal
spread of the selected definition task items in the book which is used in the
curriculum. In total 36 words from three main lexical categories (nouns, adjectives,
verbs) and from each ten pages of the book have been selected. The statistical
results concerning the testing of items and tasks, and information on testing
procedures and informants will be presented in the sections below.

4.2 Informants

The initial piloting of the whole test corpus has taken place in The Hague
(12 informants) and Tilburg (14 informants). All informants have a Turkish back-
ground and they have chosen Turkish as an elective subject. The distribution of
gender within the population of the pilot study is almost equal (12 boys, 14 girls).
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In the school in The  1 lague,  the method Turks Communicatief Crc) is being applied
regularly. In the school in l'ilburg it is used in combination with other books,
methods and additional textual material.

In the tn'-out of the test, the selection of school types was based on three
criteria:

•   The performance of pupils from schools with different levels such as i,wo and vbo

can be relevant in evaluating the accuracy of the selected items.
•    Only schools in which the population of pupils that follow Turkish as an elective

subject is not less than ten should be approached.
•  Schools in which Turkish is being provided as an official subject in the school

curriculum (e.g., as a modern foreign language).

In order to take regional differences into account (if there are any), the informants
have been selected from two main regions in the Netherlands. Table 4.1 gives an
overview of infc,rmants wind schoc,ls that have participated in the pilot study.

Table 4.1: Overview of informants and schools that have participated in the pilot study

School N pupils Type of school Method used

The Hague                                       12                      havo - vwo Communicative method
'Turks Communicatief' (TC)

Tilburg                                                14 vbo TC in combination with various
sorts of teaching materials

Amsterdam                                      14                      vbo - mavo TC in combination with various
sorts of teaching materials

4.3 Procedure

The receptive task items (multiple choice, matching: synonym-antonym, compound
forming), have been tried out in Amsterdam. The productive task items (i.e., word
labelling and word definition) have been tested in The Hagl.le and Tilburg. A
further reason for the piloting is to do an assessment of the test corpus in terms of

its general and concurrent validity.
Initially, the following 7-point scale has been used to arrange the responses and

to evaluate the scores:
0   =  I've never heard of the word;
1  =  I don't know exacth· what it means;
2  = I have heard of the word but I don't know exactly what it means (yet with a

wrong response);
3    =   I  know what  the word means (but wrong response);
4  = I don't know exactly (but partly correct response);
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5 = I don't know exactly (correct response; those who are not sure of their
knowledge);

6  = I know what the word means (partly correct responses, the ones in the same
conceptual field);

7  =  I know what it means (correct answer).
The main reason to use this detailed scale is to study the variation and quality of
lexical knowledge and hence the spread of items on the basis of the types of
response. Later this scale has been recoded to a 3-point scale in terms of wrong,
partly correct, and correct, in order to assess the general scores of the task. In this
respect, the two kinds of assessment scales do serve two different functions, i.e., a
detailed look at the outcomes on item level and a general look at the scores on task
level.

During the piloting process, initially all responses have been separately coded into
SPSS, so that all the responses could be processed in detail if needed. Then the
responses have been reduced into one category for perception items and one for
production items. For perception items, the ordinal scale has three steps due to the
structure of the items (multiple choice, matching, selection, discrimination):
0  = no answer;
1 = error;
2 = correct.
Scoring for production items is based on a 4-point ordinal scale:

0  = no answer;

1 - error;
2  = partly correct,
3 = correct.
Tasks have been separated from each other by means of distinctive markings and
each one with a separate instruction. Also an extra oral instruction has been
provided by the test conductor prior to the application.

4.4 Instruments

In line with the main research design, lexical perception and production tasks

which are based predominantly on writing and reading skills, have been approached
by means of different types of test items such as word definition, word labelling,

meaning matching and meaning discrimination (i.e. multiple choice). This line has
also been preserved in the curriculum-independent test design.
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Perception task: word matching and multiple choice
A lexical perception task has been constructed by word matching items and
multiple choice items (i.e., concept construction by means of two free morphemes
in order to get another lexical category, another free morpheme), by splitting com-
pound words in two as in 'footman' (foot versus man), and by presenting them as
stimuli in two columns on the basis of which respondents should make matching.
Let us consider the following example as a task, which is in a similar English
version as the task in Turkish.

l A      B

Foot room
Farin foot

Dog yard

Dock fish

Club house
Cloak man

The task for the pupil is to construct a compound (consisting of two free nnor-
phemes) in English by using all the words in column A as complement of the
compound and the words in column B as head of the compound. Eventually, we
are supposed to obtain these compounds in English: footman; farmhouse; dogfish;
dockyard; clubfoot; cloakroom.

The task does not require any further specific knowledge. Thus, it is not asked
what the meaning of the compound constructed by the pupil is or to use it in a
sentence more productively. For example, a pupil might recognize the compound
ku,rkonmafi'asparagus' (litt. kuf 'bird' vs. konmak:'does not perch, alight, settle: a bird
does not settleD, but he/she might have difficulty in using this lexeme actively.

Meaning discrimination task contains items in multiple choice format. The items
concerned refer to semantic discrimination in a conceptual field and perception of
synonym/antonym. One word in presented four words in a certain item does not
congrue conceptually with the other three words and that has to be selected by the
informant. Below the two types of tasks that refer to lexical production will be
briefly explained.

Production task: word labelling
Word labelling refers to word elicitation on the basis of definition of a lexeme. Let
us consider the following example in Eqglish.
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2  How do we call a part of a town (city) made up of badly built houses, where poor

people live?
The response should be 'shantytown'

Thus, the main lexical definition of concepts is provided in this task in question
form, so that the informant should respond to it by giving the appropriate label.

This task refers to word elicitation on the basis of word definition. It involves
lemma comprehension and lexical retrieval. One might argue that this particular
task does not only refer to lexical production, but also to text perception because
pupils are expected first to comprehend the lemma (definition) in Turkish and then
to produce the related lexeme. In order to be able to discern these two processes in
test instruction, pupils were told to write down if there is any word or sentence,
which they cannot understand with its reason. By means of this method we might
be able to trace where the comprehension problem comes from, because a pupil
might understand what has been conveyed in the lemma, but might not find the
appropriate lexeme in Turkish, which is the ultimate goal of the task.

Production task: word definition
Word definition is the elicitation of a lemma by means of the presentation of a
lexeme. Lexical items ([exemes) in the test are selected from the book on the basis
o f concrete and abstract features of the lexeme. Words which are relatively strongly
related to formal and academic language use have been given priority in the
selection process. The selection of the lexical items has occurred with regard to
three main lexical categories that refer to entities (nouns), activities (verbs) and
properties  (adjectives).

4.5   Results of the pilot study

In this section, the results of the CDT pilot study will be presented by means of
statistical analysis. The reliability level of testing material refers to how consistent
the informants have responded to the content of the test. The coefficient value
indicates the reliability percentage, which increases if the level is  high. The reliability
scale of the productive items in the CDT (i.e., word labelling and word definition)
is,93 Cronbach ot; and for the receptive items (i.e., multiple choice, matching, fill in
the blanks) it is ,96 Cronbach o. The average of these two values yields a ,95
reliability value. The scale has been computed at task and test level.

Word labelling task
A summary of the total results of correct responses in the word-labelling task is
presented in Table 4.2. Detailed frequency lists have been reduced to two fre-
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quency categories in terms of 0-13 correct responses  (on the basis of 26 task items)
and 14-26 correct responses, in combination with X2-values between   the   two
schools involved.

Table 4.2: Overview of the total correct response frequencies for the word-labelling task
(N items = 26, N pupils = 26)
School 0-13 correct 14-26 c6rrect 2 (p<,05)             L

i . responses responses
The Hague                         5              7               ,165

Tilburg                                                                   1 3                                    1

58.3°/o of the pupils in The Hague have done successfully more than half of the
task, whereas 93% of the pupils in Tilburg have completed successfully less than
half. The chi-square value (chi=,165 if p<,05) has been obtained on the basis of the
correct response distribution stated above (i. e., a scope from 6 to 25 correct

responses).

Table 4.3: Statistical results of the word-labelling task at item level (N informants = 26, N items
= 26)

 ltems  . -   - ,        -' '.2   · . :.E           --
-

Correct responset P - , ,w    x 2 (p<505)- -            c
1 Intikam              24 0,92 ,363

2 Iftira                 21 0,80 ,027

3  Ergenlik                                 14 0,54 ,222

4  Gecekondu                               16 0,62 ,103

5 MOjde                 24 0,92 ,112

6   Yalan                                                             19 0,73 ,004

7    ROya                                                                        26 1,00 1,00

8   Ozlem                                                            10 0,38 ,004

9 Film banyo etm.                           5 0,19 ,154

10 Onyargi                  2 0,07 ,036

11 Ula*tirma             2 0,07 ,202

12 Tutku                    1 0,04 ,517
13 Jant                     8 0,31 ,017
14 Esirgeme                6 0,23 ,023

15 Ebe                  22 0,85 ,044

16 Bekar                  20 0,77 ,202

17  Kilise Qani                                 18 0,69 ,069

18   Garaj                                                              16 0,62 ,348

19 Q.k. otopark                           8 0,31 ,473

20 Tamirhane                 6 0,23 ,302

21 Bozulmak             4 0,15 ,633

22 *afak                  9 0,35 ,052

23 Rota                   7 0,27 ,037

24  Prenses                                   17 0,65 ,021

25 Sultan                   8 0,31 ,307

26 Harita                  5 0,19 ,017
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Table 4.3 contains the statistical results of the word-labelling task at item level in
terms of the performance level (correct responses), difficulty level per item
(p-value), and the group comparison in cross tabs.

The difficulty level of the labelling task items has a wide scope, ranging from
0,04  to  1.  The  results in Table  4.3  have  led  to the selection  of the following  12
items in the main study. Item 1 intikam 'revenge', for instance, is in the abstract
noun category. Its difficulty level is rather low (p=0,92) and the group comparison
of the item outcomes has indicated statistically insignificant differences (Xi=,363)
This item has been selected for the main study as a relatively easy, low frequent and
formal noun for both groups. Item 3 er* nlik 'adolescence', which is a low frequent,
abstract and formal noun, is in the intermediate categon· in terms of difficulty level
(p=0,54) for both informant groups (Xz=,222). It has been selected for the main
study according to these features. Item 4 gecekondu 'shanty', which is a low frequent,
concrete, formal noun, is in the intermediate category concerning the difficulty
level for both groups (p=0,62; X2=,103). Item 8 ozlem 'longing for; yearning', which
is a frequent, abstract and formal noun, has a high difficulty level for the 7'ilburg
pupils. The level is low for the pupils in The Hague (p=0,66 for The Hague; 0,14

for    Tilburg). The difference     of group performance is statistically significant
QX -,004). Item 9 jilm banyo etmek 'to develop a film', which is a low frequent,
abstract, formal verb, has a high difficulty level for both groups (p=0,19; X2=,154)
Item 10 unyargt 'prejudice', which is a low frequent, abstract and formal noun, has a
high difficulty level (p=0,07). It has a bottom effect in Tilburg. Group performance
differences are statistically significant (12=,036). This item has been selected for the
main study as a representative of the difficult item category. Item 13jant 'tire rim',
which is a low frequent, concrete and formal noun, has a high difficulty level for
both groups (p=0,31; X2-,017). Item 15 ebe 'midwife', which is a low frequent,
abstract and formal noun, has a very low difficulty level for both groups. It has a
ceiling effect in The Hague; the performance difference between the groups is
statistically significant (p=0,85; X2=,044). Item 18 garaj 'garage', which is a high
frequent, concrete and formal noun, is in the intermediate category in terms of
difficulty level (p=0,62; X2=,348) for the two groups. Item 22 .Satilk 'dawn', which
is a low frequent, abstract and formal noun, has a high difficulty level (p=0,35;
X2-,052) for both groups. The performance difference between the groups is

significant. Item 23 mta 'route', which is a low frequent, abstract and formal noun,
has a high difficulty level (p=0,27; X2=,037) for both groups. The group results are

statistically significant. Item 26 barita 'maf, which is a low frequent, concrete and
formal noun, has a high difficulty level (p=0,19; X2=,017). The results of this item
are statistically significant.
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Word definition task
Table 4.4 provides a summary of the total correct response frequencies for the
word definition task in the schools in The Hague and Tilburg. In The Hague, the
correct score frequencies range from 2 to 20, whereas this scope is between 0 and
13 in Tilburg. 83°/0 of the pupils in The Hague and 79% of the pupils in Tilburg
have successfully completed half of the task. 64% of the correct responses in
Till)urg are in the range of 0 and 7, whilst 75°/0 of the correct responses in The
Hague are in the range of 7 and 20. Although there are performance differences
between the two informant groups, yet they are statistically insignificant outcomes

0 2=,508).

Table 4.4: Overview of the total correct response frequencies for the word definition task
(N items = 23, N pupils = 26)
School _, 0-10 correct   -   -       11-20 correct              2 (p<,05)

_- , .                                                                                responses   ' responses
The Hague                                                          1 0                                   2                                       ,508
Tilburg 11              3

As can be derived from Table 4.4, most of the word definition items accumulated
in the final parts of the book, are not recognized by the majority of the informants
in both schools. The outcomes verify the assumption of the authors of the book
which is used in the curriculum. These outcomes correlate predominantly with the
contents of the word list in the book, which is supposed to present unknown
concepts for pupils in the target group. Apparently, therefore these concepts have
been added by the authors to the vocabulary list at the end of the book. These
words were initially selected randomly from this vocabulary list. Thus, the book
suggests that these words will be unknown for pupils, so that they can learn their
meaning during the course. That is, a theoretical distinction between low and high
frequency words has already been made by the authors of the book.

A further fact is that there is no extensive and comprehensive study on word
frequency depending on age group and language proficiency level in Turkish.
Therefore, the glossary (presumably unknown words for pupils at this age and
linguistic level) in the book has been considered as a point of reference.

Meanwhile, in the end of the random selection, it has turned out that the
selected words (from the glossary list at the end of the book) are accumulated
mainly in the final chapters of the book. This difficulty occurring in the first
version of the test concerns particularly the word definition task. This task, how-
ever, is supposed to be interspersed randomly with items throughout the book.
After a close check, items to be defined by the pupils have occurred mainly in the
final sections of the book. Due to the fact that this could create an obstacle in
terms of test fairness, the position of the items has been reviewed in detail. They
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have been orderly selected in each ten pages of the book according to the main
word  categories  (Le.,  noun,  adjective  and  verb)

The elicitation method for the word definition task is to provide the definition
items (lexemes) and ask for the lemmas. These items refer to testing the scope of
the word knowledge. They serve to estimate what kind of vocabulary knowledge
pupils possess and they present a detailed description of the lexical performance of
the pupils. The main goal is to assess the structure of word knowledge, which
involves primarily school-related skills.

Given the argument stated above, another selection has been made on the basis
of the three categories (nouns, adjectives, verbs) to make sure that we have a
regular spread of the three categories in each ten pages of the book (totally 36
words from 3 categories). In Amsterdam, 12 pupils have participated in the
additional piloting of the definition test. Finally 12 items (lexemes)  out of 36 items

(lexemes) have been selected on the basis of the categories and difficulty level. This
extra word definition test has been implemented in a small group in Amsterdam.
Thus, the first pilot study and an additional piloting for the word definition task
have been used for the try-out of the lexical production test. Relevant scores of the
lexical tests are presented in Table 4.3 through 4.5.

Table 4.5 contains the statistical results of the additional piloting in Amsterdam
concerning the word definition task, which has 36 items iii total. There is no group
comparison, as the piloting has been carried out only in one school.

Table 4.5: Statistical results of the additional piloting in Amsterdam for the word definition task
(N informants = 12, N items = 36)

.Items    , --«         ,      - C6m*:t     .   P , Items        -     -
. -Correct -  ..P...

'responses                     -             ·1     ' 2 responses     '   2

1 Belli         7 0,58 19 Istirak etmek             -                   -
2   *irin                                  10 0,83 20 Geli5tirmek      5      0,42
3 TekdOze         -         - 21 Sorun           6       0,50
4  Kari4ik                 10 0,83 22 Sohbet         8      0,66
5 Dargin         8 0,66 23 Esir          8      0,66
6 Berrak         5 0,42 24 Cinar          3      0,25
7 Canli           9 0,75 25 Akran          1      0,08
8 Siksik          7 0,58 26 Tutucu          3      0,25
9 Titiz            6 0,50 27 Kavak         9      0,75
10 Issis           8 0,66 28 Ayrinti          2      0,17
11    Zalim                                        6 0,50 29 Felaket        8      0,66
12 OzgOr          7 0,58 30 S6001          8      0,66
13   Kalabalik                             10 0,83 31 Hobi         5     0,42
14 Ikram etmet             9 0,75 32 Doruk         -
15 Gidermek        3 0,25 33   Orman                                  10                         0,83
16 1*gal etmet               4 0,33 34 Doga          3      0,25
17 Kesfetmek       5 0,42 35 OykO           6      0,50
18 Kaynaklanmak - -    36 141ev                    -
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On the basis of the difficulty level and lexical categories (nouns, adjectives, verbs),
12 word definition items have been selected for the CDT in the main study. In total
36 items, which have an equal spread in the book, used in the language instruction
process, have been tried out in terms of providing word definitions. Item 1 belli
'evident', which is a high frequent, abstract and formal adjective, has a low
difficulty level (p=0,58). On the basis of its level and lexical feature, it has been
taken into the test design of the main study; it is an item, which is already known by
the majority of the pilot informants. Item 3 tekdiize 'monotonous', which is a low
frequent, abstract and formal adlective, shows a bottom effect. It will be used as a
high difficulty level item in the main study. Item 6 berrak 'limpid', which is a low
frequent, abstract and formal adjective, is in the intermediate category in terms of
difficulty level (p=0,42). Item 11 calim 'cruel', which is a frequent, abstract and
formal adjective, is in the intermediate categon· in terms of difficulty level (p=0,50)
Item 15 gidermek 'to quench', which is a low frequent, abstract and formal verb, has
a high difficulty level (p=0,25). The difficulty level of item 16 isial etmek 'to Occupy',
which  is   a low frequent,   abstract and formal  verb,  is   high   (p=0,33).   Item   17
ke#etmek'to discover', which is a low frequent, abstract and formal verb, has a high
difficulty level (p=0,42). Item 20 gelistirmek 'to develop' has similar features as the
previous item. Item 24 anar'plane tree', which is a relatively low frequent, concrete

and formal noun, has a high difficulty level (p=0,25). Item 26 tutuat 'conservative',
which is a relatively low frequent, abstract, adjective, has the same difficulty level as
the previous item. The low frequent, abstract and formal noun item 28 aynnti

'detail' has a very high difficulty level (p=0,17). Item 31 bobi 'hobby', which is a
relatively low frequent, abstract and formal concept, has a high difficulty level.

The common feature  o f the 12 items selected  for  the main study  is the similar
lexical feature (frequency, concrete/abstract, formal) in combination with an
intermediate and high level o f item difficulty.

Word perception tasks (word matching and multiple choice)
Table 4.6 gives an overview of the results concerning word matching and multiple
choice task items in the schools in The Hague and Tilburg, in combination with
information on the item difficulty level and the group comparison.
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Table 4.6: Statistical results of the word perception tasks (N informants = 26, N items = 31)
, Tasks and items Correct responses     P                                '           4 (p<,05)                    &

Match'[191@sk._. _....__......_:._ · ..,-_...__
1  Kesmek 1                            14 0,54 ,063

2  Kesmek 2                                 10 0,38 ,914

3  Item 3: kesmek 3                       9 0,34 ,004

4  Item 4: kesmek 4                         6 0,23 ,085

5  Item 5: kesmek 5                      10 0,38 ,884

6  Item 6: kesmek 6                        14 0,54 ,352

7  Item 7: kesmek 7                       6 0,23 ,085

8  Item 8: kesmek 8                         7 0,27 ,778

Semaotic discriminatioolask. . . . . _._»...- _1  -.. _                   '        -,              -      .     .      ·      .-1
9 Dizmek                 23 0,88 ,157

10 Imrenmek               2 0,08 ,157

11    Pirlanta                                                         15 0,58 ,141

12 Korkmak               11 0,42 ,003

13 A lik hissi                                 15 0,58 ,133

14 Paralel                 4 0,15 ,023

15 Kizmak                 6 0,23 ,047

SyngliRIij %    -2.2&2 - -  -1._._-21._ -  »    1, „         . . .  -    -              -          -                      I
16 Ba4                    4 0,15 ,023

17 Bi im                   3 0,12 ,034

18 Calimak                 1 0,04 ,180

Meaoing.tasB-, ...... i_.. .. .._ .» . .. . .    i
19 Tutmak                   5 0,19 ,007

20 Boring                  3 0,12 ,037

21 Treni ka irmak                        -
22 Kizmadi                 4 0,15 ,497

M ching.ta«. "  1----        3 .  -1-' 2--  '  .71, 8-.--.._.1 .
23   Kaba                                                              17 0,65 ,306

24 Uzum                  16 0,62 ,450

25   Ak                                                                   18 0,69 ,189

26 AO                    14 0,54 ,448

27 Ku41                  16 0,62 ,450

28  Sivri                                        18 0,69 ,068
29  Kayin                                   15 0,58 ,047

30   Bap                                                               16 0,62 ,112

31 Ku52               13 0,50 ,068

7'he results in Table 4.6 indicate that the difficulty level ranges from 0 to 0,88
p-value. In the main, the performance differences at item level are statistically
insignificant between the two groups. At task level, however, the differences are
accumulatively significant (see matching task results below).

Table 4.7 presents an overview of the total correct response frequencies for the
word-matching task in The Hague and Tilburg. As can be seen in the table, five
response categories have been given in order to reflect the response differences
precisely and in detail. Hence, the category number differs in this particular table in
companson to the previous tables.
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Table 4.7: Overview of the total correct response frequencies for the word-matching task
(N items = 9, N pupils = 26) (Pearson 2-sided)
School       ,       ·          No correct       6 correct :..    7.correct         -8 correct          9,correct.         x  (p<,05)

response . response  -
 

response response .: response
The Hague         -              3              1               3              5              ,031
Tilburg               8                1                -               2               3

There are statistically significant differences between the two schools in terms of
the word matching task scores (compound formation). 57% of the pupils in Tilburg
(8 pupils) have not been able to respond to this receptive task, whereas no bottom
effect can be observed in The Hague, in so far as this particular task is concerned.
This indicates that the task difficulty level is higher for the pupils in Tilburg than
for those in The Hague.

The receptive tasks have been repiloted with 14 pupils in Amsterdam. In
Table 4.8, the statistical results of the additional piloting can be observed.

Table 4.8: Additional piloting concerning word perception tasks (N pupils = 14, N items = 23)
Task 'Correct responses    P                                  i  Items                                                                                                                               9                                         0,641  Kesmek 1 Matching

2  Kesmek 2 Matching                         12                         0,86
3  Kesmek 3 Matching                         13                         0,93
4  Kesmek 4 Matching                         12                         0,86
5  Kesmek 5 Matching                        9                      0,64
6 Qorap Multiple choice                            13                                         0,93
7 Ugra* Multiple choice                            1 4                                          1,00
8 YOruyub Multiple choice                  10                           0,71
9 Bayat Multiple choice                        11                                    0,79

10 Fazla Multiple choice                  5                         0,36
11 Slkicl Antonym (mc)              2                 0,14
12 Zihin Idiom (mc)                   1                   0,07
13 Hi biri Multiple choice                2                      0,14
14 Bi im Synonym (mc)            11                  0,79
15 Kabadayl Matching                      14                       1,00

16 UzunkaprO Matching                     13                    0,93
17 Akbaba Matching                      13                      0,93

18 Agagkakan Matching                      12                      0,86

19 Ku41 Matching                     13                     0,93

20 Sivrisinek Matching                     14                     1,00
21 Kaynana Matching                                    11                                    0,79

22 Ba*,bo* Matching                                    14                                    1,00
23 K42 Matching                       12                       0,86

The scope of the difficulty level ranges from 0,07 to 1 p-value (ceiling effect). The
test, which was additionally piloted, has a ,77 Cronbach oc reliability coefficient.
According to the reliability analysis scale, the items 6, 14, 16 and 21 (i.e., prap, bicim,
ug,nkb»7 and kaynand'  have a low item total correlation. These items have also a
low difficulty level (p-values between 0,79 and 0,93). After removal of these items,
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the alpha coefficient becomes ,81. They have therefore been removed from the
final test design. The remainder (19 receptive items in total) has been taken into the
main study.

4.6  Conclusions and discussion

In this chapter, a report has been given regarding the try-out of the CDT. A
supplementary piloting has been carried out in Amsterdam in addition to the pilot
sessions in The Hague and Tilburg, with respect to the productive and receptive
tasks.

When we make an evaluation of the testing material in terms of concurrent
validity, we observe that the results of the matching task in the piloting in The
Hague and Tilburg correlate significantly with the results of the matching task in
the additional piloting in Amsterdam (correlation is significant at the 0,05 level;
2-tailed; Pearson correlation =,557; p<,038; N=14). Also a significant correlation
has been found between the tasks across the informant groups, e.g., the labelling
task scores have a statistically significant correlation with the definition task scores

(correlation is significant at the 0,01 level; 2-tailed; Pearson correlation =,635;
p<,000; N=26). These outcomes indicate that the main CDT piloting corpus can
be considered as a valid instrument for measuring the curriculum-related lexical
development.

With regard to the reliability of the test, the coefficient values at test level are
high (,93 Cronbach a for the productive tasks and ,96 Cronbach a for the receptive
tasks). These outcomes indicate that the CDT is a valid and reliable test. The
reliability scale can change at item, task and test level.

In Table 4.9 an overview of the reliability test results at task level is presented.
The reliability coefficient of the word definition task increases from,88 in the main
piloting to .95 in the additional piloting in a symmetrical proportion with number
of informants and items.

Table 4.9: Overview of the reliability results of the lexical task in the main and additional piloting
of the CDT

Test                        -                              N pupils N items Reliability
Cronbach a

Word labelling                              26                     26                     ,80
Word definition main piloting              26                      23                      .88
Word definition /                                 12                         36                         ,95
additional piloting in Amsterdam
Word matching: multiple choice /          14                         86                         ,81
additional piloting in Amsterdam
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As has been shown in Tables 4.3. and 4.2., there are significant differences between
the two schools in The Hague and Tilburg in terms of the two production tasks.
The school in The Hague scores much higher than the school in Tilburg in terms
of the number of correct scores per task. In the word labelling task, only one pupil
in Tilburg did have more than 14 correct responses on the basis of 26 items,
whereas 58°/o of the pupils (7)  in The Hague  had  more than 14 correct responses in
this task. In the word definition task both groups scored rather low. Two possible
arguments can be given to explain this outcome. One is that the malority of the
items were found in the final chapters of the book, therefore pupils had not yet
learned the meaning of these concepts properly. The second argument can be that
the word definition task as a literacy activity is relatively more difficult than the
word-labelling task to complete.

As has been shown in Table 4.4, more than half of the word definition items
have not been recognized by the informants in the main piloting session, as the
selected words were predominantly from the second half of the book. There are
also no significant performance differences between the two schools in The Hague
and  Iilburg in terms of high difficulty level of the task.

'I'lie word labelling and definition items which function well, have been included in
the final test design in order to collect lexical production data. and the multiple
choice items (synonj·ms, antonyms, explicability of an idiom component, semantic

discrimination), matching of the correct meaning and compound matching items
constitute the lexical perception test in the final version of the CD"I'.

During the application of the piloting, some interesting information has been
gained concerning lexical knowledge of the informants. Consider the following
response, which was acquired by the test conductor from a pupil during the
piloting process, where the lexemes aynnti 'detail' and ah<:'puny' were supposed to

be defined with an example. One pupil said: "I know for sure that these are
Turkish words and I have heard them ever, but it is difficult for me to define
them" Upon a further stimulation of the conductor for Just giving a try, she
replied: '513·nnt, means, I think, something very little or apart as iii kan koca aynl-
mtflar ihe couple had been divorced' and altz means, I think, very dirty for mstance
alzt kopek i.e., a very dirty dog- There is recognition of the lexemes to a certain
extent, but it is not in an active knowledge phase; we observe the mixing of the
meaning ('dirty' with 'punyD or semantic similarity (the word 'detail' for 'very little'
or 'apart') with the root of the word. The pupil has probably inferred the meaning
of these lexemes from the various contexts in which people used them. If the
context does not present an explicit indication towards the appropriate meaning,
then language users will implement their own implicit knowledge about language.
For the lexeme a),yntz 'detail', which is derived by the verbal stem ay·trmak 'to
separate', the pupil has produced two definitions: first 'ren· little', then 'apart'. Ir'e
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can thus speculate that she has first applied her context knowledge based on

frequent sentences like bir konuyu a)·nntilam'la anlatmak 'to explain something in
detail' or al'nnlf)'a.gionek 'to go into detail'; then she has used her morphological
knowledge by inferring from the meaning of the stem of this particular noun, i.e.,
ay(t)r + -inti (derivative noun suffix based on verb stems). 7'his latter rather creative,
but discrepant definition involves another concept, for which there is already
another label in Turkish: bosanma, ayn Ima 'divorce'. In this manner, lexical tests give
an impression of lexical knowledge of the pupils as well as their meaning
construcnons.

Table 4.10 gives an overview of the tasks and items that have been included in the
final version of the CDT. For the contents of tasks and items we also refer to

Appendix 2,

Table 4.10: Final version of the CDT

Word production tasks Word perception tasks                                     i
Tasks N items Tasks N items                      i

Word labelling               12 Word matching                5
Word definition 12 Multiple choice                     14

The word labelling items refer mainly to low frequent, relatively abstract concepts.

'I'he word definition items are divided over four nouns, four verbs, and four adjec-
tives. The word matching items consist of two tasks: meaning (lexical definition)
matching and compound formation. The multiple-choice items are divided over the
following types of tasks: semantic discrimination task (four items) and synonym/
antonym task (three items).



CHAPTER 5

Standardization of the curriculum-independent
test

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the outcomes of the piloting process concerning the curriculum-
independent test (CIT) will be presented. As has been mentioned in Chapter 3, the
design of the CIT is theoretically related to that of the CDT in lexical terms. The
linguistic structures under investigation are in the same theoretical field, e.g., word

retrieval, word definition, word matching and discrimination in a semantic sense.

The main distinction between the two tests is that the scope of the CDT is lexical
issues that have been included in the curnculum and lexical/grammatical issues in
case of the CIT, i.e., the range of vocabulary and morphosyntax that was used in
the last decade in the corpus of general pre-secondary education examination in
Turkey, according to the linguistic level of the age group concerned (12-14 years)

There are three basic and general pre-secondary school examinations in Turkey.
One is for vocational schools, the second is for college entrance examinations, and
the third involves a state scholarship examination by virtue of which skilful pupils
from low SES families can get a state scholarship and carry on with their education.
In selecting the rough CIT piloting corpus, the third category has been used as a
main reference point.

In Section 5.2, the informants and schools that have participated in the pilot
study will be presented. The procedure which has been followed in the
implementation of the test corpus will be explained in Section 5.3. The utilized
lexical and morphosyntactic tests will be described in terms of their type and
contents under Section 5.4. The results of the CIT pilot study will be given in
Section 5.5. Conclusions and discussion will follow in Section 5.7.

5.2 Informants

The pilot tests have been implemented in four schools in the Netherlands and
two schools iii Kayse« Turkey. Table 5.1 presents an overview of the number of
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informants and the sort of tests in which they participated. Both ill Turkey and the
Netherlands, the pilot tests have been applied-ih six schools on 259 pupils in total.
7 he total number of pupils in Turkey was 91  and in the Netherlands  168.  The  two
schools in Turkey are public schools which provide education for eight years (five
years primary plus three years secondary education). As has also been stated in
Chapter 3, the basic criterion for the selection of these schools is the fact that
Turkish in case of Dutch schools is a full-fledged subject in the school curriculum
and can be nken up as an elective course.

Table 5.1: Overview of tasks and informants in the pilot study for the CIT
Tasks N pupils in Turkey N pupils in NL
Lexical tests          _
1   Labelling + definition + matching-idiomatic meaning +   15                              -

semantic discrimination + core meaning
2    Labelling + definition + matching + semantic                      1 5                                           9

discrimination + synonym/antonym
3  Labelling + definition + semantic discrimination +        15                         22

core meaning
4  Labelling + definition + semantic discrimination +        15                           -

synonym
5   Labelling + definition + semantic discrimination +          15                                 -

synonym + connective fill in
Morphosyntactic tests                                                                                                                   '

1    Embedding of main clauses                                                       16                                        30
2 Case assignment + tense-aspect-modality                  -                          16
3  Main + relative clause formation                               -                         28
4 Sentence de-scrambling                                         -                          14
5 Multiple choice                                                     -                         40
6 Grammaticality judgement                                               -                                 9
N  ofal df p®ds -91                     168

The lexical tasks which have been divided into five separate but comparable tests
have been applied mainlb· in the reference location (i.e., Turkey). This is due to the
fact that the CIT is a proficiency test which requires an ideal frame according to a
certain age and educational level. A general vocabulan· test must be implemented
firstly on a reference group (RG) in order to determine its prototypical proficiency
level. 7'he assumption is that both a core and reference group which use Turkish as
first language must have a firm grammatical basis in lurkish and that iii particular
their ler-el of vocabulary knowledge may change. A reliable and valid proficiency
test must be prepared according to the expected reference level. That is why the
whole lexical test body has been tried out in the reference location on a constant
number of informants (15) in a class of two schools in Kaysen. In order to
compare the performance of the two target groups and to check comparatively the
vocabulary tasks, only two similar lexical test bodies have been implemented both
in Turkey and the Netherlands. It was not considered necessary to pilot the entire
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vocabulary test in the latter country. The piloting of the grammatical
(morphosyntactic) tests has been conducted only in the Netherlands in order to
observe the functioning of the tasks and the performance of pupils in various
schools of the core group (CG) category. Their application also in Turkey would
then hare been redundant. Only in one school in Turkey, the task concerning
embedding of two clauses has been implemented in order to ensure the good
functioning of this complicated task in both the core and reference population (i. e.,
Kayseri, The Hague and Eindhoven). The difference in the number of participants
in the Netherlands depends on the number of pupils who follow Turkish in a
particular school.

There are four Dutch schools in the CIT piloting in total. Two of them provide
mainly pre-academic education, whilst the other two are schools which supply
pupils with vocational education. Thus the types of schools range from low to high
school levels. In all of these schools, Turkish is part of the general school
curriculum as an elective subject. However, various teaching materials and methods
are used in three schools in place of one particular method. Only in one school,
one method is continuously applied, i.e., the communicative method Gurbetteki

Tiirkeemi  This method is also used in the other three schools, but in combination
with other teaching materlals.

5.3 Procedure

Eleven subtests, which constitute the test corpus of the CIT pilot study, have been
implemented in six schools in Turkey and the Netherlands. For the piloting of the
lexical tests, 600 words have been selected on the basis of three main word
categories such as in the design of the CDT (nouns, adjectives and verbs that
basically refer to oblects, properties and activities, respectively) out of the Turkish
central examination test corpus in the last decade in Turkey. In the selection of 600
words, the main prerequisite was that the words should predominantly be in the
rc,cabulary use domain of school, with the assumption that the words presumably
should be learnt in school/class. If we take into account that these words are
acquired mainly in an educational context as part of literacy activities, then we can
expect them to have more abstract and low frequency characteristics. Let us
consider the following words out of the vocabulary corpus: ova 'plain', kitrum

'institution', aynntt 'detail', corak 'barren, arid', kam-am 'concept', kagmmak 'to win',
Sti 'shallow' This type of words/concepts tends rather to be acquired/learnt in
more formal and institutional contexts, in which literacy comes to the fore.

The selected words have been firstly presented to 13 teachers, who are active in
teaching Turkish at Dutch secondary schools. "Iliey have been requested to judge
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whether these words would be recognized by their pupils. Three main recognition
categories have been proposed:
a   an average pupil cannot understand the meaning of this word at all;
b   an average pupil can recognize the meaning of this word when  (s)he hears/reads

this word;
c  an average pupil can use this word actively, when (s)he writes/speaks.
This pre-inquiry pre-selection functions as a primary filtering of the vocabulary
corpus containing 600 words by referring to judgements of those who are in inter-
action with pupils on a daily basis. 87 words for the definition task and 14 words
for the labelling task have been preselected according to the judgements of the
teachers.

Table 5.2: Examples of the pre-filtering of lexemes which are selected from the general
vocabulary corpus (N teachers = 13; N lexemes = 600)
i Lexemes                                              (a) (b) (C)    -        -i

Oorak                             10                 3                 0

Ko4ul                                7                  4                  2

Tamir                                                                                1                                               1                                           1 1

Kiskanmak                                     0                        2                       11
Yan$mak                                       1                         1                        11
Kazanmak                                         1                           0                         12
Ayrinti 6                 5                 2

Qinar                                            8                         3                        2
Oyuncak                           1                 0                12

SIO                                                8                         4                        1
(a) =  An average pupil cannot understand the meaning of this word at all
(b) =  An average pupil can recognize the meaning of this word when (s)he hears/reads this word
(c) = An average pupil can use this word actively, when (s)he writes/speaks

The categories (a) and (b) form the main criterion in selecting the lexemes for the
pilot study. The words which are presupposed by either not known or only
receptively known by the informants, are opted over those which are supposed to
be actively known and used by the pupils. For instance, items such as Corak 'arid'
and Kosul 'condition', have been selected due to their high scores on the categories
(a) and (b). In order to control the quality of the judgements, a few items with high
scores on category (c) have been added to the piloting design, e.g., item kaZanmak
'to win' is added with its score  1  on category  (a)  and  12 on category  (c)  in order to
be able to assess the consistency of the judgements. Different lexical categories
such as nouns, adlectives, verbs (idioms, proverbs) have been evaluated and
integrated into the piloting design.

The pre-filtered words have been divided and integrated into five lexical tests
that also contain meaning description/discrimination in context and receptive tasks
such as multiple choice and matching. These tests have been carried out in four
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schools both in the Netherlands and Turkey within one lesson of approximately
50 minutes (see Table 5.1.). The mot:phosyntactic test contains 6 subtests, i.e.,
binding of two main clauses (embedding), case assignment, main and relative clause
formation, sentence construction, grammaticality judgement, and multiple choice.

Tests which have productive content preceded in general those which include
receptive tasks. The reason for this procedure is that productive tasks demand
relatively much reference to active use and manipulation of knowledge compared
to receptive tasks, which usually require knowledge that has already been acquired
on the basis of input.

In evaluating the lexical productive tasks, a 3-point scale has been used in terms
of incorrect, partly correct, and correct scores. Incorrect scoring has been applied
when the item is either not known by the informants or is thought to be in another
semantic field; partly correct scoring is for the responses which do not completely
convey the meaning of the item, but are in a similar semantic field, e.g., a
hyperonym or hyponym of the concept: bammer is a tool', correct scoring refers to
giving the adequate response according to the concept: bammer is a tool, witb wbicbyou
can drive nails into wood.

In case of morphosyntactic productive tasks, all data have firstly been nominally
coded into the computer, as has been done for all other data initially. The
nominally coded long data list has been recoded into a short standard ordinal scale
in terms of the lexical scale, i.e., incorrect, partly correct, or correct scores.
Incorrect scoring includes ill-formed sentences both in terms of the assessed
structures and other deviances. partly correct refers to incomplete production of
the requested structures, and correct refers to a thoroughly well formed sentence.

5.4 Instruments

Within the general test design, receptive tasks consist mainly of multiple choice,
matching, sentence construction (ordering; permutation of morphosyntactically
appropriate phrase structures in a syntactically appropriate order to be able to attain
well-formed clause and sentence structures), whilst productive tasks refer to main
and relative clause production, case assignment, binding of two main clauses, and
grammaticality judgement. In this section, firstly the lexical pilot test corpus will be
presented, and afterwards the morphosyntactic pilot tests.

There are 14 items in total for the word labelling task and 87 items for the word
definition task. Word labelling and definition tasks form the productive aspect of
the lexical test. The receptive aspect of the test has been constructed by mainly
matching and multiple-choice items. The matching task concerns, for instance,
homonymic structures in Turkish. The concept of homonym has three sub-
categories: bomograpb (9 word that has the same spelling as another word, but is
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different in meaning, etymology or pronunciation: the noun 'record' and the verb
'record'); bomopbone (a word which sounds the same as another word, but is
different in meaning, origin or spelling: 'knew' and 'new' are homophones of each
other) or bomonim which contains the previous two categories (a word which has
the same sound spelling as another word, though different in meaning or origin: the
noun 'bear' and the verb 'bear')

The verb calmak, for example, has a homonymic structure, given the fact that it
has a variety of meanings which conceptually are not linked up with one another
(to steal; to ferment; to pla>'; to strike; to waste; to chat; to throw; to knock). The
correct matching gets 2 points, whilst the incorrect matching gets 0. A similar
example in English can be the following:

1  W'e can pass a rope round this dead tree 1  To say; speak
He passed him the bread 2  To happen
The news passed round the hall 3  To kick, throw, hit
lie passed it over to ()wen 4  To be given and received
This has never come to pass 5  To give
I did not pass a remark 6  To move, place or be placed

The task for the pupil is to match the meaning description with the appropriate
clause in which the meaning of the verb pass is used. The verb calmak (core meaning
of this verb is similar to strike; steal; execute etc.), which has mainly an auxiliary
status in noun combinations, conveys predominantly an idiomatic meaning, e.g., to
have a chat; to knock on the door; to play violin; to steal plum; to throw a bottle on
the ground; to steal time of someone; to fermentize. In a first column meanings
and iii a second one contexts that match the meanings have been presented, as in
example   1.  This  task  requires  discrimination  of meaning  of one polysemic  verb
within various contexts.

The connective/adverb ancak can transmit various meanings according to the
context in which it is used, e.g., now, present; the earliest possible; the most
possible; but; only. This adverb is similar to 'yet' in English in terms of its
polyseinic functions. Let us consider the task concerned as illustrated similarly in
example 2.

2  It's not time to go yet (liave another? Not ret, thank you)  1   But even so; but
When you left, had they arrived vet; 2  Up to this moment

He hasn't done much yet (Did you ear yet?) 3  In addition; again
He is yet a child (I have yet to hear the storr) 4 Even; still

The plan may even yet succeed 5    .lt a  future time
Plm· it vet more softlr 6  At this time as at earlier

times
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Sing it yet once more 7 So far
W'e have not succeeded as yet 8 Then

,Strange yet true 9 Now

This task requires also the same sort of meaning matching on the basis of the
context. Thus, informants should infer the meaning of the connective/adverb  from
the context presented in one column, compare it with the meanings shown in the
other column, and finally match them accordingly as can be seen in example 2. The
task aims to assess the knowledge of differentiated meaning o f one particular lexical
element within variant contexts.

Another task which concerns polysemic structure is the word aOr 'slow'. The

adjective, which has a polysemic structure, aims to test the meaning differentiation
of the same lexical unit in terms of meaning in different contexts. The following
meanings of the adjective are presented in the task: slow; difficult, tiring; humilia-
ting; serious. The informant is supposed to match these meanings with the contexts

in which they are accurate.
The task involving hyperonymic knowledge refers to paradigmatic relations, i. e.,

categorization, abstraction, generalization (partonomic hierarchy). Rose, camomile,
and violet have a taxonomic hierarchy in respect of the hyperonym 'flower'. The
hyponyms have been presented in the task, and the hyperonym which is categori-
cally related to the words is asked from the informants.

Tasks involving synonyms and antonyms of some abstract concepts are
constructed in multiple-choice format.  The word of which the synonym is asked, is

presented in a sentence. Afterwards four choices of words which are semantically
in the same field, constitute the response alternatives. Informants should select the
synonym out of these alternatives which can be replaceable m the context. Take the
following example in English, which is similar to the task in the Turkish test.

3  Ali works quite vohintarify for the association.
a ambitiously b determined c willingly d regularly

In this type of task, the informant must select the appropriate adverb which can
replace the underlined word in the clause, so that no semantic mismatch would
arise. In a similar task, the antonym of a word is asked. In another task in multiple-
choice format, a verb is used with its idiomatic and core meaning in four different
clauses; the task is to choose the clause in which the verb is used with its core
meanlng

In the task which concerns conceptual differentiation, four concepts are
presented. Three concepts are semantically in the same conceptual field, whilst the
last one is different in terms of semantic similarity. Example 4 shows the task in
English (there are two items in the example)
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4 a to request b  to want c  to order/command d  to wish
a confidence b suspicion c doubt d anxien,

The task requires from the informant to select one of the four concepts which is in
a different conceptual field compared to the other three (all items in this task are in
fact in the same conceptual field, because they refer to an assumed conceptual field,
e.g., 'certainty'). Subcategorization within that field is assessed in respect of
semantic spectrum. The task is to solve the problem of differentiation within one
restricted conceptual field. In two items of example 4, the concepts to order/
command and confidence are semantically different in comparison to the other
three. To request/want/wish are semantically closer to each other than the concept
to order/command, which is variant in the grade of will and expressing that will at
a certain level. 'Confidence' is also in the same conceptual field with concepts such
as suspicion/doubt/anxiety. However, a nuance of greater certainty in 'confidence'
than in suspicion/doubt/anxiety can be observed, when these four concepts are
semantically compared to one another. Scoring of these items will be ordinally
coded as 0 = incorrect, 2 - correct. A 3-point scale is applied to productive tasks,
where point 1 refers to a partly correct response. This point is not used for
receptive tasks as these tasks are discrete ones which require a correct/incorrect
dichotomy.

In the sense of metalinguistic awareness, items have been designed to cause a
reflection of language users on the structure of language. Some o f them can be seen
in example 5, which is a similar version of the task in Turkish.

5  a  I have bought a pencil b I have bought the pencil

a  I might do it b  I may do it

These tasks require explanation of the meaning difference between the two clauses.
The translation aspects which are planned to be applied in this study do not by

its nature have the same context and breadth, but the findings and ideas discussed
in Chapter 2 present essential theoretical information to a certain extent. Our focus
is on frequent concepts, morphosyntactic and semantic operations which are
realized typologically different in Turkish and Dutch in terms of form or content.
Thus, we hope to get some insight into the conceptual and grammatical organiza-
tion of both languages. This can also have a link with the testing of metalinguistic
knowledge in bilingual perspective. If this exists in the lexicon of our informants
and is separately categorized, then we would be able to see that it is also
systematically controlled. For instance, if a concept like een afspraak maken'to make

an appointment' is not categorized conceptually and separately labelled in Turkish,
we might see a lack of control in the realization of concepts in different contexts as

in example 6.
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6   Ik beb gisteren een afspraak gemaakt met de tandarts

'Yesterday I made an appointment with the dentist'
We bebben qlgsproken om 11 :20 b# bet station te : in

'We agreed on being at 11:20 at the station'
W'e bebben afgesproken om niet meer tegen elkaar te lie#n

'We promised not to tell lies to each other anymore'

The polysemic structure in Dutch has - as expected - different lexical realizations
in Turkish, Le., randevu almak 'to make an appointment'; s«»nek 'to agree on a
date'; sbL vermek 'to promise'. Consequently, there is divergence with regard to the
equivalence of the Dutch concept in Turkish and convergence in Dutch with
regard to the three concept labels in Turkish.

Another form of translation tasks as conceptual testing is to re-check the
conceptual contaminations which are observed in the bilingual practice between the
two languages. A concept like playing an instrument requires an auxiliary verb
calmak with the NP as the name of the instrument. In Dutch, however, like in
English, the auxiliary verb is speten 'to play'; soup is eaten in Dutch, but is drunk in
Turkish. By virtue of observations in actual language use of bilingual speakers,
contaminations can be detected in these kinds of conceptual contrasts. Example 7

gives an idea concerning conceptual differentiation.

7     a     Ik  beb  de  bele  dagpiano gespeeld 'I played piano the whole day'
b    We bebben gisterenavond soep gegeten 'We ate soup yesterday'

Concepts such as 'to play the piano' contrast with their Turkish equivalent *'to
strike the piano' in the same meaning as in playing the piano, but realized by means
of another label in place of play. This can create a conceptual transfer in the use of
the concept 'playing the piano' in Turkish by uttering the Turkish concept oynamak
'to play' erroneously instead of the appropriate concept calmak in the Turkish
combination. What is done is a transfer of the concept into Turkish with its Dutch
content. This can also occur vice versa, as in clause b of example 7. Because soup is
drunk in Turkish, a Turkish-Dutch bilingual may say *'I drank soup yesterday
evening' in a Dutch utterance instead of'I ate soup yesterday evening'.

The piloting tests concerning morphosyntax comprise various aspects of
grammatical knowledge and perceptions of language users within our two main
perspectives, i. e., productive and receptive. The tasks involve case assignment, verb
inflection in context, main and relative clause formation, binding of two main
clauses, sentence formation with inflected lexemes, grammaticality Judgement, and

perception/multiple choice.
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One of the tasks which concerns morphosyntactic production is sentence
construction by binding two main clauses. This requires clause combining and
embedding of a clause into a main clause. An example of an embedding task by
binding two main clauses is given in example 8.

8  21  The child thinks
b   The father of the child knows everything

The embedding in English: The child thinks that his father knows everything

The embedding of clause 'b' into clause 'a' appears to be rather simple in
morphological and syntactic sense in English. In Turkish, however, morphological
as well as syntactic operations are required to realize the combined sentence
formation: in morphological sense embedding suffixes, in syntactic sense moving
clause b and placing it between the NP and VP of the main clause. Let us examine
the embedding in Turkish in example 9.

9  a   Cook santy'Or
b  Coatiun babast benqi biliyor

The embedding in Turkish: Cocuk bal}asinin her5evi bildigini sam>or
Child his father-GEN. evenhting-ACC.   know-CANEC()P-PSjSG-,\CC   think-
PRGR IFI.3SG(() inflection)

IFI=3SG(0 inflection) refers to zero inflection marking with regard to the third
person, i.e., the subject of the verb concerned. As other persons are structurally
marked with a person suffix, the third person is determined by the non-assignment
of any person suffix.

As we see in the Turkish embedding, clause b has been moved to the object
position of the main clause and has been transformed into a noun phrase (NP)
This NP has been assigned an object function within the sentence. The main clause

(92) retains its morphological structure, whilst it has been syntactically transformed.
Thus, the distribution of the transformation task has happened between the main
clause which gets the sytitactic transformation task and the embedded clause which
gets the morphological transformation task. Consequently, two main clauses are
fused into one sentence in basic Turkish syntactic order: Subject (S) + Object (0)
+ Verb (V). In this line-up, S and V are taken from clause a and 0 is constructed
by means of clause b. By virtue of this trans formation, we attain a sentence that can
be rendered as follows into English as literal as possible in order to illustrate the
outcome of the transformation: *'the child thinks his father's knowing of
everything'.

Most of the structural embeddings in Turkish are a sort of transformation of
clauses into NP categories within higher categories to which they are structurally
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bound, so that they can function as an NP category in the senterice which they
form together with the main clause. In this sense, the task for the pupil is to
construct a sentence by doing required morphosyntactic transformations. There-
fore, this task involves morphosyntactic (grammatical) productive proficiency of
the informants.

The sentence de-scrambling task (or sentence formation with inflected lexemes)
has both receptive and productive aspects. Compared to the previous task,
sentence de-scrambling requires only a syntactic operation, due to the fact that
lexemes constructing a sentence are randomly scrambled and lined-up with their
inflected forms. In example  10,  the  task  item  which  contains a sentence  in
scrambled and in de-scrambled form, can be seen both in English and Turkish.

10 a   yesterday - my - that - vase - flowers - village - put - collected - in - in - the -
the brother
De-scrambled sentence:
'Afy brother put the flowers in the vast, that he collected yesterday in the village'

b  vazoya - toplad® - dun - koydu - koyde - cigekleri - karde5im
De-scrainbled sentence:
Kardefim diin Hyde toplad® ciceklen va ya koydit
Brother-PSISG yesterday village-L()C collect-( )P-PS1SG  flowers-ACC  vast-DAT

put-PST

In this task, morphological operations - in case of Turkish - are not needed

(affixation operations), only syntactic    operations are required.    The     fact    that
affixation operations are not applied and inflected lexemes are perceived by the
informants refers predominantly to the receptive aspect of the task. Productive and
receptive characteristics of this task are basically determined in comparison with
other tasks in the CIT/morphosyntactic test. If we consider multiple-choice tasks
at one end and sentence construction tasks at the other end of the spectrum of
psychological assumptions in terms of perception and production, then we may put
the sentence de-scrambling task in the centre of the spectrum. However, if we take
into account the fact that Turkish is a more flexible language in syntactic sense than
English or Dutch, then the task concerned can be placed on the receptive side of
the middle of the spectrum. That the informants are expected to de-scramble the
intlected lexemes into a well- formed sentence, is the productive content of the task.

Cont:ran' to the previous task, sentence construction is based on the realization
of a well- formed sentence which consists of a main and relative (embedded) clause.
This is the second part of the test. The first part is related to main clause
construction. This task requires only constructing a clause. -I'lie first part does not
concern sentence construction, i.e., an embedding operation. The difference
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between the two parts is that the first part contains one infinitive verb to form a
clause and the tasks in the second part have two infinitive verbs to construct a
sentence.

The second part of this morphosyntactic productive test requires to use the
presented uninflected lexemes (words) in order to construct a morphosyntactically
well-formed sentence containing two clauses. An example of the two parts ill an
English version and the task itself in Turkish is illustrated in example  11 (a. clause
formation; b: sentence formation).

11 a   to do -m y mother - together - yesterday -I- shopping
Clause to be formed in the task:
'Aty mother and I did shopping together yesterday'

yapmak - annem - dun - ben - allsveri5 - birlikte
Clause to be formed in the Turkish task:
Ben diin annemle  birlikte  altivens yaptim

I yesterday mother-Phl SG together shopping do-PST-IFL1SG

b  not to go - sick - school-I-for - yesterday - very -t o b e
Sentence to be formed in the task:
'I did not go to school yesterday, for I was very sick'

Gitmemek - hasta - okul - ben - igin - dun - gok - olmak
Clause to be formed in the Turkish task:
Ben diin cok basta olditium icin okula gitmedim

I yesterday very sick be-P()P-PSlSG for school-DAT go-NEG-PST-IFLiSG

In order to ensure that the inf-ormants can comprehend the targets of this task
completely and that they will not use connectives such as because, and or a#er in the
clause linking process, an illustrative task is given and explained to them prior to
the application. The task that has been explained as an instruction sentence can be
seen in example  12  (a is the English version of the Turkish task in b)

12 a   I-t o play - yesterday - garden - watch - children - morning - interestedly
Sentence to be formed in the task:
'I watched yesterday morning interestedly children who played in the garden'
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b  ben - oynamak - dun - bah9e - seyretmek - gocuklar - sabah - ilgiyle
Sentence to be formed in the task:
Ben diin sabab babfede oynqyan comklan ilgble sgrettim

I yesterday morning garden-LOC play-SP children-ACC interestedly watch-PST-
IFL1SG

In the instruction, it has been made clear that only one sentence construction is the
target form by using two verbs in combining two clauses into one sentence. It may
be argued that a clue has been given to the pupil with regard to fulfilling the task.
The subject participle (0*ac ek,) is not the only suffix sort that is used in the
embedding process in Turkish. The pupil should select the correct suffix form that
fits the required embedding. Consequently, the task should demand the morpho-
syntactic knowledge from the pupil still equally, as much as even if the instruction
were not given. Lack of instruction, however, would make the scoring and
evaluation process rather problematic. Thus, two sequential main clause formations
or two clauses which have been linked to one another by means of a connective are
not the required form. The unwanted forms of production have also been
illustrated in the instructions  as in example  13.

13 a Yesterday morning children played in the garden. I watched them interestedly
b Yesterday morning children played in the garden and I watched them interestedly

The use of connectives and two independent clauses are not the required forms, as
they do not give access to any morphosyntactic operation that contains sentence

formation with embedding.
A 3-point scale has been used in scoring this task (i.e., 0 = incorrect, 1 - partly

correct, 2 = correct). A correct score has been given when all required morpho-
syntactic operations have been accurately conducted by the pupil. A partly correct
score refers to incomplete affixation, when embedding (clause linking) morphology
is complete, but an accusative case marker is lacking (see example 12). As this
marker is not directly related to the clause linking operation, the response is
considered partly correct. It cannot be evaluated totally as incorrect, because some
of the necessary affixations are applied to the task. Incorrect scoring refers to
morphosyntactically ill-formed, hence semantically deviant clauses or sentences.
For the first part o f the test, i.e., main clause formation, the scoring has been imple-
mented on the basis of the correct/incorrect dichotomy by evaluating fundamental
clause formation operations such as nominal and verbal affixation rules.

Another morphosyntactic productive task involves case assignment by means of
filling-in blanks. By using the same method, tense, aspect and modality suffix

assignment is assessed. Verbs are presented in infinitive form in contexts which
contain one or three clauses. The task requires to inflect these infinitive verbs
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according to the context. The second part of this test is the assessment of case
assignment by using the same elicitation method as in the previous verbal suffix
assignment task. The receptive aspect of the mot:phosyntactic test is implemented
primarily by way of a multiple-choice task. Grammaticality judgement is a
complementary task to the receptive perspective of the test, as it requires the re-
evaluation of predominantly deviant (ill-formed) sentences which have been
produced by the pupils in the Netherlands.

5.5   Results of the pilot study

The CIT pilot study comprises eleven tests in total (five lexical and six
morphosyntactic tests; see Table 5.1 for an overview). In this section, the results of
all tests will be presented. Test reliability, difficulty level of tests, and comparison of
results will be demonstrated in the tables below. In all tables, information will be
presented on the difficulty level ot- test items in terms of p-values. Firstly, results
related to lexical productive and receptive tasks and afterwards morphosyntactic
productive and receptive tasks will be introduced. The item selection process will
be discussed after the results.

In general, tasks which aim to assess pragmatic use of language, meaning of
functional elements, or logical evaluation of statements have either not been
responded or have wrongly been interpreted as later reported by the informants.
Therefore, these tasks have been excluded for the main study, and the focus in the
selection process will be on word labelling, word definition, word matching and
multiple-choice tasks.

The average reliability of the productive lexical tests is ,80 Cronbach oc, whilst
the receptive lexical tasks have a ,60 reliability coefficient in five subtests. The
coefficient is influenced mainly by the number of task items per subtest. The
average reliability of the productive morphosyntactic subtests is ,84 Cronbach 9.
For the receptive morphosyntactic subtests, the reliability coefficient is ,66.

5.5.1 Lexical productive tasks
As has already been mentioned, the word labelling and word definition tasks form
the core of the productive tasks concerning the lexicon. Because for the lexical test
the corpus has been divided in five subtests and tasks have equally been distributed,
the results will be shown accordingly. Table 5.3 presents an overview of the results
concerning the lexical productive tasks  in  test  1,  carried  out in Kayseri.
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Table 5.3: Overview of the results concerning word labelling and word definition in test 1

Nr   Item P Pupils in Turkey (N=15)
-C *c +C

Wor# lobelling task_   _
1 Bencil 0,66 5 0     10
2 Cimri                                1      0     0    15
3 Kendini be(enmi5 0,73 2 2      11

Worddefinition task
4 Aslanagzi 0,80 3 0     12
5 Hanimeli 0,86 1 0     13
6 ROzgarg010                          0    14    1     0
7 Kurum 0,06          9             5             1
8 Sa ak                                        0      14      1      0
9 Tayfun 0,46          5             3             7

10 TOretmek 0,40          1             8             6
11 Edilgen 0,40          9             0             6
12 Dinmek 0,46          8             0             7
13 Sifat 0,33          7             3             5
14 Onur 0,86 2 0     13
15 AgkgOz 0,66 5 0     10
16 Yasa 0,46          8             0             7

17  Agziyla ku* tutmak                                                      0            14            1            0
18 Agzi kulaOina varmak 0,40          9             0             6
19 AOzinda bakla Islanmamak 0,40          7             2             6

Table 5.3 comprises 5 concrete concepts (e.g., flower names) and 14 abstract
concepts such as adiective, honour, to derive. The last three lexical items are idioms
related to an organ of the human body, in .'as:i 'mouth' (literal translation of the
idiom in Turkish is 'to catch a bird with one's mouth' meaning to do something
impossible). Idioms which contain or include organ names in the centre of the
semantic field are abstract and frequent phenomena in languages; they also show
semantic similarities between languages. For instance, in Turkish bih eye burlizinu

sokmak (literally 'to put one's nose in something') means prying or pestering interest
in; unwelcome interest in something as in the English example 'he always had his
nose in other people's business'. There is a structurally and semantically very similar
idiom in Dutch, i.e.,je neits eqens in steken (literally 'to put one's nose in something').
This implies that similarities are not only structural but also semantic across
languages (cf. Gule(:, 1992). As an essential part of the lexicon, idioms have also
been included in the lexical test.

Items   6,   8  and   17   (compass   rose,  eaves  of a house   and the Turkish  idiom
conveymg dolng something Impossible) mdicate a bottom effect, whereas item 2
shows a ceiling effect. The word labelling items 1 and 3, which are abstract and

frequent, and which also have an intermediate level of difficulty, have been
included in the corpus of the main study with these characteristics.

1 able 5.4 presents an overview of the results concerning test 2.
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Table 5.4: Overview of the results concerning word labelling and word definition in test 2

l.< 6-'r:  .": ·i.,         s.     :   .--6:LA,#FASANAYQ&448--3 ".26-,taC-Lc,
Word labelling task 1 .-=4 2-':.-...... .4 ...1-.-- -

1 Irkp (racist) 0,63 ,000 0    0   15    9    0    0
2 Al akg6n0110 0,38 ,013          6         0         9         9         0         0
3 Demokrasi 0,63 ,257 5 0   10    4    0    5

1 W6rd definition task                                                 t.,     -                 ..                   ·                                                                                   1
4 Kulagina koymak 0,08 ,007 14         0         0         6         0         2

5 KulaOIna girmek 0,13 ,057 12         0         0         6         0         3

6 Duvari nem insani gam yikar 0,13 ,263 11     0    0    6    0    3
7  41eyen demir 14 ildar 0,13 ,047          7         6         2         8         0         1
8  El elden OstOndOr 0,50 ,107 5 0   10    7    0    2
9  Aga  ya5ken eoilir 0,46 ,006 4 0    11     9    0    0

10  SOz gumO*se sOkut altindir 0,50 ,000 1    0   12    8    0    0
11 Demir tavinda davulur                  0 .122 11     0    0    9    0    0
12 Tasa 0,71 ,000 0 0   15    7    0    2
13 Qoak 0,54 ,006 2 1    12    8    0    1
14 Uygar 0,42 ,002 5 0   10    9    0    0
15 OOe 0,50 ,002 3    0   12    9    0    0
16 Ko44 0,25 ,196          8         1         5         8         0         1

17 Avlu 0,17 ,038          9         0         4         9         0         0
18 Yermek 0,04 ,662 10         2         1         9         0         0

19 Edebiyat 0,08 ,467 11     0    2    9    0    0
20 Unsur 0,13 ,300 10         0         3         8         0         0

21 Saptamak            0 ,168 13         0         0         9         0         0

Items   9-13   and 16 (typhoon, to generate, passive, to cease, adlective   and   law),
which have rather formal abstract features and a low frequency, are at an
intermediate level in terms of difficulty. Flower names such as aslanalg 'snap-
dragon',ban:meli 'honeysuckle', and the abstract concept onur 'honour' have a low

difficulty level.
Item 2 alca«jiniillii 'humble' has been selected for the main study as another

concept in the property category on the basis of difficulty level results, group
comparison, and lexical category.

Five items (two proverbs, one idiom, one adjective, one noun) have been
selected from the word definition task for tlie main study: ,·orak, koful, el elden
ustiindiir (proverb: there is always someone better), kub/na   ginnek    (idiom:    to
understand), duvan nem insant gam_yikar (proverb: sorrow damages people) on the
basis of lexical category and difficulty level results. The level of the selected items is
mainly between the intermediate and low category, in which significant and
insignificant group differences can be found. The range of the difficulty level across
the core and reference groups has been taken into account in the selection process,
so that the level of one item varies among groups (cf. scores of items 2 and 5 in
Table 5.4). Item 2 indicates a bottom effect in the CG, whereas 60% of the RG has
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correct scores for this item. Items 5 and 6 have a bottom effect in the RG, whilst
almost 25% and 50°/0 of the CG have been able to define these lexical items
correctly. Items  8,13  and  16  have  a  low and intermediate level  of difficulty.  They
are of different sort as lexical categon· (proverb, adjective and noun). A group
comparison yields both significant and insignificant differences. All items are
formal words which can be learnt and defined in the school context. They have
therefore been added to the design of the main study. Items  11  and 21, which have
low frequent, abstract and formal features, show a bottom effect in this piloting.

Table 5.5: Overview of the results concerning word labelling and word definition in test 3
Nr   Item    -    -     -                               P          .)0  T "  Pupils in Tuikey.i· Puplts In NL

_. ..r. ..... .-' .  .2 - ... .. . 1 ..'-. -..-'.(N-=22),.1,1'- -'<(N. ).'.1 :·:
. 2 -I.-:i. ...,--C .-*C . '+C:1 -C-- ·i,C_  +C

Word labellinq task
1 Vicdan 0,38 ,000 3    0 12 20    0    2
2 lyimser 0,27 ,006     6 0 8   20    0    2
3 HobgOrO 0,38 ,005 5 0 10 18    0    4

[ Word definition task .                                                           " .                            "'         -    r         -                               1
4 Kavram 0,22 .000     0 7 8   17    5    0
5 Oeviri 0,46 ,038 2 2 11 13    3    6
6 Salgi 0,35 ,000 0 2 13 20    2    0
7 Kom5u 0,95 ,252 0    0 15 1     1   20
8 Ayrinti 0,41 ,037 1    4 10 11     6    5
9 BOtOnlemeye kalmak O,08 ,093 10 0 3   16    5    0

10 Kiraci 0,70 ,019 0 0   15 6 5   11
11 Kazanmak 0,78 ,013 0 0   15 7 1   14
12 Sebep 0,68 ,054 2 0   13 7 3   12
13 Donmak 0,84 ,388 1 0   14 3 2   17
14 DO*man 0,76 ,002 0 1    14 4 3   14
15 Akilli 0,81 ,269 0 1    13 2 3   17
16 Oinar 0,46 ,001 2 0 12 17    0    5
17 Bari 5 0,84 ,712 1 1    12 1 2   19
18 Erdem 0,27 ,000 3 1 10 21     1     0
19 SIO 0,27 ,000 2 1 10 22     0    0

As can be observed in Table 5.5, the item scores concerning word labelling and
word definition tasks range from 0,08 to 0,95 p-value. As to group comparison,
there are statistically significant and insignificant differences between the scores.
The item selection from this subtest for the main study has been made on the basis
of difficulty level, chi-square analysis, and lexical features (i.e., abstract property/
entity). Items 2 and 3 ( ·imser 'optimist' and bosgobi 'toleranceD have been added to
the word-labelling task in the main study. There are also statistically significant
differences between the groups in terms of these items.

Items   4,5,8   and 11 Ckavram 'concept', Gevin 'translation', aynntz 'detail', and
kaeanmak 'to win') have been included depending on their significant differences
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between the groups, their level scores and their lexical categories (entity and
activity, i.e., noun and verb). The definition of ka-zanmak scores high across groups,
whilst the other three items score relatively low. Thus, items will be evaluated from
various perspectives in the main study, such as scores on items, level differences
between groups, lexical categories (i.e., idiom, proverb, noun, adjective, verb), and
lexical  features  (frequency/abstractness/school domain).  Item 11  has been selected
as a low difficulty level item to assess the differentiation of lexical features.

The labelling of the abstract concept vicdan 'conscience' has a low difficulty level
for the pupils in Turkey, whereas the same item has a high difficulty level for the
pupils in the Netherlands. A typical school concept like sali 'secretion' has been

defined correctly  by 87°0  of the informants in Turkey, while the pupils in  the
Netherlands show a bottom effect. On the other hand, item 7 (kom,su 'neighbour'),
which is a ven frequent concept iii language use, has a very low difficulty level
across groups. Items 16, 18 and 19 (,inar 'plane tree', trdem virtue', and s,/

'shallow'), which are low frequent school terms, have an intermediate and liigh level
of difficulty. The last two items indicate bottom effects in the Netherlands.

Table 5.6 shows an overview of the results concerning lexical productive tasks in
test 4. The item difficulty level ranges from 0 to 0,93, which indicates a wide
distribution in scores.

Table 5.6: Overview of the results concerning word labelling and word definition' in test 4

Nr Item P             Pupils in Turkey (N=15)
-C ic +C

Wo0 kbell®g task                                    „
1 Bilgisayar 0,93 1 0     14
2 15birligi 0,60          6             0             9
3 _Barif-,I.-1.5r 0,80 3 0     12

Word definition task
4 Tartimak 0,33          8             2             5
5  Yok etmek 0,27        10             1             4
6 Masal 0,40          8             0             6
7 Kurtarmak 0,60          4             6             9
8 Kina 0,87 2 0     13
9 Renk 0,33          5             4             5

10 QaOildamak                             0     13     1     0
11 Tehlike 0,27 10 1 4
12 Omuz 0,33          9             1              5
13 Benzemek 0,40          6             2             6
14 Hayret etmek 0,27          9             2             4
15 Yorulmak 0,53          7             0             8
16 Bellek 0,20 12 0 3
17 Kuzu 0,53          7             0             8

18 Birey 0,13          9             2             2
19 $aheser 0,07          9             4             1

20 Kavu5mak 0,40          8             1              6
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'Iliree word labelling items which have a low difficulty level in Turkey have been
included in the main test due to level scores, lexical category, and lexical feature

(item 1 bilgisayar 'computer' has been added as the only concrete, high frequent item
in the labelling task) Items 2 and 3 (*birl€i 'cooperation' and bam 'peace') score
high with their abstract, formal and frequent features.

Word definition items have scored relatively low. The score range is wide, i. e.,
from  0  to  0,87  p-value.  Item 10 Galitdamak 'to plash' indicates a bottom effect even
in the RG. The difficulty level of another concept sabeser 'masterpiece' is high
(0,07).   Items   16   and 18 (bellek 'memory' and birey 'individual'), which are low

frequent, abstract and formal concepts, have a high difficulty level for the pupils in
Turkey. Item 8 kina 'henna' is in second position in terms of high p-value (i.e., at
easy leveD. The difficulty level of the word definition items increases in
combination with these lexical features in particular. Low scores in the RG can give
rise to the inapproprlateness of the level for the age group concerned.
Consequently, the difficulty level has been adapted to the groups in the reference

position.
Table 5.7 shows an overview of the results concerning the lexical productive

tasks in test 5.

Table 5.7: Overview of the results concerning word labelling and word definition in test 5

Nr  · Item    ·         «     '

.     '      P                   Pupils in Turkey (1«15)
-C I.  fc  .. +C

1 Word labelling task.
1 Evren                          1     0    0   15
2 Matematik                             1      0     0    15

i Word definition task-                                      ·                         .         .                   -   .       :                            1
3 Ceza 0,67 2 3     10
4 Ban 0,13          4             9             2

5 Azarlamak 0,33          3             7             5
6 SozIOk 0,80 0 3     12
7 GOvercin 0,93 1 0     14
8 haret 0,40          3             6             6
9 Kerpeten 0,13          8             5             2

10 Oaki 0,33          9             1              5
11 Masraf 0,33          8             2             5
12 Tas 0,80 2 1      12

13 Kusmak 0,20          6             6             3

14 MOdOr 0,53         4            3            8
15 Qekmece 0,20          7             5             3
16 Yirtmak 0,60          3             3             9
17 Kaymak 0,27 11 0 4
18 Qubuk 0,80 3 0     12
19 Fiil 0,33          7             3             5
20 Kafiye 0,07 14 0 1
21 Olu*mak 0,13 11 2 2
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The scores in Table 5.7 show a ceiling effect. Items 1 and 2, which are abstract
school terms ('universe' and 'mathematics'), have been recognized by all
informants. The difficulty level of the word definition items ranges from 0,07 to
0,93 p-value. Item 20 ka#ye 'rhyme', which is a typical school-bound concept, has a
high difficulty level in Turkey. Items 3, 6,7,  12,16 and  18 have a low difficulty level

(cefa 'punishment', so»ik 'dictionary', guveran   'dove, tas 'bowl', ynlmak 'to tear',

atbuk 'bar; rod'), whereas concepts such as san 'glory', kerpeten 'pliers'. ohifmak 'to

come into existence' have a high difficulty level. The item scores are distributed in
this pilot study between high and low levels of difficulty.

5.5.2 Lexical receptive tasks
As has already been mentioned, the tasks which have a predominantly receptive
character, involve a matching and multiple-choice task. Table 5.8 shows an
overview of the results concerning the lexical receptive tasks in test 1.

Table 5.8: Overview of the results concerning lexical receptive tasks in test 1

Nrn.tjem.'.. .._.            · · P                Pupils ih Turkey (N=15)
-'C        fc        +C       

Matching4diomatic  meaning task                                                                     ·                                                                                                                    V

1  Oalmak 1 0,60          5             0             9
2  Oalmak 2 0,87 2 0     13

3  Oalmak 3 0,80 3 0     12

4  Oalmak 4 0,87 2 0     13

5  Oalmak 5 0,73 4 0      11

6  Oalmak 6 0,73 4 0      11

7  Galmak 7 0,93 1 0     14
8 GOtOr 0,47          8             0             7
9 Bikma 0,80 3 0     12

10 Yorulma 0,87 2 0     13
11 Onay-red 0,60          6             0             9
12 Explanation 0,53         7            0            8

LCore,meaning task. _ 1

13 Atma 0,33 10 0 5
14 Havlayan 0,13 13 0 2

The difficulty level of the matching task in Table 5.8 shows that matching is an
appropriately functioning receptive task. It has therefore been added to the main
study as a compact task; this matching task has seven items which are semantically
correlated (idiomatic/polysemic use of one verb). Semantic discrimination and core
meaning tasks have not been added to the main design due to the fact that they do
not exhibit much performance differentiation in the target population.

Table 5.9 gives an overview of the receptive task results in test 2.
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Table 5.9: Overview of the results concerning lexical receptive tasks in test 2

Nr Item P        .     X2     ,      Pupils)n Turkey ,      pu*Isin NL .

-- _       ,(N=15)    ' - . _  129)     ... i,-C  *C. +C . -:C"Ditc -+ C
Word matching task

1  Ancak 1 0,25 ,005 14         0         0         3        0         6

2  Ancak 2 0,25 ,002 14          0          0          3          0          6

3  Ancak 3 0,29 ,000 13         0         1         3        0         6

4  Ancak 4 0,42 ,003 12         0         2         1         0         8

5  Ancak 5 0,46 ,003 12         0         2         0        0         9

tSemantlc discrimination.task        .                                                                                                             .   1
6 Oretmek 0,46 ,754 10         0         5         3        0         6

7 Duymak 0,42 ,275 10         0         5         3        0         6

1 Synonvm task                                                                                                                        '              ..'          1
8 GOn0110 0,67 ,366 5 0   10    3    0    6

[Antonym task....                   .           ·.           '                             '.'   '  ·    ·,    :      .·         -*-:-         1
9 Angarya 0,33 ,020707801

[SuffIK meaninci task    :                                                                         ' .      ·   .              -   .   '  1   ,   - , ,    .1
10  -Cik eki 0,38 ,632805504

1 Semantic correction task                                                                 -                       -        -           -  '   f-  --     '1
11 Mektupum 0,38 ,033805504

Table 5.9 shows that the word-matching task has a high and intermediate level of
difficulty. The level of the whole receptive task is rather high. There are no
statistically significant differences between the groups in terms of the semantic
discrimination task, whilst there are significant differences in terms of the matching
task. Both of these tasks have been included in the main study in order to evaluate
this outcome in the main study. The RG scores lower than the CG in the matching
task.

Table 5.10 shows an overview of the receptive task results in test 3.

Table 5.10: Overview of the results concerning lexical receptive tasks in test 3

Nr   Item   «        ,    „..P )0 Pupils in Turkey,....Pupils-  &.;,6,4,

-WC  *c  .+C  -C.-*C-lic
Semantic discrimination task

1 Belirtmek 0,08 ,510 12 0 1    20    0    2
2 HobgOrmek 0,73 ,898 2 0   10 5 0   17

1-dbremeaning task'     -                               '                          ·     '         '        ·-                 ·'  · · -2'      x  . , -    1
3 Katlanmak 0,11 ,173 14 0 0   16    0    4
4 Kesilmek 0,49 ,792     3    0     6 6 0   12

LCorrect pair task
5 Acisini 0,24 .692001508

The item difficulty level ranges from 0,08 to 0,73. All items in this receptive task
show statistically insignificant differences across groups. Item 1 belirtmek 'to point
out' has a high difficulty level. In both the Netherlands and Turkey it has a bottom
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effect; its correct scores are rather low. Item 3 katianmak'to bear' refers to the core
meaning of the same verb, which is also idiomatically used. It has a bottom effect
in Turkey. However, its level of difficulty is also high in the Netherlands. Due to
this difference and the other results, item 3 has been included in the main study in
order to evaluate this difference in comparison with other lexical results.  Item 2 has
a low difficulty level across groups, ofwhich the differences are not significant.

Table 5.11 presents an outline of the results concerning the lexical receptive
tasks in test 4.

Table 5.11: Overview of the results concerning lexical receptive tasks  in test 4

Nr     Item =   .         '        -              ,                                                            ·    o         ·  P        5
-Pupils-in Turkey (N=15).1
te . fc ."+C  I

.Semantic discrimination task.                                     ·                           ·       "_ _                                           -       -        1
1 Emretmek 0,47          6             0             7
2 Saldirmak 0,47          6             0             7
3 Ilgisiz 0,40          7             0             6

Lsynonymtask    . . . . .         12 -·           . . .              -                        ..       .              . ·       -              1
4 Izin vermedi 0,67 1 0     10

On the basis of its scores, level and  feature, item 4 has been removed from the task
design in the main study, whilst the first three items have been included. There are
also differences between the last item and the other three items in terms of
difficulty level. Items   1,  2  and 3, which assess the semantic discrimination  of a
concept from presented concepts in a multiple choice format, have a similar spread
of correct scores, whilst the synonym task, which refers to the synonym of the
concept 'to permit', has a ceiling effect. The first three items have been selected for
the main test design.

Table 5.12 shows the main results concerning the lexical receptive tasks in test 5.

Table 5.12: Overview of the results concerning lexical receptive tasks in test 5

Nr.   item '..          : ; .        :                       -                                                     .          P                   Pupils in Turkey.(N=15)         1

-4.  *C · +C  i
Semantic discriminatich task              :-               -  .      '                              .'·                   ·    .                 i

1 Uygulamak 0,07        14             0             1
2 GOven 0,73 4 0      11

3 Ozenebezene 0,47          8             0             7
|Connectivefill in task_  .,   .   ·                                                                  -       ' .           '          ·   ·                -               1

4 Fakat 0,94 1 0     14

LSynonym task   ·.             _             - - . , . ,           .     --        . ,             - "                     ",          ·       ' "                 1
5 Konuguyla 0,27           1 1                 0                 4

The difficulty level of the items in test 5 has a wide scope (from 0,07 to 0,94). The
semantic discrimination task, which is in a multiple-choice format, has a variety in
item difficulty values. As the score distribution is variable within one task, these
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three items have been added to the main test design by taking into account diffi-
culty level and task feature.  Item 4, which refers to the meaning of a connective in

  context, and item 5, which requires its semantically similar counterpart in context,
have not been included in the main study, as they form a single item in their
category and as their statistical results are different from other items in the task.

5.5.3 Morphosyntactic productive tasks
The mot:phosyntactic productive tasks consist of items such as case assignment,
main plus relative clause formation, and binding of two main clauses. The morpho-
syntactic receptive tasks comprise multiple choice, sentence construction (de-
scrambling) and grammaticality judgement Table 5.13 presents an overview of the
results with regard to binding of two main clauses, which have been introduced to
the informants separately.

Table 5.13: Overview of the results concerning embedding of main clauses

P                   )(2              . Pupila in Turkey   ·
'

Pupils in NLNr' Item                                  (N=16)  ·       (N=30)I.

i..    .... -C *C +C -C fc +C
1 Embedding task    .                            -       .

1 Bana sayledi 0,30 ,296 13 0 3 18 1    11

2  Qocuk sanlyor 0,24 ,482     8 2 6   23    2     5
3 Aliden istedi 0,35 ,010 4    2 10 22    2     6
4 In arkadap 0,20 ,497     9 2 5   18    8    4

EP'66tpositionaliclause·  ,     I'    5«           - '  .         S ...  -3 '1 '-  3...   «., t.»,1  ,      1s    -,„ If -'_'..   ,    . ''r =    -          -t:     sp i
5 Dikten sonra 0,59 ,367 6 0   10   13    0   17
6  Meden ance 0,74 ,412 5    0    11 6 1   23

tiEmbedding taski.  "   . „ . · '         .   -,  '.  '   .   _  -,  ' '    1 '   -_I,,». '-k."·1  =,i„ f'.'..'., t,I   't ,  4
7 Begenmedim 0,48 ,991      7 1 8 14 2   14
8 Ona kizdi 0,11 ,361 12 2 2    21     6     3

9 Oynayan  ocuk 0,41 ,303     7 2 7 13 5   12
10 Gdrunce geldi 0,17 ,543 10 4 2   20    4     6
11 Odeyip Qlkt i 0,39 ,286     9 0 7 14 5   11
12 Oaliprken 0,30 ,084 12 0 4 16 4   10
13 Olmadigi igin 0,17 ,706 13 0 3   23    2     5
14 GeldiOinden 0,41 ,551      7 0 9 18 2   10
15 Etmesini 0,26 ,778 10 1 5 22 1 7
16 Etmesi gOzel 0,41 ,093 6    0 10 21     0     9
17 YapacaOina 0,21 ,047     9 0 7   26     1     3

iModal marking .   ...„     .                   . '             ' "-               "_    ·.·        ·...     .    ,,        ....       ...      1
18 Gidiyormu* 0,35 ,005 5 0 11 23    2     5

1 Progressive marking  .             .,                                       ··- = :·..:t.'·,-,A'"'...,    ·.-1
19 Gidiyor 0,37 ,001 4 0 12 23    2     5

[Modality marking   '   -.      '-     -    ·"'       ''·    " ' ·             ' - -     ··          '·...'             ··     ·-' 1
20 Yacaktir 0,35 ,016 6 0 10 21     3     6

21 Yacakmt$ 0,30 ,030     7 0 9   23    2    5
22 Mad,01 4in 0,26 ,039     8 0 8   25     1     4
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The   level   of item difficulty   in   this test ranges   from   0,11   to 0,74 p-value.   In   the
main, there are statistically no significant differences between the groups. On the
basis of embedding type  (i. e., suffix type, e.g., SP, OP, POP, ISNEC) and difficulty
level, 7 items  have been selected  for the main study (items 2,3,4,7,9,14 and  16).
All of them contain suffixes which are required in embedding operations. Only
item 3, which requires an inflectional suffix for nominalized embedded clauses (i.e.,
ISNEC,· -mt\sl: 'that, for, whethet': Annesi Aliden yaramafhk yapmamasint istedf)
demonstrates statistically significant differences across groups. The rest of the
selected items have no significant differences between the groups. The main reason
for selection of these items is that they require an essential clause embedding
operation. The level of difficulty of the selected items is between 0,20 and 0,48
p-value, which indicates that the level is intermediate and high. Group comparison
also shows that the item level is similar between the two groups. Items 8 and 10,
which require double embedding, have a high difficulty level. Items which concern

postpositional suffixes in combination with case marking (i.e., before and after)
have the lowest level of difficulty in this test (items 5 and 6,0,59 and 0,74). This is
presumably due to the standard affixation procedure of these temporal post-
positions.

The items concerning meaning   of the verbal suffixes (items   18-22)   show
significant differences between the two groups. The main temporal suffixes (verbal
inflection) function well in general. These items, however, have not been added to
the main study, as they do not involve embedding. Seven selected items have on
average 50% correct scores in Turkey and in the CG on average 30% correct
scores, which indicates that the difficulty level is high. This can be helpful to
understand more of the structures which are difficult, and to evaluate them
accurately.

Table 5.14 presents an overview of the results concerning case assignment and

tense/aspect/modality.
As can be observed in Table 5.14, items 1-4, 11,16 and 21 show a ceiling effect.

These items have therefore not been included in the main study. 14 items in total
have been added to the test design of the main study on the basis of statistical
results, task type and item functioning (items 6-9, 17, 22-24, 26-34). The difficulty
level of the selected items ranges from 0,13  to 0,81 p-value. Items  1-5 and  10-16,
which contain basic case suffixes required by the theta-ruled verb phrases, have
either a low difficulty level or have a ceiling effect. Item 8, which concerns a
directional suffix required by the verb diifmek 'to fall', has incorrect responses,
being congruent semantically with its Dutch equivalent, i.e., a locative suffix. This
implies a semantic contamination in grammatical terms, which is less frequently
observed compared to lexical transfer.
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Table 5.14: Overview of the results concerning case assignment and tense/aspect/modality
Nr Task' -. P'. -t'.   Pupils in NL (N=16)

. -   . ·.- -··    "·LC  · -*C·  +C
Case assionment task

1 Dolaba koydum                                                      1             0           0         16
2 Okula ba5ladim                                                      1             0           0         16
3 Arabasinin                              1      0     0    16
4 Yere                                  1      0     0    16
5 Ay#eye kOstO 0,94 1 0     15
6 Babasini 0,44          8             1             7
7 Kiranlardan bin 0,50          8             0             8
8  Qukura dO*tu 0,81 3 0     13

9  Kapidan ge irdi 0,69 5 0     11

10  Arkada*iyla tani*tirdi 0,63 5 1     10
11 Ahmetin kitabi                                                   1            0          0        16
12  Kom5umuzdan bir bardak 0,94 1 0     15
13 Zeynep'e 0,94 1 0     15
14 Kediye takildi 0,94 1 0     15
15 AOagta 0,88 2 0     14
16 Masal dinledi                                                         1             0           0         16
17 Anlattlklanna 0,75 4 0     12
18 Geldi                                 1      0     0    16
19 Kalacak 0,38 10 0 6
20 Danecek 0,94 1 0     15
21 Erken kalkti                                                      1            0          0        16

Prense/.aspect/..modalitvtask:„,  .    ..    -  -  ·i,   .3,  " ....1.»  «..:T......." "  ...  p. - -1
22 1 irirm# 0,44          9             0             7
23 Koymui 0,63 6 0     10
24 Vermibler 0,38         7            3            6
25 Gitmi*ler 0,56         6            1            9
26 Kilmlb 0,69 5 0      11

27 Kullanm15 0,69 5 0      11

28 Kan irm,5 0,69 5 0     11
29 Edildi 0,38         9            1            6
30 Gelmeyecekmi$ 0,13 12 2 2
31 Demi* 0,75 4 0     12
32 YOrOyordu 0,88 2 0     14
33 BaOlami4lar 0,31      11         0         5
34 YapacaOini 0,69 5 0      11

35 Gezdirirdi 0,88 2 0     14
36 GOtOrOrdO 0,88 2 0     14
37 Alirdl 0,88 2 1     14

Table 5.15 presents an overview of the pilot test concerning main and relative
clause formation.
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Table 5.15: Overview of the results concerning main and relative clause formation

iNr Item.   -P Pupils in NL                        j
1 (N=28)

-c   *c  +C 4
  Main clause formation task 1

1 Gitmemek 0,96 1 0     27
2 Evadevi 0,86 1 3      24
3 Geqen hafta 0,93 0 2      26
4 Ali$verii yapmak 0,61         11              0           17
5  GeQ gelmek 0,96 0 1      27
6 Fir alamak 0,93 2 0     26
7 Hafta sonu 0,71 8 0      20

lwReldjke glau e*fitigrltask ' »   5    ''  1     '' -       '_---I- --=----'--         .      9--3  -„.t
8 Hasta oldugum i in 0,68 9 0     19
9 Geldigim i in kizma 0,79 6 0      22

10 Yarin gelecek olan ba5bakan 0,39        17             0           11
11 Karde5imin hastalanmasi 0,39 17 0 11
12 Dun paltosunu giyip gitti O,57        12             0           16
13 Siz kanpdaki tepeye varinca 0,50        14             0           14
14 Gelip Qar51ya gidecek 0,36 17 1 10
15 Denize yOzmeye git 0,25 20      1      7
16 OkuduOum kitaplan 0,61      11         0        17
17 Resim yapip dayima ganderdim 0,46 15 0 13
18 EvOdevimi yapip 0,54 12 1 15
19 Susayan karde5ime 0,25 21 0 7

As can be seen in Table 5.15, the level of difficulty ranges from 0,25 to 0,96
p-value, which demonstrates that an item can be found in this task at each difficulty
level. Two items have been selected for the main clause (items 4 and 7). Eight items

(items 8, 10-13, 16 and 17) have been added to the main study for the relative
clause formation task on the basis of difficulty level, task type, and embedding
operation required by the information structure of the clauses to be bound. The
difficulty level of the selected items is mainly intermediate, which makes a suitable
application of the testing material. The selected items involve the clause linking
suffixes which have been discussed in Section 5.4.

5.5.4 Morphosyntactic receptive tasks
With respect to the morphosyntactic receptive tasks, the results are related to
multiple choice, sentence construction (de-scrambling) and grammaticality
judgement. Table 5.16 presents an overview of the results concerning the sentence
de-scrambling task.
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Table 5.16: Overview of the results concerning sentence de-scrambling
' Nr Item P Pupilsln NE(N=14)
1 -c : *c '+C
LSentence de:scrambling task    .   .

1 Geldikten sonra 0,86 0 2     12
2 Teyzemin Ord000  orabi                                           1             0          0         14
3 TopladiO,  i ekleri 0,71 3 1     10
4  Ge  kaldigim igin 0,79 1 2      11
5 Zorlanan Ogrenci  all*madigint anladi 0,36          8             1             5
6 BitirebileceOimi zannetmiyorum 0,79 2 1      11

7  O0retmen ders anlatirken 0,86 2 0     12
8 Katilacagini umuyoruz 0,57          2             4             8
9 Annesinin aOlamaya ba51adom duyunca 0,64          3             2             9

10  BaOirarak *arki sayledi 0,71 2 2     10
11 Kalabaliktan uzakla*ip dinlenmek isteyen 0,71 4 0     10

12  KDyluleri eUitip bilin lendirerek 0,43          8             0             6

The difficulty level of the items ill this receptive task ranges  from 0,43 to  1.  Item 2,
which includes a relativized clause in object position (with an object participle) is
the easiest item (ceiling effect). Five items (items 3, 5, 9, 11 and 12) have been
selected out of twelve items on the basis of the difficulty level results and the
embedding type in the task. These items contain at least two types of clause..

embedding which need to be perceived by the in formants. kerns  1,2,4,6,7,8 and
10 have not been included in the main study, as their level of difficulty is low in
comparison to the selected items.

Table 5.17 presents an overview of the results concerning the multiple-choice
task.

Table 5.17: Overview of the results concerning the multiple-choice task

Nr  Item                            '   ' '1  ,  ...... -13 = -  -:'Pu011§'in NLIN€00)·.'.·- C...'«.-'   . ' ,I 'A· ..   ·   ·-F:#C,1.,-fc ,'4-+C·. .
.Multiple choice task        .·                     --'.        ...    ..I.....    ..............,-,·-'    ....:   ."    .1

1 YOzerek 0,90 4 0     36
2 Oali madan 0,93 3 0      37
3 Allp gelir misin                                                             1              0            0          40
4 GOnderilen 0,93 3 0     37
5 Girmeden 0,98 1 0     39
6 Davranmasini 0,73        11             0           29
7 Gelecegini 0,88 5 0     35
8 Alacaoint 0,75 10 0 30
9 YOrOyerek 0,88 5 0     35

10 Qalip sorduk 0,75 10 0 30
11 Durdurup bindik 0,73      11          0        29

The difficulty level of the multiple-choice task ranges from 0,73 to 1 p-value.
Item 3, which involves a converbial suffix  (CSIP), has a ceiling effect in  the
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Netherlands. It has therefore been excluded. Items 2 and 5, which have a temporal
suffix (see items 5 and 6 in Table 5.13), have not been included in the main study
due to the affixation type. This task functions as an evaluation in receptive
perspective of the structures which are assessed in productive perspective. In this
respect, it has a relevant value in terms of the aforementioned design. Therefore,
eight items have been selected out of eleven on the basis of their difficulty level in
combination with the structures to which they refer, i.e., CSIP, CSEREK, SP,
ISNEC. The difficulty level shows an average of 75°/0 correct scores. As these
scores are related to tlie same structures in the productive tests, they can be
compared with the results of the tests concerned, through which we can evaluate
the two perspectives mentioned.

Table 5.18 demonstrates an overview of the results concerning the grammati-
cality judgement task as part of the motphosyntactic receptive task.

Table 5.18: Overview of the results concerning grammaticality judgement
Nr : Item - ,    .'       ·    -    ,             -P            . Pupils in NL (N=9)

-                 _        '   -C "   ··*C -     +.C
Grammaticality judgement task                        ''      - -

1 Giyip gitti 0,22 7 0 2
2  Yapt,Oina sanmlyorum 0,67 2 1 6
3  Eve yOrOyOp gittik 0,67 3 0 6
4  Ablam bana karde m biraz sonra geldigini s6yledi 0,56 4 0 5
5 AOabeyimin gittigi lisesi 0,56 4 0 5
6 Yolda arabamiz kirildi 0,67 3 0 6
7 Toplantiy, katilacagmi 0,44 5 0 4
8 Annesinin gittiOinin duyunca 0,78 2 0 7
9 Yolda yOrOrken *apkami yerde d040rdum 0,78 2 0 7

10 Anlattiklarini inanmiyorum 0,67 3 0 6
11 Bundan sonra yaptiomi zannetmiyorum 0,67 3 0 6
12 Ay*e'nin annesine yardimci olunca  ok beOendik 0,33 6 0 3
13 Bir resim yaptini hi  begenmedim 0,44 5 0 4
14  Senin eve geldiginde hi  haberim yoktu 0,67 3 0 6
15  Arkada*ina yardim ettiOi takdir ettik 0,78 2 0 7
16 Ali'nin annesi Ali'den bir yaramazlik yapmayacaOini 0,22 7 0 2
17  A e'nin 6gretmenine saygi duyduOu  ok iyi 0,11         8             0             1
18 Ali'den babasi istemi*ti ki Ali karde*ini g6tursOn 0,33 3 3 3
19 Val(tim olmadini sana cevap yazamadim 0,78 2 0 7
20 Annesi Ali'den istemibti ki yaramazhk yapmamasini         0,44       5            0            4
21 Mehmet annesine bOyle s6zler s(jylemesini beOenmedi    0,11       8           0           1
22 Sen s6yledin *arki ben hiq beoenmedim 0,89 1 0 8
23 Ahmet arkadabini d ende gardO Ahmet'de OzOIdO 0,44 3 2 4
24  Yarin sen sinavda baiarili olduounda emin deOilim 0,11 8 0 1
25  Biraz Once senin evin hep ge  geldiOine bahsettik 0,33     6        0        3

26 Nin karde*ini dil 60rettioini hepimiz  ok begendim 0,33 6 0 3
27 G6z1000mOn olmadiOi nedenle                                0          9          0          0
28 Yarin Mural'in sOylediklerinin yaptiOInl inanlyorum 0,22 7 0 2
29 Otobus gelmedi. Ge en bir taksiyi durdurarak bindik        0            9            0            0
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Nr Item P            Pupils in NL (N=9)
-C *c +C.

Grammaticality iudgement task
30 Geleneklerimizin bir oOu hizla unutulduOuna anlatiyordu   0            8            1            0
31 GOIme kom5unu gelir babina 0,89 1 0 8
32  Gen ler dOn birbirine masal anlatmalari istiyorlar 0,33 6 0 3
33 Gazete okumak geli*meyinizi saoliyor 0,89 1 0 8

As can be seen in Table 5.18, the grammaticality judgement task items have a wide
range in terms of difficulty level (from a bottom effect to 0,89 p-value). Sixteen
items have been selected from this pilot test corpus according to perception of
ill-formed sentences and correction of grammatically deviant parts of the items

(items 2-5, 7, 14, 16-19, 23-26, 28 + filter). One well-formed item has also been
added to the main design as a filler, in order to give the informants the conviction
that not all presented sentences are by definition ill-formed. The selection of the
items has been implemented in a spectrum from highly correct judgement scores
(e.g., seven correct judgement out of nine) to low scores (e.g., one correct out of
nine) and also on the basis of the afore mentioned morphosyntactic structures viz.
CSIP, CSEREK„ OP, ISNEC that the selected items contain.

5.6  Conclusions and discussion

In this chapter, the results of the pilot study concerning the curriculum-
independent test (CIT) have been discussed. Due to the wide range of the lexicon
in terms of content morphemes (referring to entities, activities, and properties), a
large amount of items has been chosen for the pilot study. The Cluster of lexical
items has been divided into five separate tests and has been implemented

accordingly. In general, item difficulty level, lexical category and lexical features
(i.e., concrete versus abstract) played a central role in the item selection. On the basis
of difficulty level, abstract property (i.e., a rather formally used adjective) of the
lexeme and item comparison across groups, items have been added to the main
study design. Test 2 and test 3, which have been applied both in the Netherlands
and Turkey, are predominantly used in the item selection, as we have the
opportunity to evaluate the difficulty level within and between groups.

In the word labelling task of test 2 and 3, for instance, the item akak#iniillii
'humble' shows statistically significant differences between the groups: it has a
bottom effect in the Netherlands, whilst it has 60% correct scores in Turkey. Items

tyimser 'optimist' and bofgarii 'tolerance'   have   also   significant   differences   (X2=.006

and .005; p<.05 respectively). The first item has 53% correct scores in Turkey and
low scores in the Netherlands. The latter item has 67% correct scores in Turkey
and low scores in the CG. In the main, and as expected, the RG scores higher than
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the CG. It has been tried to hold the distribution of scores as equal as possible in
the selection procedure in order to avoid bottom or ceiling effects. Two proverbs
and one idiom which have been chosen for the main study do not show significant
differences, while other lexemes selected show differences between the two groups,
except one item, i.e., koful 'condition' (X2=.196; p<.05). This suggests that lexemes
with more abstract, formal and low frequency features (for the CG particularly) are
more difficult than idionnatic units in language.

As previously mentioned, all items which involved pragmatic use and meta-
linguistic explicit knowledge and which occurred at the end of the tests, have been
excluded, as they scored very low. Only word labelling and word definition tasks
have been taken into account as productive tasks; and multiple choice and
matching as receptive tasks. As can be seen in the difficulty level of the matching
task in Table 5.8, matching is an appropriately functioning receptive task. The RG
scores lower than the CG in the lexical receptive matching task in test 2. This
suggests that metalinguistic knowledge/awareness such as meaning assignment
(and discrimination) in a context of bilingual pupils can be more active than in a
context of monolingual pupils, in case of receptive tasks. In productive tasks, the
proportion may show the opposite as bilinguals may show a lower access status,
which is not dependent on selection of appropriate items, suggesting that the
mechanism can receive (or contain) more than it can produce. This also implies
that receptive and productive mechanisms are distinct features of linguistic
performance.

Concomitantly, we can observe in the overall design of the study that there is a
preponderance of productive items in the tests. This is mainly due to the fact that
the focus is laid on language production. Receptive items function as a sort of
reference point in evaluating the results of productive items. The initiating idea
behind this is that perception is the first condition in the process that leads
speakers to produce utterances. Without initial perception, there can hardly be
production. In this sense, the general motive behind the test design is to have a
close look at language production.

With respect to the morphosyntactic productive task in the form of combining
two main clauses, only one item which involves inflectional suffixes for nomi-
nalized embedded clauses (i.e., ISNEC) shows a statistically significant chi-square
value between groups 0<2=,010; p<,05). The other clause formation items do not
show significant differences (see Table 5.13).

With regard to the task of sentence construction based on uninflected words
(lexemes), the average of the correct scores is 61.8°10. The item selection has been
adapted to this distribution in order to avoid bottom or ceiling effects. For
instance, the main clause formation item altsvens yapmak'to do shopping', which has
60.7° o correct scores (see Table 5.15) has been added to the main study design.
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The case, tense, aspect and modality assignment task has a 74.3°/0 mean of the
correct scores, which indicates that this particular productive task was less prob-
lematic in terms of the informant's proficiency. Therefore, an average of 60% has
been taken as criterion in item selection to be able to ensure the accessibility of the
task.

The sentence de-scrambling (construction) task has a 70% mean of the correct

scores, i.e., a mean of 9,8 correct scores on the basis of 14 responses. Out of twelve
items, five items have been selected (see Table 5.16) according to the total mean of
scores (i.e., items having 10, 5, 9, 10, 6 correct scores). The scores of three items
(sentences which contain CSIP, CSINCA, CP) are in the mean, whilst two items
scored half of the mean (i.e., approximately 40°/o). The latter items have been added
to the design as relatively difficult items (i.e., CP's which contain SP and OP) in
order to give an answer to the question whether there are structural difficulties
related to the suffixes concerned.

The grammaticality judgement task has a 47.7% mean of the correct scores, i.e.,
a mean of 4,3 correct scores on the basis of nine responses (see Table 5.18).
Seventeen selected items out of 33 have a 3,4 correct score mean, ranging from one
(two items containing one correct score, -masi ISNEC, -cagindan CANECOP) to
seven (one item containing seven correct responses; -digi igin) correct scores. The
rest is near the mean mentioned above. This scope has been used in the item
selection for the main study in order to evaluate relatively problematic clause

linking suffixes which have been presented in deviant form. The grammaticality
judgment task aims to assess the perception of deviant sentences containing clause-

linking suffixes.
Multiple choice forms the basic task of the grammatical receptive test. The task

has a 34,2 mean of correct scores on the basis of forty responses, i. e., an average of
85.5% correct scores (see Table 5.17). The selection of items has been done
according to this average and to the type of clause linking suffixes, i. e., CSEREK,
SP, OP, ISNEC, CANECOP, CSIP.

By virtue of this pilot study, which prepares the main design of the CIT, pre-
selected items (on the basis of the language proficiency level of pupils in terms of
bound and free morphemes) have been once more exposed to testing in the core
and reference groups (see Table 5.1). The final selection of items is based on
difficulty level, item response, reliability and validity. As has been stated in Sections
5.5 and 5.6, the piloting test corpus for the CIT has a highly reliable and well-
functioning design (an average of,80 and,60 Cronbach 0( reliability coefficient). In
terms of validity, the testing material measures what it is supposed to measure,
indicated by means of face, content and concurrent validity.

As a result of this test preparation procedure, the CIT consists of the following
main test bodies. The lexical test has rwo parts. In the first part productive tasks,
i.e., word labelling and word definition, and in the final part word matching and
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multiple-choice tasks have been presented. The morphosyntactic test has two parts,
referred to as test A and test B. Test A contains two main clause formation tasks
and eight relative clause formation tasks. Also seven tasks, which involve binding
of two main clauses are included in test A, which is a productive test. Test B lS
predominantly a receptive test. It includes a grammaticality judgement task,
sentence de-scrambling (construction), and a multiple-choice task. The task con-
cerning case, tense, aspect, and modality is also included in this task. As productive
items are more demanding and receptive items may include some structures which
are assessed in productive tests, productive tests have been applied first.



CHAPTER 6

Language achievement in longitudinal
perspective

6.1 Introduction

As has been explained in Chapter 3, the research questions of the present study
refer to the characteristics of language achievement and language proficiency in two
sociolinguistically relevant contexts, i.e., within a context of migration and within a
context of language instruction, respectively. In the framework of the latter, lexical
knowledge will be studied through a curriculum-dependent test (CDT) from the
perspective of language achievement imparted by the Turkish-language curriculum
within one school year.

In this chapter, the implementation and analyses with regard to the CDT will be
presented. The linguistic categories have been used in the design of the CDT from
two previously mentioned perspectives, i.e., language production and perception.
The development of pupils' lexical skills will be investigated within a time span of
one school year. The study requires a longitudinal design which refers to the
assessment of learning by way of a pre- and a posttest, in which the same content is
preserved and which includes two application times, i. e., at the inception and end
of the school year.

The lexical development of one informant subgroup within the core group will
be investigated from a longitudinal perspective. In this curriculum-related lexical
test, the same design has been used as in the CIT lexical test. The word-labelling
task, which contains 12 items in total,  refers  to retrieving suitable lexemes   from
memory on the basis of the lemmas (lexical meanings of the words) presented in
the item. The word definition task, which has the opposite methodology compared
to the previous task, requires to give a formal definition (lemmas) of the lexemes
presented in the task. The first two tasks constitute the productive part of the
CDT. The word-matching task concerns the idiomatic use of a verb in different
contexts and compound forming. It requires matching of the presented meanings
with the available contexts and formation of compounds by means of matching
two separate words. The multiple-choice task includes synonyms, antonyms, and
semantic discrimination. These tasks form the receptive part of the CDT.
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Twenty-six pupils in The Hague have participated in this curnculum-related
lexical test. These informants are a subset of the pupils who have also taken the
CIT. Thus, these 26 informants have done two lexical tests, one in terms of the        '
CDT and the other in terms of the CIT.

The scoring procedure involves a 3-point scale for the productive tasks, which
conveys 0 for incorrect, 1 for partly correct, and 2 for correct responses. For the
receptive tasks, a 2-point scale has been used, which stands for incorrect and
correct responses, i.e.,0 points for the first, 2 points for the latter. Two points for
the correct answer have been used to equalize the scoring in the two scales, because
of the fact that a 3-point scale has been used in the productive tasks and that the
highest mark in this scale is two. Informants with missing values at the task or test
level have been excluded from the test assessment. Informants with missing values
at the item level have been evaluated in the incorrect response category.

6.2   Outcomes of the lexical tasks

In order to evaluate the difference between the pre- and posttest scores, paired
samples t-tests have been carried out. A reliability scale analysis of the pretest
design has yielded a ,83 Cronbach a value on the basis of the productive, receptive
and total test scores. The posttest has a,79 oc value (N cases = 26). In the receptive
task scores, less variation has been observed than in those of the productive task.
This has consequently had an effect on tlie alpha value of the reliability scale.

6.2.1 Word labelling task
The paired samples t-test (equality of means) for the sum of the scores of the word
labelling task shows a statistical significance value in the comparison of the pre-
and posttest (p=,000; 2-tailed significance). The 95% confidence interval of the
difference (lower -9,53, upper -6,85) demonstrates also that the hypothetical mean
difference which amounts to zero is not in the interval scope. Consequently, we
can say that there are statistically significant differences between the outcomes of
the pre- and posttest. We see a 34.1% improvement in terms of retrieval of the
appropriate lexeme based on its definition.

The word labelling task improvement rate is calculated by means of a
comparison of the mean scores concerning the pre- and posttest (mean of the
pretest: 9,69; mean of the posttest: 17,88 out of 24). The highest score for this task
is 2 according to the utilised scale. There are 12 items in the task, therefore the
highest score (i.e., a 100% improvement) is 24. The mean difference between the
two tests is 8,50 (17,88 - 9,69), which demonstrates a 34.1% improvement rate on
the basis of the highest score.
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Table 6.1 contains the pre- and posttest results of all task items in the CDT
(N items = 12).

Table 6.1: Overview of the paired samples t-test results on paired item basis for the word-
labelling task in the pre- and posttest (3-point measurement scale: 0/1/2)

i Word labelling task             -       Test                   Mean SD T.value Significance   
Revenge (  almak) Pretest 1,85 ,54 -1,44 ,161

Posttest 2,00 ,00

Adolescence (ergenli14 Pretest 1,38 ,75 -3,09 ,005

Posttest 1,85 ,54

Shanty (gecekondu) Pretest 1,69 ,74 -2,13 ,043

Posttest 2,00 ,00

Developing (film banyo etm.) Pretest ,00             ,00 -6,20 ,000

Postiest 1,19 ,98

Prejudice Conyargl) Pretest ,54 ,90 -2,85 ,008

Posttest ,85 ,88

Yearning (6zlern) Pretest             ,46 ,86 -5,95 ,000

Posttest 1,42 ,58

Rim Uano Pretest ,46 ,86 -7,50 ,000

Posnest 1,85 ,54

Midwife (et,e) Pretest 1,38 ,75 -3,60 ,001

Posttest 1,88 ,43

Garage (garaj) Pretest 1,54 ,86 -,92 ,363

Posnest 1,73 ,53

Dawn (*afak) Pretest ,08 ,39 -3,63 ,001

Posttest 37 '99

Course (rota) Pretest               ,00 ,00 -3,56 ,002

Posttest            ,65           ,94
Map (harita) Pretest             ,31 ,74 -6,42 ,000

Posttest 1,69 ,74

The mean refers to an average amount on the basis of the standard score scale of
which the ceiling value is 2. The item of· almak 'to revenge' has high scores as well as
the items gecekondu 'shanty' (mean  1,8  and  1,6) and gara/'garage' (mean  1,5), whilst
the items banvo etmek 'developing of pictures', la»k 'dawn' and mta 'course' show a
bottom effect. The other items' means are in the low and intermediate category,
ranging  from  0,5  to  1,4  mean  scores.  Abstract, low frequent and formal concepts
such as to develop a film, dawn, route and map have not been recognized by the
informants in the initial measurement, whereas the lexemes revenge and shanty (in
the meaning of shanty town) are already almost completely internalised by the
target group before the start of language instruction. The supposedly low frequent,
formal and abstract concepts adolescence and midwife score higher in the pretest
than expected. The lexemes prejudice, missing and rim have scored low as
expected.

Table 6.1 presents a summan· of separate variables within the word-labelling task
of the posttest. The items, which had a bottom effect in the pretest, score means of
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1,1,0,8 and 0,6, respectively, which indicate 60% and almost 40% improvement in
lexical knowledge pertaining to these items. Seven items (including the three in the
pretest) had a high score (ranging from 1,8 to 2 mean score) in the posttest, i.e.,
'adolescence', 'midwife', 'rim', and 'map'. The items 'revenge' and 'shanty' show a
ceiling effect. These items demonstrate between 25°/0 and 60% improvement in
comparison to their scores in the pretest. The concepts 'dawn' and 'route' have the
lowest score in the posttest (means 0,8 and 0,6). The item 'revenge', which had a
1,8 mean score in the pretest, shows a ceiling effect in the posttest (10%
improvement). A remarkable achievement of the informants can clearly be seen in
the posttest scores of concepts such as 'to develop a film', 'dawn' and 'route',
which had bottom effects in the measurement before the application of the
curriculum. They indicate an improvement of between 30°/0 and 40% within one
school year.

In Table 6.1 the test results are presented on an item basis. We obsen-e that the
mean differences (i.e., pretest mean - posttest mean) indicate constantly negative
scores owing to the fact that the posttest results are higher. The confidence interval
shows the scope in which the difference between the two measurements may fall
with 95% confidence (or p<,05). This refers to the statistical significance of the
mean differences. According to the t-test analysis, language achievement con-
cerning two items is statistically insignificant (i.e., revenge and garage; X2-values
,161  and ,363, respectively; 2-tailed). The pretest scores are in general congruent
with the item scores of the same task in the CD'I' pilot study (cf. Table 4.3 in
Chapter 4). The items 'revenge' and 'adolescence' have the same scores in both the
pilot and main study. The other item scores are also similar in the pilot study and
the pretest part of the main study, except concepts such as s€/i,k 'dawn', ebe
'midwife', nta 'course, route'  and film ba,Yo/tab etmek 'developing a film'. The last

two items show a bottom effect in the pretest.
Table 6.2 presents a summan· of the t-test results for the word-labelling task in

the pre- and posttest. The results have been computed on the basis of the sum of
scores attained in both tests.

Table 6.2: Overview of the paired samples t-test results for the word labelling task in the pre-
and posttest (3-point measurement scale: 0/1/2) (N items = 12)
f Word labelling task Mean SD T-value Significance j

Pretest 9,69 2,72 -12,57 ,000

Posttest 17,88 3,93

The paired samples t-test analysis indicates that the differences between the two
measurements are statistically significant.
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6.2.2 Word definition task
Table 6.3 presents a summary of separate variables within the word definition task
in  the CDT pretest (N items  =   12).

Table 6.3: Overview of the paired samples t-test results on paired item basis for the word
definition task in the pre- and posttest (3-point measurement scale: 0/1/2)

1 Word definition task Test Mean SD T-value Significance 1

Certain (beth) Pretest ,58 ,58 -2,54 ,018

Posttest       ,88      ,59

Monotonous (tekdOze) Pretest ,00           ,00           0                   0
Posttest ,00 ,00

Limpid (berrak) Pretest ,00 ,00 -4,60 ,000

Posttest            ,81            ,90
Cruel (zatim) Pretest                      ,58                   ,90 -5,11 ,000

Posttest 1,54       ,81

To quench (giderrnekl Pretest ,23 ,65 -2,51 ,019

Posnest ,65 ,69

To occupy ( gal etmek) Pretest             ,08           ,39 -2,44 ,022

Posttest            ,46           ,86
To discover (ke*fetmek) Pretest ,15 ,54 -4,28 ,000

PosNest 1,00             ,94

To improve (ge#*tinnek) Pretest ,23           ,65 -4,12 ,000

Posttest 1,08 ,89

Conservative (tutucu) Pretest ,00 ,00 -3,13 ,004

Posttest ,50        ,81

Detail (ayrinti) Pretest ,08           ,39 -2,21 ,036

Posttest      ,42      ,64

Hobby (hobt) Pretest 1,19 '98 -1,84 ,076

Posuest 1,58           ,76

Plane tree (Q,na/) Pretest ,15         ,54 -1,69 ,103

Posttest ,46 ,86

The concepts 'monotonous', 'limpid' and 'conservative' show a bottom effect. The
item 'hobby' scores the highest (1,2 mean score), followed by the items 'cruel' and

'certain' (0,6 mean score). The remaining items do not reach a higher mean score

than 0,2. The item bobi 'hobby' is a loanword in Turkish, which is congruous with
its counterpart in English and Dutch in terms of its lexeme and lemma. This is
presumably the main reason for its distinctive performance in the pretest. When
the scores are considered in an overall perspective, the success rate is 25% at the
initial measurement of word definition skills. This means that the informants do
not start receiving Turkish language instruction at an absolute initial level, when we
take into account literacy-oriented activities as can be observed in the results of this
task.

Table 6.3 gives also a summary of chosen variables within the word definition
task of the posttest. The item 'monotonous' shows again a bottom effect. If we
look at the response patterns, four informants have stated that they have never
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heard of this word before; 17 informants have said that they have ever heard the
concept. However, they do not know exactly what it means. In other words, they
do not recognize the word enough to be able to define it. The remainder has given
an incorrect definition, mainly related to the basic meaning of the compounding
elements in the word. The concept 'conservative' shows a 25% positive change (0,5
mean score).Ihe item 'hobby', which has a 15% positive change in comparison to
the pretest score, gets the highest score together with the item 'cruel' (1,5 mean
score), which books a 45°/0 improvement. The items 'to discover' and 'to improve'
demonstrate a 40°/0 positive change. The high-frequent but abstract concept
'certain' indicates a rather stable improvement (from 0,6 to 0,8 mean score; 10°/0),
which shows the relative difficult>· of defming commonly used concepts in lan-
guage. Again, the literacy context can be at stake in this case. Likewise, the scores
of the abstract and formal verb 'to quench' can form an example of curriculum-
related effects (20% improvement). Another item in the 40% improvement
category is 'limpid', which shows a bottom effect in the pretest (0,8 mean score in
the  posttest). The remaining items show between   10%  and 30% improvement
compared to the pretest results.

In Table 6.3, the test results are shown on a paired item basis. Mean differences
indicate constantly negative scores owing to the fact that the posttest results are
higher. The confidence interval shows the scope in which the difference between
the two measurements may fall with 95% confidence interval (or p<,05). Only two
items (i.e., hobby and plane tree) do not indicate significant differences. Thus, ten
items in total have booked improvement in comparison to prior measurement. The
item 'monotonous' has a bottom effect in both the pre- and the posttest. This
shows the relatively high score level of the word definition task compared to the
word labelling task, in which no bottom effect has been detected in the posttest.
Also the curriculum effect can be evaluated in the light of the performance on this
task and the improvement rate of the other items.  If we bear in mind that this is the
most demanding task in  terms of literacy activities, the role of the curriculum in the
formal conceptual development can be observed in perspective. Table 6.4 shows
the paired samples t-test results of the word definition task which give the numbers
on task basis.

Table 6.4: Ovelview of the paired samples t-test results for the word definition task in the pre-
and posttest (3-point measurement scale: 0/1/2) (N items = 12)
i Word definition task                                          Mean SD T-value Significance  i
Pretest 3,27 2,59 -8,19 ,000
Posttest 9,38 4,40

.As can be seen in 'I able 6.4, the paired samples t-test for the sum of scores of the
word definition task in the pre- and posttest shows a significance value (p<,000;
2-tailed significance). Tlie 95% confidence interval of the difference (lower -7,65,
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upper -4,58) demonstrates also that the hypothetical mean difference which
amounts to zero, is not in the interval scope. Consequently, we can say that there
are statistically significant differences between the pre- and the posttest. We see
25.5°/0 improvement in terms of word definition, if we compare the mean scores in
both measurements. This is a statistically significant improvement.

As for the comparison of the scores in the pilot and main study, for instance, the
score level of the word 'certain' increases from 0,04 in the pilot test to 0,58 in the
pretest of the main study. The item 'monotonous' remains the most difficult
concept in all measurements. The word 'conservative' has a 0,25 p-value in the
pilot, while it shows a bottom effect in the pretest. The concept 'cruel' indicates a
0,50 p-value in the try-out; it has 0,27 in the first measurement of the main study.
The score level of the item 'limpid' changes from 0,42 to a bottom effect in the
pretest. The score level of the abstract verb 'to quench' increases from 0,25 to 0,12
p-value. It concerns an increase for 'to occupy' from 0,33 down to 0,04. 'To
discover' and 'to improve' have a similar inclination, which indicates an increase

from 0,42 down to 0,08 and 0,12. The remaining items show the same increase

pattern between the pilot study and the pretest of the main study. The item 'hobby'
maintains its low score level in both tests (0,42 and 0,58 p-value).

6.2.3 Word matching task

Subtask idiomatic meaning
Table 6.5 presents a summary of separate variables within the matching (of the
idiomatic meaning) task in the CDT pretest (N items = 5).

Table 6.5: Overview of the paired samples t-test results on paired item basis for the word-
matching task in the pre- and posttest (2-point measurement scale: 0/2)

'iWord matching subtaskl           Test'-   -I   -   Mean          SD   .        T-Galue :   '= Significance« 1
Kesl Pretest 1,62 ,80 -1,14 ,265

Posttest 1,85 ,54

Kes2 Pretest 1,77 ,65 -1,81 ,083

Posttest 2,00 ,00

Kes3 Pretest 1,77 ,65 -1,81 ,083

Posttest 2,00 ,00

Kes4 Pretest 1,38 ,94 -3,33 ,003

Posttest 2,00 ,00

Kes5 Pretest 1,23 '99 -2,54 ,018

Posttest 1,85 ,54

The item kes2 'to cut into equal pieces', in which the verb kesmek 'to cut' is used
with its core meaning, gets the highest mean score (i.e., 1,8) together with the item
kes3 adamak 'sacrifice; offer up'. The item kes.5 iletifim sailqyamamak 'not being able
to communicate' has the lowest mean (its score is 1,2 out of 2). The remaining two
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items   have    1,6   and   1,4 mean scores    (fall   out with someone and subt:racting,
respectively). The items kes2 and kes3 (i. e., to cut an apple into equal pieces and to

sacrifice a sheep), which convey the core meaning of the verb kesmek'to cut', score
higher in comparison to the other three items with idiomatic meaning (i. e., kes/: fall
out, kes4: subtracting and kest not being able to communicate) in the pretest.

Table 6.5 includes also a summary of separate variables within the word-
matching subtask concerning the idiomatic meaning in the sequential measurement
of the CDT. The items kes2 and kes3 with core meaning have a ceiling effect as well
as the item kes4 'subtracting', which   show   15%   and   30% positive change,

respectively. The item kes5 iletisim sailayamamak 'not being able to communicate' has
the lowest score (mean score 1,85), which indicates a 32.5% improvement. The
item kest  'fall out' shows  a 12.5% positive change  (from  1,6  to  1,85 mean score,
albeit statistically insignificant)

As expected, relatively easy items like kes2 and kes3 with the core meaning get
the highest score. Item kes4 'subtracting' with idiomatic meaning increases from  1,3
mean score to the highest score, i.e., 2, which refers to 35% improvement
compared to its score in the pretest. These three items represent usage which is
more affiliated to the core meaning of the verb kesmek 'to cut' (Le., to cut an apple,
to cut a sheep, to cut the debts from salary) than the items kest and kesS (to fall out
with someone and to be cut off on the line).

Table 6.5 demonstrates an overview of the paired samples t-test results on item
basis concerning the word matching subtaskl, which refers to the idiomatic
meaning of the verb kesmek 'to cut'. Items kest, kes2 and kes3 do not have a
statistically significant change in contrast to items kes4 and kes5. Items which

include a core meaning score steadily high in both measurements, as well as item
kesl 'fall out'. Item kesf 'not being able to communicate' shows a stanstlcally
significant    change    from    1,23    to    1,85    mean    score    as   well    as    the item kes4

'subtracting', which increased 0,62 point from 1,38 to the highest score.
Table 6.6 contains the summarizing results of the paired samples t-test, which

have been presented in Table 6.5 in detail, on task basis.

Table 6.6: Overview of the paired samples t-test results for the word matching subtaskl in the
pre- and posttest (2-point measurement scale: 0/2)

1 Woid matching subtaskl   3    · ,1«  --  -       - -Mean  ·.'.'ISO.  .  -4.3,T-Value':     .  = Signift6anbe  |
Pretest 7,77 3,06 -2,83 ,009
Posttest 9,69 1,09

Considering the whole task, we observe significant changes between the pre- and
posttest. Although significant, we do not observe drastic changes between the two
measurements, as the mean difference is equal to -1,92 in comparison with the
optimal difference value, i.e., 10. This receptive task is relatively easy for the
informants.
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Subtask matching (word formation)
Table 6.7 has a summary of the matching subtask2 concerning word formation in
the CDT pretest (N items = 7).

Table 6.7: Overview of the paired samples t-test results on item basis in the pre- and posttest of
the word matching subtask2 (compound formation) (2-point scale: 0/2) (N items = 7)

IWord matching subtask2   '       Test'     .»_   -_Mean           SD ._T-value Significance  I
Gobbets (ku*bap) Pretest 1,85 ,54 -,57 ,574

Posnest 1,92 ,39

Vulture (akbaba) Pretest 2,00 ,00 ,00 ,000

Posttest 2,00            ,00
Asparagus (ku*konmaz) Pretest 1,85 ,54 -1,00 ,327

Posttest 1,92            ,39
Woodpecker (aQaekakan) Pretest 1,69       ,74 ,372 ,713

Posttest 1,62 ,80

Mosquito (sivrisinekl Pretest 2,00            ,00 ,00 ,000

Posttest 2,00 ,00

Astray (baitboi) Pretest 2,00 ,00 1,443 ,161

Posttest 1,85 ,54

Thug (kabadayi) Pretest 2,00 ,00 ,00 ,000

Posttest 2,00 ,00

This task requires the construction of concepts which are compound words
consisting of two free morphemes. The items 'vulture' [akbaba: ak 'white' + baba
'fatherl, 'mosquito', 'astray' and 'thug' show a ceiling effect. The items 'gobbets'
(meat pieces; kusba,st) and 'asparagus' score also high (1,9 mean score). The item
'woodpecker' has the lowest score in the compound-matching task of the pretest
(mean 1,7)

Table 6.7 demonstrates also a summary of the mean Scores of the word
matching subtask2 in the posttest. The items 'vulture', 'mosquito' and 'thug' have
the same results as in the pretest (Le., a ceiling effect). The item 'astray' has a score
of 1,9 in the posttest, which is 5% decrease in comparison to the pretest. The same
holds for the item 'woodpecker'. The items 'gobbets' and 'asparagus' remain stable
and   indicate   only    2.5%    improvement   (from    1,8   to    1,9 mean score).   The   item
'woodpecker' has the lowest score in this high-performance receptive task.

The paired samples t-test results concerning word-matching (compound

formation) subtask2 can be observed in Table 6.7 on item basis at both measure-
ment times. The results for the items 'vulture', 'mosquito' and 'thug' remain
constant in both measurements. The remaining items also show no significant
changes as the improvements are approximately 2.5%. Compounds referring to
mainly concrete and low-frequent concepts score rather high and the scores remain
stable. The positive pre- and posttest difference refers to the difficulty of testing
absolute knowledge in receptive tasks, whereas the control on knowledge of the
content of any testing concepts can easily be traced in productive tasks. It can be
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observed from the scores in general that the majority of the informants recognize
almost all compounds.

Table 6.8 gives an overview of the test results of the same task by considering
compound formation as a subtask o f the word matching part of the lexical test.

Table 6.8: Overview of the paired samples t-test results on task basis in the pre- and posttest of
the word matching subtask2 (compound formation) (2-point scale: 0/2) (N items = 7)

-Word matching subtask2    , E.:   ,                            Mean             SD
-

T-value Significance  '
Pretest 13,38 1,47 ,196 ,846

Posttest 13,31 1,49

This subtask, which contains seven items, does not show statistically significant
differences between the two measurements (p<,846). The mean score difference
between the pre- and posttest is 0,07, which does not indicate improvement on this
task.

The results on the word-matching task have been presented above in detail, i.e.,
in the form of subtasks (core/idiomatic meaning and compound formation).
Table 6.9 presents the results of the paired samples t-test results in both the pre-
and posttest of the CDT word-matching task as a whole.

Table 6.9: Overview of the paired samples t-test results in the pre- and posttest of the word-
matching task as a whole (N items = 12)
'Word matching task            --           .'      -    Mean·-' '"SDIFI'' -".  TA>alde-' .,i  -Significance  i
Pretest 21,15 3,45 -2,03 ,053

Posttest 23,00 2,35

The matching task includes the assignment of the core/idiomatic meaning of a
verb (in this case kesmek 'to cut') according to the given meanings and the
compound formation subtask, which requires concept formation by means of two
free morphemes. The multiple-choice task contains svnonvms/antonyms and

conceptual field (discrimination) subtasks.
As can be observed in Table 6.9, there are statistically insignificant differences

between the outcomes of the pretest and the posttest, in so far as the word-
matching task is concerned. This can also be understood from the improvement
rate of the task performance. A 7.7% positive change emerges in the whole word
matching task. Word matching is a relatively easy receptive task within the CDT as
a whole.
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6.2.4 Multiple choice task

Subtask synonym-antonym
Table 6.10 shows a summary   o f the variables synonym-antonym within    the
multiple-choice task in the CDT pretest (N items = 3).

Table 6.10: Overview of the paired samples t-test results for the subtask synonym-antonym on
item basis in the pre- and posttest of the multiple-choice task

1
Multiple choice subtaskt                 Test    s                '   Mean   ,.     SD               '  T-value' , Significance   E

Interesting (i/gif© Pretest ,38 ,80 -1,00 ,327

Posttest ,62 ,94

Idiom (kafasim kurcalamak) Pretest ,46 ,86 -2,13 ,043

Posttest 1,08 1,02

Synonym (baibaia) Pretest ,38 ,80 -,37 ,713

Posttest ,46 ,86

There are three items in this subtask. These three items which are one of the two
subtasks (the other subtask being conceptual discrimination) within the multiple-
choice task, score very low in the pretest (0,38 and 0,46 mean score on the basis of
two). Items in which the synonym (replacibility) of the NP of the idiom baf basa
bzrakmak 'to let alone' and the antonym of the lexeme ikinf'interesting' are elicited,
score 0,38. The item in which the synonym (replacibility) of the NP of the idiom
kafastnt kurcalamak'to keep one's mind busy' is asked, scores 0,46.

A summary of the variables synonym-antonym within the multiple-choice
subtaskl in the CDT posttest is presented in Table 6.10 as well. The item idiom-
synonym (kgastnt kun·alamak 'to keep one's mind busy') gets again the highest score
(from 0,46 to 1 mean score), which is 27% improvement. The item concernlng
antonym  has  a  0,60 mean score  (from  0,38 mean score, which  is 11°/0 positive
change) and the other idiom-synonym item remains stable (from 0,38 to 0,41,
which is 1.5% improvement). This receptive subtask indicates relatively low scores
for its task category, which can be related to the replacibility feature of an idiomatic
element in a sentence.

The results of the paired samples t-test concerning the items of the above-
mentioned subtask are also presented in Table 6.10. Only the second idiom-
synonym item (k€/imnt kunalamak 'to keep one's mind busy') with its 27% positive
change indicates statistically significant differences (p<,043). The other two items
do not show a significant improvement. The second item k€»mi kurcalamak
concerns an idionn in Turkish which contains the word 'head' bas. This word can be
replaced with the concept 'mind' g'bin, which has been presented in the choices of
the item. This aspect seems to have had an effect on the change in the score level
of this particular item.
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Table 6.11 contains the paired samples t-test results of the multiple choice
subtaskl antonym-synonym in terms of a comparison of the pre- and posttest. This
subtask does indicate statistically significant differences between the two
measurements (p<,031).

Table 6.11: Overview  of the paired samples t-test results on subtask basis   in  the   pre-  and
posttest of the multiple-choice task
1 Multiple choice subtaskl

 

  Mean    SD T-value Significance i
Pretest 1,23 1,39 -2,29 ,031

Posttest 2,15 1,59

As can be seen in Table 6.11, there is a small but significant mean difference
between the two measurements (-0,92), which is mainly due to the contribution of
the performance on one item (i.e., the second idiom-svnonvm item). As a result of
this score difference, we observe  a  15.3°/0 improvement in  the task performance
(synonym-antonym). This positive change in the task as a whole yields a statistically
significant difference between the pretest and the posttest. This is a remarkable task
in the receptive category in terms of its relatively high score level.

Subtask conceptual field
Table 6.12 comprises a summary of the variables of the subtask conceptual field
within the multiple-choice task in the pretest.

Table 6.12: Overview of the paired samples t-test results on item basis in the pre- and posttest
of the multiple-choice subtask2 (conceptual field)

  Multiple choice subtask2 Test Mean SD T-value Significance 1
Occupation (ugra*) Pretest 2,00       ,00 ,000 ,000

Posttest 2,00       ,00

Marching (yuruyus Pretest 1,31         ,97 -,372 ,713
Posttest 1,38 ,94

Much more (fazta) Pretest 0,15 ,54 -5,84 ,000

Postlest 1,31       ,97

Stale (bayaft Pretest 1,54 ,86 -1,00 ,327

Posttest 1,69       ,74

Four lexemes are presented in multiple-choice form, out of which one is not in the
same conceptual field (e.g., school, pupil, occupation, book) and that lexeme should
be chosen. The item 'occupation' shows a ceiling effect, whilst the items 'stale' and

'marching'  have  1,5  and   1,3 mean scores.  The  item  'much  more'  has a bottom
effect (0,1 mean score). The item 'occupation' has a ceiling effect as in the pretest.
This particular item had the same effect in the pilot study as well (see Table 4.8 in
Chapter 4). The item 'stale' scored 1,7 which booked a 10°/o improvement and the
item 'marching' moves  from  1,25  to  1,4 mean score, which means 7.59/0 positive
change in comparison to the pretest outcomes. The item 'much more', which had a
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bottom effect (0,1 mean score) in the pretest, indicates 60% improvement in the
posttest (1,3 mean score). This item, which demonstrates a considerablv positive
change, contains the following lexemes: few, rare, scant, much more. The task
requires to select the item, which semantically does not fit the other three items.
The improvement indicates the lexical knowledge on the first three items through
which they can be discriminated from the deviating item 'much more'.

Table 6.12 demonstrates the paired samples t-test results of the subtask

'conceptual field' on item basis. The item 'occupation' does not show any
difference at all and it is the easiest conceptual item in this task. The items

'marching' and 'stale' do not indicate any statistically significant differences. Only
the item 'much more' shows significant differences in this subtask. The per-
formance of the other three items remains stable and at a high level, whereas the
knowledge concerning the words in this item shows a considerable change.

Table 6.13 shows the paired samples t-test results of the subtask 'conceptual

field' on task basis. This subtask, which showed only one significant difference on
item basis, indicates statistically significant differences on task basis. The mean
difference between the two tests is -1,38. In virtue o f this, 17.3% improvement can
be observed in comparison with the pretest results.

Table 6.13: Overview of the paired samples t-test results on task basis in the pre- and posttest
of the multiple-choice task (subtask conceptual field)
1 Multiple chdice subtask2                                                     Mean · -SD T-value                 Significance    

Pretest 5,00 1,52 -4,21 ,000

Posttest 6,38 1,60

Table 6.14 shows the paired samples t-test results of the lexical multiple-choice task
in combination with its subtasks.

Table 6.14: Overview of the paired samples t-test results in the pre- and posttest of the multiple-
choice task as a whole (N items = 7)
i Multiple choice task Mean SD T-value Significance i

Pretest 6,23 2,07 -3,95 ,001

Posnest 8,54 2,16

Statistically significant improvements are observed (p<,001). The mean difference
as a result of the pretest (6,23) and the posttest (8,54) is -2,31. The 14-point mean
score would stand for 100°/0 improvement between the two measurements. The
2,31    difference   re fers therefore   to 16.5% positive change. The tasks, which
constitute the receptive aspect of the lexical test, vary in terms of significant
improvements. The performance on the matching task is stable, whereas this task
indicates an important positive change.
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6.3 Accumulative outcomes

Thus far, the results concerning the productive word labelling and word definition
tasks and the receptive tasks (matching subtasks 1 and 2. multiple choice subtasks 1
and 2) have been presented. Below, the results of the productive and receptive
tasks and the results of the lexical test as a whole are presented.

6.3.1 Accumulative outcomes at the productive level
Table 6.15 contains the paired samples t-test results in both the pre- and posttest of
the CDT productive lexical tasks.

Table 6.15: Overview of the paired samples t-test results in the pre- and posttest of the
productive lexical tasks (N items = 24)

, Productive tasks                                               Mean          SD T-value Significance  '
Pretest 12,96 3,48 -13,25 ,000
Posttest 27,27 7,11

The mean of the pretest is 12,96 out of 48, whereas the mean of the posttest is
27,27. The paired differences are statistically significant. The mean difference is
-14,31, which means 29.8% improvement in the CDT lexical productive task. The
informants show considerable progress in the learning process regarding the word
labelling and word definition tasks.

There are some noteworthy score differences within the productive tasks. In a
general perspective, the lexeme retrieval task on lemma basis attains higher scores
than the task in which lemma representation is required on lexeme basis. As has
been expected, word labelling is by definition less demanding than word definition.
l'lie word labelling performance scope  is  in  the  main  from 0,5  to  1,5 mean  score,
whereas the scope for word definition is in the 0,2 and 0,5 mean score interval. In
the word labelling categon', only less frequent, abstract, formally used technical
terms such as 'developing a film', 'dawn' and 'course' indicate a bottom effect,
whilst in the word definition category less frequent and abstract lexical properties
have the same effect. In the latter category, the loan word 'hobby' has an out-
standing performance, which is presumably due to its lexical features (frequency,
use in two languages).

In the lexical posttest of the CDT, the improvement of the pupils can be
observed in terms of the productive aspect of their lexical knowledge. We observe
again that the main distinction between the lexeme and lemma retrieval has been
maintained in the posttest.1 he main accumulation of scores is between 1 and 2
mean value in the labelling task, which means 25°/0 improvement. It is between 0,5
and 0,8 mean score for the definition task, which is 15% improvement.

The improvement rate of productive lexical skills begins from a very low level in
the pretest and it slightly increases to an intermediate level. The mark out of a
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standardized 100 that the informants got was 27 in the pretest and it moved up to
57 in the posttest.

6.3.2 Accumulative outcomes at the receptive level
Table 6.16 presents the paired samples t-test results in both the pre- and posttest of
the lexical receptive tasks in the CDT lexicon.

Table 6.16: Overview of the paired samples t-test results in the pre- and posttest of the
receptive lexical tasks (N items = 19)

Receptive tasks Mean SD T-value Significance
Pretest 27,38 4,79 -3,67 ,001

Posttest 31,54 2,21

The mean of the pretest is 27,38 out of 38, whereas the mean of the posttest is
31,54. The paired differences are statistically significant. The mean difference is
-4,16 which shows 10.9% improvement.

If we standardize the scores on the basis of a total mark of 100, the informant
group receives 72 in the pretest for receptive lexical knowledge; their mark is 83 in
the posttest. In so far as productive lexical knowledge is concerned, their mark
increases from 27 to 57 at the second measurement. The progress of the pupils in
the first category is 11°/0, whilst it is  30°/0 in the latter. Even though the positive rate
change is higher in the productive tasks than in the receptive tasks, the level
category of the marks in the former is much lower than in the latter. In other
words, receptive lexical knowledge of the informants is at a high level and
demonstrates a stable improvement within one school year, whereas productive
lexical knowledge of the pupils is at a low level in the initial testing. However,
productive lexical knowledge books a considerable improvement within one school
year, even though it remains at an intermediate performance level.

Also in the receptive tasks, a performance differentiation can be observed
according  to  the task category  in the pretest. The score interval is between  1,5  and
2 mean value  for the word-matching  task.  It is between  0,5  and  1,5 mean score
interval for the multiple-choice task. This implies that knowledge about idiomatic
use of lexical elements and conceptual differentiation is not yet improved in
comparison to lexical knowledge about connotative, core meaning and compound
formation.

The mean scores of the CDT lexical posttest results in terms of the receptive
tasks remain in general at the same level in comparison with the productive task
results. The internal performance differentiation maintains itself in the posttest too.
The matching outcomes remain at a high level, whilst the multiple choice tasks

concerning synonym-antonym and conceptual field score at a relatively low level in
general. In tliis category too, a performance difference can be seen. The conceptual
field task indicates a considerable improvement in the learning process compared
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to the synonym-antonym in idiomatic use. The compound formation, core and
connotative meaning tasks attain almost a complete ceiling effect in the posttest.

6.3.3 Accumulative outcomes at the whole test level
Thus far, various internal dimensions of the curriculum-dependent lexical test have
been analysed. In this process, an inductive methodology has been used, which has
led us from distinctive parts of measurement to the whole test corpus. Below, the
complete test batten' will be analysed as a whole. Table 6.17 presents the paired
samples t-test results concerning the pre- and posttest of the CDT lexicon.

Table 6.17: Overview  of the paired samples t-test results  in  the  pre- and posttest  of the lexical
test (N items = 43)

  Lexical test                                                               Mean SD T.value  '         Significance  Q
Pretest 40,35 6,73 -13,24 ,000

Posttest 58,81 7,85

The mean of the pretest is 40,35 out of 86, whereas the mean of the posttest is
58,81. The paired differences are statistically significant (p<,000). The mean
difference is -18,46 which means 21.5% improvement in the CDT lexical test. The
mark that the informants get is 46,9 out of a standardized 100 in the pretest. In the
posttest,  they  get  68,4  out  of  100. The change in performance  on the productive
tasks has a major impact on the improvement proportion.

The overall results gained in the lexical pretest of the curriculum-dependent test
reflect the pre-curriculum status of knowledge concerning vocabulary presented in
the  curriculum.  The  receptive task scores cluster predominantly around  1,5  and  2,
whereas the productive task results are accumulated around  0,5  and  1.  The  task-
internal differentiation can also be clearly observed in a holistic manner. The word
definition task is in the lowest category, followed by the word labelling and
multiple-choice tasks. 1-he highest performance category concerns the matching of
idiomatic, core meaning and compound formation.

The mean scores in the overall results of the lexical posttest are mainly between
1 and 2. Although the paired differences analysis is based on the whole lexical test,
the present pairs show significant changes. On the other hand, the improvement
can be accurately observed on item and task basis according to the responses at
hand. Likewise, changes over time can be detected predominantly for the
productive tasks, whereas the outcomes on the receptive tasks remain relatively
stable.

In the posttest too, the above-mentioned performance order per category is
maintained. The representation of a lexical definition remains the most difficult
task in both measurements.
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6.4  Conclusions and discussion

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the CDT is based on one domain
of testing (i.e., lexicon), which has been applied at the beginning and the end of one
school year, i.e., in terms of pre- and posttesting. The test is based on a longitudinal
study design, and is kept identical in order to assess changes over time.

The lexical test functions mainly to assess the lexical knowledge of the pupils in
broad and in-depth perspectives. The word labelling and word definition tasks refer

to responding to the questions in the items by actively producing the relevant
lexeme or lemma, whereas the word matching and multiple choice tasks concern
responding to the questions in the items by using the concepts which have already
been presented in a particular item. This is assumed to constitute the main
distinction between the broad and in-depth perspectives. Table 6.18 presents an
overview of the significance and improvement rate of the lexical tasks in the CDT
pre- and posttest.

Table 6.18: Overview of number of items, significance and improvement rate of the lexical tasks
in the CDT pre- and posttest

Lexical tasks   N Items         Significance   Improvement - -
· ........'.-  ..' •-·...rate  -  -

Word labelling                                                      12 ,000 34.1%
Word definition                                                                                        12 ,000 25.5%
Whole word matching task 12 (5+7) ,053 7.7%

Word matching subtaskl kes-                          5 ,009 19.2%
Word matching subtask2 compound formation 7 ,846 0.5%

Whole multiple choice task 7 (3+4) ,001 16.5%

Multiple choice subtaskl synonym-antonym 3 ,031 15.3%

Multiple choice subtask2 conceptual field            4 ,000 17.3%

The task improvement rates, which are calculated on the basis of the mean score
and the scale of the task concerned, range from 0.5°/0 to 34.1%. The productive
tasks (i.e., word labelling and word definition) book the highest improvement rates
in comparison to the receptive ones (i. e., word matching and multiple choice). The
improvement scope of the productive tasks is between 25.5% and 34.1%, whereas
the (whole) receptive tasks range from 7.7% and 16.5%. Consequently, the
productive tasks indicate significant positive changes, whilst the receptive tasks
remain almost stable at the same level.

Owing to the fact that the comparison is conducted internally (i.e., between
productive and receptive tasks), the positive change in the productive tasks seems
to be much higher than that in the receptive tasks. This statement should be
specified with the information that the proportion is only relatively high, as the
scores of the receptive tasks remain in general at a high level. In order to illustrate
this, the pre- and posttest mean scores of a productive (e.g., word definition) and a
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receptive task (e.g., word matching) can be considered. The pretest mean score of
the word definition task is 3,27 on the basis of a 24 total score, whilst the posttest
mean score is 9,38. The mean difference is 6,11, which means 25.15% improve-
ment (statistically significant change) in the posttest results compared to the pretest
measurement. On the other hand, the pretest mean score of the word-matching
task is 21,15 on the basis of a 24 total score, whereas the mean score of the posttest
is 23. The mean difference is 1,85, which means 7.7% improvement (statistically
significant change) in the posttest results compared to the pretest measurement.

I f we standardize the productive-receptive task improvement rates by translating
them  into   a standard scale   on a basis   o f  10, the level differences   at  task   and   test
level become clearer.  For instance, if a pupil gets an average  1,36 out of ten for the
pretest word definition task (i.e., a productive task), then (s)he gets 3,90 out of ten
for the posttest of the same task; if a pupil scores an average 8,8 out of ten for the
pretest word matching task (i.e., a receptive task), then (s)he attains a 9,6 mean
score out of ten for the posttest of the same task. However, the effect is neither at
the same level nor in the same proportion. e.g., the productive skills concerning the
word definition task are at a very low level in the first measurement, and they
remain still at a low level, although with a relatively high improvement rate (from
1,36 to 3,90 out of 10; 25.59/o improvement rate; significant change, p<,000). The
receptive skills concerning the word-matching task are at a very high level in the
first measurement and they retain the same level with a relatively low improvement
rate (from 8,8 to 9,6 out of 10; 7.7% improvement rate; significant change, p<,053)
This finding implies that pupils start language instruction with relatively high
receptive language skills and very low productive language skills. The first ones
remain at the end of the school year almost at the same level, whilst the latter skills
book higher improvement but still remain at a low level.

As can be seen in Table 6.18, only matching subtask2 (compound formation)
does not show statistically significant differences between the two times measure-
ment. Its improvement    rate   is    also   low (0.5%) Matching subtaskl (idiomatic
meaning of the verb kes- 'to cut') and multiple-choice subtask2 (conceptual
field/semantic discrimination), however, show significant changes with an average
18°'o  improvement  rate.  The mean scores  of matching subtaskl are between   1,2
and 2 out of 2 in both the pre- and posttest, whilst the scores on multiple-choice
subtask2 are 0,1 and 2 out of 2 in the two measurements, which indicate relatively
low and high subtask scores, respectively.

I f we look at the whole matching and multiple-choice task as a combination of
the subtasks, their improvement rate is relatively low (7.7% and 16.5%), in spite of
their significant paired differences. This asymmetry apparently originates from the
fact that the idiomatic meaning of a verb and semantic discrimination (conceptual
fiel* have relatively high scores in comparison with the other subtasks. In this
sense, multiple-choice subtaskl (synonym/antonvm) is and remains a relatively
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difficult task and matching subtask2 (compound formation) is a relatively easy task.
Thus, most progress is visible in the productive tasks, although the task
performance level is relatively low, whereas the receptive lexical knowledge remains
stable.

As for the internal correlation between the lexical (sub)tasks in the posttest,
Table 6.19 shows a summary of a Spearman bivariate correlation analysis. The
numbers in the first row refer to the correlation coefficient and in the second row
to the significance level. The analysis has been conducted to detect a possible
shared causal connection between the CDT lexical tasks and to assess the internal
validity of the test.

Table 6.19: Overview of Spearman bivariate correlation analysis of the lexical (sub)tasks in the
posttest; numbers in the first row refer to correlation coefficient and in the second row to
significance level (*correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed);

** correlation is significant
at the .01 level (2-tailed))

i Lexical task'c-              0        - -8 .4

Fl. S c       ..5.._t . _ .    . . 8-   ·  ·,   · :  .8.   -

15         /2    . 3  -  0 ·29   1.:g·     291  95.

i        ..    ...  .4-:    ..2  .    2:. .,  .8...;-  a,-1:.. ....a,ZI..... 2.,dz:-Jrd-.
Word labelling 1,000 ,319 ,103 ,352 ,230 ,342 -,299 ,169

,112 ,618 ,077 ,258 ,087 ,138 ,408

Word definition ,319 1,000 ,532** ,085 ,522** -,142 ,149 ,222

,112 ,005 ,680 ,006 ,489 ,466 ,276

Word matching ,103 ,532** 1,000 -,056 ,806** -,116 ,593** -,039

,618 ,005 ,784 ,000 ,573 ,001 ,850

subtaskl ,230 ,522** ,806** ,144 1,000 ,030 ,046 ,081

,258 ,006 ,000 ,482 ,885 ,824 ,696

subtask2 -,299 ,149 ,593** -,404* ,046 -,252 1,000 -,285

,138 ,466 ,001 ,041 ,824 ,214 ,158

Multiple choice ,352 ,085 -,056 1,000 ,144 ,577*' -,404* ,610**

,077 ,680 ,784 ,482 ,002 ,041 ,001

subtaskl ,342 -,142 -,116 ,577** ,030 1,000 -,252 -,248

,087 ,489 ,573 ,002 ,885 ,214 ,221

subtask2 ,169 ,222 -,039 ,610** ,081 -,248 -,285 1,000

,408 ,276 ,850 ,001 ,696 ,221 ,158

Table 6.19 contains seven significant test-internal correlations. The word definition
task indicates a significant positive correlation with the word-matching task,
although the first category has low scores, whereas the latter has high ones. This
implies that there can be a proportional and related increase and decrease in the
scores of the two tasks. A negative correlation emerges between the multiple choice
and word-matching tasks, which means that compound formation requires a
different lexical operation from semantic discrimination. The correlation is not
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significant within the productive tasks, which implies a distinction between the
retrieval of lexemes and lemmas.

In sum, we observe that this longitudinal study shows that the productive lexical
skills of the informants  (i.e., in  terms of word definition and word labelling)  are at a
low level at the beginning of the language instruction process and remain mainly at
the same level at the end of the process. Their receptive lexical skills (i.e., in terms
of semantic discrimination and compound formation), however, are at a high level
from the very beginning. This, in turn, invites the inference that the curriculum
does not have much positive impact on the lexical achievement of the pupils in
Turkish.



CHAPTER 7

Language proficiency in crossnational
perspective

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the outcomes of the curnculum-independent test (CIT) concerning
lexical development will be presented. The CDT, of which the results have been
presented in the previous chapter, refers to the effects of one year language
instruction on the linguistic repertoire in Turkish of one particular group of pupils
in the Netherlands. The CIT concerns studying the same theoretical mechanisms
(i. e., both lexical and grammatical proficiency in productive and receptive
perspectives) in a broader scope. The focus of the CDT is on the curriculum within
one particular school where a particular method is constantly applied. The CIT
functions as an overall assessment of language proficiency across pupil groups in
the Netherlands and in Turkey. The CIT in this regard functions as a tool of
language performance companson concerning speakers of the same language, in
cam Turkish, within a bilingual and a monolingual setting, respectively.

The CIT involves the measurement of language proficiency at lexical (knowledge
o f free morphemes) and morphosyntactic (knowledge of bound morphemes) level.
Five pupil groups in five different schools (in five different cities) in the
Netherlands and two pupil groups in two schools (in two different cities) in Turkey
have been selected (see Table 3.1 in Chapter 3). The core group in the Netherlands
consists of 59 pupils, the reference group in Turkey consists of 41 pupils
(henceforward CG and RG, respectively). The latter group of pupils serves as a
monolingual RG, of which the proficiency will be considered as a point of
reference in order to attain a better evaluation and understanding concerning the
language profiaency status of the CG in the Netherlands.

7.2   Outcomes of the lexical tasks

Under this section, the statistical results concerning the CIT lexical tasks will be
presented. Reliability scores of the three main tests are as follows: CIT lexicon =,90
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Cronbach 2; Test-A =,82 Cronbach a; Test-B =,90 Cronbach cr. Analyses will be
conducted for each task by means of independent samples t-test for equality of
means. In order to evaluate the variance between and within the groups, the results

of a  one-way anal,sts of variance will be presented in combination with a post-hoc
analysis, which will serve to track down and specify differences between the
informant groups.

7.2.1 Word labelling task
This task, which involves retrieving the matching lexeme according to its lemma
presented in the item, contains eight items. The highest score occurs for the item
bencil 'egoist',  responded  by  the  RG  with  a  1,6  mean  score and bilgisayar <computer'
with   a   1,6 mean score   by   the   CG. The lowest score   occurs   in   the   CG   for

alfak, iniillii 'humble' and b'im.rer 'optimist' with a 0,5 mean score.
The lexical definition of the items bi&isayar 'computer' and bans 'peac€ have

attained the highest score in the CG (1,6 mean score out of 2). The scores of the
items bendl 'egoist', leibirli 'arrogant' and bogiirii 'tolerance' range between  1  and  1,2

mean score in the same group. The items tbh)40 'cooperation',  yimser 'optitnist' and

a4akgbnzillti 'humble' get the lowest score in the CG (0,4 - 0,6).
The items bena7, kibirli and banf have the highest score within the RG (mean

score 1,5 - 1,6). The scores of the items iyimser, bogiirii and if birligi are between 0,8
and 1 mean score. The item bilgisayar, which shows the highest score in the CG, and
aleakgoniillii both have the lowest score in the RG (0,6 mean score). The lemma
peace' gets the highest score in both groups, whilst 'computer' is the only item
which scores higher in the CG than in the RG. In the main, there are no
remarkable differences between the item scores except the latter, as it is a concept
in a concrete, technical and formal mode, which is presumably more frequently
used by the CG. The item 'egoist' shows a high performance difference between
the two groups (mean score  1  in the CG and 1,6 in the RG). The remaining items
are almost at the same level.

An independent samples t-test has been conducted in order to assess whether
there are statistically significant differences between the item scores in the two
groups. Table 7.1 presents the results of the test concerned. The items show
significant differences across the two groups, except a4akgdnullii, bofgdrii and bans.

Only the item bil isajar 'computer' has a positive mean difference, which is due to
the high score in the CG. As can be inferred from the mean differences ill
Table 7.1, the item scores between the two groups do not vary much from one
another, except the last mentioned item.
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Table 7.1: Results  of the independent samples t-test  on  the two groups concerning the word-
labelling task (minimum score = 0; maximum score = 2)
1 Word labelling task item Group          Mean SD T-value '

Significance _ I
Bencil CG 1,00 ,96 -3,747 ,000

RG 1,66 ,69

Kibirli CG 1,12 ,97 -2,533 ,013

RG 1,56 ,67

Al akg6n0110 CG ,49 ,80 -1,245 ,216

RG              ,71           ,93
Iyimser CG ,53 37 -3,093 ,003

RG 1,02 ,82

Ho*garO CG 1,08 ,92 -,076 '940

RG 1,10 ,70

Bilgisayar CG 1,63 ,76 5,716 ,000

RG ,68 ,88

1*birliOi CG ,64 ,52 -2,144 ,034

RG ,85      ,42

Bang CG 1,51 ,86 -,458 ,648

RG 1,59 J7

Three items do not show significant differences, whereas five items show sig-
nificant differences. If we look at the task scores in total, the word labelling task
does not indicate statistically significant differences between the CG and the RG
according to the independent samples t-test for equality of means (mean difference
=-1,17; df=98; two-tailed significance p<,098)

We can only conclude that the mean scores of the two groups do not differ
significantly. Some scores may be identical or may be very close to each other. At
the same time, the two groups do not precisely have identical outcomes. A second
question would be if they all do not have the same results, then how much do their
scores vary from one another and is this vanance significant? The one-way analysis
of variance yields a significance and f-value, which both lead to the rejection of the
zero-hypothesis concerning equal means (F=9,46; df=6 between groups, 93 within
groups; significance p<,000). It can therefore be concluded that the groups' means
are not equal.

7.2.2 Word definition task
This task, which has been designed in reverse order compared to the previous task,
concerns the presentation of lexemes as task items. The task contains various
lexical categories, of which the scope ranges from basic lexical units such as noun,
adjective and verb, to idiom and proverb (N items = 9).

The item which involves the lemma of the lexeme kaZanmak 'to win' reaches the
highest scores in the two groups (1,8 mean score in the CG and a ceiling effect in
the RG). The item kavram 'concept' has the lowest scores in the two groups (0,3
mean score in the CG and 0,6 in the RG).
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The scores of the CG in this task are relatively low in general; except the score
of the above-mentioned item, the mean scores are between 0,2 and 0,7. The idiom
ku 0na ginsek  'to understand',  the  proverb el elden iistiindur'there is always a better
one', the noun koful'condition: the adjective fwrak 'and' and the noun aynntz 'detail'
form the intermediate scores with an average 0,6 mean score in this group. The
proverb duvan  nem  insant gam ytkar 'sadness kills  the  man'  and  the noun ,cevin
'translation' are in the low category of this group (0,3 mean score). As can be seen
in the distribution of the scores, there is a gradual transition from a less frequent
and more abstract lexeme (i.e., kal,ram 'concept') to a more frequent and less
abstract lexical unit (i.e., katanmak 'to winD. The low category items carry a
relatively abstract, less transparent and indirect reference to their content. The
items with intermediate scores have a less abstract, more transparent and direct
reference to their lemmas. The item with the highest score owes probably its status
to the feature in the spectrum of frequency, abstractness and direct reference.

The mean scores in the RG range from 0,6 to 2. The noun kavram 'concept', the
proverb el elden iistundikr 'there is always a better one' and the proverb duvan nem
insant  gamy:kar 'sadness kills the man' get the lowest scores (0,6 mean score). The
adjective prak 'and', the noun feviii 'translation' and, as in the CG, the noun koful

'condition: aynntt 'detail' and the idiom kulagmagimiek 'to understand' are all in the
intermediate score group (1 - 1,5 mean score). In the highest category, there is one
item, i.e., katinmak 'to win'  (2 mean score). Only the proverb duvan nem insant gam
ytkar is in the lowest category in the two groups. Their score levels are different.
The literal translation of this proverb is 'moisture brings down a wall and a grief a
man'. The lexical features of its constituents (moisture, grief, bring down a wall and
a man) have probably led to this performance level. Whilst the two proverbs have
relatively low scores in both groups, the idiom kulaginaginnek (literal: 'to enter into

,\                                             *

one s  ear )  is ill  the intermediate category. Kauram 'concept', which is presumably
the most abstract item in the task, gets the lowest performance in the two groups.
As this concept refers basically to its own label as concept and requires its own
definition, its score level can be seen in the lexeme definition (0,2 in the CG:
bottom effect; 0,6 in the RG). The proverb el elden iistiindiir (literal: one hand is
superior to the other) and the verb katanmak 'to win' are the only items which
score almost at the same level in both groups. This is probably due to their
frequency and less opaque features. When it comes to a more literacy-related task
such as lexeme definition, differences become clearer between the two groups.

The distribution of scores in the word definition task does not provide the same
or similar picture as in the previous task. It may be easier to retrieve an appropriate
word, when the lexical definition of that word is given and its label is asked, than
when it is asked to define the given word. If the lexeme pertaining to the lemma
'holding to an opinion or course of action in a very determined way' is asked, one
may correctly respond with the lexeme 'stubborn' or 'obstinate', although a
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semantic nuance can always be found between the lexemes. However, when asked
to define the lexeme 'pertinacious', it may not be easy in the same degree to
provide the matching lernma. If the lexeme concerned is not in the mental lexicon
(i. e., never heard or read before), then the task performance becomes considerably
restricted.

In order to evaluate whether there are statistically significant differences between
the two groups on item basis, an independent samples t-test has been implemented.
Table 7.2 contains the results of this test.

Table 7.2: Results of the independent samples t-test on the two groups concerning the word
definition task (minimum score = 0; maximum score = 2)

j Word definition task item Group          Mean SD T.value Significance   I
Oorak CG ,37 ,74 -4,179 ,000

RG 1,07 ,93

Ko4ul CG ,69           ,91 -4,484 ,000

RG 1,51 ,87

Oeviri CG ,17 ,56 -6,276 ,000

RG 1,15            ,99

Kazanmak CG 1,75 ,63 -1,922 ,058

RG 1,95           ,31

Ayrinti CG              ,41           ,79 -4,879 ,000

RG 1,24 ,92

Kavram CG ,03 ,37 -4,865 ,000

RG ,66 ,82

KulaOina girmek CG ,78 ,98 -3,542 ,001

RG 1,46 ,90

Duvari nem insani gam yikar CG ,25 ,66 -2,576 ,011

RG ,66            ,91

El elden OstOndOr CG ,59            ,91 -,726 ,470

RG ,73 ,98

All mean differences show negative values, which is due to the overall high scores
of the RG. Apart from the proverb el elden fistiindiir (0,59 and 0,73 mean score) and
the verb ka<anmak (1,75  and  1,95 mean  scores;  p<,058  two-tailed), all items  show
statistically significant differences between the two groups. Thus, two items show
similar score patterns across the two groups, whereas seven items refer to
differences in lexeme knowledge.

If the scores are evaluated at the task level, the word definition task shows
statistically significant differences between the CG and the RG according to the
independent samples t-test for equality of means (mean difference =-5,35; df=98;
two-tailed significance p<,000). The negative mean difference makes clear that the
RG performs better than the CG.
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7.2.3 Word matching task

Word matching subtaskl
Word  matching as a receptive task contains two subtasks which  have 12 items  in
total. Matching subtaskl concerns the combination of an idiomatic meaning of the
verb calmak with its use in a sentence. Table 7.3 contains the results of= this task.

Table 7.3: Results of the independent samples t-test on the two groups concerning the word
matching subtaskl (minimum score = 0; maximum score = 2)
Word matching subtaskl items Group              Mean SD T-value

-
Significance    

Garpmak CG 1,42       ,91 -2,71 ,008

RG 1,85 ,53

Mayalandirmak CG 1,86         ,51 -,974 ,332

RG 1,95       ,31

Bo5a harcamak CG 1,69 ,73 -,085 ,933

RG 1,71 ,72

Vurarak ses pkarmak CG 1,49 ,88 -1,98 ,050

RG 1,80 ,60

Abirmak CG 1,66 ,76 -2,31 ,022

RG 1,95       ,31

Seslendirmek CG 1,63 ,79 -1,61 ,111

RG 1,85 ,53

Muhabbet etmek CG 1,76 ,65 -1,19 ,234

RG 1,90 ,44

The items mqyalandirmak'to fermentise' and astrmak 'to steal' get the highest scores
of the whole population (ceiling effect), whilst the item carpmak 'to throw' has the
lowest score (1,4 mean score). In contrast to the results of the previous productive
tasks (with the lowest mean score 0,2), this subtask scores in a rather high range.

The items mubabbet etmek 'to chat', bosa banamak 'to waste', fmak 'to steal' and
seslendirmek 'to play' are in the intermediate score category (1,6 - 1,8) in the CG.
Alayalanduzuak is the high scoring item in this group. The items catpmak 'to throw'
and vurarak ses aka,mak'to knock' have the lowest score in this group (score range

of the CG: 1,4 to 1,5).
The items mqyalandtnwak, apnwak and mubabbet etmek have the highest score in

the  RG  (mean  score  1,9).  The  lowest  score  in  this group occurs  for the item boia

barcamak (mean score 1,7). The remaining items in the middle score category have a
rather high score (1,8). At item level, the RG scores are higher than the CG scores.

Two items contain significant differences, whereas five items show similarities.
If we assess  the task scores  for the word matching subtaskl in total, the t-test does
indicate statistically significant differences between the CG and the RG (mean
difference =-1,49; df=98; two-tailed significance p<,009)

As for the inter-group variance on task basis, the analysis has yielded an
insignificant value concerning groups' variances (F=2,10; df=99; mean difference
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=-1,88; p<,060) There are no considerable performance differences between the
two groups, in so far as this receptive task is concerned.

Word matching subtask2
In this task, the meaning of the item ancak, which variably takes lexical functions
such as adlective, adverb and connective, has been assessed. The items en erken  the

earliest'  and  en fa   'the  most'  are in  the adjective function,  ama  'but'  is  in  the
connective function, and sadece 'only' and simdi 'now' are in the adverb function.
The  scores  range  from 1,45 (sadece and en erken in the CG; enfil la and sadece in the

RG) to  1,80 (en erken in the RG and enfatki in the CG)
The item en fa la (adjective) has the highest mean score in the CG (1,8), whilst

sadece (adverb) and en erken have the lowest mean score (1,4). The adverb and the
connective (fimdi and ama) have an intermediate mean score in this group (1,5).

The items fimdi and ama are in the intermediate score category in the RG (1,55 -
1,65 mean score). The item en erken has the highest mean score (1,75). Given the
overall scores, the RG and the CG have a similar performance pattern iii this
subtask.

Table 7.4 presents the t-test results of the word matching subtask.2 items
concerning the two groups.

Table 7.4: Results of the independent samples t-test on the two groups concerning the word
matching subtask2 ANCAK (minimum score = 0; maximum score = 2)
I Word matching #ubtasle ANCAK,-' Group -   .·'f#Mdan 96;'7SO : -7:/R'tr-Value,y,  : ;tiSigrillidance l
*imdi, *u anda CG 1,53 ,86 -,206 ,837

RG 1,56 ,84

En erken CG 1,46 ,90 -1,810 ,073

RG 1,76 ,66

En fazla CG 1,83 ,56 2,515 ,014

RG 1,46 ,90

Ama, fakat, lakin CG 1,53 ,86 -,798 ,427

RG 1,66 ,76

Yalniz, sadece CG 1,46 ,90 -,032 ,975

RG 1,46 ,90

One item (adlective en fa la) indicates statistically significant differences between
the CG and the RG, whilst four items (adverbs simdi and sadece, adjective en erken

and connective amd) have similar scores.
When we look at the word matching subtask2 scores in total, the task does not

contain statistically significant differences between the CG and the RG according
to the t-test for equality of means (mean difference =-,105; df=98; two-tailed
significance p<,876).

I f we combine the outcomes of the two word matching subtasks into one whole
matching task, we get similar results. The only difference is the score level, which
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has equally and proportionally been doubled. The independent samples t-test on
the matching task as a whole does not indicate significant differences (mean
difference =-1,60; df=98, p<,108).

7.2.4 Multiple choice task

Multiple choice subtaskl: conceptual field
Multiple-choice subtaskl concerns the selection of one out of four semantically
similar concepts. The lexeme to be selected refers to a concept which is in a similar
semantic field with the other three. However, it deviates from them in a meaning
aspect yielding a lexical or conceptual nuance in degree, direction, polarity etc. In
this respect, there is to a certain extent a contrast in each item, which requires
firstly to perceive and construct the general semantic framework of the lexemes,
followed by a comparison of all reference aspects of the lexemes with one another.
For instance, when four items such as 'to consume', 'to finish', 'to produce' and 'to
spend' are given, the first task is to perceive them as lexical entries and to construct
a basic meaning of each lexeme. The second step is to compare their meaning by
restricting the application to their internal similarities and differences. In this case,
inferences should be abstractly focused on the direction of the action which is
conveyed ill these verbs. In other words, these verbs contain either the inception or
the end of a process. From this vantage point, 'to consume', 'to finish', and 'to
spend' mark all the decrease of something ongoing, whilst the concept 'to produce'
expresses the increase of something ongoing.

When the outcomes of the two groups are considered, the item uretmek 'to
produce'  gets the highest score (1,8), whilst bfenebegene 'meticulously'  is the lowest
scoring item in the CG (0,5). The score range of the C.G is from 0,5 to 1,8. The
items duymak 'to hear; emretmek 'to command', saldirmak 'to attack', and giiven
'confidence' constitute the middle group, ranging in scores from  1,4 to 1,6. The low
score group in the CG is made up by the items uy·gulamak'to apply' and «·enebetene

'meticulously'.
The performance scope  of  the  RG  is  from   1,4  to   1,8 mean score.  The  item

u)gulamak gets the lowest score, whilst the item giiven 'confidence' has the highest
score. Although the score level is not identical, the distribution o f the scores at item
level seems rather similar across the two groups. This subtask has been experienced
as relatively easy by the RG, as the scores are near the ceiling effect zone.

Table 7.5 provides the results of the t-test analysis at item level concerning
differences between the CG and the RG; three items indicate significant differences
between the two groups, 4 items show similarities. Only the scores of the item
dtgmak, which show a high inter-group similarity, are higher in the CG than in the
RG, as its mean difference is positive. The mean scores are equal for the item
iiretmek.
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Table 7.5: Results of the independent samples t-test on the two groups concerning the multiple-
choice subtaskl: conceptual field (minimum score = 0; maximum score = 2)

  Multiple choice subtaskl items Group          Mean SD T-value      ·     Significance  1
Oretmek CG 1,76 ,65 ,050 ,961

RG 1,76 ,66

Duymak CG 1,56 ,84 ,548 ,585

RG 1,46 ,90

Emretmek CG 1,46 ,90 -,303 ,763

RG 1,51        ,87

Saldirmak CG 1,36 ,94 -2,344 ,021

RG 1,76 ,66

Uygulamak CG              ,61 ,93 -3,692 ,000

RG 1,32 ,96

GOven CG 1,59          ,81 -1,420 ,159

RG 1,80 ,60

Ozenebezene CG ,54 ,90 -6,108 ,000

RG 1,61 ,80

If we look at the task scores in total, the multiple choice subtaskl does show
statistically significant differences between the CG and the RG according to the t-
test results for equality of means (mean difference =-2,33; df=98; two-tailed
significance p<,001)

Multiple choice subtask2: synonym/core meaning
In the multiple choice subtask2, synonym items and one core meaning item are
presented in a context which the informants should compare with the given
options and select the correct replacement or meaning. Table 7.6 gives the overall
outcomes.

Table 7.6: Results of the independent samples t-test on the two groups concerning the multiple-
choice subtask2: synonym/core meaning (minimum score = 0; maximum score = 2)

Multiple choice subtaste:                      Group -         Mean     " «      SD                   T-valuei     .       'Significance
synonyrn/core meaning' ' ;:·, ·
Ganullu CG 1,66 ,76 -1,409 ,162

RG 1,85 ,53

Katlanmak CG ,64 ,94 -3,767 ,000

RG 1,37 ,94

Kayits,z CG              ,81 ,99 -2,797 ,006

RG 1,37 ,94

The item 0niillii 'voluntary' gets the highest mean scores in the two groups (1,6 and

1,8). The item katianmak 'to be folded' scores the lowest (0,6 in the CG), whilst
kED,Istr 'indifferent'  has  intermediate  scores  (0,8  and  1,4).  The  RG  scores  higher

than the CG.
The item katlanmak scores in the CG between  0,3 and 1, whilst the score scope

of kay:ts:fr varies between 0,2 and  1,1  mean scores.  The item geiniillii gets the highest
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scores in the RG too (1,8 and 2 mean score). The other two items katianmak and
kqy,tnt range between  1  and  1,8 mean score.

In order to assess whether these item scores are statistically significant, the
pertinent t-test has been carried out, of which the results can be seen in Table 7.6.
One item (ganiilli) shows similarity in scores across the two groups. The remaining
two items (core meaning and synonym) indicate significant differences. One of
these two items concerns the differentiation of idiomatic and core meaning.

If we take the multiple choice task scores into account as a whole, subtask2
shows statistically significant differences between the CG and the RG according to
the t-test for equality of means (mean difference =-1,46; df=98; two-tailed
significance p<,000). The independent samples t-test on the multiple-choice task as
a whole indicates significant differences (mean difference =-3,80; df=98, p<,000).

7.3   Outcomes of the morphosyntactic tasks

In this section the results concerning the second part of the CIT will be presented.
The morphosyntactic proficiency of the informants will be analysed under this
section.

7.3.1 Main clause productive task
This task concerns only the construction of a basic main clause on the basis of
given uninflected lexemes. Basic structures such as temporal, personal and semantic
agreement and affixation are elicited in this task. Table 7.7 gives the overall
outcomes.

Table 7.7: Results of the independent samples t-test on the CG and RG concerning the CIT
main clause productive task (minimum score = 0; maximum score = 2)

1 Main clause productive task item' Groupl. L     Mean  ' SD T-value Significance   j
Annemle birlikte altiveri5 yaptim CG 1,39       ,93 ,384 ,701

RG 1,32 ,93

Bu haftasonu ablamla sinemaya CG 1,59       ,81 ,895 ,373

gideceOim RG 1,44 ,90

The CG scores  higher  than  the  RG. The scope  o f all scores is between  1,30  and
1,60. The item altfvehs.yaptim scores lower (1,40) than the item sinemaya gidecegim

(1,60) in the CG. The latter scores higher (1,40 and 1,30) in the RG as well. The
item score levels and their proportions are similar in both groups. The evaluation
of the scores at task level shows that the t-test results concerning the main clause
productive task do not contain statistically significant differences between the CG
and the RG (mean difference =,23; df=98; two-tailed significance p<,446). That
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means  that the two groups  perform  similarly, in  so  far as the construction  o f a main
clause is concerned.

7.3.2 Relative clause productive task
Our focus is on the grammatical proficiency of the informants concerning the
construction of a relative clause by way of embedding one clause into another, in
which the use of clause linking suffixes will be scrutinized. Table 7.8 gives the
overall outcomes.

Table 7.8: Results of the independent samples t-test on the CG and RG concerning the CIT
relative clause productive task (minimum score = O; maximum score = 4)
' Relative clause productive task Group          Mean SD T-value ' Significance  ·
item  .
DOn  ok hasta oldugum i in CG 3,47 1,06 -1,360 ,177

okula gitmedim; POP RG 3,73              ,71

Yarin kOyOmOze gelecek olan CG 2,49 1,18 ,380 ,705

baBbakani; SP RG 2,39 1,48

Karde*imin hastalanmasi CG 2,88 1,18 -1,226 ,223

hepimizi OzdO; ISNEC RG 3,17 1,14

DOn Ahmet yeni paltosunu giyip CG 3,24 1,19 -1,360 ,177

okula gitti; CSIP RG 3,54 ,90

Varinca a5aOIda 5ehri CG 2,31 1,68 -2,312 ,023

gareceksiniz; CSINCA RG 3,02 1,27

Okudujum kitaplarl yarin CG 2,68 1,25 -,383 ,703

arkada$Ima vereceOim; OP RG 2,78 1,41

DOn resim yapip dayima CG 3,00 1,33 -1,052 ,295

g6nderdim; CSI P RG 3,27 1,14

Babam herzaman i4ini severek CG 3,31 1,18 -1,602 ,112

yapar; CSEREK RG 3,63 ,70

The scores are distributed similarly in the two groups. The item basta old«um ian
(POP) has the highest score (3,7) and the item.yann gelecek olan (SP) the lowest score
(2,5) in both groups, together with tep€ye vannea (CSINCA; 2,3 mean score in the
CG). Apart from these two items and the item okuduium kitaplan (OP; 2,8 mean
score), all other items get relatively high scores (between 3 and 3,7 mean scores out
of 4). Although the scores are similarly spread in the CG and RG, the score levels
are slightly higher in the RG in comparison with the CG. The items concerning
ISNEC, CSIP, CSINCA, CSIP and CSEREK (items regarding converbial suffixes)
are in the intermediate category. The scores of these items are either at equal level
or at little higher level in the RG than in the C.G. A considerable level difference
between the two groups emerges in the scores of the item tepeye vannca (CSINCA;
mean score 2,3 in the CG and 3 in the RG).

Table 7.8 comprises the t-test results of the task items on the basis of the two
groups. All item scores in this task are not significantly different between the tWO
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groups, apart from the scores of the item tep€ye vannca (CSINCA). Negative mean
differences show that the RG scores higher than the CG on all items except
CSINCA and SP (k*#mufegelecek olan). The items containing SP, CSINCA, OP and
CSIP indicate a high degree of convergence between the two groups.

At task level, the relative clause productive task does not demonstrate
statistically significant differences between the CG and the RG, according to the t-
test results (mean difference =-2,16; df=98; two-tailed significance p<,059). The
results suggest that the two groups perform similarly in sentence construction by
means of clause embedding.

7.3.3 Productive clause linking task
This task concerns basically the linking of two main clauses which have been
independently presented. Table 7.9 gives the overall outcomes. The scores range

from mean values of 2,3 and 2,6 idiiftiigiinii  giiriince  and yardim etmesi: CSINCA and
ISNEC in  the  CG)  to  3,7  and  4  (babasinin  bildigini  and yapmamasint  istedi.  OP  and

ISNEC in the RG). The RG Scores higher than the CG on all items. The items
containing CANECOP, SP, ISNEC in object position and OP (Tiirk e» geldiginden·,
yapmamasint  istedi, yaptigin  resmi,  babeede  oynayan)  score high within  the CG, whereas
CSINCA (dii»ipinii gbdince) and ISNEC in subject position (yardim etmest) score low.
The score scope of the CG is from 2,3 to 3 mean score, whereas that of the RG is
between 3,5 and 4 mean score.

Table 7.9: Results of the independent samples t-test on the CG and RG concerning the CIT
main clause linking task (minimum score = 0; maximum score = 4)
,  Main 'CIAlise linkihg task item   ,   - , Group "1 '     Mean     *  '  SCI „                T·value„      '   , Significance "1

Gocuk babasinin her*eyi bildigini CG 2,80 1,23 -4,51 ,000

san,yor; OP RG 3,78 '79

Yaramazlik yapmamasini istedi; CG 3,03 1,11 -5,19 ,000

ISNEC in OP RG 3,95         ,22

Arkada5inin d[141000nO g6rOnce CG 2,58 1,05 -4,41 ,000

OzOIdO; OP/CSINCA RG 3,44        ,81

YaptiO,n resmi hi  begenmedim; CG 3,02 1,28 -2,56 ,012
OP RG 3,61             ,89

Bah ede oynayan  ocuklara bir CG 2,78 1,35 -3,18 ,002

5ey sordum; SP RG 3,54        ,84

Geldijinden hi  haberim yoktu; CG 2,86 1,41 -3,26 ,002

CANECOP RG 3,66        ,79

Zenginlerin yoksullara yardim CG 2,27 1,32 -4,84 ,000

etmesi gOzel; ISNEC RG 3,46 1,03

If we consider the item results of the main clause linking task at task level, the
relevant analysis yields highly significant differences between the CG and the RG,
according to the independent samples t-test for equality of means (mean difference
=-6,10; df=98; two-tailed significance p<,000). In contrast to the previous task, the
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morphosyntactic performance in terms of main clause binding differs remarkably
between the two groups.

7.3.4 Grammaticality judgement task
The grammaticality judgement task refers to the correction by the informants of
grammatically deviant sentences which have been produced either in their home-
works or in their speech during Turkish language instruction. Thus, the task refers
to a re-evaluation of grammatically deviant sentences produced by bi]ingual pupils
in these schools. In this sense, the task, which has predominantly a receptive
character, functions to study the morphosyntactic awareness of the pupils and to
compare the outcomes with other linguistic aspects Integrated in the tests.

Table 7.10 gives the overall outcomes.

Table 7.10: Results of the independent samples t-test on the CG and RG concerning the CIT
grammaticality judgement task (0' = t cannot be computed because the standard deviations of
both groups are 0) (minimum score = 0; maximum score = 4)
Grammaticality judgement task » Group  '         Mean «      ' . SD'        .     T.value  '           Significance

itehi" '1   - ,
Filler:kitap okumak herkese  ok CG 4,00 ,00                0                 0

faydalidir RG 4,00            ,00

Hata yapacaOini sanmlyorum, CG 3,37 1,02 -,081 ,936

CANECOP RG 3,39 1,12

Eve yOrOyerek gittik; CSEREK CG 3,31 1,44 ,812 ,419

RG 3,05 1,70

In biraz sonra gelecegini sayledi; CG 2,53 1,37 -3,10 ,003

CANECOP RG 3,34 1,17

GittiOi lise buraya Qok uzak; OP CG 2,02 1,93 -2,76 ,007

RG 3,05 1,70

Toplantiya Ogretmenlerin CG 2,47 1,87 -2,41 ,017

katilacagini; CANECOP RG 3,32 1,46

Senin eve geldiOinden hi  CG 2,85 1,71 -3,43 ,001

haberim yoktu; CANECOP RG 3,83 37
Ali'den bir yaramazlik CG 1,56 1,77 -2,08 ,040

yapmamasm istedi; ISNEC RG 2,34 1,94

Ogretmenine saygi duymasi iyi CG ,63 1,31 -7,41 ,000

bir davran,& ISNEC RG 2,90 1,76

Ali'den karde5ini okula CG 1,42 1,69 -1,76 ,081

goturmesini istedi; ISNEC RG 2,02 1,65

Vaktim olmadioindan cevap CG 3,25 1,14 -,917 ,361

yazamadim; POP RG 3,46 1,10

Arkadaiinin d05toguno garunce CG 2,27 1,16 -2,16 ,033

OzOIdO; OP/CSINCA RG 2,76 1,02

Bawill olacaOIndan emin CG 1,76 1,18 -3,89 ,000

de0ilim; CANECOP RG 2,78 1,42
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Grammaticality Judgement task Group          Mean           SD
-

T-value
-

Significance
j item ---

Eve hep ge  geldiOinden CG 2,41 1,18 -1,52 ,132

bahsettik; CANECOP RG 2,78 1,26

Karde5ine dil 60retmesini Qok CG 1,59 ,93 -1,67 ,097

beOendik; ISNEC RG 1,98 1,35

Saylediklerini yapacaOina CG 1,58 1,12 -3,04 ,003

inaniyorum; CANECOP RG 2,44 1,72

Ali yeni paltosunu giyip okula CG 1,49 1,34 -4,07 ,000

gitti; CSIP RG 2,76 1,76

The task includes 17 items which contain deviant sentences with similar structures
to those used in the previously mentioned productive tasks, e.g., CANECOP,
CSEREK, and ISNEC. The first item has a filler function and has a simple well-
formed clause conveying a meaning such as 'to read books is useful for everyone'
As expected, the filler shows a ceiling effect. The scores in the whole population
range from mean values of 0,9 (itern 9 sq}gt duymast: ISNEC in the CG) to 3,8 (item
7 evegel inden: CANECOP in the RG). The RG scores in the main higher than the
CG.  Item  11  vaktim olmadtguidan (CANECOP) scores  high  (3,5 mean score) in both
groups as well as the second item (batayapac«Int: CANECOP; 3,5) and the third
item (eve.yiinb'erek gimk: CSEREK; 3,2). The items containing CANECOP and OP
with possessive reference, case assignment get 2,5 mean values in the CG (geleeegini
and kattlaca#nt), whilst  they  have  3,5  in  the  RG.  Item  8.yaram«lrk.y®mamasmt
ISNEC in object position gets relatively low scores in both groups as much as item
10 okula gbtunnesini (1,5 mean value in the CG. 2 and 2,2 in  the RG) Items  12-14

(OP/CSINCA:   diiwiliinii  guriince/basanh  olacagindan:  CANECOP / case:  senin  eve   bep
gee geldiginden) score between  1,8 and 2,5 mean value in the CG, and 3 mean value in
the RG. The last three items bgretmesini cok begendik: ISNEC, »lediklenni_yabacagma:
CANECOP and paltosunu g ·0 okulagitti: CSIP score  1,5 mean value in  the  CG  and
between 2 and 3 mean value in the RG.

In order to assess the differences between the two groups, a t-test has been
carried out. Table 7.10 presents the results of the test concerned. There are
significant differences between the two groups for ten items. Six items obtain
similar results (CSEREK, CANECOP, POP, ISNEQ, of which the items bata

yapac*nt sanmy·onim:  CANECOP  and  eve yunbe,ek gittik: CSEREK  show  high
convergence between the CG and the RG. The latter item has the only positive
mean difference within the item results (,16); the rest of the mean differences are
negative, which indicates that the RG scores higher than the CG. The CANECOP
items, which do not have significant differences, concern embedding clauses in
direct object and postpositional indirect object position (i.e., yapacatint sanmgorum
and#Miginden  babsettik). The first one is an assigned accusative suffix and the latter
is attached an ablative case suffix. The mean differences of the items range from
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,16 to -2,28. The t-test results at item level implicate that there are significant
differences between the two groups in terms of grammatical awareness.

If we look at the scores at task level the grammaticality ludgement task does
indicate statistically significant differences between the CG and the RG, according
to the t-test (mean difference =-11,69; df=98; two-tailed significance p<,000). This
means that the language behaviour of the pupils in the two groups varies noticeably
in terms of motphosyntactic awareness or well-formedness phenomena.

7.3.5 Case assignment task
In this task, inflectional suffixes which are expected to be attached to nouns in a
given context, refer to nominal inflection and case markers, which are required by
verbs, e.g., directional suffixes. The task contains five items, which have been
integrated in a fill-in the blanks form. The first two items concern a consecutive
nominal inflection (the father of the most successful pupil of our schooD and a
nominal inflection regarding partonomic relation (one of those who broke the
window). The other two items are related to case markers (dative and ablative),
required by verbs such as diifmek 'to fall' and gefirmek 'to push'. The last item
includes a case suffix (dative marker), which belongs to the participle in an
embedded clause (CANECOP) Table 7.11 gives the overall outcomes.

Table 7.11: Results of the independent samples t-test on the CG and RG concerning the CIT
case assignment task (minimum score = 0; maximum score = 2)

LCase assignment task item _ Group         Mean          SD          -  T-value      .Significance  ,
Okulun  ali5kan Ogrencisinin CG 1,15 1,00 -3,38 ,001

babasini RG 1,76 ,66

Bu cami kiranlardan biri de CG 1,66 ,76 -2,31 ,022

RG 1,95             ,31

Parami yoldaki  ukura d050rdOm CG 1,76 ,65 -1,71 ,089

RG 1,95        ,31

Masayi zorlanarak kapidan CG 1,59              ,81 ,193 ,848

ge irdi RG 1,56 ,84

Anlattiklarina inanmiyorum CG 1,42             ,91 -4,03 ,000

RG 2,00 ,00

The  scores  tange   from  1,1   (okulun  en  gatifkan  6#encisinin   babasini)  to  2  (p,kura  and

anlattiklanna) in the overall population. In the CG, the scores are distributed
between 1,1  and 1,8. The items  ktran/ardan biri, kapidan ge,irdi, anlattiklanna are in the
intermediate score category (1,4 - 1,7 mean score). The item a/kura containing the
directional suffix gets the highest score in the CG (1,8). In the RG, the item with
verbal directional suffix kapidan gecirdi has the lowest score (1,6 mean score). The
items  ktranlardan  biri,yo/daki atkura and anlatttklanna have a ceding eifect in the RG,
whilst 6*en,isinin babastm has an intermediate score in this group (1,8). The RG
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scores higher than the CG on item basis in general, which indicates the difference
in affixation.

A t-test analysis between the two groups indicates significantly different scores
for all items except kaptdan geardi and,ytkura dt*iirdiim (ablative and dative). These
items have highly similar scores between the groups. The positive mean difference
(except k®idan gecirdi'j shows that the CG scores higher than the RG. The
significant differences in other item scores implicate that knowledge about the
assignment of the appropriate suffix varies between the two groups.

When the item scores are evaluated at task level, the case assignment task shows
statistically significant differences between the CG and the RG, according to the t-
test (mean difference =-1,63; df=98; two-tailed significance p<,000). Attachment
of bound morphemes as an aspect of morphosyntactic knowledge reveals
noticeable differences between the two groups.

7.3.6  Tense/aspect/modality (TAM) task
This task involves the appropriate inflection of a verb in a sentence according to a
given sentence by taking into account temporal, aspectual and modal prerequisites.
The context of the sentence dictates the selection of the relevant verbal suffix.
Table 7.12 gives the overall outcomes.

Table 7.12: Results of the independent samples t-test on the CG and RG concerning the CIT
tense/aspect/modality task (minimum score = 0; maximum score = 2)
1 Tense/aspect/modality task item Group            Mean SD T-value Significance   ;
Sut i irmi4 CG              ,81 ,99 -3,35 ,001

RG 1,46 ,90

Dedemin adini vermi*ler CG ,92 1,00 -4,00 ,000

RG 1,66 ,76

BOtOn gOn namaz kilmi* CG ,98 1,01 -2,44 ,016

RG 1,46 ,90

Ho4 olmayan kelimeler kullanmi# CG 1,02 1,01 -2,27 ,025

RG 1,46 ,90

Biri  antalarimizi kart*tirm,5 CG 1,36          ,94 -2,34 ,021

RG 1,76 ,66

Cumhuriyet 29 Ekim 1923'te  ilan CG 1,02 1,01 -2,27 ,025

edildi RG 1,46              ,90

Bundan sonra h* CG ,58              ,91 -4,49 ,000

gelmeyecekmi*/getir demi* RG 1,41 ,92

Topallayarak yOrOyordu / iple CG 1,49              ,88 -,116 ,908

teneke baglanmi*ti RG 1,51 ,87

Yapmayacagini zannetmiyorum CG ,31 ,73 -1,42 ,158

RG ,54 ,90

The scores range from 0,3 to 1,8. The RG attains in general higher scores than the
CG. The items kanftz,7114' (MIS) and viiniyordu/bailanmts (PSTPR/MIS) score high in
the CG (1,4/1,5), while the items)upmayaca*nt (NEG/FUT) and gelm€yecekmis/dem4
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score low in the same group (0,3/0,6). In the RG, all items score high in general
(1,5 - 1,8 mean value), except the item containing CANECOP yapmayaca#m (0,5
mean  value).

The results of the t-test concerned can also be seen in Table 7.12. Seven items
show significant differences between the two groups, whereas two items show a
highly significant score convergence between the CG and the RG. The analysis
shows that performance on modality markers has noticeable differences, whereas
the scores on aspectual suffixes show similarities. The temporal suffix PST ilan
edildi indicates important differences between the two groups. The overall negative
mean differences show that the scores of the RG are higher than those of the CG.

If we look at the task scores in total, the TAM task does indicate statistically
significant differences between the CG and the RG, according to the independent
samples t-test for equality of means (mean difference =-4,26; df=98; two-tailed
significance p<,000). This means that the two groups perform significantly
different in the TAM-task in terms of verbal affixation.

7.3.7 Sentence de-scrambling task
This task evaluates the receptive proficiency of constructing sentences which have
been presented in a scrambled manner in each task item. Task items contain each a
relativized sentence with free morphemes which are in inflected forms by means of
nominal or clause linking verbal suffixes. Table 7.13 gives the overall outcomes.

Table 7.13: Results of the independent samples t-test on the CG and RG concerning the CIT
sentence de-scrambling task (minimum score = 0; maximum score = 4)

Sentencede-SEramblig task..- 'Group': , 'Mean 2 -  ·SD'....T-value      Significance
-item:·,- ·---- . -_1':. - ,-· .. - .... , ...., ... ... ...-
Karde*im dOn koyde toplad,01 CG 3,58 1,00 -1,47 ,145

gigekleri vazoya yerleftirdi RG 3,83 ,54

Sinavda zorlanan 6grenci yeterli CG 2,63 1,64 -1,79 ,076

 ali*madIOInl anladi RG 3,17 1,24

Ali annesinin eve gittigini CG 2,93 1,61 -2,49 ,014

duyunca aOlamaya ba ladi RG 3,61         ,80

Uzakla5ip dinlenmek isteyen CG 2,22 1,88 -2,34 ,021

insanlar koylere gidiyor RG 3,02 1,37

Kentlere gaQ koyloleri eoitip CG 2,03 1,96 -5,05 ,000

bilin lendirerek Onlenebilir RG 3,68              ,85

The RG gets in general relatively high mean values. The scores range from 2 to 3,8
on the basis of the mean score 4. In the CG, the item CSIP/CSEREK/case
assignment has the lowest score (2 mean score) and the item case assignment/OP
the highest one (3,5). The remaining three items containing SP/OP/CSINCA/
CSIP are in the intermediate score category (2,2 - 3). In the RG, the items case
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assignment/SP/ OP/CSIP have a 3,2 mean score. The items case assignment/OP/
CSINCA/ INF/CSIP/CSEREK have high scores in this group (3,5)

Table 7.13 comprises the statistical analysis of the item scores per group. The
overall negative mean differences indicate that the RG scores higher than the CG.
Three items have statistically significant differences (case assignment/SP/OP/
CSIP/CSEREK). The scores of the remaining two items show high inter-group
convergence.

I f we take the scores on task basis, the sentence de-scrambling task does indicate
statistically significant differences between the CG and RG, according to the
independent samples t-test for equality of means (mean difference =-3,93; df=98;
two-tailed significance p<,000). The analysis reveals that there are considerable
performance differences between the two groups in terms of syntactic operation in
a de-constructed sentence, of which the morphological operation has been
presented as complete in the task item.

7.3.8 Receptive clause linking task
This task concerns the measurement of the clause linking suffixes which have been
used in the productive tasks, in receptive perspective. The RG shows higher scores
than the CG. The scope of the scores in the CG is between  1  and  1,6  mean value.
The item faltp sorduk CSIP has the lowest score and the item gunderilen SP the
highest score in the CG. The items .ytiferek, alaca nt, yiinb·enk CSEREK,
CANECOP score high (1,5 mean value). The items davranmasmt, gelece ini, durdunip
are in the intermediate category (1,2 mean value). In the RG, all items score high
(1,6 - 1,8 mean value), with the exception of the item gale sorduk CSIP (1,2 mean
value).

Table 7.14 presents the results of the independent samples t-test concerning the
task items.

Negative mean differences indicate that the RG scores higher than the CG. Four
items show significantly different scores between the CG and the RG, i.e., gele,·egini
tabmin etmiyortim 'I don't think that (s)he will come' CANECOP, dauranmasint
ISNEC,yunb'enkgitm€yi CSEREK, and taks#i durdump CSIP. The scores o f the four
items      ,·alip      sordi,k,     gunderilen,    yii: enk,     and      alacagint     CSIP/SP/OP  /CSEREK/
CANECOP show considerable convergence between the two groups.
When we take the results into account at task level, the receptive clause linking task
does indicate statistically significant differences between the CG and the RG,
according to the independent samples t-test (mean difference =-2,28; df=98; two-
tailed significance p<,010). Consequently, the two groups vary considerably in
terms of the perception of clause linking su ffixes.
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Table 7.14: Results of the independent samples t-test on the CG and RG concerning the CIT
multiple choice task (minimum score = 0; maximum score = 2)
1 Multiple choice task item Group          Mean           SD T-value Significance   3
Yikild,0, i in nehri yOzerek CG 1,56 ,84 -1,257 ,212

ge mek zorunda kaldik RG 1,76 ,66

K6yluler tarafindan ganderilen CG 1,59             ,81 -1,062 ,291

hediyeleri RG 1,76 ,66

Arkadablarina b6yle kaba CG 1,22 ,98 -2,095 ,039

davranmasim ho* kallamadi RG 1,61 ,80

Bu ak*amki ma a gelecegini CG 1,25 ,98 -2,536 ,013

tahmin etmiyorum RG 1,71 ,72

Bundan sonra Qikolata alacaOinl CG 1,46             ,90 -1,484 ,141

tahmin etmiyorum RG 1,71 ,72

Sinemaya yOrOyerek gitmeyi CG 1,42             ,91 -1,992 '049

planliyorduk RG 1,76        ,66

Bir evin zilini valip sorduk CG ,98 1,01 -,439 ,661

RG 1,07 1,01

Ilk ge en taksiyi durdurup bindik CG 1,25 ,98 -2,223 '029

RG 1,66 ,76

7.4 Accumulative outcomes

In this section the results which have been evaluated at the item and task level will
be analysed in accumulative perspective. First, the outcomes of the lexical tasks will
be presented and then the general results of the motphosyntactic tasks will be
evaluated.

Lexical tasks
The lexical productive tasks consist of word labelling and word definition tasks in
the CIT test. The independent samples t-test on the lexical productive tasks
between the CG and the RG indicates that the score differences are statistically
significant (mean difference =-6,53; df=98; two-tailed significance p<,000).

The multiple choice and matching tasks concern the receptive perspective in the
lexical tasks. The independent samples t-test on the lexical receptive tasks between
the CG and the RG indicates that the score differences are statistically significant
(mean difference =-5,41; df=98; two-tailed significance p<,000).

Finally, the results of the productive and receptive lexical tasks are presented in
total. The independent samples t-test on the CIT lexical tasks between the CG and
the RG indicates that the score differences are statistically significant (mean
difference =-11,93; df=98; two-tailed significance p<,000).

The   obtained   scores   of  the productive tasks   are   either   1/3   or   1/2   of  the
receptive task scores, which indicates that the receptive lexical knowledge is equally
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higher or proportionally higher in the two groups compared to the productive
lexical knowledge.

Morphosyntactic tasks
The tasks consist of main and relative clause formation, linking of two main
clauses, case assignment, and tense/aspect/modality tasks. The independent
samples t-test on the morphosyntactic productive tasks between the CG and the
RG, indicates that the score differences are statistically significant (mean difference
=-13,92; df=98; two-tailed significance p<,000).

The morphosyntactic receptive tasks which concern grammatical perception
consist of multiple choice, sentence de-scrambling, and grammaticality judgement
tasks. The independent samples t-test on the receptive tasks between the CG and
the RG indicates that the score differences are statistically significant (mean
difference =-17,89; df=98; two-tailed significance p<,000).

The morphosyntactic test comprises eight tasks in total (five productive + three
receptive). The independent samples t-test on the morphosyntactic test scores
between the CG and the RG, indicates that the score differences are statistically
significant (mean difference =-31,81; df=98; two-tailed significance p<,000)

7.5   Conclusions and discussion

Word labelling is the only lexical task which does not indicate statistically significant
differences between the two groups. The concrete and frequent concept'computer'
indicates remarkably significant inter-group differences to the advantage of the CG
(mean difference ,95), which has an implication on the relative frequency of use
within the environment of the groups; the CG seems to be more engaged with
computers either at home or at school.

The distribution of scores in the word definition task does not yield the same or
similar picture as in the word labelling task. The RG forms the high score category.
Lexeme definition is the task, in which the main group distinction is maintained (cf.
Table 7.2). This indicates that the differences between the two groups are
particularly pertinent (and sensitive) in terms of the provision of the lemma of
lexemes. In this respect, to provide a lemma seems to be more difficult than to
provide a lexeme, as one can infer the lemma of lexemes from the context in which
they are used, even if one does not know precisely what they mean. However, to
explain what a lexeme refers to is another kind of task which requires specific
lexical knowledge, that presumably bears on the function of literacy in the sense of
reflecting on linguistic elements.

As to the receptive lexical tasks, there is more differentiation within the
matching and multiple choice subtasks than within the labelling and definition
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tasks. The receptive lexical tasks are more prone to represent a different score
order than the productive lexical tasks. The response pattern to a receptive lexical
task is different from a productive one, as lexical entries need to be produced
actively in one case and produced entries need to be selected passively in the other.

In so far as the morphosyntactic tasks are concerned, the CG scores higher ln
the main clause formation task than the RG. In the relative clause productive task
there are no significant differences between the two groups. This task shows that
the two groups cannot be distinguished in terms of main and relative clause
formation, in which sentence construction is based on the inflection of presented
uninflected lexemes. The grammaticality judgement task, which concerns the
assessment of grammatical awareness, indicates considerable differences between
the two groups.

In terms of case assignment, the differences are statistically significant between
the two groups. The nominal dative and ablative cases, which are assigned by two
process-verbs (i. e., 'to drop' and 'to drag'), show no significant differences between
the CG and the RG. The genitive in nominal inflection is more difficult for the
CG.

In the tense, aspect and modality task, which involves mainly a verbal affixation,
the RG gets higher scores than the CG. All items show significant differences
between the two groups, except the aspectual suffixes PSTPR yii«Yordu and

yapmayaca,0nl Rannetm yorum.
In the sentence de-scrambling task, which solely requires a syntactic operation

on the inflected phrase units, the two groups differ significantly from one another.
This result shows that the syntactic order of morphologically complex lexemes is
also a separate operation in utterance formation.

In the morphosyntactic multiple choice task, the differences between the CG
and RG scores are significant. The score distributions yield a quite similar
performance order in this task in combination with case assignment and sentence

de-scrambling, which implicates a resemblance between nominal inflection and
perception of morphosyntactic operations.

Table 7.15 contains an overview of the t-test scores in combination with the task
scores in productive and receptive perspective.
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Table 7.15: Overview of the t-test and task scores in productive and receptive perspective; the
total score for the productive/receptive lexical tasks is 34/44 and for the productive/receptive
morphosyntactic tasks 96/104

C Nr         Task & test Group -             Mean                 SD                  i
a         CIT lexical productive tasks: CG 13,08 5,94

labelling + definition RG 19,61 5,54

b        CIT lexical receptive tasks: CG 31,32 6,85

multiple choice + matching RG 36,73 7,79

a+b CIT lexical test CG 44,41 11,01

RG 56,34 11,21

c         CIT morphosyntactic productive tasks CG 61,76 15,81

RG 75,68 11,38

d        CIT morphosyntactic receptive tasks CG 62,64 19,81

RG 80,54 18,25

c + d CIT morphosyntactic test CG 124,41 34,16

RG 156,22 27,79

In the productive tasks either a 3- or 5-point scale has been used. In the receptive
task, a 2-point scale, which has been adapted to the 3-point scale in the productive
task (i.e., 0 = incorrect; 2 = correct) has been used in combination with the 5-point
scale, which is similar to that in the productive task e.g., grammaticality ludgement
task. On the basis of the evaluation scale and item numbers, the total score for the
productive lexical tasks is 34 and for the receptive lexical tasks 44. With regard to
the morphosyntactic test, the total score for the productive tasks is 96 and for the
receptive tasks 104. The standardized three- or five-point scales have been used in
the assessment in order to ensure unity and comparability in the scores. In this
respect, the number of items per task causes the difference in total scores.

As can be inferred from Table 7.15, the scores of the RG are higher than those
of the CG.  I f we standardize the scores attained by the groups, we see that the CG
indicates 38.4% success  (on the basis  of a total score  of  100)  in the productive
lexical tasks, whilst the RG has 57.70/0 success in the same tasks. In the receptive
lexical tasks, the CG obtains 71.2°4, and the RG 83.5°/0 success. In total, the C.G
gets 56,9 points out of hundred (i.e., 56.9°40) in the whole lexical test, while the RG
has 72,2 points out of hundred (i.e., 72.29/o).

As to the standardized scores for the morphosyntactic tasks and the test as a
whole,  the CG attains 64.30'6 success  in the productive morphosyntactic tasks,
whilst the RG shows 78.8% in the same tasks. In the receptive grammatical tasks,
the CG gets 60.2% success, while the RG gets 77.4%. In the morphosyntactic test
as a whole, the CG gets 62.2% success, whereas the RG has 78.1%.

The success rate differences between the two groups for both lexicon and
morphosyntax  are  very  similar,  i.e.,  15.3°/0  difference  for  the  lexical  and  15.99/0
difference for the morphosyntactic performance. The groups maintain the same
level difference in both modes. The performance level of the CG in the productive
lexical tasks is low and there is 20% difference with the RG. As has been seen in
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the CDT results, the level of success in the receptive tasks is relatively high. The
difference between the groups   is    12%.   The   performance   in the productive
grammatical tasks is also high with 14°/o difference. Receptive grammatical tasks
score also at a high level with  17°/0 inter-group difference.

The total score of the productive and receptive lexical tasks is 34 and 44
respectively. For the productive and receptive grammatical tasks, these scores are
96 and 104 respectively. The receptive tasks score higher than the productive ones
in both tests and groups. The difference in scores between the productive and
receptive lexical tasks is approximately 50% for the lexical tasks, whereas the
difference between the productive and receptive tasks is less than 5°/0 in both
groups. The grammatical performance of the CG is almost equal in productive and
receptive perspective, whereas the morphosyntactic results of the RG, which are
higher than those of the CG, differ 5% from one another at the advantage of
receptive tasks.

These results suggest that there are proportionally considerable differences
between productive and receptive lexical knowledge (concerning free morphemes)
compared to productive and receptive grammatical knowledge (concerning bound
morphemes). These findings implicate that there is a clear distinction between
lexicon and grammar, which refers to knowledge of free and bound morphemes.
The active or passive knowledge of bound motphemes remains rather stable, whilst
active or passive use of lexemes (free morphemes) makes a clear difference in
crossnational perspective.

These outcomes lead us once again to the idea that two main tests which have
been used in this study (i.e., lexicon and morphosyntax), are assessing different
kinds of constructs, and these constructs at their turn are representing different
types of structural mechanisms. In case of Turkish, which is a morphologically
more sensitive language than syntactically, the dichotomy between lexicon and
morphosyntax becomes clearer. The relatively low score levels in the overall lexical
tasks, which are somewhat in contrast to those in the grammatical tasks, indicate
that the grammatical knowledge is robust, compact and confined to a relatively
restricted domain in comparison to the lexical knowledge which is wider and more
inclined to be improved by the frequency of language use.

If we summarize the outcomes of the CIT tasks, we observe that the CG scores
in almost all tasks of the CIT are lower than the RG scores. The performance
differences are clearly seen predominantly in the productive tasks of both lexical
and grammatical tests. This implicates that the Turkish language proficiency of the
Turkish youngsters in the Netherlands is not at a comparable level with their
Turkish peers in Turkey in terms of literacy-based abstract competencies (e.g.,
defining words, constructing complex sentences or judging whether a sentence is

well-formed or not). The CG performs relatively similarly to the RG at the
receptive lexical and morphosyntactic level. This can be an indication that the
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communicative approach to language instruction stimulates more passive know-
ledge of language.  For the more active, profound and sophisticated use of Turkish
- if this is designated as the ultimate goal of instruction - another methodology in
the curriculum which would ensure more literacy-based activities (i. e., reading plus
writing) seems to be needed.



CHAPTER 8

Observational reports

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter, observational data will be presented which have been collected
during the testing of all pupils (CIT and CDT) and during Turkish language in-
struction in the classroom of one Dutch vwo-school in The Hague (NLl). 'I'his
school has also participated in the language achievement test  (CDT). The testing
observations (Section 8.2) focus on spelling deviances in the use of Turkish, the
classroom observations (Section 8.3) on spelling and oral behaviour of the pupils in
interaction with the teacher.

In Section 8.2 spelling behaviour of core group (CG) informants and some
reference group (RG) informants will comparatively be introduced by focusing on
five main spelling domains. In Section 8.2.1 observational data on contamination
from Dutch phonology will be discussed. The phenomenon of lack or excess of
sound marking will be outlined in Section 8.2.2. Examples concerning spelling of a
word in the manner that it is pronounced can be found in Section 8.2.3. Dialectal
effects on spelhng in Turkish will be illustrated with examples in Section 8.2.4.
Code mixing phenomena in writing behaviour of bilingual pupils will finally be
explained in Section 8.2.5.

In Section 8.3 classroom reports during oral observations of CG informants will
be given on a session basis (i.e., per lesson hour). The same school has been
selected for these observations. The selected teaching method is implemented
constantly in this school. In this respect we will have the opportunity to observe
the implementation process of the curriculum in this school together with the
results of the language achievement test.

In Section 8.4 the findings of the previous sections will be discussed and
conclusions will be drawn.
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8.2 Spelling observations

In this section, orthographic deviances which have been detected during the
classroom observations and in the written test data will be introduced. The findings
are predominantly related to the written language use of the informants in the CG.
There are also some deviant spelling phenomena from the informants in the RG,
albeit few.

During the classroom observations and the visits to the schools the oral
language proficiency of Turkish pupils in the Netherlands has also been observed
in the context of basic daily communication settings such as greetings, asking how
they are, where the teacher is, what they find of a particular lesson, and so on. The
most remarkable linguistic feature of the informants was that most of them have
more or less sufficient proficiency to communicate orally with each other in
Turkish although they switch to Dutch lexemes, particularly at times when they talk
about specific concepts related to Dutch education, society etc. However, when it
comes to reading-understanding and writing proficiency (i. e., literacy skills), one can
easily get the impression that these academic skills do not seem to be at a high
level, as the written data reveal difficulties at various linguistic levels. Under this
section, the spelling aspect of literacy will be handled. As mentioned before,
deviances with regard to spelling have been collected under five main categories:
contamination from Dutch phonology, lack or excess of sound marking, spelling as
pronunciation, dialectal spelling of words, and mixture of Turkish-Dutch spelling.
Each topic will be briefly introduced by means of some typical examples from the
data base.

8.2.1  Contamination from Dutch phonology
rhis category contains phenomena in which written forms of sound patterns
(phonemes) in Dutch are transferred into writing in Turkish for the use of similar
sounds in Turkish words. Examples in this categon· provide an interesting
illustration of the written representation of similar sounds in two different
languages. W'ith regard to sonarity of the vocal col:ds in the glottis, there are two
consonant types in Dutch, i.e., voiced consonants ('stemhebbend': /b/, /d/, /g/,
/v/, /z/) and voiceless consonants ('stemloos': /p/, /t/, /f/, /k/, /s/). This
classification is based on the phonological structure of Dutch lexical items (see Van
Dale, 1993:xxix; for consonant phonemes and their distinctive features in Turkish
see Ergenc, 1989:21). An /f/ sound as in /'faaer/ (father) can be reflected by
means of two written forms (i.e., letters: v and f) in Dutch. The selection of the
phoneme is dependent on the phonological feature of the required sound in a
lexeme, i.e., voiced /v/ or voiceless /f/. As only this phonological criterion
determines the difference between the two phonemes, their phonetic represen-
tation is similar. However, this similarity which is reflected in Dutch spelling, does
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not exist in Turkish. The letter 'v' in Turkish ortl ography represents a /v/ sound
in the international phonetic alphabet (IPA), for which the Turkish word var

'existential particle' can be given as an example. The phoneme /v/ in Turkish can
be illustrated with the English word 'varsity' /'vO:siti/. On the other hand, the
letter 'f in Turkish orthography reflects an /f/ sound in the IPA as in the Turkish
word.»·'headlights'.The phoneme / f/ in Turkish is similar to that in the English
word 'far' /fa:f/.

Given the spelling of informants which is observed in the data base, the
similarity between voiced /v/ and voiceless /f/ in Dutch appears to be completely
borrowed into Turkish orthography, in which the matching sounds concerning
these two letters make a clear distinction. Let us consider some pertinent examples
from the corpus. First, the correct spelling forms are presented, followed by the
erroneous spelling forms of the informants (marked by *). Coded informant
information is given in parenthesis in terms of particular schools and informants.

1  a fakir> 'vakir (poor); faBist > *vaBist (fascist)
b biz onu kgfettik: farkettik > *biz onu ke5fettik: varkettik = correct form in the

posttest
c   yine bu sefer de okula gitmek istemiyor > *yine bu severde okula gitrnek istemiyor
d  6gretmenin telefon etmesi > +6gretmenin televoon etmesi

e  definition of the word €ynntz: bir kisi diyelim zengin ve bit,isi fakir o zaman fakiri
k6tu ve zengini gok gok iyi olurlar > 'bir kisi digelim zengin ve biri si vakir ozaman

vakiri kotu ve zengini cok cok ivi olurlar

In example la, the voiced Dutch phoneme /f/ and its corresponding letter 'v' is
used for the Turkish words.fakir 'poor' and fasist 'fascist'. The selected sound is

appropriate, whilst the selected letter is not correct, in so far as the Turkish spelling
is concerned. This phenomenon indicates presumably that pupils are encountered
in writing/reading activities (visual linguistic forms) more often in Dutch than in
Turkish and that they use the Turkish words concerned mainly in spoken language
rather than in literacy activities.

The most noteworthy aspect of this case is the fact that the informants have
already acquired these lexemes and stored them basically in their phonetically
organized lexicon. When these forms must be retrieved for visual-motoric (i. e.,
writing) purposes, the phonemes are transformed into written form by means of
their corresponding letters. If a matching letter is not internalised in visual sense
according to the spelling system of a language, the language user can then make use
of an already internalised form from another language system through con-
tamination. In this respect, example tb provides a very useful illustration for the
difference between phonetic and visual storage of lexical items. The correct spelling
of the words ke#9ttik 'we have discovered' and.»kettik 'we have found out' is not
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consistently applied in terms of the use of the letter 'f Although the first word has
correctly been spelled with the letter 'f, the latter has wrongly been switched with
the letter 'v', which implicates that the former concept (to discover) has both
phonetically and visually been stored in the informant's mental lexicon, whilst the
latter (to find out) has predominantly phonetically been stored. This is an example
from the CDT pretest data base. The same pupil has corrected the erroneous
spelling in the posttest, probably as an effect of the instruction.

Example   1 c includes  the same letter switch,  but  in the middle syllable  in  this
case. The Turkish word bu sefer 'this time' is spelled incorrectly with the letter 'v'

The fact that this seemingly more frequent word is written erroneously, implicates
that this informant  (NL1:3) has taken very little benefit  from the literacy activities.
Consequently, Dutch written forms (letters) contaminate with those required in
Turkish spelling.

Example  l d contains another noticeable example in terms of storage of lexical
items which are cognates. The concept 'to call, to phone' is a verbal collocation in
Turkish, i.e., telefon etmek, which consists of one noun telfon 'telephone' and an
auxiliary verb etmek 'to do, make etc.'. The written output in example ld is
contaminated with the written form of the Dutch word for telephone, 1. e.,
'telefoon'. However, its output form is also deviant from the correct Dutch
spelling, as the letter 'f is switched with the letter 'v' by the informant. It is
interesting to note this deviance in a statement in Turkish, into which a Dutch
cognate of a Turkish word is embedded with its incorrect form. This case indicates
noticeably that the /v/-/f/ phoneme shift occurs within one language (Dutch) as
well as between two languages (Dutch and Turkish). It is thus certain that the
statement is realized in Turkish. However, the informant has a difficulty with the
written form of one concept in the utterance i.e., 'telephone' (in Turkish telefon)

Presumably, she has taken the option for the written form of the same concept in
Dutch. As the written form of the Dutch concept has also not been internalised
correctly, we see - as previously mentioned - the similar letter shift 'f-*'v', which
is based on the phoneme difference. This case suggests that the Dutch phoneme
difference concerned has also not been acquired or somehow perceived by the
informant, which needs further investigation (cf. Van Boeschoten, 1989).

Example le includes  the same letter shift  'f-*'v'.  The   fact  that the shift  has
consistently been applied to the word fakir shows that the written form of this
word has not been internalised by the pupil but only its phonetic form. In this
example, lack or excess of sound marking can also be observed in the spelling. The
phonemes /f/, /1/, /0/, /y/, /4/ in Turkish (their corresponding letters in
Turkish are 's', i, '6', 'u', '9') have been given incorrectly in their counterparts in
terms of their locus of vocalization (back, front or middle).
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Example 2 presents another phonographic contamination from the Dutch spelling
system, which concerns the sounds /1/, /Y/, /1/ (i.e., the letters 'y', '11, 'i'). The
spellings in the given output contain a shift of phonemes in a Turkish word with a
similar Dutch phoneme and its corresponding letter.

2  a   kendini gok iyi gelistirmelisin > *kendini gok ii ii gelistirmeliysin - correct form in

the posttest
b  toplanti > *toplante, harita > *harite
c   intikam > *intekam - correct form in the posttest

Example 2a includes the phoneme /j/ in Turkish, which is a tongue front-palatal
semivowel with its corresponding letter 'y' in the Turkish alphabet. As its
vocalization position is very near to the vowel /1/ (the corresponding letter 'i'), it
causes vowel mixing (vowel sliding).  In the first and middle syllable it is a voiced
phoneme, whilst it is voiceless in the last (cf. Ergeng, 1989:25). Its similar
counterpart is marked by the letter 'j' in the Dutch alphabet. In the spelling of the
Turkish word fyi'good', the letter 'y' is replaced with the letter 'j' by the influence of
the Dutch spelling in the output of this informant. As this phoneme creates vowel
mixing by prolonging the preceding vowel, the informant has wrongly used a
double 'i' letter. It is worth to note that the verb gelistinelisin 'you must improve'
has been spelled with an extra 'y' letter in the fifth syllable preceding the syllable
which carries  the  accent.  There is  thus an inconsistent shift between the letter 'j'
and 'y', which corresponds with the phoneme /1/, in combination with an incorrect
vowel mixing (i. e., in the former case with double 'i', in the latter with 'i' and 'y'). In
addition, the phoneme /J/ (corresponding letter 'B,) is lacking in the spelling of the
verb.

The fact that even the spelling of a very frequently used word like #i 'good' is
realized by this informant with Dutch spelling forms indicates that the informant
has not received sufficient literacy training in Turkish. This output pertains to the
CDT pretest. The same informant has adjusted this kind of deviances in his
responses in the CDT posttest, which shows a positive change between the two
measurement times m terms of spelltng.

Example 2b comprises two examples, in which the vowel phonemes /1/, /a/ in
the last syllables of the Turkish words toplantt 'meeting' and banta 'map' are
confused (mistaken) with the Dutch phoneme /3/ (e.g., the similar vowel in the
last syllable of the Dutch verb planten 'to plant' and the English noun 'tower'),
which is represented with the letter 'e' in Dutch. The phonetic similarities between
the spelled word in the output, i.e., tophntz, and the above given Dutch verb as an
illustration of the phoneme concerned, i.e., planten, are noteworthy in understanding
the process which leads to this deviant spelling in the output. In the latter case, the
word barita 'map' is presumably phonetically stored in the mental lexicon of the
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informant  as   /ha rIty/   (in  the  Turkish  spelling  it  can  be  given  as such: *bariti'),
therefore this word has been spelled accordingly. Once more the spelling of these
two words implies that their correct written forms are somehow not internalised by
this informant. Consequently, he refers to their phonetically stored represented
forms in his mental lexicon.

Example 2c contains ati output example in which the vowel phoneme /1/ (its
phonographic form in Turkish is 'i') in the middle syllable of the lexeme intikam
revenge' is replaced by the corresponding letter of the Dutch phoneme /3/ i.e.,
letter 'e'. This confusion is presumably dependent on the spoken form of the
lexeme. The usual pronunciation of the lexeme in spoken Turkish yields a phonetic
form which is similar to this representation: [Intl'ko(rn]. This case seems to be the
result of a backward vowel assimilation, in which the postdorsal vowel /0/ in the
last syllable attracts the preceding predorsal vowel /I/ towards its own phonetic
category, i.e., postdorsal by selecting its narrow postdorsal counterpart ie., /1/. The
formal spelling of the word is [In+I'kam], which is consonant with its standard
Spelling intikam (cf. Ergenc, 1995). Its spoken form creates thus the phoneme / 1/
in Turkish (corresponding with the letter '1' in the Turkish alphabet). It is noticeable
that its written form has not been realized by the informant by means of the
corresponding letter of the phoneme /Y/ in Turkish, i.e., the letter 'i. In place of
this letter, the informant has selected the corresponding letter of the Dutch
phoneme /0/, i.e., the letter 'e', which is similar to the Turkish phoneme /1/
(letter  '1').  This  case indicates clearly that basically the lexeme  is phonetically stored
in the lexicon; that its written form is not fully internalised; that Dutch phonemes
and their corresponding letters fill gaps in the written form of Turkish words; and
that gaps ill the written representation of a Turkish lexeme are not compensated
with its Turkish spoken form, but with a Dutch corresponding written form of the
Turkish spoken form. This output example is borrowed from the CDT pretest
data. This informant has corrected this deviant spelling in the posttest.

8.2.2   Lack or excess of sound marking
Under this category, some written output examples from the data base will be
introduced. These examples involve forms in which the phonographic represen-
tation of lexemes is inaccurate. This phenomenon appears either as insufficient or
as redundant sound marking in the written form of words. Informant outputs in
example 3 provide an illustration. The examples 3a through 3f have spellings in
which specific written Turkish forms are required. Tlie spellings in 3g through 3k
contain asymmetrical sound marking.
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3  a  bilmis > 'bilmis (NL5:86)
b anlayish insan > 'anlayish insan (NL4:75)
c  bilgisayar > 'bilgisavar (NL4:75)
d  sabahin k6ru > 'sabahin koru
e     bir dedikodu durmak sen benden icin birsey   kulagini   girdimi   >    *bir   dedikodu

duvmak sen benden icin 1)irser kulagini girdimi

f  Ben bir ila9 ke$fettim yani yet· i birpy buldum > 'Ben bir ilac ke$fettim yant yen
beser buldum -+ similar spelling remains in the posttest as well

g allFveri5 > *alisveris
h bizim k63-un topragi coraktir > 'bizim kdyun topragi goraktir (NL4:81)
i      Fartict  > 'Barkid (NL3:65)
i yanli* > *yanlis (NL2:48)
k    4  toplantisi  >  44  toplantisi  (NL 1.23)

The spelling form in example 3a *bilmis deviates from the standard writing bilmis
'highbrow' in terms of the mismatch of the phoneme /1/ with its written form
letter 'i'. The informant has reflected the vowels in this spelling as letter 'i', which
conforms with the phoneme /1/. The phoneme /f/ has been given correctly with
its corresponding phonographic form 'b'.

Example 3b comprises the same letter shift '1'-*'i', which is the equivalent of the
phoneme pair /1 /, /1/. In terms of phonographic forms (i.e., letters), Dutch has
only one writing character, i.e., 'i', which represents the narrow, flat, front tongue
and open phoneme /I/. Its counterpart in Dutch is the phoneme /0/ (correspon-
ding letter 'e'), of which the similar counterpart in Turkish is the narrow, flat, front
tongue and closed phoneme /1/, which is represented by the letter '1' in Turkish. In
sum, the relevant open and closed vowels are given by the letters 'i' and '1' iii
Turkish, and their similar counterparts 'i' and 'e' in Dutch. However, we do not
observe related contamination cases in example 3b as in example 2. The spelling
behaviour of an informant whose literacy skills are Dutch-dominant, takes

presumably a pattern in which Dutch phonographic characters (i.e., letters) shape
his/her writing in another language, e.g., Turkish. In this regard, the opposite case
should also be valid. A Turkish-dominant informant in literacy terms transfers
presumably writing conventions in Turkish over to a language in which his/her
literacy practices are less frequent than in the former language. Let us consider the
spelling convention for the capital form of words such as international and ecole
'school' in French, given in example 4, which contains two examples related to
spelling deviance by a Turkish learner of French as a second language.

4   a    international > INT'ERNATI()NAL > 'INTERNATR)NAL
b   dcole > EC( )LE >  'EC( )LE
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In example 4a the first two forms are the conventional spelling forms of the
French word in minor and capital letter form. The third spelling has been produced

by the learner. The capital form of the letter 'i' in French is 'I' instead of'I', which
is the capital form of the same letter in Turkish. This is an indication of the fact
that the learner's literacy in French has still a Turkish-dominant tendency.

In example 4b the first two forms are the conventional spelling of the same
French word in different mode. The Accent aigu on the first vowel of the word
serves as stress marking, which is not shown in capital forms according to French
phonographic conventions. This is presumably due to the effect of spelling
conventions in Turkish, which prescribes that written forms must be kept identical
in both small and capital modes.

Taken from this perspective, the output in example Jb presents a noteworthy
example, as no effect of the Dutch spelling convention can be detected. Regardless
of their phonetic representation, the letters which are used indicate an equal effect
of both Turkish and Dutch spelling. In the first word, the letter '1' has correctly
been applied twice, whilst the letter '5' (equivalent of the phoneme /f/) is absent.
The latter case seems to be the result of the Dutch spelling. In the second word,
the letter '1' has incorrectly been used, whilst the letter 'i', which is a default form,
was required. Although the letter 'i' is a converging character between Turkish and
Dutch, it has not been selected by the informant. On the other hand, it may be
argued that the written form is a reflection of the phonetically stored representation
in the mental lexicon of the informant. However, the pronunciation of the form is
by no means comparable with any colloquial, spoken, dialectal or regional use of
Turkish: [centogistll. Therefore, it can be said that the failure of sound marking
yields an intersection between the effect of Turkish and Dutch spelling.

Example 3c contains an output example in which the inaccurate application of
Turkish spelling can be observed. At the same time, any influence of the dialectal
or colloquial use is not seen on the pronunciation of this deviant form:
[bittisot'joty] Therefore,   it   cannot be argued   that   the   form   is the result   o f   any
sociolectal effect. This written form, which refers to the in cam incorrect 'i'-+'1'
letter switch and hence the default of sound marking, illustrates an internal
deviance within Turkish spelling, independent of Dutch written forms. Con-
sequently, the output form is presumably caused by either an idiolectal pattern or
inconsistency concerning the internalisation of writing conventions in Turkish. As
we can clearly infer from the pronunciation of the output, the latter must be the
case rather than the former.

Example 3d presents an example which contains an incomplete spelling. The
first word has been correctly spelled by applying the 'i'--+'1' switch. The first vowel
of the second word is a broad, round, predorsal closed phoneme /0/ (its
corresponding letter 'o'), followed by the narrow, round, predorsal open vowel /y/

(its corresponding letter 'u'). This second vowel has been replaced by the informant
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with the letter 'u', which conforms with the phoneme /u/. The pronunciation of
the deviant furm does not seem to be based on a sociolectal pattern. In this regard,
the discrepancy is presumably related to individual inconsistency of the informant
within Turkish spelling.

Example 3e provides a noticeable sentence, in which the letter '1'--*'i' shift is
incorrectly and completely implemented for the letter i', regardless of the accurate
letter in the syllable. Note that the grammatical structure of the output forms is out
of description in this section (cf. Chapter 9 for a morphosyntactic analysis of the
data). Apart from the above-mentioned shift, the required Turkish counterparts of
the letters 'c', 's' and 'g' are not used (i.e., '9', '5; 'g'). The first two required letters
reflect voiceless, fricative, tongue-front palatal consonant phonemes, while the
third letter ('A') does not have a full phoneme identity (see for further details
Ergent;, 1989: footnote 33). This letter, which itself is not a sound, but functions as
sound prolongation marking, can also indicate vowel slide (mixing) and can never
be placed at the first letter position of a word's first syllable. This output example
provides an illustration in which the deviance in phonographic form is completely
based on the deficiency in Turkish spelling performance of this informant
Therefore, it is noteworthy that Dutch spelling does not seem to have any influence
on the written forms.

Example 3f includes an output example in which the 'i'-*'1' letter shift is
observed as main default case in sound marking in combination with the '9'-'c'
letter shift and a phonographic borrowing from Dutch in the first vowel of *be,r€y
(birRy 'something'), based on the colloquial form of the Turkish word, i.e., the
phoneme /I/ with its corresponding letter in Dutch 'e'. This output pertains to the
CDT pretest The same spelling pattern of the informant remains in the posttest as
well.

Example 3g contains an example of the excessive sound marking, in which
Dutch phonographic forms seem to be dominant. The deviant spelling of the word
al,sve,74 'shopping' provides a typical example of the influence of the Dutch written
form: *alisvens. If we type this word on the Dutch computer keyboard without
using any specific Turkish character, we get this output form. The letter shift 'i'-*'i'
and '5'-'s', in which the specific Turkish phonographic forms are incorrectly
replaced by their Dutch counterparts, illustrates a phase in which written forms
seem to be internalised without enhancing sufficient awareness of two different
hnguistic systems.

Example 3h contains an output example in which inconsistent sound marking
can be observed. The alternative characters '8', 'u', '9' and '1' have successfully been
applied on the required syllables, whereas the letter '1' and the letter 'g'' which
functions to ensure vowel mixing (transition) between 'a' and '11, have been

'.,replaced by the informant with their Dutch counterparts as written forms, i.e., 1
and 'g'. This spelling pattern indicates that Turkish written forms have in general
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been internalised in the mental lexicon of this informant (NL4:81), although there
are occasional influences of the Dutch letters.

Example 3i comprises an output example of which the spelling reflects an
excessive phonographic form under the influence of the writing pattern in Dutch
and partly a dialectal use of the word sari:ta 'singer', i.e., *farkifi, which can be
inferred from the 'c'-+2' letter shift. Also this example implicates that literacy
activities have not sufficiently been repeated, in so far as this particular informant is
concerned (NI.3:65).

Example 31 is another example which presumably includes an inconsistent
application of 'Iurkish spelling on the word yanhs (it means 'wrong' in Turkish):
*janh). This can be seen in the incorrect letter shift 'i'-*'i' and the correct use of the
last consonant < '

'I'he final example 3k is in the similar category as the previous one. 'rhe letters '5'
and 't' have correctly been applied on the spelling of the word if toplantist 'business
meeting', whereas the vowel '1' in the last syllable of the second word has wrongly
been  replaced  by   the  informant  (NL1:23)   with  the  letter 'i': *if toplantlsi. With
respect to a possible cause of this output, however, it is not clear whether regional
pronunciation or inconsistent use of Turkish spelling has lead to this outcome, as
reading of the devi;int form implicates similarity with some spoken forms in East
Anatolian accents. In addition, the birthplace  of the informant's parents (NL1:23)
correlates positively with this background information.

8.2.3  Spelling as pronunciation
In this section, examples will be presented concerning the direct effect of the
spoken forms of Turkish lexemes. Albeit few, there can be found some output
examples produced by the informants in the RG, which indicates the dominance of
pronunciation patterns of some words. One reason which can clarify this phenom-
enon, is the relatively less frequent use of those words in written forms. In this
respect, the output examples in 5 illustrate the influence of audio representations of
visual forms.

5    a    mutevazi > + mutavazi  (I<Ll:7)
b kendini ovmek > 'kendini ogmek; menfaatci > 'menfatcl (TR1:104)
c kendini begenmib > 'kendini beyenmis (NL1:1,9)
d    kompleks > 'kompeleks  (NL1:24)
e iyiliksever> 'iliksever; fotograf > *fotraf (NL1:36)

f  iant > *cant (NLl:5,6,7,9..)
g    hemfire  > 'hem*ere (NL1:27, pretest)  the same  spelling in the posttest
h  ona arnnti soyluyoruz > 'ona ayrinti sorlizonz (NLl:18)
i sana bir kitabi verecegim sen de bana kalemini vereceksin > 'sana bir kitabi

vencem sen de bana kalemini vericeksin
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i Alninin teriyle kazanmak > 'Anninin terinle kazanmak
k  Simdi s6yleyeceklerim kulag na girsin> *Smdi soyliceklerim kulaging girsin

Yani bir kagit yapi5tirdim  >  *Yani bir kagat yapistirdim (NL1:36, CDT pretest)  the
similar spelling pattern remains in the posttest

1  Yani ben bir Turlam. Stnifta hep Hollandahlar var. Hollandahlara kdtu puan
veriyorum, Tikke de iyi puan o zaman aynrnctlik yapiyorum > *Yani ben bir
tukum sinifda heb Hollandaltlar var Hollandalira kutu pagan veriyorum turkede iyi
puan ozaman ayrimtl yaptyorum (NL1:36, pretest)

m  Vicdanstz  >  *vildanstz baba (NL1:32)
n    i6le me*gul olurlar > *i en me kul olurlar (NLI:19)

Example 5a contains an example which represents the pronounced form of the
word miitevag 'modest' in written perspective i. e., *mutavazt. In the production of

speech sounds which construct this word, the broad, flat, postdorsal vowel /ot/ in
the third syllable of the word assimilates the vowel in the second syllable. The
direction of the assimilation is due to the syllable on which the stress of the word is
placed. This change in the colloquial form is dependent on the vowel harmony in
Turkish (note that this is a borrowed lexeme from Arabic). The output form has
seenlingly been internalised in the mental lexicon in the manner in which the word
is  pronounced  by the informant  (NL1:7).  As the phonetically stored  form  is  not
modified by the conventional phonographic representation, the current deviant
spelling is implemented. The vowel shift i--*'i' in the last syllable of the word is
presumably caused by the contrast in order to strengthen the vowel following the
stress syllable.

Example 56 has two examples which have been produced by an informant in
the RG (TR1:104). Two lexemes are represented  in  the manner in which  they  are
pronounced in Turkish colloquial speech. In the first example, the consonant /V/,
which has a voiced, fricative, semivowel feature in the word 8vmek (to praise)
[cev'mec],  has  been  replaced with the vowel mixing marking 'g' (so-called  soft  'g'
in Turkish). This is presumably due to the stress location, the semivowel feature of
the above-mentioned consonant, and the prolongation of the first vowel in the first
syllable.

In the second example, the word me«ata  'opportunist', which is a borrowing
from Arabic, has a long vowel in the middle syllable. As this may be shortened in
colloquial pronunciation, this change can be seen in the written form, which is no
received spelling. The vowel shift 'i'-+i in the deviant form is a result of the vowel
harmony in Turkish owing to the fact that the preceding vowel has been shortened.
It may be asked why then the vowel harmony concerned is not applied on the
Turkish derivative suffix -CI in the received spelling of the word. Based on the
change of the preceding vowel, the vowel harmony has accordingly been carried
out on the vowel in the last syllable of the deviant form. These two examples
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indicate that literacy activities may have some failure even within the RG. However,
discrepancies in this group are mainly seen in two categories out of five.

Example 5c contains another example in which the vowel mixing (slide) sign '2'
in the second word of the collocation kendini begenmis 'conceited' is replaced with
the voiced, tongue-predorsal, semivowel /1/, i.e., the letter 'y'. This is due to the
prolongation of the first and second vowel in the word concerned, which is a result
of vowel slide (vowel slide or vowel mixing: two vowels standing in the same
syllable or come to stand in the same syllable owing to loss of another sound; cf.
Ergeng, 1995:42).

In example Sd the word kompleks 'complex', which is a borrowing from French
Gumplexe) is spelled in its pronounced form, which is an adaptation to the phonetic
rules of Turkish. As two consonants cannot stand in the same syllable in Turkish,
the congruent vowel /6/ has been placed between 'p' and '1', which supports the
following vowel after the stress syllable: [lon]'plecs] - *[kin]'peks]

Two examples in 5e include a spoken variety of the words bizzLD ever

[I JIlIcsE'vEY] 'benevolent' and fotoinf [f)to:'rocf] 'photograph: In the first word,
which is a compound, the constructing lexeme tyi- 'good' undergoes vowel pro-
longation as a result of the semivowel /1/ that leads to vowel slide. In the second

word, the vowel prolongation in the middle syllable which is realized by means of
the vowel mixing sign 'g'' has been completely deleted together with the stress. This
outcome in the colloquial pronunciation form is probably due to the overextended
middle syllable as a tone contrast (highness and strength) with the first and the last
syllable of this borrowed word.

In example 5 f, the first phoneme /3/ of the word jant /'3oint/ 'tire rim', which is
a borrowed lexeme, has been replaced with its Turkish variant /d3/ in the deviant
spoken form /'d33nt/. As Turkish lexemes containing the phoneme /3/ are
originally borrowed words, a general spoken pattern is observed in Turkish, in
which this phoneme is shifted with the phoneme /d3/, i.e., 'j'-'c' (cf. Ergeng,
1989:23; footnote     34     for a discussion).     Consider, for instance, the French

borrowing in Turkish jandamia 'military police; gendarme'. Both sounds are voiced,
fricative, tongue-front-palatal consonants. The difference is that the sound /d3/,
i.e., 'c', is a combination of two sounds: /d/+/3/. The majority of the output
forms are in the spoken mode.

Example 5g includes a deviant form in which the vowel in the stressed syllable is
assimilated by the last vowel: *bemsen [hemfe'fE]. In this process, the long vowel
/I:/ in the standard mode of the word: bemfire [hemfI:'rE] has supposedly been
changed with a closed /e/. Due to the fact that these output forms are analysed on
the basis of the written forms instead of their pronounced representations, the
reason of the deviance cannot be thoroughly traced back. We can give another
clarification for this deviant output in particular, the Dutch sound /a/, which is the
counterpart of Turkish /i/, may have been used as a result of contamination. This
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Output is taken from the CDT pretest The same deviant form remains in the
posttest of the informant as well.

The   example   in 5h indicates   that the informant (NL1:18) has spelled   the
inflection of the verb seylemek 'to  tell':  sqyl#yoniff [sollyj) fuK]  'we tell' completely in
its colloquial spoken form *s€yi»n  [sojlI j)rlg]. This pattern demonstrates that
rather than a visually stored form, an audio internalised mode is dominant in the
written representation of the verb inflection, which has implications for the literacy
activities in language instruction. On the other hand, the correct spelling of the
preceding word qynnti 'detail' indicates inconsistency in the same terms.

Example 5i is another example which comprises a deviant spelling of verb in-
flection: vem· im'I will give'>*vencem and vereceksin 'you will give'>*vedeksin. The
broad, flat, front-tongue, open vowel /2/ in the second syllable [vers'd3ECSIrl],
which is the stressed syllable, has been replaced with the narrow, flat, front-tongue,
closed vowel /I/. Thus, the sound shift is from a broad and open vowel to a
narrow and closed one on the front-tongue position. In this regard, there is a
constriction in the informal pronounced form of the verb and this happens on the
stressed syllable. The same change can be obser\red in the spoken form of the verb
vencegim [vers'd3EI:m], i.e., *vencem. In this deviant output, the vowel mixing
(prolongation) sign and the sound /1/ have been deleted, and the third syllable has
been annexed to the last consonant in addition to the above-mentioned change. In
this manner, the prolonged vowel /i/ has been discarded, as the main distinctive
part of the personal suffix is the last consonant of the inflection in the future tense.
Consider, in this case, other possible spoken forms in deviant spelling: *vencen,
*vehcefi'you will give, we will give'; ¥gel),om, *gelyon, »hyoi 'I come, you come, we
come'.

Example 51 contains a spelling, which is an example of vowel drop and
regressive vocal assimilation in the inflection of the word alin 'forehead':   [oc'h-n].
The narrow, flat, rear-tongue vowel / :/ in the second syllable, which follows the
stress comprising syllable, is mostly deleted, for instance, in the possessive
infiection cases: alninin teri 'the sweat of her/his forehead', as the stress is laid on
the first syllable; and the following possessive and genitive suffixes require the same
phoneme. The vowel drop does not impede meaning formation and does ease the
pronunciation of the inflected form, because there is an instant transition from a
broad, rear-tongue (postdorsal) stressed vowel (i.e.,/01/: 'a,) down to a narrow,
rear-(middle-)tongue (i.e., /Y/: 5,). As for the backward consonant assimilation, the
voiced, nasal, tongue-tip and gum (in terms of the position of its vocalization) /n/
(i. e., 'n'), which is the last consonant of the last syllable, has an influence on the
first consonant of the same syllable (i.e., /t/: '13, which is voiced, paraconstricted,
tongue-tip/front-palatal due to the fact that the position of the latter in the mouth
is a little further than the former sound (tongue-tip/front-palatal versus tongue-
tip/gum). Therefore, the former assimilates the latter and replaces it with the same
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consonant: *anninin terinle. In this deviant output, also a grammatical incongruency
is observed. Two words, which are nominally inflected and hence grammatically
related to each other, involve both second person singular possessive marking:
*annmm tennle (literal translation: '*with your sweat of your forehead'). This yields
an excessive inflection.

Example Sk is an example from the CDT pretest, which remains the same in the
posttest. In this output example, a combination is observed which includes the
spelling of the spoken form under the effect of Dutch phonographic
representation. As in example 5i, we see the same vowel shift 'e'--*'i' as a result of
the constricting effect of the semivowel /1/ (i.e., letter 'y'), which serves as a
transition sound (or protecting consonant in inflections confronting two vowels):
s*€yeceklehm [soj'lEJEdjeclEFIm] 'things that I will say' > *sqyliceklehm

[sljlI:d3eclErIm]. This consonant (semivowel)  in the third syllable creates a fusion
of the preceding and the following syllable (i.e., DE  + BE]), which turns into one

long, narrow syllable: [lI:]. This transformation may be partially illustrated by the
alternative spelling of some English words: nosey > nosy; jersey > *Jersy; Berkeley
> *Berkly; Mersey > *Mersy. Note that the second forms of the last three words
are not received written patterns. What is noticeable in these examples is that the
combination of the sounds /e/ and /1/ yields the sound /1/ under influence of the
latter, even in the English spelling form. The second deviant form in this output is
kagtt 'paper' ['ca: It], in which the vowel-mixing sign prolongs the vowel in tlie first
stressed syllable by assimilating the second narrow vowel /Y/ *kagat  ['ca:t].  The  last
aspect of this output is the contamination from Dutch spelling: yapistirdim 'I glued
or pasted' > *yapist:rdim, of which the half is correctly spelled.

Example 51 contains deviant examples from the CDT pretest. In the posttest,
the same pattern remains. The inflection of the word st«[sl'nlf]  'classroom' with
locative case marking: sindta 'in the classroom' has been modified on the criterion
of the vibration of the vocal cords. As the word ends with voiceless consonant / f/,
it requires its voiceless counterpart allophone in case marking, which is /t/. In the
output, however, it is replaced with the phoneme /d/, which is its voiced
counterpart. In the deviant form *beb the same movement from voiceless to voiced

sound can be seen: /p/-/b/. The words in kbtii puan [coe'ty 'pu:om] 'bad point;
low mark' have been represented in their spoken form: *kiitii pagan [cy'tv 'po(:n].  In
this output, the narrow vowel /y/ (letter 'u') changes the broad vowel /(r/ (letter
'o'), while two vowels in the second word, which is a French borrowing, come to
stand next to each other. The phoneme /0/ dominates over the narrow, round,
rear-tongue vowel /u/ as a result of its broad, flat, rear-tongue feature. The next
output example shows the effect of Dutch spelling: *turkede. Besides its conceptual
contamination, in the spelling of the word aynnti 'detail' the consonant shift
'n'-*'m', which is from a tongue-tip/gum to a bilabial form in terms of
vocalization, is realized: *aynmt:. However, this discrepancy seems to be the result
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of a conceptual deviation rather than a phonetic change, if we consider the stem of
the word as ay'nm'- discrimination'.

In example 5m the deviant output form concerns a combined consonant in
Turkish. The last consonant of the first syllable /d3/ (letter 'c') consists of two
sounds, i.e., /d/+/3/, in the word viedan 'conscience', which is a borrowed lexeme
from Arabic. This consonant has been reduced by deleting the first sound, i.e., the
consonant /d/, which leaves the sound /3/. This case is a common phenomenon
in Turkish pronunciation, in so far as the consonant /d3/ (letter 'c,) is in the
middle syllable of a word (cf. names such as Necdet, Neda). As 911 three sounds are
very near to each other in terms of the locus of vocalization, they may be switched
internally according to phonetic conditions. Also in the combination of /d/+/3/
and /d/, the first /d/ drops by the effect of the second one; hence the pronun-
clatton Kvgdan.

Example 5n has two examples in which spoken forms have been reflected in
written   form:    ifle   megul   'busy   with   work' [If'lE mefgul] > *iflen   mefkul   [If'lE n
mefkul]. The postposition ile 'with' receives the consonant /n/ at the end. This is
presumably due to the last position of the broad, flat, front-tongue, open vowel
/6/, which leads to a close-down of the word final sound by means of the
consonant /n/. In the second word, the opposite movement from voiced to
voiceless consonant is observed in contrast to example 51. The voiced phoneme
/g/ has been changed with its voiceless counterpart: /g/-,/k/. The lexeme megul
'busy' is a borrowing from Arabic, in which two different types of consonants
come to stand next to each other in the syllable transition, i.e., 'B' and 'g' . The /f/
is a voiceless phoneme and the /g/, which comes after the stressed syllable of the
word, is a voiced phoneme. Therefore, the former assimilates the latter in terms of
the vibration of the vocal cords.

8.2.4 Dialectal spelling ofwords
In this section, spelling forms which have been constructed under the influence of
a dialectal pronunciation of words, will be discussed. In contrast to the previous
section, in which lexemes have been written in their vocalized manner in spoken
language, we will see written modes concerning the written representation of
output forms, which has been shaped by the dialectal use of the informants.

6     a     ukala > *ukela  (TR2:120)
b   gecekondu > *gece gundu (NI.1:35, pretest) correct form in the posttest
c    dedikodu  >  'dedi kudu (NL1:36)
d   kardes > 'karda5 (NL1:34), hayal > 'hayel (NL1:5)
e  gara  > fkgrac, garag (NL1:18,23; NL1:5,10, 11,15, 22,27,31, 34,35, 36) pretest,

pupils NI.1:18, 23; NL1:5, 10, 11 produced the correct form in the posttest, whilst
the rest used the same deviant spelling
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f    bagai > *bagas (NL1:37); pasaport > *pa*aport  (NL1:34),  tercume   >   *ter ume

5L4:79)
g   69 almak> rug almak (NL1:35 pretest) correct form in the posttest

Example 6a is an output example from the RG. The word ukala [uka'la:] 'pedant',
which is an Arabic borrowing in Turkish, presents two vocal changes in its deviant
form. The first vowel /u/ (letter 'u'), which is a narrow, round, rear-tongue and
closed sound, has been replaced in the deviant form with the /Y/ (letter 'u'), which
is a narrow, round, front-tongue and open vowel. The broad, flat, rear-tongue and
postdorsal /oc/ in the second syllable, that has the stress of the word on, has been
changed with the broad, flat, front-tongue and open /6/, conforming with the
previous replacement: *iikela [Yce'la.]. Thus, we observe a phonetic movement
from rear- to front-tongue in the first two syllables, which regresses to the rear-
tongue in the last syllable. The regression in this syllable is presumably due to the
long feature of the last vowel, which does not tend to change phonetically.

Example 6b is a deviant spelling form which originates from the CDT pretest.
This informant has corrected the spelling concerned in the posttest. The word
gecekondu [:ted3Ek)n'du] 'shanty' is a compound which consists of two words: geee

'night' and kondu '- built, placed'. As this is a lexicalised item rather than a clause,
the stress is on the third syllable. The voiceless /k/ is usually replaced with its
voiced counterpart /j/ in its dialectal pronunciation form. On the other hand, the
broad, round, rear-tongue and open vowel /1/ (letter 'o') in the first syllable of the
second word has been replaced with its narrow, round, rear-tongue and open
counterpart: *Mee gundu [fed3Ejun'du]. This change indicates  a vowel constriction in
the dialectal form.

Example 6c provides a similar example to 6b. The difference between the two is
that the voiceless /k/ remains constant in the first syllable of the second word of
the compound dedikodic [dedIC)'d u]  'gossip'.  The  word  consists  of two  lexemes:
dedi + kodu (literal: 'said + placed'). The same movement from broad to narrow
vowel is observed in the third syllable of this dialectal output: *dedi kudu

[dedICU'du].
Example 6d comprises two examples in which the bidirectional vowel shift

/E/,-/0/ is seen in two different words. The first word kardel 'brother/sister'
[kocr'dEf] is originally a deduction from the word kann(las. which means one who
shares the same belly. The middle syllable, which follows the stressed syllable, has
fallen out in the process mainly by the effect of the stressed syllable, and this yields
the current form of the word. In contrast to Turkish vowel harmony rules, the
vowel /ot/ of the participaton' suffix -DAB has changed into /E/ in the course of
time, which gives the standard form of the word, leaving the original representation
only in dialectal use: [kocr'doLf]. This move from the back vowel to the front vowel
/ot/-/E/ seems to be the result of progressive placement of the tongue, which is
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easier. In dialectal use, we see a retrospective change, which confirms the vowel
harmony /E/-/9/. In the second word, there is an opposite form of the vowel
shift from standard to dialectal representation: /ot/-/E/. The move from standard
to dialectal form in the word bqyal [hoc'jal] 'dream', which is an Arabic borrowing, is
the opposite of the previous word: 0,/-/E/ [ha'j El]

Example 6e includes tWO deviant forms of the French borrowing garaj 'garage
[gri'(0(3]. In the first form, the /g/-/k/ shift, which is from voiced to voiceless
consonant, makes a distinction in terms of vibration of the vocal cords, in
combination with the /3/-/9/ shift at the end of the word (i.e., *karaf) [1='r,tf]
This consonant shift shows that consonants do not select their precise counterpart
in each case (Le., here, it must have selected the consonant /J/ '#D· Instead of this
sound, the consonant / f/, letter 'g', which is constructed by the /t/ and /f/ has
been opted for in the dialectal form. It is, however, noteworthy that the selection
occurs within a structurally similar category, i.e., all consonants are fricative and
tongue-front-palatal. The second spelling involves only the latter consonant shift
[go('ratjl. Only five pupils out of twelve have corrected their spelling in the
posttest.

Example 6f provides three examples in which the consonant shift concerns
counterparts in terms of vibration of the vocal cords. The final consonant /3/ '1' of
the French borrowing bag,# [bot'goc3] (baggage) has been replaced with /J/ 'f' in the
dialectal form. The change is from a voiced to its voiceless phonetic counterpart.
Another French borrowing pasapon [pots)'pift] is quite frequently pronounced in
dialects by replacing the voiceless, tongue-tip/gum consonant /s/ in the second
syllable with the voiceless, front-palatal sound /f/ 'B', i.e., Na€aport [podot'pirt]. The
word starts with the bilabial /p/ and continues with a back vowel /oc/. The tongue
paces back as less as possible towards the front-palate and hence selects the nearest
structurally appropriate consonant, i.e., /f/. In the spelling of the Arabic borrowing
ten'iime 'translation' [terd3Y'mE] we observe a move from the voiced consonant
/d3/'c'to its voiceless counterpart /tf/ '9' and as for vowels, from front to back
vowel: *tercume [tergfu'mE]. In terms of the change of the two sounds, a slight
backward movement is observed in the dialectal use of the word.

Example 6g is a deviant output form from the CDT pretest. The informant has
corrected this form in the posttest. The opening phoneme of the word Or ['<E4]
revenge', which is a broad, round, open and front vowel has been changed with
the narrow, round, open and back vowel /Y/ 'u' in the output *iic [,Ytf]. Thus, the
replacement occurs in terms of the position of the jaw and the movement of the
tongue, which means from a broad and front vowel to a narrow and back vowel. In
this regard, there is a backward vowel constriction in the non-standard pronun-
ciation of this lexeme.
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8.2.5 Mixture ofTurkish-Dutch spelling
In this section, deviances in the spelling of words, which are mainly borrowings in
both Turkish and Dutch from a third language, will be presented. Interestingly,
written representations do not match the received form of the cognate in Turkish
or Dutch in most of the cases. It seems that neither the Turkish nor the Dutch
written form has fully visually been internalised and that the informants make use
of a combination of spelling forms from both languages. Mainly Dutch visual input
is presumably mixed with mostly Turkish phonetic input. If - for some reason -
input categorization in combination with mutual comparison is not implemented in
this process, then systematic differentiation between phonographic structures does
not seem to arise. Let us consider the output examples in 7, which illustrate these
1SSUeS.

7    a    psikolog > 'p>-sicolok; avukat > 'avokat (NLl:7);
b top basketbol hobidir > top 'basketbal hobidir = similar spelling pattern in the

posttest
c Benim hobim futbol > Benim hobim ' foetbal  (NLl:15)
d Bilgisayar profesorleri -komputerleri > Bilgisayar 'profesorlan 'computurlen

(NL1:13); -komputifru geli tirmek> -Computuru gelistirmek
e  Radvoda > 'Radio'(la (NL1:15)

Example 72 concerns the spelling of the words psikolog [psIk)'bk] ('psychologist'
in English; 'psycholoog' in Dutch) and amkal [0!Vu'koct] (in English 'advocate'; in
Dutch 'advocaat'). The first word has been spelled as *kysicolok [psId3)'bC] in the
Turkish output, of which the pronunciation yields an unfamiliar lexeme. This
written representation begins with a quasi-Dutch form, as the letter order of the
first s>·liable is p+T+s instead of the Greek letter combination p+s+y. It may be
argued that the informant has placed the letter 'y' in second position in order to
divide the two consonants 'p' and 's' with the 'y' yielding an /1/ vowel to be able to
ensure the consonant-vowel-consonant order in Turkish. However, the letter 'i'
which reflects the vowel /1/ has not been placed. This can be seen in the second
syllable, which is copied from the standard spelling of the word. The third syllable

has a 'c', which gives a les1 sound in Turkish and a /k/ in Dutch. In this sense,
we see a switch to the Dutch pattern here. In the last syllable, the pattern returns to

the Turkish form by replacing the voiced 'g' with the voiceless 'k', which is already
there in the pronounced form. The second word is mainly under the influence of
the Turkish spelling form. The only mixing is observed in the middle syllable, in
which the Turkish narrow, round, closed and back vowel /0/ has been replaced
with the broad and back vowel /1/ 'o' as in the Dutch form: [0(v)'ko t]
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In example 7b, which is borrowed from the CDT pretest, the Dutch spelling of
the word basketbol 'basketball' has been applied in the written form of a Turkish
clause. The informant has used the same spelling pattern in the posttest as well.

Example 7c contains the deviant spelling of the English borrowing fittbol
[fut'blt] ('football'; poetbal in Dutch). The informant (NL1:15) has used the Dutch
form of the word. However, we observe the 'v'-'f shift, which is an internal
deviance. The voiced 'v' in the Dutch word has been incorrectly replaced with the
voiceless 'f: *foetbal. It is noticeable that the Dutch form has been used with its
deviant spelling form in a Turkish utterance. The concept concerned has been
visually internalised in its Dutch written form without a cross-linguistic
categorization and the form has been applied accordingly on a Turkish clause. On
the other hand, seemingly, the internalisation of the Dutch visual form has not
been fully executed, as the 'v'-'f shift still comes into existence in the written
representation.

Example 7d comprises three deviant spelling examples concerning the French
and English borrowings in Turkish profesBrleri [pr)fE'sairIErI] ('professors-ACC';
the same spelling in Dutch), -kompiittiren [10mpY'tY¥|ErI] ('computers-ACC'; the
same spelling in Dutch) and -komputiin> [lompY'tY¥Y] ('computer-ACC'; the
same spelling in Dutch). The first two syllables of the first word start with a similar
phonetic pattern in the two languages. The differentiation begins in the third
svllable, which is used in the output as in a Dutch phonetic form, but its written
form lacks one 's' according to the Dutch spelling of the word. In the standard
Turkish spelling, there is the broad, round, open and front vowel phoneme /G/ '0'
in the third syllable, which modifies the vowels in the following syllables according
to its vowel sort, i.e., /E/ and /I/, which both are front vowels. As the pronounced
form of the word changes in the third syllable, the following syllables, which
involve plural and case marking, adapt themselves as well to the change concerned
on the basis of the rules of Turkish vowel harmony. The broad, round, open and
back vowel /1/ 'o' in the third syllable of the deviant form requires its counterparts
in terms of the movement of the tongue, i. e., back vowels /0(/ 'a' in the plural
marking and /) / '1' in the case marking of the output: *p«esorlart [pr) fE's)¥10(Al
'I'his is a noteworthy example, in which the internalised Dutch phonetic form of a
lexeme has been modified by Turkish phonetic rules. This implicates that if a
borrowing is embedded into a Turkish utterance, it then is adapted and integrated
into Turkish phonetic rules. Thus, grammatical rules, which help generate different
meanings, determine the phonetic form of the inflection on the basis of the
internalised lexeme. The second word presents conceptually as well as phonetically
alternating forms. First of all, the English borrowing -kompiitur is not used 111
Turkish anymore, hence it is marked by the sign (-). In place of this lexeme, a
Turkish compound biliuoyar, which consists of bU* 'information' and sal'ar 'counts',

is  commonly  used in Turkish.  In the output utterance  of the informant (NI-1:13),
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both lexemes, i. e., -kompiitiir and bilgisayar have been used; one as nominal
inflection to refer to computer professors and the other one to refer to the
computer itself. The spelling of the borrowed  form -ko»utiir indicates a variation
in deviances. The output *comptitiirleri of the same informant begins with the Dutch
written and phonetic form. 'Ihe change into Turkish spelling arises in the third
syllable, which is the final syllable of the free morpheme, and it is followed by the

bound morphemes for plural and case marking. In this case, the phonetic switch is
not on the boundaries of free and bound morphemes, which differs from the
previous example. Note that these inferences are based on the description of
written forms. In order to track down the differences precisely, we need the
phonetic mode of the same output. The third word concerns the same lexeme
-komptittir. The deviant  form  *Computunt,gelistinnek  ('to  improve computer design-

ACC') includes the k-c shift in the first syllable of the first word, which shows the
effect of Dutch spelling. The vowel spellings in the following syllables implicate
that the informant has mainly made use of the 'I'urkish phonetic form of the
lexeme, but has not applied the matching phonemes in the relevant syllables, i.e.,
/Y/ 'u'. The same can be seen in the second word as well, in which the required
letter '5' /J/ has not been used. This output is also noticeable from the perspective
that the phonetic representation of the lexeme is in Turkish, while its written
representation is motivated by the Dutch spelling forms.

The last example 7e reflects a Dutch spelling of the word radyo 'radio'. This
French borrowing in Turkish is transformed in Turkish pronunciation by means of
the voiced semivowel /1/, i.e., the letter 'y' in the second syllable, which is
replaceable with the vowel /1/, i. e., the letter 'i', as the locus of vocalization
concerning the two sounds is near. The output indicates that the Dutch written
form has been internalised in the lexicon of the informant (NI.1:15)

8.3 Classroom observations

In this section, data derived from oral observations in the classroom will be
presented selectively.Fhe classroom observations concerned have been conducted
in four lessons/sessions in the NLt group. The given numbers are coded
references to particular pupils. Atl page references in the text below refer to the

utilized teaching method (Celik et al, 1994)

First session
The lesson starts with exercises on page  19. NL1:11 reads  the  text and chooses  an
answer to question  1.  Then  the task distribution procedure goes  on in a question-
answer manner from various pupils. 1-he teacher gives supplementary explanations.
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Then he proceeds onto the second exercise which suggests a dichotomy in
which certain activities related to child behaviour in psychology (e.g., to dis-
criminate sexes, to be keen on toys, to tell secrets to peers, not to speak or play
with each other anymore due to disagreement) should be categorized by the pupils
according to the criterion of being younger or older than eight years. The teacher
admits later that this categorization is too theoretical, and we can observe the

counterexamples in real life too.
The third exercise is important in terms of morphosyntactic production. The

second lexeme of a compound verb (the verb part of the compound) is elicited by
giving the first lexeme of the compound (the noun part of the lexeme) as stimulus,
e.g.,  lfYF'n  bulmak  Oit. 'to find suitableD.

Then the teacher talks about a topiC which (exercise 4) he gives as writing
homework, namely how pupils have to choose their friends, what kind of features
they find important to have/choose a good friend. He explains the concept
personality, character of someone. He uses lots o f attributes (adjectives) to describe
it (cruel, generous, nice, friendly, helpful, thoughtful, very harsh, etc.). The pupils
are passively busy with the content of the lesson by listening to the teacher instead
of actively reading or writing on the board or paper.

They go on with page 20 mektup arkadafltgt 'pen friends'. One pupil reads aloud
the text and the rest of the pupils listen. The whole of the class is quite
concentrated. A post code number is read with difficulty (80840) as separate
numbers. This is another example of the different conceptualisation of an
arithmetic code which needs to be transformed into a linguistic code.

NL1:10 asks what mektzip arkadafligi means,  then  NL 1: 14  answers  in  Dutch:
iemand die je niet kent 'someone whom you don't know', upon which all the pupils
start to laugh. Two pupils react in a mixed code: vertaling liiffen! (vertaling 'translation'
please). The teacher interrupts in order to explain the concept: »1/nend' deniyor
ingilig,   tanismak   ve   eglenmek   amach   arkadafhk   oluyor  'it   is   Sometlimg  which  is   often
used in English as penfriend, it is a kind of friendship to have fun and to get to
know each other'. It is interesting to observe that during the lesson pupils react to

the use of languages other than Turkish by the teacher, who needs to maintain
order and wants silence in the classroom. He asks: what does kolebhon 'collection'
mean? The pupils respond collectively in Dutch: veramelinh post-zegels bjvoorbeeM

'collection, stamps for example'. He goes on and asks what ogrenim gormek'to study'
means and gives himself the explanation as.yant Unnmek, okula gitmek, bir okulda
ok,imak, elitim almak. Bunlann  'deftig' adi 80enim gdnnek olur 'that is, to learn, to go to
school, to receive education at a school. It is the defti [formal] naming of all these'.
As we observe also in this particular case, he inserts lexemes from Dutch into his
utterance in Turkish, probably by presuming that the Dutch word d€/hZ is known to

gill pupils.
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He goes on with the explanation of concepts such as siitun, bando 'column, band'
and says that the first concept is mainly used in newspapers and magazines: the
place where this kind of letters are put in a magazine; there are also columns used
in the construction of a building for which the same word is uttered. He uses
embedded sentences including relative clauses.  To the question of NL1:10 about
what  they are going to  do  now, the teacher gives  an  answer with code mixing: 'alles'
} apa,·agi<)  'we  are  going  to do alles [everything]'). The language  use  of this teacher  in
the classroom is noteworthy in terms of code mixing phenomena.

Second session
The teacher starts with exercises on page 21 of the book; he explains some spelling
rules concerning special and sort names. The pupils listen  to  him.  NL1:4 asks  the
equivalent of the Turkish word kimim 'institution' in Dutch and suggests herself a
Dutch word: bed« 'company'.  The  teacher gives  the correct translation: instelling
The teacher writes spelling and punctuation examples on the board, e.g., the use of
apostroplie for special names. Some pupils apply this rule incorrectly on the use of
locative  -DA: bura'da, okul'da 'in here, at school', whereas this rule is not valid for
sort names. \ 'lien the teacher explains that the letter 'a' must be written in capital
form in  special  names  such  as person names,  NL1:7  says that  they have learned it
in a maximized form of the small a: @. The teacher writes the loan word economic
in lurkish incorrectly, then he corrects his use: economic > ekonomik. The Turkish
abbreviation vb. 'etc.' is pronounced in Dutch form /febe/ by NI.1:11 by giving its
Dutch equivalent enTopoori 'etcetera', which is not corrected by the teacher. Then
the vocabulaq  exercise on page 21  is made. NL1:17 asks whether she can give the
definition of the concept kolekst)on 'collection' in Dutch. This is rejected by the
teacher who says that it is a Turkish class and that they have to speak Turkish. A
few minutes later he uses a sentence including code mixing: arkadaflikla ioli eigen
meninKini-z betrouwbaar  mt   fence   hi  bir  arkadas  nastl  olmalt?  Ktsa  bir yag,  aly,emeen  yani
arkadashkla  iltili yag .yagin.  1 '0lgende  maand inleveren yapacagi-z (is your  eigen  mening

betrouwbaar bs your opinion reliable]? Idow should a good friend be? Write a short
composition, an algemeen Igeneral], I mean, a composition about friendship. You
Inake inleveren [submit] them volgende maand [next month]).

In general, the teacher permits code mixing in utterances during this session. He
even makes himself frequently use of this pattern. The pupils participate in the
lesson passively, wherebr the teacher explains and the pupils listen and write what
has been said.

Third session
This session starts with the question of NI.171  bgretmenim uitslaglan getirdiniz mid
(teacher, did you bring :,itslag¥plural suffix [results]?). The teacher asks him what
this word means: uitsla2 ne demek? lie gives a couple of equivalents, which are in fact
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words in the similar conceptual field: sa)7. rakam. sumv,.yagh 'number, cipher, exam,
written test'. The teacher corrects these examples: sinav sontai 'exam result'. He
answers to the question of a pupil with a sentence containing code mixing: sen de

domme vraaglar son-Jorsun! (you ask domme vraag+plural suffix [stupid question]).
NL1:19 asks the conductor of this study whether he has brought the results of the
previous test. diretmenim djfPrlan getirdinif mP  Prestatiem  yi benimr. tteacher. did you
bring 472,+plural suffix+ACC. [marks]. My prestatie+PSiSG is good! [my
performance]). The conductor asks him what this Dutch word means: Cifer ne
demek. (what does 4#er mean?) The pupil replies that it is number, cipher: .yani

rakam. sayl. The conductor tries to find the correct concept in the context: ona
okulda nastl ad veririe 'how do we name it in school?'. By hesitating the pupil says
incorrectly stnav, yagh 'exam, written exam'. When he hesitates, a class mate
(NL1:4) replies: not,yagh nom 'mark, mark of a written exam'.

The teacher starts the lesson by explaining concepts such as parallel, straight and
intersecting lines. The pupils read the text on page 31 and answer related questions.
The teacher gives necessary conceptual explanations. NL1:1 poses meanwhile a
different question including code mixing to her classmates: bongerstaking i,in
bandtekening atabilir miyimi (may I take bandtekening  gnaturel for bonger staking
[hunger strike]?). The other pupils do not understand the question properly: Ne ian,
ne ianR 'for what, for what?'. She corrects then her language by using the Turkish
equivalents of these Dutch words. NL1:23  asks who governs a village in Turkey.
The other pupils reply to this question prior to the reaction of the teacher: mitbtar

yo netir bilm#or musun? 'an alderman governs  it, don't you know it?'. NL1:8 explains
why she prefers to live in a village rather than in a city by means of a relative clause
construction including a causal postpositional pal:ticiple (POP): daha guteL SeS« ve

temi  oldugu  i,in  «yde.yafamak  isterdim  '1  would rather like  to live  in  a ·village, because
it is nicer, calmer and cleaner there'. The pupils make the compound formation
task correctly. Then they fulfil the conceptual definition task by using each concept
in a sentence. They do not know what 'psychology' means and the teacher explains
this concept: insan dairamslannt inceleyen bam 'science which studies human
behaviour'. He proceeds then to grammatical explanations such as a syllable and
the morphological (agglutinative) structure of Turkish. He lets his pupils make
exercises on word formation by means of bound and free morphemes. He asks
NL1:10 what beee 'syllable' means. The pupil gives its Dutch equivalent: letteignep

'syllable'. He goes on with a few more syllabic examples and ends this work
because they know it very well according to him. They now read the text in the
following section. Using utterances with code mixing, they now ask questions
about the text and other lessons, while the teacher is out for a while. When he
comes back, he produces an utterance with Dutch-Turkish code mixing: maandaglt
december odevle,inig.yapip gehn - Monday december the  14'h [in Dutch]  make sure
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you will have done your homework [in Turkish]. After that he asks the pupils to do
the word definition task for the present study at the end of this session.

Fourth session
At the beginning of this session a text related to traditions is read and exercises on
page 48 are made. The teacher asks the opinion of his pupils about bastlk parast
'bride's price'. NL1:10,  19, 24 and 6 say that they do not know what it means. The
teacher explains the concept and wants them to use the words iii the glossary in a
sentence. NL1:8 makes a main clause containing the idiom tanbe kan/mak 'to
become historic or forgotten': bag gelenekier taribe kanklyor 'some traditions become
historic or forgotten'. The teacher makes another sentence containing embedding:
bashk birbibni seven genf·len ayt,lor 'bride's price separates young people who love
each other'. NL1:6 produces a structurally similar, but more complex sentence due
to its double embeddings. seven kifilerin arauna giren eebennemliktir 'one who goes
between people who love each other is for hell'. NL1:10 gives the Dutch equivalent
of the concept yuva. nest 'nest'.  NL1:24  produces  a  deviant  embedded  clause  in  a
sentence, which is corrected by the teacher.

8    Yine  de  bashkparasi  kbyliiler var alan
still bride's price farmers EXIST take-SP
'There are still farmers, who take bricle's price

Example 8 contains a deviance in which the subject participle is outside the
movement scope of the relative clause and is within the boundary of the main
clause. In this case, the subject participle akin should precede the subject 883 liiler

'farmers' according to the structural dependencies of Turkish.
NL1:12 uses a sentence with a relative clause having a subject participle: yuva

kurana /1llab dayardim eder'Allah too helps those who want to have a home and a
family'. NL1:10 finds it difficult to explain the meanings of idioms and proverbs: e,g

moeilijk 'very difficult'. The reiteration of a proverb by NL1:17 is evaluated by the
teacher in a sentence with code mixing as a too literal description: te letterlijk oldu (it
has been te letter#/k [too literal]). He later explains grammatical terms by means of
their Dutch equivalents:  adin ne oldugunu billor musunue Belirtili nesne nedi,9 Ze#standit
naamwoord, ludend voonve,p (do you know what a noun is? What is a direct object?
Ze»andig naamwoord, l#lend   voonverp [noun, direct object]).    He    goes on asking
conceptual questions: bakin bi#yor musunue  (do you know copper?) NL1:10 replies
in Dutch: gnc, bmnte (zinc, bronze). 'I'he teacher says it is not: Hayir koperyani (no it
is koper [copper], I mean). He describes nominative inflection as a grammatical
category: belirtili tamlama. 8rnegin Atatiirk'iin saatiyani -iin ve -i eklen tamlamayaptyor. iki
kelime de ek almtp·a oluyor (definitive inflection, for instance wristwatch of Ataturk, 1
mean the suffixes -un and -i make the inflection.  It is possible if two words too take
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an inflectional suffix).  NL1:3  and 23  ask the meaning of a term which  they do not
understand: Ogretmenim ek nedi,9 'teacher, what does suffix mean?' His description
is:  kelimenin sonunagelen  ve anlam  degistinn  birimier'units that ate attached to the end of
a word and that make a new meaning'. He gives the example of a chain and its
circles in the case of nominal inflection: okulun babgesinin kaptS-1 'the door of the
garden of the school'. He explains this inflection category with a comparison:
Hollandaca'da  be itconstruetie  ohgor.  Hollandaca'da  i:or  bu yapilar.  Begt'i  bililor  mits:,nue
Oktihin babeesi Hollandaca nasil deni,9 (it is befdtonstnictie Ipossessive constructionl m
Dutch. These structures are difficult in Dutch. Do you know begt [possessive]?
How do we say okulun babcesi [the door of the garden] in Dutch?).

The translation of NLT:21 is: bet t:tin van bet buis ('the garden of the house';
incorrect article) and that of NL1:5, 10, 11, 12 is seboopkin, buijplein, buistuin 'school
square, house square, house garden'. These reactions mdicate that the pupils
concerned (except NL1:21)  did not internalise  the grammatical concept of definite
and indefinite noun inflections. The teacher asks the meaning of the genitive suffix

-In (GEN) in evin babeesi'the garden of the house'. The pupils make it equal to the
Dutch definite article bet'the' and they mix it with the genitive preposition van 'of'.
He  sayst  dt ve    bepaa/d yapfyor,  van belt yapgor (de arid bet bhel make it  bepaaM

[definite] and van makes it bett [possessive]). The teacher tells also that they tend to
put the verb in second position within a clause, for instance ben giniyonim seni (I see
you:  verb in second position) instead of ben seni gonbonim (verb in third position)
For the concept lijdend voorwerp 'direct object', he gives these examples: treni ka¢trdrm
-  ik  beb  de  trein  gemist,  de  bepaald-yapgor  ve   liidend  voonverp  oh.iyor  (I  m ssed  the trdn'.  de

makes it bepaald [definite]  and it is l#dend voonve,p [direct object]).  NL1:8 asks why
there  is  no chain genitive in flection  in  « y/e'nin  bayram,0,sin 'the holiday dress  o f

AyFe', which is a noteworthy remark in morphological terms. The teacher puts an
ad hoc argument, which does not clarify the phenomenon: arka arkaya 4 tane so»ik
var da o.yuzden 'because there are three words back to back within one inflection'
The  pupils  then  make an exercise concerning compound formation. NL1:6 gives

this combination: *agae baft 'tree head' instead of kusbaft, meaning 'gobbets' as
combination of the words ku/'bird' and baft 'head: This output is a nonce formed
Concept which does not exist in Turkish.

8.4  Conclusions and discussion

As can be seen in the manner in which the grammatical instruction is imparted to
the pupils, there can not be observed much of a variety of change toward the
written conventions in Turkish. The pupils keep basically to their oral input forms
as they have once internalised them. The frequency of the use of the written form
does presumably play an important role in the metalinguistic consciousness
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concerning the accepted standard spelling patterns of the lexemes. The code
switching and mixing phenomena which are observed in the language use of
teachers and pupils do not seem to contribute to the amelioration of the written
output forms, which are dominated by the overwhelming oral input forms and that
would probably not lead to the expected improvement in the quality of the written
output.

As has been shown in this chapter, a variety of deviations from standard Turkish
have been detected in the written and spoken output of the informants during test
taking and classroom observations in a Turkish-Dutch bilingual context, respec-
tively. Because the language input of the pupils in Dutch occurs both oral and
written on daily basis, it is not a surprise that we generally observe contaminations
from Dutch phonology. They learn the sound patterns in Dutch and their matching
equivalents in Dutch orthography. Due to the lack of written input in Turkish they
basically resort to the Dutch sound patterns in writing, which replace the absent
Turkish spelling (cf. example 1). On the other hand, the specific spelling forms in
Turkish cannot be discriminated appropriately. Erroneously, the spelling of similar
vowels can be used interchangeably, which would indicate the incomplete
entrenchment of the written forms of close vowels (see example 3). The scarce
literacy practices can be easily shown by means of spelling forms as pronunciation
(see example 5). The deficiency in formal standard written language input can
exhibit itself even in dialectal spelling of words (see example 6). The dominance of
Dutch language in written sense can also observed in concepts which are used in
both Turkish and Dutch with similar labels (cf. example D.

First of all, there is an effect of the Dutch spelling system on the orthography in
Turkish, even though formal language instruction in Turkish has been provided
(see examples 1 and 2 in Section 8.2.1) Dutch lexemes are stored both visually and
phonetically, whereas Turkish lexemes are basically phonetically internalised. This is
mainly due to a lower frequency of the written input in Turkish.

On the other hand, there are also examples which suggest that spelling inter-
nalisation has not sufficiently been fulfilled in Turkish irrespective of any Dutch
effect (see example 3). Sound marking has been inconsistently applied, which leads
to either lack or excess in the written output.

Another category within the output forms is the spelling of a word the way it is
pronounced in spoken language. If the visual input is less frequent, then the
language user relies more on writing of the pronounced form (cf. example 5). Lack
of formal language instruction support can also be seen in the dialectal output
examples under 6, which have been presented and discussed in Section 8.2.4. Code
mixing in writing can be observed in the examples under 7. This shows that neither
Dutch nor Turkish written forms have been fully visually compared and stored.

Oral classroom observations which have been presented in Section 8.3 show
that there are substantial performance level differences within one language class.
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Some pupils in the classroom are aware of spelling, lexical or grammatical errors
while some others produce such errors regularly. The Turkish teacher is not ven·
attentive to code mixing, but his pupils seem to tend less to exert code switching.
The pupils have not many difficulties in providing the lexical meaning of words
presented in the book. Less phonetic input (reading-listening) than visual input
(writing-speaking) presumably does not cause many lexical and grammatical gaps.
The pupils seem to be more alert than the teacher on code mixing of their class

mates and they tend to correct them immediately. Although the language use o f the
teacher in this school and class is in a mixed mode, the output forms and lexical

performance of the pupils are more appropriate.
The findings suggest that what pupils really need is an adequate literacy training,

in which pupils can build a reading-comprehension-interpretation and written
formulation of thoughts, standpoints, and comments upon basic communication
skills which they already acquired rather than the teaching (or reiteration) of
communication skills in short dialogue contexts. Moreover, focusing on the reading
of daily communication texts and talking on the surface forms within the text by
means of questions do not seem to enhance reading-comprehension-commenting,

spelling, or written formulation of an opinion in appropriate semantic and gram-
matical terms.

The advantage of a communicative method - particularly in mother tongue
education - can be seen at the lexical level, as pupils seem to add new words to
their Ll vocabulary. However, this method can be neither fully efficient in foreign
language teaching nor in mother tongue teaching, as it does not provide
grammatical explanation of structures in the dialogue textS nor sufficient insight
into the use of lexical items. In such an approach, expectations are based on
inferences which pupils themselves are supposed to make from communicative
texts they encountered. And this seems to lead inevitably to the inefficient use of
teaching modalities, if the ultimate goal of instruction is to help improve literacy
skills in the language concerned.



CHAPTER 9

Qualitative analysis of the data

9.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a qualitative analysis of the data will be presented which was
conducted to complement and illuminate the quantitative findings. Such descriptive
account is important because it can yield considerable insights, that may be
obscured in group-based assessment.

In Section 9.2, lexical achievement data of core group informants will be
presented and discussed in relation to their performance in the longitudinal design
of an identical pretest and posttest within one school year. In Section 9.3, lexical

proficiency data of core group informants will be presented and discussed in
relation to the perforrnance of reference group informants in the crossnational
design of identical tests. In Section 9.4, a similar procedure will be followed for the
qualitative analysis of morphosyntactic proficiency data. Section 9.5 will offer
conclusions and discussion.

9.2 Lexical achievement data

The lexical data to be discussed are based on a language achievement test which
aims to measure lexical progress in a certain period of time, i.e. within one school
year. This achievement evaluation focuses on the knowledge of informants
concerning free morphemes which find a separate entry in Turkish dictionaries.
The test has been implemented on a subset of the core group informants, i. e.
26 pupils in one school. The focus is on the tasks presented in Chapter 6 under
Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, i.e. the word labelling and word definition tasks,

respectively.

9.2.1 Word labelling task
The test construction has a compact, unified character, in which productive and
receptive vocabulary has been assessed in sequential order. Productive word
knowledge has been assessed first in order to present initially more demanding
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items and also to prevent a probable test effect, which might be created by
receptive task items. The concept labelling and word definition task are in the first
row of task presentation. The matching and multiple choice task are in the last row
o f the test battery, respectively.

As has been explained in detail in Chapter 3, lexical definitions (lemma part) of
the selected concepts from the book used in the curriculum (Celik et al, 1994) have
been presented in written form and the informants are expected to write the
lexeme that is compatible with the presented lemma.

For the definition of the word oc almak 'to take revenge', 12 different lexemes
(words) have been written by the informants in the pretest. One response category
is 'I don't know'. Two categories re fer to different spelling of the concept kan davast

'vendetta', which is one of many categorical examples of the presented definition,
but not the matching concept itself. Spelling difference is mainly due to the
punctuation of the letter 't' (i. e. kan davast and *kan davast).The rest of the output is
related to different spelling of the correct label (see Chapter 8 for detail and
discussion). In the posttest, 9 different labels have been classified. All of them are
correct labels, which van· onlv on the basis of writing one word, a whole verb
phrase (VP) or an inflectional and synonymous representation of the VP (e.g. 87
almak, intikam almak) Progress can be obsen·ed both in quantitative and qualitative
terms in the posttest, as far as the knowledge of this particular concept is
concerned.

For the definition of the word e,Zenlik fail 'adolescence', 14 different words have
been given by the pupils in the pretest. One category is the correct Turkish word
together with its Dutch equivalent pubertijd, given by one informint. The rest of the
responses concerns conceptual contamination, mainly in four types, i.e. being early;

being a watchman, guard or caretaker; being a student; 'sexual moment' (* finsel  an)
In the posttest, we observe 15 response categories, which differ predominantly in
terms of giving a synonym, a full form of the compound or spelling (e.g er enlik
cab, eqenlik, eqinlik, bulug,·agi and ertinlik eaft). Four categories are deviant forms
such as erkeklik,·ap 'a period of manhood', *e, elince (a non-existing word: an
aberrant mixing of verb and noun inflection), pubertijd (Dutch equivalent of the
concept) and *erdemlik eagi ts discrepant nominal derivation; it had to be trdemlitik
edit meaning 'period of virtuousness'). In the last output, the derivation has to be
just like in English, i.e. virtue > virtuous > virtuosness (erdem > erdemh > erdemlilik),
whereas we observe a derivation in the output, which can be translated as
*virtueness. The order of noun+adjective+noun has been broken, and a deviant
noun-to-noun transformation has been realised by the informant.

For the definition of the word geeekondu 'shanty', the output forms vary from
associative  (in  a similar conceptual  field),  attributive  (as  an  attribute  o f the concept)
or contrastive (antonym) semantic field such as kiifk 'palace'. fakir febir 'poor city',
eski 'old' or dialectal (rather aberrant) use: *Aece kondunt. In the posttest, all output
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forms have been adjusted, except one category, which is a written form of dialectal

pronunciation: gece kondit. 'This outcome shows clearly that there is a conceptual
progress between pretest and posttest.

The definition of the word jilmi banyo etmek'to develop a film' has elicited output
forms from the informants in the pretest such as photograph, copy, picture,
newspaper, photo-film, poster, a Dutch word pas for id-card, copy machine, pose, a
Dutch word post for post, printing and film. In the posttest, apart from the correct
label, we also observe output forms such as pose, film, negative, poster, which
show that the output variation has decreased noticeably.

The lexical definition of the concept onya,gt 'prejudice' has mainly evoked
associative and interpretative (as a personal interpretation of the definition) labels
such as bakstr'unust, unfur',yalan  'lit,  iftira 'to defame; to slander', avokat ('lawyer':
an inter-form between Dutch advokaat and Turkish avukaS, intikam'revenge', bi ist
'uneducated; without knowledge', cabil'ignorant', dava 'lawsuit', fevik 'nimble; brisk',
dedi kudu (a dialectal form for 'gossip': the compound form is written separately),
avkat (spoken form of the Turkish word avukat 'lawyer'), benfe (dialectal form for
postpositional phrase 'according to me3,  ben ce (separately written form based on its
morphological boundaries: ben 'me' + -CE (postpositional suffix CA meaning
'according to')), belirsit 'unclear, uncertain', baber <news'. In the posttest as well,

there are output forms which are related to the target label in terms of conceptual,
phonetic association and interpretation: kesin bilmemek 'not to know defintively',
iftira ve dedikodit 'slander and gossip', kesin bilmek 'to know definitively', iftibar ta
phonetic contamination with the word iftira meaning 'slander'; iftibar means 'pride;
gratification'), bakim 'judge', baber news', bilgi tan:11 (a nonce-formation meaning
'witness of information'), opperag,on ('operation' written with an excessive 'PD, fabit
'witness'. The target form kinyaW is a compound in Turkish which consists of an (1

prefix meaning pre- or fore) andyafft 'judgement'. The latter concept has probably
effect on the retrieval of the target form in the mental lexicon, and that evokes
words such as lawyer, knowing, slander, gossip, judge, witness in the field of
judgement. Diibar is an interesting example, as it does not have any conceptual
congruency or association with the target form #jira, but it has a phonetic similarity.
Presumably because the conceptual mapping is not fulfilled completely, these two

phonetically similar words are called up simultaneously or interchangeably.

9.2.2 Word definition task
This task concerns the opposite direction of the previous one. That is, lexemes are
presented to the informants and they are asked to produce the lexical definition of
the presented label (i. e. word).

The first word is an adiective: be U* 'evident; definite'. In the outcome of the

pretest, a general repetition of the word belli is observed in the given definitions.
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21 different definition forms have been written by the pupils. An example of
repetition can be seen in 1.

1   Belli demek birigin belli oldity,1 Brnek Belli'di aniin diisecqi
evident means that something is evident example it was evident that (s)he would fall

In example 1 we observe that the word is repeated in the definition in a circular
form, but its lexical definition is not given. The output is overwhelmingly in spoken
form. Two relative clauses emerge in the sentence: birfeyin belli olduyu 'that
something is evident' and the example clause given by the pupil Beth'di  uniin   diiseceyi

'it was evident that (s)he would fall'. In the output form, there are also spelling
errors presumably caused by the spoken form: *onun duseceyi - onun di ecegi. Some
other informants preferred to define the word only by using it in a clause as in
example 2.

1    Ben  arabamin yeri  belli
I car-PSISG-GEN location-P()SS evident

'The location of my car is evident'

In this output example, the lack of possessive marking on the pronoun ben is
noticeable, as the possessive inflection in Turkish is applied on the noun as well as
on the pronoun. Thus, the pronoun is here in the position of a nominalive case (i. e.
no case assignment on it). Although the contextual use of the words in the clause is
appropriate, we still are not sure whether the pupil can give a formal definition of
the word, which could show that (s)he knows its lexical definition. It is remarkable
that most of the informants prefer to use the word the way they once heard others
use it. They eschew to give a definition despite the fact that it was stated in the test
instruction to define the word first and then to use it in a context. In another
example we see that Dutch orthographic conventions have an effect on children's
Turkish.

3     Ben  bii in  dersimi japmadim  Belli  ber  inyapmiyorsun
I today homework-PS1SG-ACC do-NEG-PST-IFL1SG evident each day do-NEG-
PRGR-PS2SG
'I haven't done my homework today; it's evident you don't do it each day'

The verb stem yap- 'to do' is orthographically influenced by the Dutch letter form
of the sound concerned. Also the written reflection of the sound differences in
Turkish is not consistent. In the word japmad:m 7 haven't done' the difference
between 'i' and 'i' is correctly applied by the pupil, while the same pupil does not
keep his consistency for the verb inflection.yapmt)'orsun 'you don't do'. The letter 'i'
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should be replaced by the letter i' (,yapmgors:,Ii'). Another output which is deviant in
a way that it is hardly comprehensible is example 4.

4   *Yann benden amcam itle geliyormit:21 belli dey,ildir

tomorrow me-ABL uncle-PSISG (dialectal word tbem) come-PRGR-PSIPL-ACC
evident negation word
'*Tomorrow from me our coming to my uncle and his family not evident'

As can be also seen in the attempt of translating the output sentence into English,
example 4 contains a rather aberrant production, so that we are having difficulty in
parsing the conveyance in the sentence. What we first observe is that the informant
treats a verbal inflection as a nominal inflection Mliyormuru. In this case, the
progressive verbal affix -»r at the stem of the verb gel- 'to come' gets possessive
marker first person plural and the accusative case marker, which means that the
informant starts with a verbal morphosyntactic operation and ends the same lexical
element with a nominal mophosyntactic operation. This creates a hybrid structure,
which makes the grammatical encoding discrepant, hence parsing difficulties.
Therefore, this verb-like element is the main actor in the problem of attaining the
expected well-formed output, which violates here the structure dependency rule.
This informant has presumably meant a sentence like: yann benden amcam gile ge»
gelmgecegimit belli dgildir'it is not evident by my behavior whether we will come to
my uncle and his  family tomorrow'.  Even if we re-write the sentence as such, we
have another problem concerning clause boundaries. The complement phrase of
beth olmak'to be evident' marked by ablative case, i.e. -D«4n: ABL 'to be evident by
something or someone', is not allowed to move outside the scope of the VP.
Therefore, it falls under the projection of the relative clause beginning with
'whether', and then it has a different reading: 'we will come from me to my uncle
and his family tomorrow'.

In the posttest database, the word definitions get better, which can be inferred
from the construction of sentences. The informants tend to approach this word
definition task in a more formal and academically appropriate manner as can be
seen in example 5.

5   Yani bir seyin onzi,1 ofacco Int belirten fey

that is something-GEN him/her-GEN be-FUT-PC)SS-ACC determine-SP thing
'That is something that determines that something belongs to him/her'

In example 5 double embedding is observed. This double morphosyntactic
operation has been succesfully fulfilled by the pupil. In comparison to the output
types in the pretest we see not only structural improvement, but also qualitative
differences with regard to the content of the definition. It can also be pointed out
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that grammatical improvement has a contribution to the overall positive change. In
almost each output sentence there is an embedded clause within a sentence, which
implicates a grammatical change in comparison to the definitions in the pretest.
There are also responses which contain Turkish-Dutch mixing: preeies je weet bet al
(Dutch  part:   'you  know  it  precisely').   0 (inayeti senin isledifin belli oldu (Turkish  part:
'it's become evident    that you committed that muI:derD· Structurally deviant
sentences are also observed in the produced sentences:

6  a  Tam belli depjldir ben sinita'da kalacal!m

exactly clear negation word I class-DAT-I.()C stay-Fut-IFL1SG
'It is not clear vet whether i will fail a class'

b  Betice bikbilirsin bitinin nesi 01441
according to me  know-AICAN-AL )R-IFL2SG someone-GEN what-P()SS be-()P
'According to me you can know what is wrong with someone'

Example 6a contains a change of order of main and subordinate clause. In
unmarked cases, the main clause tam bel/i  dekildir'it is not clear yet' is expected to be
at   the  end   of the sentence, while   the subordinate clause   ben   sint» Wa  kalacagtm
'whether I will fail a class' is at the beginning on oblect position. It is probable that
the informant kept the clause order in Dutch and that he transferred it into
Turkish. The second discrepancy is the use of double case markers on the noun
'class'. The dative and locative markers are used together, which blocks the
meaning inference from the sentence. The third problem is the lack of a correct
complementizer, which is the equivalent of 'whether', because it involves
uncertainty in this sentence. Therefore, the use of CANECOP is not congruent in
this embedding. The mood of the speaker is determinant here in the selection of
the grammatical codes.

In 6b we see the same order shift, in which the main clause is in initial position
and the subordinate clause in final position, which must be the opposite in Turkish.
Because the relative clause is in object position in the sentence, the VP of this
clause must get the accusative marker, which is missing in 6b. In both cases (6a and
6b), the structure dependency rules have been abandoned, and it seems that the
sentence frame gets a shape like in Dutch, at least in syntactic terms.

The definition of the word tekdtig 'monotonous' shows that this is a very formal
and difficult concept for the pupils, which can be seen in the restricted variation of
the responses in the pretest. Alost of the pupils stated either that they had never
heard of this word before or that they had heard it but did not know precisely what
it means. Tekdag, which is a formally used neologism in Turkish, is a transparent
compound that consists of tWO adjectives and a case marker: tek stands for 'only',
'unique' or 'one', while dder means 'straight' or 'simple'. The dative case marker
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-01.1 is attached at the end of the compound, which can be literally translated into
English as 'to the simple only' denotating that things are going in their simple, usual
manner all the time. We observe this taxonomic analysis of the informants in their
definitions. Indeed, one informant tried to infer the meaning of the word by
analyzing the constituent parts of the compound:

7   Tekdiig demek tek dii-jiiriimek se bie·biryere sapmamak. Yolit saptiktan so,ira tek dii:3 yiirii
monotonous say-INF only straight walk-INF C()N no place-DAT no turn-INF.Way-
ACC  turn-( )P-ABL after monotonous walk
'I f monotonous means  to  walk only straight,  it  is  not  to  turn  anywhere.  After  you  turn
to the way, walk only straight  monotonously]

Example 7 is interesting both in conceptual and grammatical terms. The informant
gives first his definition and then uses the word iii a connected context. It is clear
that he is not sure of its meaning, therefore he uses a conditional suffix (note that
the suffix is written as a free morpheme).  I f the  meaning is  to walk straight,  then  irs
logical consequence will be not to turn any other way. In the sentence given by the
pupil, we get two separate meanings: the message conveyed by the informant is 'to
walk only straight', but the standard reading that we perceive, makes us parse the
sentence as 'to walk monotonously'. What is also noteworhty in example 7 is the
inconsistent application of the dative case marker to the verb phrase sapmak 'to
turn'. As can be seen in the output, the informant uses the correct case suffix in the
definition sentence b4·bir.yere sapmamak git 'not to turn to any placeD, but in his
output he switches to the accusative case for the same verb yolu  Saptiktan sonra 'after
you turn to the way'. In another response, the informant defines the word as bir
.,·trada 'on one line'. Another informant makes verb phrases with the constituents
tek olmak'to be only one' and driten ven:uek 'to give a tidy up'. In the posttest most
of the responses accumulate in the option of 'I have heard of this word, but I don't
know exactly what it means: This indicates that the input in the curriculum has not
been sufficiently internalized by most of the pupils. 'I'he other responses indicate
that they interprete this word as 'simple', 'a little or ven few', 'mediocre'. Only 15°/0
of the informants gave the correct definition.

In the pretest data, the definition of the word berrak 'limpid, clear' indicates that
this word has been associated with a ven· calm, tranquil place; very soft, beautiful
and fresh or to sacrifice an animal for religious aims. In the posttest most of the
pupils have learned that this word is basically related with the quality o f liquids, but
the pupils still continue to prefer to use the word in a context rather than giving a
formal definition:  denifie  bic  dakalar olmassa  ona  berrak denir'when there  is  nowave in
the sea, then we say it's limpid', deniKin sti,zi eok berrak 'sea water is very limpid',
bifim  evdeki  su  cok  berrak'water at horne  is ven·  knpid,  parlak 'shiny',  bit  su  dailardan
*Mi,0 ian cok berrak 'because this water comes from mountains, it is ven· limpid'
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(the use of relative clause with POP). There are also interesting cases in which
pupils overextended the meaning of this adjective: *sen cok berrak birisin  berrak -  bos
temtz '*you are a ven· limpid person' - limpid meaning 'nice and clean', benim

arkadasim,·ok berrak'my  fbend is very limpid'  and afktmt-z berraktir seviilim'out love
is very limpid my darling'.

The definition of the word iahm 'cruel' has produced the largest response
variation. In the pretest, the inf-ormants kept their definitions mainly to the use of
the word in a context, which they presumably heard frequently: pok aamasiZ bir insan
'a human with no mercy', mesela  sen  cok  falimsin yani  Vok kutiisiin 'for example you are
very cruel that is you are very bad', bu insanlann zabm - gel(g (incomplete sentence:
'of these people':Dutch word  :jelig for 'miserable"), nankdrifiligi  big anlam'yan  biri cok
falimsin,·ook ('unthankful', someone who does not appreciate good intentions; 'you
are  very ven· cruel').  We  see  also  a grammatical  deviance:

8  Sen cok bir :Latim insansin
you very a cruel human-IFL2SG

'You are very a cruel human'

Example 8 contains an inflectional order switch in a noun phrase. In standard
Turkish, the order in a noun phrase should be qualifier + quantifier + noun i. e. zok
Kalim bir insan ()it. 'very cruel a humanD, but in this output the quantifier (indefinite
marker) bir 'a' violates the structural integrity of the qualifier cok talim 'very cruel'
and infiltrates into the qualifier unit. Consequently, we get an output sentence such
as '*you are very a cruel human' in English. It may be argued that the structural
operator sees bir Zatim insan 'a cruel human' as a unit and therefore it may move the
qualifier to the left of this unit in order to specify the degree of this unit. In the
posttest, the response variation is even larger than in the pretest for Talim. It can be
observed that the definitions and the use in context improved relatively: bic aama
dity.Kits„ olmayan biri Ralim kralfakirteri uldiirttii (use of embedding. SP; 'someone who
has no mercy cruel king has let poor people dieD, gaddar demek bic kimjeye aamamak
alinin baban cok  alim (gaddar is a synonym of 'cruel', 'unscrupulous'; 'to have no
mercy for anyone'; 'father of Ali is very cruel'), zilimin anlamt aamast diin arkadaftm
bana  dimee davrandz (meaning of the word is 'unscrupulous'; 'yesterday my friend
ueated   me   in   cruel  way"),    falim    olan   zalimlik   eden    bir   insan    bic   iyi   de,0ldir   (use    of

embedding: SP; 'someone who acts cruelly is no good person'), vjdansifi baba,  namaR.

kilmayan (spelling error 'j'-'c'; use of embedding: SP; 'unscrupulous father',
'someone who does not prayD. In comparison to the output in the pretest, we see
more conceptual and grammatical variation in the posttest. Subject-relative clauses
are observed frequently in the responses. Spelling erros continue particularly in the
shift of alternative sound marking, i. e. 'c: 'j: 'i', 'i' etc. There are also case
assignment problems, which are related to structural clause boundaries:
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9  Hie kimsgi aamadan plimee 6!durdu (bic kimseye aamadan)
nobody-ACC pity-CSAL\DAN cruel-CA kill-CAU-PST (nobody-DAT pity-
CSMADAN)
'He killed in a cruel way without having mercy for anyone'

As in example 8, example 9 contains two case assignments for the same clause. The
problem comes from the uncertainty of the language user about the clause
boundaries. Basically there may be two embedded clauses: one is the object of the
main  dause   big  kimseyi  ...  uldiirdii  'nobody   ...  he  has  kdled'   Aamadan  talimee
'without having mercy, in a cruel way' is also an embedded clause in adverbial
position here. The NP in the object position b4 /simsgi gets naturally an accusative
case marker, but it is blocked by the negative polarity rule in Turkish, i.e. the
indefinite personal pronoun ensures that the verb inflection also gets a negative
marking, but this is not the case in this example. Therefore, the informant
corrected his first clause and made the second clause ill the bracketing, which is the
second and correct embedded clause: Ibif kimseye aamadanl kalimce bldiirdi4· The first

clause is the correctly embedded one and the second is the main clause: ['without
having mercy for anyone'] ['he killed in a cruel way']. The embedded clause must be
governed by the verb of the clause (i.e. 'having mercy for someone'), but not by the
verb of the main clause (i.e. 'kill'). Otherwise we get again case assignment
problems. The first verb requires the dative marker, the latter the accusative case in
Turkish. Thus the structural dependency problem has been perceived and solved by
the informant at the second step (in bracketing in example 9).

The definition of the word gidennek 'to quench; to remove' has called up various
reactions, ranging from analysis on the basis of the morphological properties of the
verb to giving a probable Dutch equivalent:  babamin pantolunayemek ddkiilmiif babam
omigdermek istedi 'my father dropped food on his trousers he wanted to remove it',
mesela  bir kimse  kur,sun  kalem  ile yaga  sonra  da  silse  ona gidermek denir  (for  example if
someone writes with a pencil and then erases it, we call this gidermek). Biliyonim ama
ankitmqya bilm»nim'*I know but explaining I cannot know': this is an example in
which the modality marker is inflected as an apart verb. The main verb antatmak 'to
explain' is nominalized and gets the dative marker, whereas the modality suffix
«lbil MCAN is associated with its lexical stem bilmek 'to know'. Therefore it is
inflected as the main verb. The following output concerns code and conceptual
mixing  baydi gidermek askaldz -  uitbouden  ('come on gidennek we don't have a long
Way to go' - uitbouden). This informant has presumably preceived the concept as 'to
be patient', hence he used the Dutch equivalent uitbouden to explain the Turkish
concept. Therefore, he also constructed this sentence thinking o f a scenario such as
'come on let's just hang on and be patient we don't have a long way to go' -
uitbou(len. We have also to note that the output is wntten m the spoken form. As a
result of a probable uncertainty about the meaning of the verb, the pupil added its
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Dutch equivalent according to his belief. There are also examples which contain

morphological analysis concerning stem and suffix; and case assigment:

10 a    Birisine #t demek
someone-D.4T go say-INF

'To say go to someone'

b   Dayana_bilmek. stist,flitw,ma bir I,ardak sitylan U(lei·(lim

to bear/endure/stand-lICAN. Thirst-PS1SG-D.\T one glass water-C( )lf(dialect)
quench-PST-IFL1SG
'To be able to bear/endure/stand.  I  quenched my thirst with one glass of water'

Example 10a comprises a derivational analysis by the informant, who produced this
clause. The verb gidermek seems to be constituted morphologically by the root,itt-
'go', the causative affix -dir CAU, and the infinitive marker -m.lk INF. 'I'herefore,
those pupils who do not know the meaning of this verb, resort to root-affix
analysis, as analogy in these examples: satmak vs. sattirmak 'to sell' vs. 'to make
someone sell' or itmek rs. ittirmek 'to push' vs. 'to make someone push'. Semantic
transparency does not help all the time. However, this verb may be prototypically
related to the concept of 'making someone go', but in the course of time it has
gained a rather abstract content, so that it cannot be used accordingly in its
etymological context. This is a very interesting example of distinction between
lexicon and grammar; and specificall) a mismatch between lemma and its lexeme.
Theoretically speaking, although the English verb 'to quench' can be semantically
reduced to the conveyance of making something go or disappear, it has no direct
conceptual link with the phenomenon 'going'. A specific reference and lemma
frame has been assigned to it by the synchronic use of the language concerned.

In   10b, we observe  a  mix  of grammatical and conceptual deviance. Firstly,  the
verb  dermek has been perceived as being able to bear, endure or stand. Hits is

probably due to the inference of the informant on the basis of the idea related to
the use of the verb in context. It can be conjectured that the idea of having thirst
and the unbearable situation caused by the thirst itself have evoked the association
with the concept of bearing, enduring. But the given example sentence causes a
logical mismatch with the synonym definition of the pupil, because the definition
concerns 'bearing something' and the example sentence refers to the fact that the
speaker/writer has quenched his/her thirst with a glass of water. In morpho-
syntactic terms, the verb ddermek gets a direct object and consequently the
accusative case suffix, but in the output example (1 Ob) the dative case suffix is
assigned by the informant on the direct object of the clause, which is susufluk
'thirst'. A possible explanation of this mismatch may lie in the differentitation
between the verb dayanabilmek 'to be able to bear' and gidennek 'to quench'. Note
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that the first verb gets the dative and the latter gets the accusative case suffix in
their lernma frame. Because the language user considers these two verbs as
synonymous, she might have equalized their grammatical frame as well. Therefore,
she might have used the same lemma frame in grammatical encoding. Or the
dominant concept may be dqyanabitmek and its thematic structure, hence the
assignment of the dative marker in the example clause. In any case, we can argue
that the structure dependency approach maintains its position, as the case
assignment has been completely executed. On the other hand, from the perspective
of lexeme-lemma distinction, any possible conceptual contamination may have a
direct effect on the lemma frame of a concept, although a direct semantic
difference cannot be seen (i.e. the language user knows that gidermek has something
to do with wanting to drink water in case of thirst) and this indicates a conceptual
and grammatical differentiation within the lemma frame. The lexeme part has a
minor role in this process, as it only causes a semantic association on the basis of
the form.

In the posttest, together with correct responses such as st/untly: gidermek 'to get
rid of a problem: bir 'i.yok etmek, a€lipmt giderdim 'to do away with something, I
quenched my hunger', insanlar afhklannt.yemek.yiyerek giden rler'humans quench their
hunger by eating' (use of relative clause: CSEREK), there are also deviant
responses,  such as  ben Tiirkiyelye giden  annem'in yoklugunu gidermek  idn  kardefimi  fuara
gotiirdiim 'I took my brother to the fairground to quencb the absence of my mother,
who went to Turkey' (use of relative clause: SP of a CP). In this output the concept
of absence and quench have been combined, which is not common use in Turkish
and sounds rather aberrant Hasret gidermek 'to quench his yearning', which emerges
in the responses, may be said in Turkish. However, to extend it to absence, which
sounds logical, is not in use. It can be argued that these are similar concepts within
the semantic network, but this does not guarantee that each possibility will be
selected in language use. Another interesting output example in the posttest
involves mixing of verbal inflection:  insanlar afliklannt yemekytyerek giderler 'humans
go [quench] their hunger by eating'. As can be detected also in the English
translation, inflections of the verb gitmek'to go' and gidermek'to quench' have been
exchanged. The problem lies in the incorrect selection of the verb stem. It is taken
as git- in place of dder-, therefore we speak of conceptual contamination with the
verb gitmek. It is normally supposed to be gider-Jr(AOR)-lIE«[FLJPL). But in this
case we get an output form which means 'they go': <derier.

In the pretest, the definition of the word igaletmek 'to occupy' indicates together
with the correct responses mainly conceptual contaminations in terms of lexeme
and lemma frame: va e,mek, *ben bu qyunu i,gal enim 'to give up, *I occupied this
game', mefkul etmek, *sevdigi kifiyi cok isgal edi>or 'to keep busy, *she occupies much
the  man  she  loves',  daptmak  ve  pkmak  'to  disintegrate and destroy', bognak  'to
spoiY,  *sen   beni  cok  i,gal  ed orsan,  ondan  dersime  eahsamiyorum  '*you  occupy  tne  rnuch,
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that's why I can't study', bir sey ifgal etmek-be  met dat werk bouden (mixing in the
output: to occupy something-Dutch example: to keep busy with that work), ifgal

etmek binsini begg bouden (mixing in the output: to keep [Dutch) someone (Turkish)
busy (Dutch; spelling error: begg - be ], sqymak 'to rob', yolunu kesmek ve isgal
etmek 'to waylay someone and to occupy'. In order to illustrate conceptual and
consequently grammatical mixing, responses from two different informants are
given in example  11.

11 1   Yolda bir deli adam polise isgal etmge bafladi

way-L()C a crazy man policeman-DAT occupy-DAT start-PST
„A crazy man on the road started to occupy the policeman

b  Yolda bir deli adam polisi ilgal etmeye basladz

way-L()C a crazy man policeman-ACC occupy-DAT start-PST
'.. A crazy man on the road started to occupy the policeman

In   examples   1 1 a  and   in   1 l b, the sentences are almost identical except   for  one
structural difference, i. e. case assignment. Note that the English translation of the
Turkish sentences is also deviant. It has been given so on purpose in order to
demonstrate the discrepancy. The object 'policeman' of the verb phrase hgal etmek
to  occupy'  gets the dative  in  l l a,  and  the  accusative  marker  in   11 b.  We  have  to
note that in Turkish ifgal etmek gets a direct object (i. e. accusative case), which is
restricted to a location, i.e. 'to occupy a place'. The cause of this differentiation is
presumably the conceptual mixing of the verb with similar concepts such as
saldirmak 'to attack' and dtivmek 'to beat'. The selection of these verbs has been
influenced predominantly by the related definitions given by other informants. Also
the semantic content and the context of the sentences play a role. Both verbs are
transitive. The argument structure of the first verb requires the dative, the latter the
accusative case marker.  I f we take into account the use frequency of verbs such as
occupy', 'attack' and 'beat' in the same context, then we can comprehend the
semantic mixing in between. This in turn invites the inference that the lemma
frame of the known concepts (verbs in this case) can be copied onto the
superficially recognized lexemes (ifgal etmek in this case). In other words, a concept
does not bring along only its semantic content, but also its grammatical frame. In
terms of the structure dependency hypothesis, it can be stated that the clause
boundaries of the IrP have been preserved in the NP governed by the VP: [main
chuse: .yotda bir deli   adam... case Slot, bafladt 'a man on the  road  started. . .'  and
subordinate clause: polisi isgal etme'to occupy the policeman'I. Note that the binding
suffix  of the subordinate clause  to the matrix clause  is  identical  in  both   1 1 2  and

11 b, i.e. the dative case, as this is governed by the VP of the main clause, i.e. -e
baflamak 'to start something'. Because the semantic and grammatical frame of the
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VP in the subordinate clause (i.e. 'to occupy') is changing, its argument structure
also takes another form accordingly, but within structure dependency principles.
For instance, the subject of the matrix clause is not expected to receive any case
assignment, as the scope of the change in the subordinate clause does not raise up
to the matrix clause. In the posttest, except for correct definitions, products as in
11 a  and 1 l b still continue. Interesting examples  are: iets voorstellen (a Dutch phrase
for 'to propose somedingj, *ben onu igal ettim '*I occupied him', *Giilsiim beni bep
ifgal ediyor, ifgatin antami rabatsis  ediyor '*Gulsuim occupies Ine always'  (meaning of
igal is disturb). *bomba u manlan bombalt ifgal eniter '*bomb experts occupied the
bomb'.

The definition of the word ke#etmek 'to discover' has evoked no correct
responses. The pupils said that they either never heard of this word or did not
know exactly what it means. Those who stated that they knew the concept
produced definitions such as iets uitvinden (Dutch verb: 'to discover something'), Bir
seye tantk olmak 'to be witness of something', d€ymak vga t»mek 'to hear or to
proceed',   bir   fo  yaratmak   'to   create   something',   mesela   fiikiir   keffetebildini-z yani:
gelebildin mR (for example 'thank God you've found it out at last: have you been able
to arrive?': this is a common expression in spoken language use), bis etmek 'to feel',
bir,reyt kej#tmek - iets ve,raden (an incorrect Dutch equivalent is given: 'to discover
something' is 'to betray somethingl, varkettik (mixing with a Dutch letter form
v'-'f: 'we noticed'), bisgt kes»mek pn»oor kef#dgor (spelling error iiI the Dutch
word prefesoor - professor: 'to discover something, professor discovers'). There
are also two sentences produced by two different informants in which the common
point is the lack of the accusative case assignment:

112    Bulmak ortaya akarmak Ben orada  bir taribi eser var oldullm  kefif ettim
find-INF expose(bring to light)-INF I there a historical monument EXIST be-OP
discover-PST-IFL1 SG
'To find, to bring something to light. I discovered that there is a historical
monument there'

b   Sen mi bu altmlar ke{fettin?
you INT this golden-PL discover-PST-IFL2SG
'Did you find these goldens?'

In two output forms  of the examples  1221  and  12b, the absence  of the accusative
case marker is observed in both a main clause and a sentence with a nominalized
embedding. Example 122 contains a relative clause in object position, which
structurally must get the accusative orada bir taribi eser var olduglin 'that there is a
historical monument there'. The IrP of the main clause kesfetmek 'to discover'
governs the grammatical frame  o f the embedding.   In   12b  we   see  a main clause
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which has a pronoun, a direct object as noun and a VP governing the previous two
categories. In this example as well, the govenment of the VP keffettin 'you
found/discovered' has not been fully accomplished, as the definite direct object bu
altinlar 'these goldens' does not receive the required case marker from the VP. In
the posttest, we observe more well-formed sentences with embeddings together
with the correct responses. biz bir sanata keffettik'we discovered a new artist', biq5i

bulmak'to Fuid somethi«,  birseyi fark etmek'to notice somethin ,yeni  bir 49  bulmak
'to   Find   something  new',   bir   sey   bitimak   ve    ikikeye   vga   diinya)a   tanttmak   'to   fuid
something and to present it to the country or the world', Cohimbus an:ertkayi keffetti
'Columbus    discovered    Amenci,    birseyi    icaat    etmek    iets    uittevonden    'to   invent
something'(Dutch phrase: 'something discovered,), karde»tin neden.yarama  old«unu

kesfettim (embedded clause: 'I find out why my brother is so nasty'), 0 kze oilanin iyi
oldulunt, bes sene sonra kedeti 'that girl discovered (realized) after five years, that he
was a good boy'.

There are also some examples which implicate structural copying:

13 2   Bir ii var cok seviyorsun
a work EXIST very love-PRGR-IFL2SG

'There is a work you love it '

b     Bir s ·  cok  sevdilin yada  bir  is

a thing ven- love-()P-GEN or a work
:Something that you love much or a work'

c  804 s:amanda ne-yapti in

free time-LOC what do-()P-GEN
' U'hat you do in your free time'

d    neyi  tok  sepdign
what-ACC verv love-()P-GEN
What vou love much'

In these examples one can  find  structural  similarity with Dutch or English.  In  139
we see two main clauses which are iuxtaposed in a telegraphic style. Also
syntactically there seems to be avoidance from embedding, which can normally be
realized in Turkish as such: cok sevdgin bir is var'there is a work that you love ven·
much'.   In   136 we observe an attempt at embedding which  results  in  syntactic
anomaly. The head of the object relative clause bir,39 'something' is not in its usual
position, i.e. on the leftside of the complement fok sevdilin 'that you love much',

whereas it normally is supposed to be on the rightside of the complement, Le. cok

sevdigin bir sey 'something that you love much' 'Fhe order of the relative clause in
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13b is similar to that in Dutch or English, and violates the head-final rule of
Turkish. Consequently, it is an infringement upon the structure dependency rule
within a relative clause. 13c is also an interesting output example with regard to
lexical choices triggered by the grammatical operations. Again, the head-final rule is
broken in a slightly different manner. The object-relative clause bof famandayaptigin
49' 'something that you do in your free time' acts here as nominalized relative,
clause e.g. bos symanda ne yaptigimi sordu 'he asked what I do in my free time' on
direct object position. If 13c is an oblect-relative clause, it must structurally behave
accordingly and it must execute the head-final parameter:  boA·zamandayaptg,n Fy, in

which so, is the head and.yapttgm is the complement phrase, bob  tamanda is the NP in
the  VP.  In  13dwe  see  again a nominalized relative clause  in  a  pre-transformation
phase on the way to be a direct object, as the complement of the clause has not yet
received the accusative case suffix. From another perspective, it can be theoretically
said that the head of the clause n€yi (if it is the head) has moved to the head-initial
position, i.e. *cok sevd in ngi '*what that you love much' - No,i f'ok sevdigin 'what
you love much', which is syntactically similar to the structures in English and
Dutch. In the posttest we observe more complex sentences with embeddings
which seem to have got better.yapmak isted0n fok  revd0n bir sg 'somehting that you
want  to   do   and   that  you  love   much',   bos    amaninda  yaptigin   bir   fey   bof   faman:mt
gegnekle degerlendinjomm 'something that you do in your free time, I spend my free
time walking around', birf€yi devamb ve severekyapmak 'to do something with love and
continuously', tevk i#n yaptlan fey 'something that one does for pleasure', bof
Zamaninda.yaptigin eok sevdilin  bir agraftir'an occupation that you love much and that
you do in your free time'.

9.3 Lexical proficiency data

The CIT is a general language proficiency test which aims to evaluate conceptual
and grammatical skills of the core group (CG) and the reference group (RG). The
lexical part of the CIT consists of one test text, which contains - as in the CDT -
word labelling, definition, matching and multiple choice tasks.

9.3.1 Word labelling task
The lexical definition of the first labelling item bencil (egoist, selfish) has elicited
43 types of responses across the two groups of informants  (CG and RG). Most of
the responses are in a similar conceptual field or they are an interpretation of the
definition: kendini Blmek (spoken form; 'to praise oneself'), dilenci 'beggar', iistiin

'superior', akarb (a made up word, nonce formation based on the nominal stem
akar 'opportune'), aT.Ftz 'shameless', bikoist (a made up word in Dutch: 'he+goist'),

iii#wist (2 made up Dutch-featured word), egowist (incorrect spelling of the Dutch
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word    egoist),     bafkan    veya    patron    'chiirman    or   boss',    dimleyi    anlad:m    ama    kelimeyi

bulamgorum 1 understand the definition but I cannot find the appropriate word',
eimri 'stingy', sanat,1 'artist', ekoristi (a very deviant spelling of egois4, cimri 'erased'
kendini bilen 'stingy 'erased' one who knows himself, who is sure of himself, kendi

sini dufunen. gpist (suffix detachment; 'one who thinks about himself, egoist'), atickat
'lawyer', Tiirkcesini  biln yorum  Hollandacasint biliyorum: Ke denkt aan Kicbs:elf 'I do not
know how to say it in Turkish, but I know it in Dutch 'a Dutch phrase': she thinks
about herself, kendint beyenmis (spelling errors: letter shift; conceited), men:faat
(incorrect spelling of the Turkish word men»at for 'benefit, interest'), me,Bta
tspoken form of menfaa41'self seeker"),yalana'liar'. kendi mallannt berkesin mallanndan
Ustiin tutan 'one who keeps his own goods or properties above those of others'. This
lexeme retrieval task reflects mainly conceptual associations or lexemes which are
in a similar conceptual field. As we can see in the output forms, there is large
variation in the responses. Therefore, a semantic tendency generalization is hard to
make for the data base.

9.3.2 Word definition task
The first Turkish word to be defined is corak 'arid, barren; bitter water'. In
combination with the correct definitions, the responses vary from Dutch
equivalents, nouns used with this adjective in Turkish to conceptual or phonetic
mixlng: topraga su venlmed0 zaman furak ir 'when one does not irrigate the ground,
the soil becomes arid', onvrucbtbaar grond 'inferdle   ground',  yani bir toprakta bitki

.yetifdimmileyen biryer (order switch in verb inflection, passive with negation affix:
yetisdinmileyen -.yet tin lemeyen; 'that is a place where one cannot sow a plantj, kurak
biryer bie suyagmayan corak denir (lack of dative marker; 'a dry place, a place where no
water  'rams'  is   prak"),  topralin   kunt  oh,rsa  'if your  land  is  dg'.  ekilip   bifilmeyen  verimsitj

toprak 'unproductive ground where one cannot sow and reap', toprak 'Soil', Sti SUS

kalmq topraia deniryani se,ile,em4 'it is soil with no water, that is, it's become hard',
eski evlerin catisinda bulzinur 'it's on the roof of old houses', sen toprak 'hard soil',
toprak susu-z kal*  kungunca Frak  baline gelir 'once  sod gets no water and gets dry, it
becomes  barren',   bitki   vermeyen   toprak.   Babaannemin   tarlast   gorak  oldzigundan   paRarda

sebte meyve satamlyorlar 'soil that does not keep a plant. Because the land of my
grandmother is arid, they can't sell fruit and vegetables on the market', verimsifi
toprak, kurak. Big>n k0'tin topraklan pk grak 'unproductive ground, arid. The land in
our  village  is very  arici,  su#Findinneyen  toprak  demek  deegim  su  fogge,irn,6'or  (conceptual

mixing between ge,indirmek 'to support one financially' and ge€irmek 'to pass'; order
shift between NP and adverb within the VP; 'soil that does not let water pass, my
flower does notletwater pass-), suge,irmqen toprak demek. Ben civegi sulad:m ama forait
su gefirm Yor 'it means waterproof soil. I watered the flower but its  rak does not
allow water to go through', corbayz wrak gibiyaptz (conceptual contamination; 'soup
is like p,rak, meaning ven· salty').
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14 2   Corak = toprak Benim abim forala $tti BAIA.·51)

 orak = soil I-PS1SG brother-PSISG  orak-DIR go-PST
'Corak is soil. My brother went to,corak' (he means his brother died)

b   Ayaba jlen bir ust ea.2:28)
foot-DIR wear-PAS-Spa upper surface(top)
'An upperwear that is worn on foot'

c   Cok tutht bing Bit yemek cok corakit olmits  413:59)

very salty something This food very 9orak-LI be-AfIS
....  .

'Something very salty.  l his food is apparently very salty (forakli)

In 142 we observe that the pupil has internalized the meaning of the word on the
basis of the inference from the utterances that he occasionally heard people use in a
context which    has    to    do    with    soil. The output   in    142   is an indication   o f
unconscious and informal learning of word meaning. Normally, the idiom topra&a

gitmek (lit. 'to go to soil') is used in Turkish when somebody has died. 9oraia ittmek
'to go to furak' is non-existent. It has been produced by the pupil as analogy
through the use of the word in the similar conceptual field. 14b contains a
conceptual mixing on the basis of phonetic input between forak and coral), which
means 'sock' in Turkish. The minimal phonemic difference between /k/ and /p/
has apparently caused a semantic association, although there is no conceptual
similarity between the two lexemes. Subject-relative clause embedding is succesful.
Spelling errors can be seen. What is also interesting in this output is the way an
adlective is unusually treated as a noun: 'an upper that is worn on feet'. 14c includes
a conceptual contamination based on an incorrect inference as in 14a. The word
forak is used mainly in the context of salty and dry soil. Presumably due to informal
and unconscious word learning, this informant has inferred that Frak refers to
anything salty, which is the case of semantic over-extension. Therefore, she uses
mdli 'salty' and fy,rakh (a non-existent adjective) interchangeably.

There are also some output forms, in which suffix assignment is aberrant:

15  9     Ben  biryanfmqy,yenmek  Galatasarqy  Fenerbabee'li  3 -1   kagnd,

I a competition-ACC overcome-INF G.saray F.Bahge-ACC 3-1 win-PST
4 I to overcome a competition. G.saray won F.Bahge 3-1'

b   Insan kendi cali$* biggler elde etmesi demektir

person self work-CSIP something-PL obtain-ISNEC say-INF-C()P
'That a person works by himsel f and obtains something as a result'
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c   Bir oyunun mesela biti,7nek

a game-GEN for example end-INF
"'To  finish of a game for example'

d  Mesela bir oyuna katildin ve sen o Sunt, bafaradin ve onlarda sana bir bediye kiditl veriyorlar
ona  de  kafandin.yane  onu  sen  kakandin  giinkii  sen  basara  bildin  le  oldun

for example a game-DIR participate-PST-IFL2SG and you that game-ACC
succeed-PST-IFL2SG and they you-DAT a gift reward give-PRGR-IFL3PL that
too win-PST-IFI.2SG because you succeed-JICAN-PST-IFL2SG 1-DAT be-PST-
IFL2SG
'For example you participated in a game and 'you can succeeded that game and
they give you a gift reward to that is too you won that is you won it because you

could succeed  in  it  '  rou  have  been  to  1'

Example 152 includes a clause in telegraphic style in which the verb is iii infinitive
form, hence the translation into English is also deviant. There is also a conceptual
mixing between to win and to overcome. That a team wins another one is not used
in the lernma frame of the Turkish verb ka anmak. Therefore, it is unusual in this
combination.  15b contains a nominalized embedding by means of ISNEC, which is
constituted with infinitive and possessive. The subject of the clause to be
embedded gets also the genitive marker, which is not seen in 15b (insan - insamn)
We observe a symmetrical development here in comparison to the output in
example  15c which reflects another case suffix shift. Bir OyUn is the direct object of
this small clause. Consequently, it needs to get per se the accusative suffix. However,
incorrectly, it receives the genitive suffix. The concept in the mind of the language
user may have been influenced by the grammatical frame of its nominalized Dutch
equivalent (bet a»aken van een spet. 'finishing of a game'), as a nominal complement
with the genitive preposition va,1 is used   in   this    structure.    15d   is   an   interesting

example of grammatical analogy and repair. The past modality inflection of the
verb basarmak 'succeed' is basarabildin 'you could succeed' and basaramain 'you

could not succeed'. In the first case (affirmative), the modality suffix of ability:,lbil
is used. In the latter, which is the negation, the affix -,4 is used in combination with
the negation infix -m/1.15d is an affirmative utterance. The informant copies the
negation pattern as analogy onto the affirmative expression and he inflects the verb
as in the negation pattern, i.e. basaradin m place of bafarabildin. But in the second
part of the utterance, he repairs the inflection and produces the accepted form
ba,sara bildin. Note that the verb stem and the modality have been written separately,
which indicates a morphological analysis of the informant.
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9.4 Morphosyntactic proficiency data

The second part of the CIT involves the assessment of the grammatical knowledge
of the informants in their   L 1,   i. e. Turkish.    It is based   on the productive
morphosyntactic tasks of the language proficiency test presented in Chapter 7,
Sections 7.3.1 - 7.3.7. I'he first two tasks concern the production of rnain and
relative clauses in Turkish. The first task is to construct a main clause on the basis

of given uninflected free morphemes (only one verb in infinitive form included).
The second task is to construct a sentence on the basis of given uninflected free
morphemes (only two verbs in infinitive form included). The third task is to bind
two (or three) main clauses into a relativized sentence which contains embedding.

9.4.1 Main clause production task
Six free morphemes have been presented in the first item of the task: yapmak'to
do',   annem   'my   mothet''   diin   'yesterday',   ben   'V,   ah#verif   'shoppin€,   and    birlikte
'together'. In the responses we see some deviant productions in addition to
logically and grammatically well-formed sentences (ben diin annemle birukte alt/ven)
yaptim = 'I did shopping yesterday  with  my  mother')·

9.4.2 Relative clause production task
The first task item contains a causal postpositional participle (-DI# i,in: 'because,
fol:'  POP). The  target  foon  is   ,·ok  basta  oiditilim  i,in  diin  okula  gitmedim  'I  did not  go  to
school yesterday, because I was very sick'. In combination with the correct
relativization and sentence formation, there are also output forms which indicate
some structural aberrancies. Two examples of informants in the CG are shown in
16 below. The RG produced well-formed embeddings in the main. A general
tendency in the whole of the research population is that coordinate structures such
as connective ve 'and' and adverb onun ian 'therefore' are used as a compensation
strategy, although it has been asked clearly in the test instruction to construct one
sentence without using these and similar connectives and adverbs.

16 9   Diin okulu , ok basta oldu m icin litmedim (SG)
yesterday school-ACC ven· sick be-P()P go-NEG-PST-IFL1SG

b   Benim dii,i cok basta oldugum(lan okula #demedim (CG)

I-PAl SG yesterday very sick be-CP-ABL school-DIR go-AICAN-NEG-PST-
IFL1SG

In  162 the relativization  has been successfully completed  by  this CG informant.
However, the sentence indicates deviance in terms of case assignment. The
directional NP of the matrix verb git- 'go' gets the directional case suffix -DA
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(DIR) according to the subcategorization of the VP (i.e. to go TO school). But the
output  in 1661 indicates  that the relevant  slot is filled  by the accusative  case.  This
suggests that case assignment and embedding can be morphosyntactically distinct
operations. Apart from 162, we observe a deviance in the embedding of the
subordinate clause   in   166.   Note   that   the   absence   of  the   pronoun + possessive
marker would make the whole sentence well-formed. The subject participle -DIK of
the complement phrase diin eok basta oldulumdan ga. 'from/because of that I was
very sick yesterday') gets the ablative case in order to give the causal relation. With
respect to the relatirization, there is not any problem in the sentence except for the
embedded pronoun with the possessive marker within the scope of the relative
clause. Its addition to the clause breaks the well-formedness of the sentence.
Presumably, structures such as nominalized embedded clauses in subjunctive, non-
finite (infinitival) function in combination with the possessive, i.e. -mAsI (ISNEC)
have played a role in this structural contamination as a result of thinking of a
message, for instance, diin ,·ok basta olmamdan okula gidemedim '1 could not go to
school because of tbat I was very sick yesterday'. In this sense, the subject pal:ticiple
and the infinitival nominalized embedding, i. e. dun cok basta old:*m and diin cok
basta obnam (SP and ISNEC), are structurally similar operations. Both of them
nominalize a clause and make it ready for embedding, but the former gets usually
the role of the direct obiect or postpositional phrase with a postposition (for, like
etc.; preposition in English) and the latter fulfills the function of the subject within
a sentence. Thus, the main violation in 16b is due to the structural distinction
between the position of object and subject in a sentence.

The next task item involves a relative clause which should be constructed by
means  of a  subject participle  An  (SP).  7'he  target  form is  as such:.yann k6yumu-ze
gelecek olan basbakant, mubtar ve kqytiiter karsilayacak 'the head of the village and the
villagers will meet the prime minister, who will come to our village tomorrow'. The
relative clause is the direct object of the sentence, although itself is a subject-
relative clause. The target form can be observed in most of the responses of the
RG. Some remarkable output forms are taken from the CG data base:

11 a   Yann kbyiimii:3 baibakantn geldifini mubtar ve killiiler kag,lqyacak
tomorrow village-PS1 PL-DIR p.minister-GEN   come-()P-P()SS-ACC   head   and
villager-PI. meet-FUT-( 1

b  1-Mit kbyiimiiz-e bafbakanin geldiinde mubtar ve £6)liiler kars,layaraklar
tomorrow village-PS1 PL-DIR p.minister-GEN come-CANEC()P-P()SS-L()C
head and villager-PL meet-FUT-IFLJPL
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c   Mubtar ve kayliileryann k6yumii-ze basbakan gelecqi karfilamast
head and villager-PL tomorrow village - P S 1 PL -D IR p.minister come-CANEC()P
(with POSS) meet-INF-P()SS(ISNEC)

Example   172  involves  an interesting example in which a conceptual mixing  in
conceptualizer has caused a different construction type in the formulator in
grammatical sense. The meaning that we infer from this deviant output is that the
head of the village and the villagers will meet 'the very action of coming of the
prime minister', but not the minister himself, which leads the sentence to an

unnecessary abstraction. The subject of the relative clause is the same, but the
focus is not on the prime minister himself, but on his 'corning to visit the village'.
The argument structure of the main verb 'meet' is the basic reason of this
aberrancy. If we had the verb duymak 'to hear' in the main clause: bafbakanin
slled0ni duydum 'I heard what the prime minister said', then the nominalizing and
embedding would be completely acceptable  in  1721.  A similar structure is observed
in  17b. The temporal relativization is aimed  in this sentence  and  this  has a reading
such as 'when the prime minister comes to our village tomorrow'. The post-
positional nominalizing (CANECOP) in combination with a possessive and
locative marker is parallel to the temporal converbial suffix -Inc/1 (meaning 'when';
CSINCA). If the genitive suffix were not attached onto the subject of the relative
clause, that is, if the sublect should be kept in nominative case in postpositional
participle then this would create an adverbial or postpositional phrase (compare
with  16b)  just like in a main clause. This means that these types of embeddings are
less subordinate, because they do not receive a clause-internal inflection and they
are directly bound to the main clause by way of a post:positional (prepositional in
English) phrase. The main difference between infinitival nominalizing (INF,
ISNEC) and the postpositional subordinate phrases is that they are either noun- or
adverb-based embeddings. For this reason, the first accepts clause-internal
inflection, and the latter does not.  In that sense, 17b is an example to illustrate this
phenomenon. lic contains an example, in which both the logical and grammatical
form are deviant. The maior problem is due to the fact that even the verb of the
main clause 'meet' (and consequently the whole of the main clause) has been
nominalized  (Le.  relativized). In contrast  to  17a  and  17b, the subject  of  the
subordinate clause,  Le. prime minister,  does  not  get any inflectional suffix  in   17c,
that is, m the nominative case, which is the first correct step on the way to
embedding. This time, the excessive part is the nominal inflection of the verbs of
both the main and relative clause. If we take this inflection as correct for a while,
then, paradoxically, we cari say that the second problem in this output is the
structural absence of a complementizer, by following the option of the inflection of
the two verbs. There is structural absence, because the complementizer is
semantically present in the sentence, i.e. bafbakan 'prime minister' in nominative
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form. In order to function as a complementizer, it needs to get the genitive case
marker basbakanin 'of the prime minister', which is not the case in this sentence.

Thus, the structure of this divergent sentence remains in the halfway of an
embedding transformation between the main and the subordinate clause. It is as if
there was another embedding in the mind of the informant, which does not appear
in the output. Therefore, the sentence seems to be incomplete.

The next item aims to elicit an ISNEC embedding. The target form is: kardesimin
bastalanmast bify ii dii 'that my brother got sick made us sad'. The problems as in
lib still continue in the CG data (the use of both a nominalizing and converbial
sufflx·.    kardesimin  Zecen   bafta   aniden   bastalandiginda   bepimif  cok   iiziildiik).   As  has  been
explained in 162, the change in case assignment is also frequently observed  (i.e. case
shift;   dative   -   accusative:        . bepimite   u-zdu;... bipimite   cok   i/ dit   -   bepimi ;   also
spelling error).  Lack  of case assignment  is  seen  in a couple of cases,  i.e.  the
accusative case:   .bepimit pok Red/>, ...beprmf ,·ok iifdii. In the CG, a bilingual
strategy in combination with resorting to a coordinate structure is also observed:
miin  :usje  is  vorige  week tiek geworden en ons  verdrietig gemaak Benim  kardesim gecen  bafta
bastalandi Big' cok iirdii [inflectional error in the Dutch sentence; spelling error in the
coordinate Turkish sentence: my sister had become sick last week en made us sad
My sister got sick last week She made us very sad]. Except for two responses, the
rest are well-formed sentences in the RG: Ge en ba#ka kardesimin aniden bastalanarak
aniden bepimisj €ok Utdii (a case which is similar to lub, 17a and 17b; combination of
nominalizing with converbial form CSEREK), Ge,en ba#a karde<imin bepimiff cok
Utdiig# i,in bastaland:m (postpostional clause -dit ian gets the genitive on its sublect
incorrectly). Albeit two cases, it is interesting to track this phenomenon within the
RG as well.

The next task item is a dummy converbial (CSIP), which creates a coordinate
structure between two main clauses, and which can be translated into English with
the connective 'and'. The target form is:  diin sabab Abmet-yeni paltost,nu gbip okula gitti
'yesterday morning Ahmet put on his new coat and went to school'. In the CG, the
responses vary from syntactic ordering of the presented words in their uninflected
form to coordinate and correct structure. In the RG, the responses vary narrowly
between coordinate (connective use) structure to the target form. An unusual
response type which is commonly observed in the CG, but not in the RG, is shown

in example  18.

18 Diin sal,ab abmetleni paltost,nu okula gbip gitti (CG)

yesterday morning ahmet new coat-PSJSG-ACC school-DIR wear-CSIP go-PST-0

Example 18 involves   two main clauses. The first is 'Ahmet   went to school
yesterday morning', and the second is 'Ahmet put on his new coat yesterday
morning'. Overlapping parts (i.e. Ahmet yesterday morning) are deleted and
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reduced to one in the embedding process. The adverbial phrase and the subiect
(reduced parts) are placed at the begining of the sentence. The event order
normally implies putting on something and then going out of house, not the
reverse. Ilius, the clause order must be accordingly. In this output, the order begns
as expected, but in the half clause boundaries are violated. The directional (locative)
complement 'to school' of the VP 'going' comes in between the VP 'putting on'
and its direct object 'his new coat' in the other clause, which yields a divergent
sentence. This is a case of infringement upon the structural integrity of the first
relative clause. The second clause, which carries the main message, projects its
complement outside its scope.

The next task item refers to the converbial suffix -Ip (CSIP). The target form is
ben diin resimy«t, day,ma gbnderdim 'I painted a picture yesterday and sent it to my
uncle'. This embedding did not cause many production problems, as it requires an
almost coordinate binding structure and hence relatively easy task. A clause
boundary problem  has  not been observed  as in example 18, because both verbs  in
the main and relative clause get the dative suffix. Thus the indirect oblect of the
main clause can come in between the verb and the indirect object of the main
clause. This suffix has elicited another converbial suffix (CSEREK) in two cases

(CG,· *ben diin dq),ima resimyaparak 0nder:yorum '*yesterday I am sending my uncle by

painting a picture'), and again there are output forms in which case assignment is
missing: ben diin dqy,m n,simba00 gtinderdim (CG; the indirect object of the relative
clause dqytm has to get the dative suffix: day,m- d€ytma).

The last item of the clause construction task involves the converbial suffix
-F.rEk, which makes an adverbial phrase (i.e. by X-ing). The target form is babam

6·ini be aman set,erek.yapar 'my father does always  his  job by loving'. Generally
speaking, the RG has no problems in constructing this relativized sentence. Some
output forms are presented below in order to illustrate the observed variation:

19  2      Babam  ifini  ber: aman yapmaktan  seviyor (CCS

my father iob-PS3SG-ACC always do-INF-ABL love-PRGR-(3

b    Bal,am ifini  sev(yor ber: man  y®tyor (CG)
mr father iob-PS3SG-ACC love-PRGR-()  always do-PRGR-(3

c    Babam isini yapolor ve  ber:ymon seviyor tRG')

mv father job-PSJSG-ACC do-PRGR-() and always love-PRGR-()

Example   19a   demonstrates   a grammatical contamination, either  with a Turkish
verb (boslanmak = 'to like') or a Dutch verb (bouden van = 'to love'), as both of these
verbs take an ablative case or preposition, but the verb sevmek 'to love' takes a direct
object, which requires the accusative suffix. The informant tries to convey that his
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father likes doing his job always; he changes the verb of the main clause with that
of the relative clause. But this time the argument structure and the case assignment
role of the selected verb sevmek do not allow the ablative case in place of the
accusative. 196 includes a coordinate structure, without any structural operation
concerning sentence construction. Hence, we get two independent clauses which
have been lined up side by side: 'my father loves his job does always'. 19c is similar
to   19b, in which sentence construction by embedding is missing.   The  use   of
connective ve 'and' leads to a coordinate structure with two independent main
clauses. This structure is sporadically observed in the RG data. Embeddings have
been completed br the RG in general at task and item level. The CG can also
produce required relativizations to a certain extent, but the variation in response
patterns is broad in this group.

9.4.3 Productive clause linking task
The first item concerns the object participle. The given two clauses are: F·ocwk sanD,or
'the child thinks' and emiun babast berleyi bi€)·or 'the father of the child knows
everythin€.  Coatk   babastmn   berfeyi  bildigini  sangor  'the  chdd  thinks  that  his  father
knows even'hting' is the target form. The relative clause to be embedded is the
direct object of the main clause. The productions of the RG are consistent with the
target form, which is apparently not a difficult task for this group. The responses of
the CG show a wide variation. Some examples are presented below.

10 9   Cook babasim berfoi saniyor biliyor
child father-PS3SG-ACC everything-ACC  think-PRGR-C)  know-PRGR-C)

b  Coack babast berseyi bildini san.tyor
child father-PS3SG even·thing-ACC know-()P-P()SS-ACC think-PRGR-C)

c  Cocu.*in babast berieyi bildig ni sangor
child-GEN father-PS3SG everything-ACC know-()P-P()SS-ACC think-PRGR-C)

d  Cocuk sangor ki ontin babast berigi biliyor
child  think-PRGR-C) KI he-GEN father-PS3SG everything-ACC  know-PRGR-0

e   Coruk santyorditki foctiQi babast bersg biliyordu

child think-PSTPRGR-C )    KI child-ACC father-PS3SG even-thing    know-
PSTPRGR-()

f   Comk sanmisti ki babasinin berf yi bildi jni
child think-PSTAIIS ICI father-PS3SG-GEN everyhting-ACC know-()P-P()SS-
ACC
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g   (»atk san{yorki foa«un babast ber gi bil.iyor
child think-PRGR-() KI child-GEN father-PS3SG even·hting-ACC know-PRGR-
()

h  9oa«un babast befqi bildi/ san yor
child-GEN father-PSJSG even·ht·ing-ACC know-()P-P()SS think-PRGR-()

i    Coatk babast ber*94  bilgor san.tyor

child  father-PSJSG everything-ACC know-PRGR-() think-PRGR-()

k  Comk babasint bersgi bildi ni sant)·or
child father-PS3SG-ACC everything-ACC know-()P-P()SS-ACC think-PRGR-(0

Example 209 is a sentence in which the verb of the main clause is switched with
that of tile relative clause, which would yield a meaning such as: 'child knows that
his father supposes (or thinks) everything'. However, the required morphosyntactic
embedding by means of suffixes cannot be seen in this output. The only movement
is to set the main clause babast berfeyi sanryor'his father supposes everything' into the
object position of the other main clause foalk bilhor 'child knows'. The subject of

the first clause baba gets a possessive reference (i.e. 'his father') and the accusative

suffix as if it were the object of the second clause. On the verb of the clause to be
embedded 'suppose/think' there is no subordinative transformation. Although it
does not sound like an ill-formed sentence, it has yet an aberrance in terms of the
meaning conveyed and the morphosyntactic form. This form is also very close to
the spoken pattern: ben seni f'almyor Ld#ej biliyordum 'I thought you were working'.
But the difference in this output form is the mode of the message, as both of the
verbs bilmek and sanmak ate associated with the act of supposing as a result of

indirect information in this context. 2Ob contains an incomplete embedding. There
is  also a spelling error in the embedded clause which is the direct object of the main
clause 'child thinks'. The subJect of the subordinate clause baba 'father' should get
the genitive suffix in the transformation of subject-to-object raising (from a main to
a relative clause in obJect position). But this suffix is missing in the output, hence
an ill-formed embedding. 20c is a well-formed sentence, but semantically it is quite
different than the target form, i.e. 'the father of the child thinks that he knows
everything'. The flexibility in the grammar ensures to construct different meanings
with a limited amount of grammatical tools. 2Od is an example of avoidance of
relative clause formation. It is constructed by means of a clause conjunction
particle (KI) borrowed from Persian, which is similar to the relative pronoun 'that'
in English. The order of main clauses and their binding seems to be a reflection of
that in English or Dutch. However, clause-internally, the clauses maintain their
Turkish SOV order (i.e. his father + everything + knows). In inter-clause terms, the
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KI-use is a common strategy in relativization. An inter-clause reference has also
been implemented which is free from word order, Le. 'the child' in the first clause
and its reference 'his father' in the second clause. All of this may indicate that the
difficulties have not an intra-clause, but an inter-clause character. However, 20e is a
counter-example to the previous statement. IF'e observe the use of KI and a
grammatical deviance in the second main clause (i.e. 'the father of the child knows
everything'). The clause-internal problem in 20e comes from the inflection of the
NP 'the father of the child' and the case assignment for the direct object. The
complementizer gets here the accusative instead of the genitive, whicli puts the
complementizer directly onto the direct object position, but this operation clashes
with the genuine direct object of the clause, i.e. 'everyhting', and it has interestingly
not been attached with the accusative, although it was required by the structural
configuration of the clause. Thus, the difficulties are not only clause-internal, but
also phrase-internal. The output form in 2Of makes the issue more multi-
dimensional, as it contains both the KI-use in the relativization and the correct
embedding, which makes the KI redundant in the utterance. The clause order is
preserved. In this sense, the function of the KI would be to focus on the knowing
of the child's father, which turned out to be the opposite case in the organization
of the sentence (as if the child was surprised that his father does not know much).
Nevertheless, 20f still maintains its ill-formed status by showing redundancy. 2Og
includes the basic form of two main clauses without anv sentential reference, that
is, two clauses have been separately derived and only bound by means of the KI.
l'hus, what the informant did was to relate the two separate clauses as they were
presented in the task item, by adding the KI in between. This relativization is also
very similar to that in Dutch and English (the second clause has again Turkish
order). 2Oh is a counter-example of excessive accusative use in 20e. It is an attempt
to construct a relativized sentence such as: 'the father of the child thinks that he
knows everything'. 'Everything' is the direct object of the subordinate clause, which
is on its turn the direct object of the main clause. This operation requires two
accusatives, Le. one in the main clause and one iii the subordinate clause. The latter
has it, but the first lacks the case marker, as the accusative on the subordinate
clause is a more abstract feature than on the noun. Another explanation can be that
the possessive marker on the verb of the subordinate clause, i.e. 'know', has been
confused with the accusative, because it has the same form, but different function
in relation to the possessive marker. 20i is a more basic spoken form of the output
given iii 209, as the subject of the 'quoted' clause (the embedded clauses in both
209 and 20£ are as if they are quotation clauses) does not get any theta-role in its
argument structure (i.e. no case suffix), but it receives a possessive reference (Le. his
father). In  this vein, 209 is a step further than 201 on the way to relativization, if we
perceive an embedding operation as multi-phase transformation. Finally, 2Ok
demonstrates an output example of an incomplete nominalization in the embedded
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clause which is a subject-relative clause. In the nominalization, the subject of the
relative clause 'father' has to be inflected with the genitive marker in order to be the
complementizer of its complement 'knowing' (Le. knowing of his father).
Therefore, the accusative suffix should be replaced with the genitive.

The next task item requires the combination of two main clauses by means of
the ISNEC: annesi Ali'den istemifti 'his mother asked from Ali and Ali yaramaf#k
.yapamayacak   'Ali   will not behave naughtily'. The target    form   is    anne.,·i  ./lli Wen
.yaram«lzk.yapmamasmt istemi>ti'his mother asked from Ali that he would not behave
naughtily'. The target form is produced easily by the informants in the RG. The
response variation in the CG is again broad. Some of the responses are
demonstrated in example 21.

21  a    Annesi  Ali'den  istemisti  ki  Ali yarama::!tkyapmayacak

his mother Ali-ABL want-PST1fIS-( ) KI Ali naughtvness do-NEG-FUT-()

b    Ahnin  annest aliden yarama-Jtkyapmayacak  istemifti
Ali-GEN mother-PS3SG Ali-ABL naughtyness do-NEG-FUT-() want-PSTAIIS-
0

c   Annesi AW den yaramasitk y®mcgacalin istemilti
mother-PS3SG Ali-ABL naughtyness do-NEG-FUT-PS2SG want-PSTAITS-()

d   Annesi Ali'den istemifti  lei Ali yarama:(!tky®mayacal;nt
mother-PS3SG Ali-ABL want-PSTACIS-() KI Ali naughty do-NEG-FUT-PS3SG-
ACC

e  Ali yarama:likyapmayacakti annesi ali'den istemiiti

Ali naughtyness do-PSTFUT-(1 mother-PS3SG Ali-ABL want-PSTAIIS-()

As  in  2Og, the output  in  21 a  is a simple combining of the two clauses presented  in
the task item by means of the KI, which is a commonly applied strategy within the
CG.   21 b   is a remarkable example in which syntactic embedding occurs,   but
morphological embedding does not. In the normal order of S+02+01+V (i.e.
subject+indirect object+direct object+verb), the subject of the sentence has been
succesfully derived, i.e. the mother of Ali; the indirect object of the sentence is
complete with the ablative case on the second object position; the direct obiect of
the derived sentence is the embedded clause itself (that he would not behave
naughtily), and finally we have the verb of the sentence. Thus, the syntax is
complete, while the morphology is not, as the direct obJect has not been relativized
with a nominalizing operation (infinitival form in subjunctive function+possessive
marker for nominalizing+accusative to mark it as direct object: in total an ISNEC).
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21 c  is an attempt  o f nominalizing the second clause  in  the  item  in  the  form  it  is
presented. The informant who produced this output, tried to make the clause the
direct object of the sentence with embedding (word order change), but without
relativization (suffix attachment  for relative clauses).  The  half relativization  is  thus  a
half operation with  only a possessive marker (24 person singular)  on  the  verb.  21 d
is a structurally similar output with 20C i.e. the redundancy of the KI. However, the
first difference between the two productions is that the problem is not solved with
the KI-deletion in 2ld, because the subject of the embedded clause, i.e. Ali, should
also be deleted as it is used twice in the sentence. The second difference is that
modality verbs such as 'to want', 'to hope' or 'to wish', have subjunctive functions
and oblige the verb in a subordinate clause within their scope to be inflected as
infinitive (infinitival nominalizations, ISNEC). However, this is not the case in 2ld.
the nominalization is conducted on the future tense inflection of the verb, which is
incorrect.  21 e  is  a  symmetrical  form  of 21 a. The difference  is the absence  o f KI  in
21e and the reverse linear order of the nvo clauses presented in the item, ie. the
second clause first and then the first clause, which creates a telegraphic style.

The next item involves an object-relative clause. The two clauses to be
combined are:  ben bic be,genmedim 'I did not like at all', sen bir resim-yapttn 'you painted
a picture'. The target form is:.yapten nsmi bir begenmedim 'I did not like at all the
picture that you painted'. The target form has generally been produced by the RG.
The variation is again wide in the CG. Together with the correct embeddings, the
use of the coordinate structure is frequent. The use of KI is also observed. Some
examples are:

11 -     Senin bir resimy®ttlin ben  bic begenmedim (SC)

you-GEN a picture do-()P-GEN I never like-NEG-PST-IFL1SG

b  Seni.yaptilt resmi ben bic beyenmedim (CG)

you-ACC do-()P-P()SS picture-.·\CC I never like-NEG-PST-IFI.1 SG

c    Ben  bic  begenmedim  senin  bir resmini y®ten  (Sc)

I never like-NEG-PST-IFLISG you-GEN a picture-M.3SG-ACC do-()P-GEN

Example 22a is an output form in which the embedding operation seems to be
frozen at its initial phase. The second clause gets correctly the genitive case suffix in
an object-relative clause. As the head of the relative clause is the object, i.e.
'picture', it must be placed on the rightest position due to the fact that Turkish is a
head-final language. So the position of the verb and the object should be replaced,
i.e..yapt,gin and nsim, and the indefinite quantifier should be deleted. The first item
clause is on the second clause position in the sentence, as this is the main clause.
Thus it is an incomplete relativization in this form. In contrast to 22a, 22b contains
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the embedding which is nearly complete. The verb of the embedded clause must
get the genitive marker as complementlzer of the relative clause head. The case
shift between possessive and genitive leads to discrepancy. 22£ has the main clause
on the sentence initial position. The relativized clause (sentence final in this case) is
unfinished and has a different reading than the target form (X whose you paint a
picture or X whom you paint a picture of). The use of the genitive marker and the
possessive suffix for 3'd person singular causes this reading basically. But because
the head of this relativization (stated as X above) is missing, the embedding is
incomplete. Another anomaly in this output is the violation of the usual clause
order. The main clause has been placed on the position of the embedded clause.  Its
verb should be at the end of the sentence. The embedded clause, after necessary

derivation, should be moved to the direct object position.
The next item concerns a nominalized embedded clause with the ablative case

suffix. The presented clauses in the item are: sen Tiirkiye'ye geldin 'you came to
Turkey', babenmyoktu 'I did not know about'. The target form is: senin Turkiyeye
geld inden babenm.yoktu 'I did not know that you came to lurkey'. Coordinate forms
by means of connective or sequential order of the presented clauses are frequently
observed in the data of the CG mainly, together with correct embeddings. In
general, the RG produces the required relativization correctly. Three examples are

presented below:

23 a   Senin Tiirkiye:ye Letdilne baberimyoktu (CG)

you-GEN Turkey-DIR come-()P-DAT news-PSlSG EXIST-PST

b   Sen Tiirkiye'legeldinden bie baberim-yoktit (SIG)

you Turkey-DIR come-PST-IFL2SG-ABL never news-PS1SG EXIST-PST

c   Sen Tiirkiye'de de0Iken bir olqy oldufp i,in baberin yoktu tas)

you Turkey-L()C NEG-be(imek)-CSIRKEN a event happen-P()P   news-PSZSG
EXIST-PST

Example 232 includes mainly the target form. The required embedding has been
conducted. The only problematic aspect of the output is the selection of the case
suffix for the subordinate clause which has to receive the ablative case in place of
the dative, as the VP of the main clause is bir FY·den baben olmak (lit. 'to have one's
news from something'). The output in 23b is the opposite form of 23a. That is, the
embedding has not been conducted, the subordinate clause is in its main clause
form as it it presented in the task item (i.e. sen Tiirkiye)e  geldin), but this clause gets
the correct ablative case suffix without embedding (as if it were a relativized clause;
we see that this is not true mainly by the fact that the subject sen is nominative and
lacks the necessary genitive case suffix). The symmetrical order of relativization+
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case assignment (i.e. correct-incorrect vs. incorrect-correct) in both 232 and 236
indicates that these two are distinct operations in the sentence formation process.
23c is a well-formed sentence, but sernantically different in comparison to the
meaning intended in the target form. l'hus, it is an interpretation of the informant
(Because an event happened while you were not in Turkey, you did not know about
it). We observe a double successful relativization in this output by means of a
converbial suffix (CSIRKEN) and causal postpositional participle (POP).

The last task item concerns infinitival nominalization (ISNEC). Two main
clauses are presented in the item: Zinginler yoksullara.yardtm etti 'the rich helped the
poor', biz cok giifel bir davrantl 'this is a very good behavior'. The target form is:
ten inierinyoks:illarayardtm etmesi  a,k gii:;fl bir dat,rants'that die  nch helped the poor is
a very good behavior'. -I'he RG produces generally the required target form. In this
group, we see sporadically the use of a noun instead of clause embedding (e.g the
help of the rich to the poor). The response variation is wide in the CG (coordinate
structure by means of connective; simple independent ordering of the presented
two clauses without any morphosyntactic operation). A couple of output examples

are presented in example 24.

14 9   Zenginierinyoksulla,·ayardim ettipj fok $-eel bir so' (CG)
rich-PL-GEN poor-PL-DAT help-()P-P()SS very good a thing

b   Ze, inler yoksuUcirayadim ettip bu ,·ok Wis:fl bir davranif (fiG)
rich-PL poor-PL-DAT help-CSIP this ven· good a behavior

c     Ze, jnler yoksullarayardim  edisi  cok  #it:el  daprants  (CG)

rich-PL poor-PL-DAT help-NDS-PS3PL very good behavior

d    Zenginter yoksullara yard,m  etmeleri  cok Ifi::fl  davrants  (,CG)

rich-PI. poor-PL-DAT help-INF-PL-PS3PL ven· good behavior

e   Zenginler-yoksullara yard,m etti  kin  bu eok Lit:fl bir dat,ranti dedim BG)
rich-PL poor-PL-DAT help-P( )P this very good a behavior say-PS'l'-IFLl SG

Example 242 comprises a relative clause with the oblect participle (-DIK; OP). ·This
participle transforms a main clause into a sentence as an object form, while the
clause maintains its clause format. But in the infinitival nominalization (ISNEC) the
clause is treated as a noun, which can be placed as subiect- or object-like nouns.
There is also a form of abstraction (as an abstract noun category) in this
non]inalization; compare.yardtm ettiginigbrdiim 'I saw that he helped' and. yardtm etmesi

o'i 'that he helped is good'. In the former, we see the subordinate clause in direct
object position. This clause is also nominalized, but grammatically nominalized in
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order to be an object in a sentence. In the latter, the main clause in its infinitive
form is already a noun, that is, it is lexically nominalized in order to be a subject of
a sentence. Because conceptual abstraction is needed in 24a, the latter form of
nominalization is grammatically appropriate (lexical noun vs. grammatical noun).
24b contains a suffix attachment mixing in morphosyntactic sense. The coordinate
converbial binding suffix -4) (CSIP) is mixed with the infinitival nominalization.
The sentence is deviant, because in CSIP-cases the subject of two clauses to be
combined should be the same, as CSIP makes a coordinate clause combination
(a dummy structure) which can be translated into English as connective 'and'. In
24b, the subjects of the clauses are different. Moreover, a nominalization is needed
in this embedding. However, CSIP does not make a nominalization, because it is a
converb. In 24c, we observe a suffix (-4 NDS) that derives nouns out of verb
stems, e.g. gir- 'enter' > gin) 'entry: The nominalization is again similar to the
ISNEC-cases as shown in the target form. 24c lacks, however, the genitive case
suffix on the subject of the clause to be nominalized, i.e. 'the rich', in this respect,
as this subject is in the complementizer position of the complement 'helping' (i.e.
'helping of the rich to the poorD. In terms of the realization of infinitival
nominalization, 24d indicates the required suffix attachment (meteri: INF+PS3PL
i.e. ISNEC), but the operation is not complete, as the genitive suffix is not attached
to the complementizer of the nominalization (similarly to 24c). 24e is a well-formed
output with a different meaning than the target form: 'I said this is a very good
behavior, because the rich helped the poor'.

9.4.4 Grammaticality judgement task
The  first  task  item  is  the  filler: kitap okumak berkese,cok faydaltdtr 'to  read  a  book  is

very useful for everyone'. This item has been evaluated as correct by all informants.
The second item includes a deviant output by a CG informant: bundan sonra boyle
bata yapti ina sanmiyomm (the correct form means 'I don't think that he will make
such a mistake from now on'). The sentence contains a temporal and case suffix
mismatch. In accordance with the future reference adverbial phrase 'from now on',
the output needs the relativization suffix -acapnt (CANECOP with the accusative
case attachment as the NP of the VP sanmak 'to think,) The sentence is again
presented to the informants for their grarnmaticality judgement. The deviance has
been corrected by all informants in the RG. Three informants in the CG have
found the output form correct. Some of the incorrectly adjusted forms are
presented in example 25.

15  2     Bundan  sonra  bbyle  bata yapacakina  sanmgorum  (,CG)

from now on such mistake make-CANEC()P(DAT) think-NEG-PRGR-IFL1SG
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b  Bundan sonra bdyle batayaptiUni sanmgomm (CG)
from now on such mistake make-C)P-POSS-ACC think-NEG-PRGR-IFL1 SG

Example 25a contains a semi-corrected output form. The temporal matching has
been ensured in the verb embedding, but the dative case marker has been kept by
the informant on the verb, while the verb of the main clause requires the accusative
case. This form suggests that the embedding is under influence of different
mechanisms. The temporal agreement has been provided by the adverbial clause
and the case assignment has been determined by the VP with an incorrect case
shift. Another example that supports this idea symmetrically, is presented in 25b. In
this judgement form, the temporal disagreement between the adverbial phrase and
the subordinate verb is detected, while the case assignment has been successfully
executed by adding the accusative case on the verb.

The next item refers to an embedding that requires temporal agreement and case
assignment as in example 25. The discrepant form in the item is: /lblam bana

kardef im  birarl sonra geldigini  sulledi. The sublect of the embedded clause should get
the genitive case and the embedded verb should have future tense marking
according to the adverbial phrase bira2- sonra 'after a while'. The correct form of this

item is:  ablam  bana kardefimin  bira-z sonra gelecegini  sqyledi 'my  sister has said that my
brother will come after a while'. The RG has performed adjustments correctly.
Some pupils have changed the tense and the verb inflection accordingly: .. birat
dna geldilini '    .that he came a while ago'. Seven pupils in the C.G have found this a
well-formed utterance. Some corrections are given below:

16 a   Ablam bana kardefim bira::.sonra geleceSne sbyledi (CG)
my sister me-DAT my brother after a while come-CANEC( )P(DAT) say-PST-0

b   Ablam bana kardefim biraR.sonra gelic;yini so),ledi (CG)
my sister me-DAT my brother after a while come-CANEC()P(ACC) say-PST-C)

c   Ablam bana ka,·desim biraR.sonra gelmemi suyledi (CG)

my sister me-DAT my  brother  after a while come-INF-PS1 SG-ACC(ISNEC)  say-
PST-0

Example 26a demonstrates a temporal adjustment only. A future tense marker is
added to the embedded verb which still needs to switch its dative case marker with
the accusative, as the main verb 'say' requires this switch. The subject of the relative
clause is in the nominative case, while it normally has to get the genitive case in the
embedding process. In 26b we see the correct case switch that is absent in 26a.
However, the crucial operation in the embedding is still missing in 26b, i.e. the
complementizer (the subject) of the relativized clause (my brother) lacks the
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get:titive case. 26c is a more aberrant sentence form than the first two sentences.
The use of two nouns in the nominative form clashes with the use of the infinitival
nominalization for the first person singular. This creates three persons playing a
role in the utterance, whereas normally there have to be two persons, i.e. either my
brother and I or my sister and I. The second issue, which is a common problem, is
the lack of the genitive. This impedes the grammatical role distribution in the
sentence. Therefore it becomes an ill-formed output.

The next task item concerns an object-relative clause. The deviant form is:
alabeyimin gittifi lisesi buraya eok ufak. The correct forrn is: alabeyimin ginigi lise buraya
gok utak 'the high school that my brother attends is very far from here'. The head
of the relative clause carries an excessive possessive marker. This occurs
presumably under the influence of the nominal complement (e.g evin kapts: 'the
door of the houseD. In this nominal inflection, the complementizer evin 'of the
house' gets the genitive case, while the complement has the possessive marker
kaptsr 'the door+its'. In the relativization process we see a similar (grammatical)
nominalization. But because this is a clausal operation (and not a phrasal operation
or nominal inflection as part of a lexical activity), the third element (i.e. the object)
blocks its nominal inflection as the head of the embedded clause. This abstract
similarity between two operations may have caused the confusion in the deviant
output in the task item: 9 pupils in the RG and 22 pupils in the CG have found this
output correct. Most of the informants, however, have conducted the correct
adjustment in the deviant sentence.

Tile next task item checks the case assignment within the embedded clause:
.yannki toplanto: biitiin Biretmenlerin katilacagint um,f)·or:IR. Toplantty: (the accusative case')

should be replaced with toplantga (directional case). The correct form means: we
hope that all teachers will participate in the meeting tomorrow. Katilmak 'to
participate' receives the directional case suffix -fr)/1 pIR) in Turkish. Most of the
informants have made the necessary replacement in the sentence. Examples of
excessive and incorrect change in the structure are given below:

27 2  Yannki toplantgz biitiin Biretmenlerin katilaca ina umulom1-(CG)
tomorrow-KIREL meeting-ACC all teacher-PL-GEN participate-FUT-PE)SS-

DIR(CANEC()ID hope-PRGR-IFL1PL

b  Yarinki toplantitia biitiin 60·etmenlerin katilaca#ni umigor:,1(CG)
tomorrow-KIREL meeting-ACC all teacher-PL-GEN participate-FUT-POSS-

ACC(CANECOID hope-PRGR-IFL1PL

Example 27a contains an incorrect replacement in the case suffix of the embedded
verb. The verb of the main clause ummak 'to hope' requires a direct oblect in
Turkish, hence the accusative case, as it was presented in the task item. On the
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other hand, the case suffix of the indirect object of the subordinate verb, which
needs a replacement towards the directional case, has been left as it was (i.e the
accusative case). In 27b, the case suffix has been swoped with the locative case
suffix -da, which is incorrect in thematic roles of the verb 'to participate' in Turkish.

As discussed under example 23, the next item involves a similar embedded
clause with the ablative case suffix: senin eve geldigine bk baberimyoktu. Geldigine should
be replaced with geldiginden. The meaning of the correct form is: 'I didn't know at all
that you came home'. Most informants made the necessary change correctly. Ten
pupils in the CG found the deviant sentence in the item correct, which corresponds
with their repsonses to the item in example 23. This may indicate that the change in
the case suffix pattern has been internalized. Some incorrect changes in the
structure of the sentence are as follows: geldigin (the relativization is set, but the

participle lacks   a case suffix), geldigini  (the  accusative  case in place   o f the ablative;
presumably perceived as the direct object of the main clause), sen eve geMigine   bie
baberimyoktu (lack of the genitive on the complementizer, i. e. the subject .ren + the
dative case on the embedded verb in place of the ablative), senin eve geMini bie
b.,lberimin .yoktu (the use of the accusative + excessive case inflection of the main
verb, which is idiomatic: lit. 'to have his news from', i.e. the redundant genitive on
the word 'news').

The next item is in accordance with the main clause binding task as discussed
under example 21. Almost half of the informant population found the deviant
sentence in the item well-formed, whereas the other half made the correct change
on the embedded verb inflection. This outcome expresses that the embedding
structures yapmqyacagmt istemirti ('wanted  that he would  not do'; CANECOP)  and
yapmamasint istemifti ('wanted him not to do'; ISNEC) are similar suffixes in
grammatical terms. Thus, the structure dependency preserves its position, but the
differentiation comes from the nuance in the function of the forms.

The next item refers to the same structure as discussed in example 24. The
presented item is /1.yse'nin Bgretmenine saygi duyditgu fok 8.i bir davrants. The correct
target sentence is .,h'se'nin diretmenine saygl duymast fok i)'i bir davran:f 'thgit AyBe
respects her teacher is a very good behavior'. Thus, it concerns the subtle
difference between ditydufy and duymast (i.e., between obiect participle and infinitival
nominalization; OP and ISNEC). 55 pupils in the whole population found this a
well-formed sentence (45 in CG, 10 in RG). 35 pupils made the correct change on

the verb (6 in CG, 29 in RG). This tendency implies that the two embedding
suffixes are similar. An interesting adjustment example illustrates the change and its
integration:

18 Ayse'nin 6,tretmenine sayg dityditgunit cok iyi  bir davrants (SG)

Ay*e-GEN  teacher-PSJSG-DAT respect-()P-P()SS-ACC very good a behavior
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Example 28 contains the use of the oblect participle suffix -DIK. This sentence is
presumably perceived as a clause embedding into a main clause, in which the
embedded clause is in direct oblect position. Therefore, the embedded verb gets
excessively the accusative suffix. This is a formal role violation as the embedded
clause is in the subject position of the sentence. Probably another effect is that the
VP of the main clause and their formal position seem to be determinant in the use
of either one of these binding suffixes.

The next item comprises the use of KI and infinitival nominalization (ISNEC).
The  presented  form in  the  item is:  Ali'den  babast  istemifti  ki Ali  kardefini  okula gdtiirsiin
(the deletion of ki and the subject of the embedded clause Ali; the change of the
embedded verb inflection: from the imperative to the subjunctive or modal form).
The correct target forrn is:  babast /18'den kardesini okula gutiirmesini istemifti 'his father
wanted from Ali that he brings his brother to the school'. 46 pupils found the
presented sentence well-formed (33 in CG, 13 in RG). 23 pupils made the
necessary adjustments in the sentence (10 in CG, 13 in RG). This result is
consistent with the fact that the presented deviant form (the use of KI) is rarely
used in some restricted spoken language modes. However, the tendency towards
this mode is more dominant in the migration context.

In the CG, also embedding and case assignment problems are observed. Some
examples are given below:

29 a   Ayfe'nin kardefine dil 6*etmesi bepimi-2,cok begendim
Ayfe-GEN brother-PSJSG-DAT language teach-INF-PSJSG we all very like-PST-
IFL1SG

b   Ayfe'nin kardefine dil Qretti ni bepimi-2,ok begendik
A,ge-GEN brother-PS3SG-DAT language teach-()P-P()SS-ACC we  211 ven·  like-
PST-IFLIPL

c  Ayfe'nin kardefini dil 6*etmesitte bepimif Qok begendim
Age-GEN brother-PSJSG-ACC language teach-INF-PS3SG-DAT we all very
Hke-PST-IFL1 SG

In example 29a, the embedding operation is almost complete. As the main verb
'like' requires a direct object, the embedded nominalization has to get the
accusative case suffix in Turkish to mark the direct oblect of the sentence. In
addition to the case assignment, the subject-verb agreement is also missing here

(the sublect is first person plural but the inflection of the verb is first person
singular, which remains    as    it is presented   in   the   task   item).    29b   is a complete
sentence with only one difference: the OP has not been replaced by the ISNEC
(infinitival nominalization). As discussed under example 24, these two are
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presumably grammatically mixed, as they are similar structures. 29c demonstrates a
symmetrically incorrect case distribution between the direct obJect of the sentence

(dative to accusative: dil o»etmesine/dil b»tmesint) and the indirect object of the
embedded clause (accusative to dative: kardesini/ kardesine).   It may be that
grammatical frame of the main verb begenmek 'to like' which requires an accusative

suffix in its grammatical configuration, has been confused with sevinmek 'to feel

glad' which requires a dative marker. The subject-verb agreement has also not been
solved in the sentence.

7'he next item concerns the embedding of nominalized clauses with tense and
case marking. The presented forrn m the item is.yann Murat'in 36yledikierininyaptigint
inan:yomm. The meaning of the correct sentence is: -yann Murat'in s#ylediklerini

yapacagma inaniyorum ('believe that Murat will do what he has promised'. In the RG,
the correct adiustment has been done in general. The embedding has been correctly
conducted, but in some cases the temporal agreement required by the adverbial
phrase 'tomorrow' is overlooked. This is the main reason for the deviance in some
output forms of the RG. The rest of the cases is not problematic. Only six pupils in
the CG have been able to conduct a correct adjustment in the presented task item.

9.4.5 Case assignment task
'1'his task has five items in the form of fill-in the blanks. The first item elicits a
sequential nominal inflection in the function of direct object within a sentence. The
target form is·. Bis:jm okulun en callfkan 8*encisinin babasint diin televis:yonda 0rdiim
'yesterday I saw the father of the most studious pupil of our school on television'.
The head of the inflection is 'the father', which is in the end according to the head-
final rule in Turkish. The case assignment of the first complementizer of the head
is evoked in the task item (i. e. the most studious pupil). The accusative case on the
direct object, i.e. 'father', is already given m the item with blanks thereafter. The
RG performs correctly on this item. Half of the CG has problems in assigning the
appropriate case suffix. The response scope of the CG is rather wide. Some of the
deviant  productions  are:...en cal*kan 6*rencisi babasinint... (the use of double
accusative which is excessive; lack of the genitive on the first complementizer),

.en  caliskan  direndsi   babasint ben. (the use of double subject: nominal complement
and the pronoun  'I' are both  nominative),   ..en  ,·alt,skan 84,ena:rm,n  babasmo,la.
(spelling error in the attachment of the possessive and genitive case suffix; incorrect
addition of the nominative case to the head of the nominal inflection which has
already the accusative  case),  . . .en cahskan 0*rendri babastnmut.     (the  lack of the
genitive on the second complementizer and the excess of the genitive on the head
of the inflection, which leads to the accumulation of possessive, accusative and
genitive case marker on one word),...en cal,4kan ognnanin babasint...  (the lack of the
possessive marker third person singular on the second complementizer determining
the complement o f the nominal inflection)
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The second item concerns the use of the determiner specifying the member of a

group  (i.e. one of X). The presented item is:  Bu camt ktranlar...  bin de arkadagm
Mebmet'tir 'one Qf those who broke this window is my friend Mehmet'. The target
form is ktranlardan. The RG produced the correct case suffix. Ten pupils in the CG
gave an incorrect response. Some examples are: Bu cami kiranlanndan biri de (double
inflection by means of the genitive and the ablative case suffix in the same
function),  Bu camt ktranlannin bin de (the use of double genitive which is excessive),
Bit cami ktranlan biri de (discontinuity in the inflection because of the accusative case
suffix; the accusative breaks the binding between the determiner and the object of
the relative clause),  Bu  camt ktranla  bin  de (the nominative case yields anomaly  as  the
possessive case on the complement indicates a nominal inflection which forms an
Np).

The third item concerns the case suffix (directional) required by a VP, i.e.
diisicrmek  'to let  sometldng  frill'.  The  target  forrn  is: yiinirken  paramt yoldaki  g#kitra
diisiirdiim 'I let my money fall into a pit'. The RG produced the directional suffix
correctly. Seven pupils in the CG had difficulties in finding the correct suffix. The
responses are as follows: gikurda (locative case, which suggests that it was
influenced by the Dutch form; see also GuleE 1996), Fkunku (an unusual form
with the accusative and possessive marker), aikunt (the accusative case, which yields
double direct oblect  in the sentence), ,mkunn 'erased' mkura (firstly the genitive  was
produced, then erased and replaced with the target form).

The last item in this task checks the case suffix of the verb inanmak 'to believe',
i.e. the dative case marker. The target form is: Ali'nin anlamklanna inanmo,ontm 'I
don't believe in what Ali told me'. The RG assigned the necessary case marker
correctly. 17 pupils in the CG had problems in finding the correct case suffix.
There are three types of incorrect responses: anlattiklarini (the use of accusatlve
with spelling error), anlamklannt (the use of accusative with correct spelling),
anlattiklanni 'erased' anlattiklanm (the accusative case; spelling error has been
adjusted by the informant, the case suffix error remains), anlamklan Cgi norntnauve
form; the possessive marker stems from the nominal inflection of the embedded

clause), anlatttklannda (locative case; a possible grammatical mixing with the Dutch
or English form).

9.4.6  Tense/aspect/modality task
This task includes the inflection of the verb presented in infinitive form by means
of temporal, modal and aspectual suffixes according to the context of the sentence.

The first item of the task concerns the use of the aorist in combination with the
indirect nat,ration    form   FfIS).   This   refers   to   indirect   information   concerning   a
continuity in the past (AORMIS). The target form is: ben bebekken annem bana stk nk
siit  ifirirmis.   4 imdi  onun  i,in  buyle  sailikh  old:fiumt,  su)·ligor'my  mother let  me  drink  milk
ven· often when I was a little baby. She says now that I am therefore so healthy'
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35 pupils  in  the  CG  and  11  in  the  RG  did not produce the target  form.  The
problems are mainly due to the use of the past progressive (yordu PSTPR), which

implies a conscious and direct observation of the event, but this cannot be the case

when one is a little baby. Some other responses are: 4irirdi (past aonst marker,
PSTAO; lack of indirect information), iardi (past tense, PST; lack of continuity and
indirect narration), i,74rdi 'erased' i€iriyordu (past aorist, then erased and replaced
with past progressive; lack of indirect narration), i,inrde (spelling error; PSTAO),
kihrdi (spel]ing error; PST.,\0), lt me (embedded verb. object participle with the
possessive marker and the dative case; anomaly due to the embedding on the verb
of the main clause).

The second item refers to indirect information gained from others about the
past. The target form is: ben do unca anne ve babam ilk cocuk olditium i,in bana dedemin
adint vermisler 'Because I am the first child in our family, my parents gave me the
name of my grandfather when I was born'. 32 pupils in the CG and 7 in the RG
did not produce the modal sufix concerning indirect information (MIS).fhe past
tense suffix -DI (PST) is used in these responses which do not reflect the indirect
information form. The responses other than the target form are: verdiler (past tense
with plural personal inflection), verdi (past tense suffix), verditer 'erased' vermisler (past
tense with plural erased and replaced with the target form), istedi (past tense
inflection of the verb 'want .

The third item includes the use of indirect information in the verb inflection.
The target form is: ben saghkh bir bebek olarak dollinca. babaannem biltiin gun namaT-
kilmi# 'when I was born healthily, my grandmother prayed to thank all day'.
30 pupils in the CG and  11  in the RG did not produce the target form. Some other
responses are: kilardi (spelling error; the use of PSTAO; lack of indirect narration),
kilmistt (PSTMIS; the use of past blocks the indirect reading), kaidi (spelling error;
lack of indirect narration), kildi (spelling error), kildi (spelling error), kildi (spelling

error), kildim (spelling error; first person singular inflection), kimisti cerased' kidt

(spelling error; PSTMIS erased and replaced with PST), kildilar (third person plural;
PST)' kthyor (progressive tense), kildmm (the reverse order of PSTMIS), kdardz

(PSTAO).
The fourth item concerns again the testing of the inferential (indirect

information) modality marker -mis (MIS). The target form is: ben odadan aktnea
ribmet arkamdan bic bos olmayan kelimeler kullanmts. Bunlan daba sonra Ali bana soyledi
'When I went out of the room, Ahmet used bad words about me in my back. Ali
told me this later'. 29 informants  in  the  CG and  11  in the  RG did produce another
intlection than that in the target form. There are three types of responses: kullandi
(spelling error; the use of past tense which is not accurate in this context),
kullangordu (past progressive which does not match with the context), ktillanarak
(converbial suffix CSEREK for the verb of the main clause: incorrect use), ktillandz
'erased' kullanmts (past tense form corrected with the target form).
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The fifth item is to assess the occurrance of an event iii the absence of the
speaker. The target  form is:  biz spor salontindayken  biri  eantalanmig  kartstirmis 'W e
we were in the gym hall somebody searched for something in our bags'. 19 pupils
in the RG and 5 in the CG gave another suffix than the target form. Some
examples are: kanstirdi (the use of past tense; lack of inferential reading), kanslarmts

(suffix accurate but concept deviant: kanslamak 'to measure by the span of one's
handD, le,anitr(11 (suffix and concept inaccurate: kan, mak 'to interfereD, karistirdi

(spelling error; past tense), karistirdi (spelling error; past tense), karifttrdt (spelling
error; past tense), kanstirdik (past tense; use of first person pluraD, kartstin.yordu

(past  progressive).
The sixth item is to assess the reflection on a well-known event in the past in

terms of direct or indirect information. The target form is: atmburjet 29 I€kim
1923'te ilan edildi 'the Republic was declared on October 29, 1923'. In Turkey,
children learn this date as a fact at school in the form of direct information. It is
interesting to evaluate this grammatical structure in the migration context. 29 pupils
in  the  CG  and  11  in  the RG produced another suffix  than  that in the target  form.

The other responses are: ilan edilmis (indirect information form: MIS), edile ve k

(spelling  error;  future  tense marking), edilen (grammatical error: subject participle on
the verb of a main clause), edil&11 (spelling error, but the suffix is correct), etti (the
suffix use is c()rrect, but the verb inflection should be in passive in place of active

form).
The seventh item has two sentences in a coordinate indirect information form

(FUTMIS and MIS). The correct inflection of the verbs is as follows: .4#'den
diyduitima gure /lbmet bitndan so,ira okula bic gelmeyeeekmif. Babast .Abmet'e 'bir an 8nce is
bul ve eve para getir' demis 'As  far as  I're heard  from Ali, Ahmet will never come  to
school from now on. His father said to Ahmet: "Find a Job quickly and bring
money home"'. 42 pupils in the CG and  12 in the RG produced another inaccurate
inflection instead of the target form. Some examples are as follows: getmed..   demis
(inaccurate in the context: past tense with indirect information), gelmeZ dedz

(aorist with the past tense: inaccurate in the context), gelmiyecek dedi (future with

the past tense; indirect information is missing), gelmedi. dedi (past tense; indirect

information aspect is not reflected), 13lm-iyordii    ... diyordti (past progressive;
inaccurate  in an indirect narrative).

The eighth item includes the use of past progressive in combination with an
inferential (indirect information) reading. The target form is: Keren ha» okulagiderken
yolda bir kedi *irdiim. Zaralli kedi topallayarak yiirihordu. Kityrugzina da iple kneke
baila,lmisti. Hemen ipi ciifdiim ve onu eve gitiirdiim last week I saw a cdt on the way to
school. rhe miserable cat was walking with a limp. A tin was bound on its tail with
a rope. I untted it and took it home'. 15 pupils in the CG and 10 in the RG
produced other verbal suffixes than those in the target t-orm. Some examples are:

yiiriidii bailadtlar  (lack  of past  progressive  and  inferential  suk-fix), yo*yor   ..
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ballacbm (spelling  error;  progressive  and  past  tense  use), yung,ordu. ba»dik
(spelling error; subject incorrect; tense mismatch: past tense), yfirudii...  balladi
(subject incorrect; tense inacurate),liinidii. bailandt (lack of inferential reading in
the context).

The last item involves tense and case attachment in a particular context. The
target form is:  ben .4/i'nin  bundan  sonra  asia  *-yle  teblikeli  banketier yapmqyacagint
fannetmt),orum '1 don't think that Ali will never do this kind of dangerous behaviour
from now on'. The responses indicate that the negative polarity in the embedded
clause was not perceived by most of the pupils in the population, hence the
frequent lack of negation on the embedded verb 'do'. Most informants gave the
correct form without negation. Some examples are: yapacagint (correct form except
negation'),-yapara/na (temporal agreement; incorrect suffix and lack of negation),
Japmo,aca ina (spelling error; incorrect suffix; temporal agreement), yapmasmt
(infinitival nominalization which is incorrect in this embedding due to lack of
temporal agreement; case choice is Correct'),yapt:0,11 (use of object participle  -DIK is
incorrect here; lack of temporal agreement; case choice is correct), yapmastn
(infinitival nominalization which is incorrect in this embedding due to lack of
temporal agreement; lack of case marking),yapmaz (use of aorist in the embedded
clause is incorrect),y®moucak (spelling error; lack of case marking and embedding).

9.4.7 Sentence de-scrambling task
There are five items in this final task which contain relativized sentences in a
scrambled manner. They need to be re-constructed or de-scrambled according to
clause boundaries.

The first item contains an object-relative clause. The target form is: drin kardesim
kib. de  topladipt cieekleri varsa yerleftirdi 'My sister put in a vase the flowers that she
collected yesterday in the village'. Most informants in both groups were able to de-
scramble the sentence into its correct form by taking the clause boundaries into
account. 10 pupils in the CG and 3 in the RG produced sentences which show a
problem in the case assignment and which have semantically irrelevant words in the
given context. On the basis of the responses for this first item alone, it can be said
that this particular receptive task is easier for the informants than the sentence
construction tasks. Some response examples are given below:

30 9     Kardesim  diin  «'de  topladigi  eicekler  va::ga yerleitirdim  (SC)

sister-PS1SG yesterday village-L()C collect-()P-P()SS flower-PL  vase-DIR  put-
PST-IFL1SG
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b  Diin karde,sim toplantida kbde cieekleri vas:oyayerleftirdi (CG)

yesterday  sister-PS 1 SG  mee ting-L( )C village-L()C flower-PL-ACC vase-DIR  put-
PST-IFL3SG-()

c    Diin  kardefim  koyder,  topladil drekle,i  vas:gyayerlesti,·di  (SG)

yesterday sister-PS1 SG village-ABL collect-()P(-DLK) flower-PL-ACC vase-DIR
put-PST-IFLJSG-C )

d    Dan  kardefim  kit) de  toplattel  cicekler  i,afolayerlestirdi  (CG)

yesterday sister-PS1SG village-I.( )C  collect-()P-PE)SS flower-PL vase-DIR  put-
PST-IFL3SG-0

In 30a we see a reconstructed sentence in which clause boundaries are carefully
preserved. The head of the object-relative clause is the direct object of the
sentence, which by definition has to receive the accusative case suffix in Turkish
(surely in definite cases). The attachment has not occurred here. The direct object
remains in the nominative form. The second anomaly is that there are two nouns in
the nonlinative case, i.e. 'my sister' and 'flowers', but the verb of the main clause is
inflected by the l't person singular, which creates a subject-verb disagreement. 3Ob
has an item-external lexical element, i.e. 'meeting', and the verb to be embedded is
deleted. It is probable that the word has been exchanged with the verb, as they
have both the same verbal root in Turkish, i.e. topla- 'collect'. Thus, it can be a

semantic confusion. As a consequence, there is no embedding in the sentence,
which became then a simple main clause. The word change has also led to double
locatives, i.e. toplantida and kbytie 'at the meeting' and 'in the village'. 30c is a
complete relativized sentence at first look. All morphosyntactic operations have
been conducted, except the nominalization marker for object-relative clauses in
Turkish, i.e. the possessive marker on the complement verb 'collect'. The
complementizer 'my sister' does not receive the genitive, because it is an object-
relative clause and because the subject of the main and relative clause is the same
person. In 3Od we observe a grammatical symmetry in comparison to 30c. In 3Od,
as required, the possessive (embedding) marker is on the embedded verb 'collect',
but the direct object of the sentence (or the head of the object-relative clause) does
not have the accusative case suffix.

Tile second task item contains double embedding (sublect- and object-relative
claus€). The  target  form  is  stnavda  fortanan  direneiyeterli  9-alifmadtiznt  an/adz  'the  student
who had hard times during the exam realized that he did not study sufficiently'.
The responses show that double embedding is more difficult than the previous task
item. 9 pupils in the CG produced logically and grammatically deviant output forms
and some informants reconstructed well-formed sentences, but without
relativizations. Some output examples are given below:
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31 2   Orenci stnavayeterli falifmad nt anladz ve forlandi (CG,
student exam-DIR sufficient study-NEG-OP-P()SS-ACC realize-PST-IFL3SG-()
and have hard times-PST-IFL3SG-0

b     0*end  sinava yeterli  calif madipj  antqyinca  Rprlandi  (SG)

student exam-DIR sufficient study-NEG-OP-P()SS   realize-CSINCA    have   hard
times-PST-IFL3SG-()

c   Orentinin forlandigin miladimyeterli sinava calismadim (fiG)
student-GEN have hard times-(.)P-GEN understand-PST-IFL1 SG sufficient
exam-DIR study-NEG-()P-P()SS-ACC

d     O*end  sinavda yeterli  fal,imadilint  anladi  ( Gl

study exam-L()C sufficient study-NEG-()P-P()SS-ACC realize-PST-IFLJSG-C )

e     Stnavda  forlanan  6*enei  sinapda  callimadigint  anlatit  56)

exam-LOC   have hard times-SP student exam-L()C study-NEG-()P-P()SS-ACC
realize-PST-IFL3SG-(1

Example  31 a shows a coordinate sentence  with the connective  'and'. The output
form has one embedding. The case marking on the object 'exam' was changed by
this informant. This shift yielded a well-formed but totally different reading of the
sentence, i.e. 'the student realized that he did not study sufficiently for the exam
and   he had difficulties (hard times)'. The grammatical operations are accurate   in
this utterance. However, the number of the relative clause has been reduced to one.
31 b is semantically similar  to  31 a, but grammatically deviant; the intended meaning
in the sentence is: 'when the student realized that he did not study sufficiently for
the exam, he had difficulties (hard times). The verb of the embedded clause on the
direct oblect position 'study' should get the accusative case marker, which is absent
in 3lb. 31c demonstrates the inconsistent use of the accusative case as direct object
marker. The informant tIles to explain what he has understood from the sentence.
Therefore, he says: 'I understood that the student had hard times and that he did
not study sufficiently for the exam'. In the first embedding he omits the accusative
case, whereas he attaches it on the verb in the second embedding. 3ld is a well-
formed and reduced type of the task item, which produced the following meaning:
'the student realized  that  he  did not study sufficiently  at  the  exam'.  31e  is  a
grammatically well-formed, but semantically aberrant sentence. The intended
meaning is: 'the student who had hard times during the exam realized that he did
not study sufficiently during the exam'. The conceptual anomaly comes from the
double use of the adverbial phrase 'during the exam'
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The next item comprises the embedding of three subordinate clauses. The target
form  is:   Ali   annesinin  eve  Kittigini  difyitnea   aglamaya   basladz  ' Ah  started  to   cg   when  he
heard that his mother went home'. '1'his task item is also relatively difficult for the
CG. 18 pupils in the CG produced structurally deviant sentences. Some examples
are shown below:

32 a   Ali annesinin ailamqya bafladi digicnea eve 0ttigini (SC)
Ali mother-PS3SG-GEN cry-INF-DAT start-PST-IFL3SG-0 hear-CSINCA
house-DIR go-()P-P()SS-ACC

b   Ali annesini agamq),a basladim digunca eve Rtti (CG)
Ali mother-PS3SG-ACC cn·-INF-DAT start-OP-POSS-ACC hear-CSINCA
house-DIR go-PST-IFL3SG-(1

c   Ali annesinin alladilint duyunca bafladz eve 0tmge (fl(34

Ali  mother-PS3SG-GEN  cry-()P-P( )SS-ACC hear-CSINCA start-PST-IFL3SG-C)
house-DIR go-INF-DAT

d  Ali annesinin eve #tti# gdriince a#amaya baslad, 96)
Ali mother-PSJSG-GEN house-DAT go-op-P()SS see-CSINCA cry-INF-DAT
start-PST-IFL3SG-()

Example 32a has a deviant sentence, in which clause boundaries are not preserved
in the embedding operation. As in the task item, the main clause is: 'Ali started to
cry'. The complementizer of the embedding 'his mother', which is marked by the
genitive case, comes in between the verbal indirect object and the subject of the
main clause. The direct object of the converbial clause (when he heard that his
mother went home; ulac, CSINCA) is at the end of the sentence, where the VP of
the main clause is expected to be. 32b has a deviant form. The intended meaning is:
Ali went home when he heard that his mother started to Cry. The complementizer
of the embedding 'his mother' has the accusative case, while it normally has to
receive the genitive in this function. 32c is a well-formed, but unusual sentence
form due to its meaning: Ali started to go home when he heard that his mother was
crying. The reading of 'starting to go home' yields an infrequent feature of the
sentence. 32d lacks the accusative case suffix on the complement of the converbial
embedded clause, as this is the direct object of the clause.

The next item contains a convert)ial and a subject-relative clause. The target
form is: kalabahktan ve giiriiltii(len us:aklasip dinlenmek isteyen insanlar kiiylere gidjor
'people who want to escape from the crowd and noise and want to take a rest, go
to villages'. This sentence was also not easy for the CG. 31 pupils in the RG and 31
in the CG reconstructed the sentence correctly and completely. The output forms
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of 23 pupils in the CG are logically and grammatically deviant. Some examples are
shown below:

33 a   Insanlar kalabal,ktan ve giiridtiiden us:aklastp dinlenmek k8ylere fidiyor iste¥en (CG)
people crowd-ABL and noise-ABI. escape-ChIP take rest-INF villages-DIR go-
PRGR-IFL3PL want-SP

b   Insanlann kabbaliktan ve Winiltiiden urgikla** dinlenmek istiyenler kgylere gidiyo«.G)
people-GEN crowd-ABL and noise-ABL escape-CSIP take rest-INF want-SP-PL

villages-DIR go-PRGR-IFI-3PL

c   Insanlar kalabalikta,1 1,e Wirfiltiiden i,Eaklas* kbylere Udiyor dinlenmek isteyen (·CG)

people crowd-ABL and noise-ABL escape-CSIP villages-DIR go-PRGR-IFI.3PL
take rest-INF want-SP

Example 33a has a subJect-relative clause, in which the subject, object and the verb
are scattered into the left and right of the main clause VP. The flexible word order
of Iurkish does not work in this sentence, as the clause boundaries are violated.
33b has an excessive genitive use on the nominative subject of the main clause
'people', which drops the subject reading after the genitive. There is probably a
grammatical mixing between subject and object embedded clauses, as the oblect
embeddings receive mainly the genitive case on their subject. In 33c the subject-
relative clause is divided in two parts. Its subject is at the sentence initial position,
while its object and the verb are at the end of the sentence.

'I-he last item of this task concerns the use of two converbial suffixes: CSIP and
CSEREK. The target form is: koylikleri egitip bilindendirerek kBylerden kentlere &8,·
iinlenebilir 'migration from villages to cities can be prevented by educating farmers
and making them conscious'. 38 pupils in the RG reconstructed the target form
correctly. Also this item is a difficult operation for half of the CG informants.
Some examples are given below:

34 a    K6yliile,in e#tip bilinde,iyle  uyierden  kentlere 0idiyorlar (SG)

villagers-GEN educate-CSIP consciousness-PSJPL-C( ))1 villages-. \BL cities-DIR

migrate-PRGR-IFL3PL-C )

b   Dyliilerin bilindendimek #i,· onlenebilir kaylerden e tip kentlere (CG)

villagers-GEN make conscious-CSEREK migration prevent-PAS-AIC:AN villages-
.\BL educate-CSIP cities-DIR
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c   1%·liileri kentlere 09 bilindendirerek 6nlenebilir kelerden (CG)
villagers-ACC cities-DIR migration make conscious-CSEREK prevent-PAS-
AICAN villages-ABI.

d   K8ylerden  kentler  k8-yliiler  eyittilerek gu,· 6nlenebilir (SG)

villages-ABL cities villages educate-PAS-CSEREK migration prevent-PAS-AICAN

In 34a the meaning and grammar of the sentence are changed by means of the
word form and the inflection. It is an anomalous sentence in which there is no
subject, as the only logical nominee, i. e villagers, gets the genitive case suffix. The
coordinate suffix CSIP is used on an active verb, which is in contrast to the
meaning of the target form. The new word bilindebyle 'with their consciousness'
does not add anything to this sentence form. 34b has the same problem of the
unnecessary genitive use, as it was probably mixed with the sublect of an embedded
clause. Villagers' is the direct object of this passive clause, therefore it has to get
the accusative case suffix. The coordinate converbial CSIP is in between the
directional indirect objects of the main clause, which breaks the clause boundaries.
In 34c the converbial embedding CSEREK is apart from its direct obJect 'villagers',
which is similar to the directional NP 'from villages'. The main verb (passive
prevent) is separate from its NP. 34d is a passive sentence with two subjects in the
nominative case, i.e. 'villagers' and 'cities'. The latter misses the directional suffix.
The head of the NP 'migration' is separate from its complementizers 'from villages'
and 'to cities'.

9.5  Conclusions and discussion

This chapter has offered detailed information on qualitative aspects of the data in
our study. Required target forms are often produced correctly by the RG
informants, whereas the CG informants show a wide variety of non-targetlike
forms in their output. Lexical production is more difficult than other operations
concerning vocabulary knowledge. Lack of depth in lexical knowledge leads mainly
to associative meanings which are influenced by either conceptual or morpho-
syntactic knowledge. Definitional skills are in general guided by lexical memory, in
which words are associated with the context in which these words were heard first.
Even in a lexical knowledge test, grammatical knowledge can also be tested, as
formal lexical definitions require a grammatical formulation.

The general lexical proficiency test indicates similar results. As demonstrated in
the CDT results, similar definitional patterns such as morphological analysis, repeat
of used contexts, conceptual mixing can be observed in this vocabulary test as well.
In the productive lexical tasks, we see differences between the two groups of
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informants. The same difference can also be observed in the grammatical tasks,
which may suggest that lexical knowledge improves grammatical knowledge too.

The lexical achievement test has shown that there are qualitative as well as
quantitative differences between the pre- and posttest responses. The response
patterns in the pretest are much wider and more varied in comparison to those in
the posttest. In the word labelling task, a lexeme is mainly retrieved by the
informants which is in the same or in a similar conceptual field. What is remarkable
in this particular task is that the presented lemma can evoke a lexeme that is
phonetically similar to the target form (cf. #hbar vs. #kira). Spelling errors which
have been outlined in Chapter 8 can also be observed in the task examples.

In the word definition task, we see the reiteration pattern of the presented
lexeme rather than providing its lexical definition as in example  1. The fact that the
output is written in a spoken form suggests that literacy activities (reading and
writing) are not frequently carried out. The compound forms are sometimes
defined by relying on the meaning of their constituent words (cf. example 7). The
informants tend firstly to use the word in a context that they know rather than to
give a formal/lexical definition of the presented word. The informants make also
personal inferences concerning the meanings of words on the basis of the
frequently used context that they hear (cf examples 143 and 14c) There are also
examples of conceptual mixing on the basis of phonetic input (example 14b) as
well as conceptual mixing in terms of the appropriate context of use: '*to win
(overcome)  a team' vs.  'to win (overcome)  a game' (c f. example  152)

Although the word definition task is a lexical task, we can also track down
grammatical deviances in the lexical output forms. The nominalization of a verb in
an embedding operation is for instance erroneously applied in example 4, while
giving a definition of the word 'certain'. A similarity to the Dutch grammatical form
is detected in the relativization process, as can be seen in example 6a and 6b in
which the case marker (accusative), hence embedding is omitted while relativization
is   conducted   (see also example 13). These and other cases are examples   of
morphological reduction in which the object marker of the relativized clause
cannot be seen. Another phenomenon that is observed in the written data is the
mconsistent application of case markers determined by the verb  (cf. the accusative-
dative shift in example    9). A violation    of   the structural integrity at nominal
inflection level can be observed in example 8 in which the default order of
qualifier-quantifier is degenerated. At the interface of structural integrity and case
assignment, example 9 can be referred to. The verbs 'having mercy' and 'killing'
require different cases. The case assignment has been incorrectly implemented in
this example (i.e. 9) without taking into account the clause boundaries. Also the
case assigment of verbs in the same conceptual field can be mixed as they are all
presumably thought   to   get   the   same case marker (cf. example 11). Structural
similarity to Dutch in relativization and embedding can  be  seen in examples  13b,
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13c   and   13d. In sentence formation,   the main problems center around clause

binding and case assignment (cf. examples 16 and 23). In combining main clauses

(relativization), morphological binding is mainly avoided compared to syntactic
binding, which shows structural closeness to the dominant language, i.e. Dutch (cf.
examples 20 and 21). The relativization suffixes can also be mixed e.g. ISNEC >
OP (cf. example 24a). The confirmation of these deviances has been provided in
the response patterns to the grammaticality ludgement task, e.g incorrect case
assignment (examples 25a, 26a and 27a). The mixing of the relativization suffixes
(e.g. ISNEC > OP) has been confirmed in this task as well (cf example 28).
Incomplete relativization (or embedding) continues in the grammaticality
judgement task which by definition is supposed to raise the grammatical
consciousness level of language users. Some pupils had also difficulties in assigning
the correct nominal inflection cases. The use of the modal verbal suffix MIS
concerning indirect information can in some cases be mixed with the past tense

suffix PST. In sum, the qualitative analysis of the presented written data shows that
in general lexical problems appear as conceptual mixing, lack of formal academic

vocabulary knowledge, and lack of frequent reading-writing activities. Grammatical
difficulties lie in general in the morphosyntactically clause binding which can be
specified by case marking, relativization and embedding.



CHAPTER 10

Conclusions and discussion

10.1 Introduction

This study is an assessment of language achievement and language proficiency in
Turkish of pupils with a Turkish background who attended Dutch secondary
schools. They received Turkish as a full-fledged subject in the school curriculum.
The focus of this inquiry was to study aspects and outcomes of Turkish language
learning in a different setting than a monolingual environment, in cam in a Dutch
migration context.

The main research questions concerned how a particular curriculum had an
effect on the lexical development of pupils who regularly had taken up this subject
within one school year, and also how language performance (in terms of receptive
and productive lexical and grammatical knowledge) of bilingual adolescents in the
Netherlands is in comparison with monolingual peers in Turkey. The informants in
the Netherlands were pupils who followed Turkish language instruction regularly in
five different schools across the country. The pupils in the first year of these
schools were taken as the target group, referred to as core group (CG). Two pupil
groups in two cities in Turkey (Yozgat and, through internal migration from
Yozgat, Ankara), where most of the families of the core group originated from,
functioned as reference group (RG). The school in Yozgat is a regular public
school with pupils from families with comparable socio-economic background as
in the core group. The school in Ankara is also a public school, which applies a
central admission exam, with pupils originating mainly from Yozgat through
internal migration. Five schools in the CG and two schools in the RG functioned
to evaluate differentiation between and within groups. The results of the RG in
Turkey form the background against which the language achievement and
proficiency of the CG are assessed, interpreted and judged.

In order to study language achievement of the CG, a lexical achievement test,
related to the curriculum, has been piloted and standardized in receptive and
productive perspectives. The same test has been implemented twice, in longitudinal
perspective. This achievement test included word (free morpheme) definition and
word labelling (lexeme retrieval) tasks in productive sense. In receptive terms, it
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had matching (compound formation) and multiple-choice (conceptual field,
semantic association) tasks. The productive tasks preceded the receptive ones in
order to reduce a possible receptive item effect on the productive tasks in an order
from difficult to easy. In the preparation of this longitudinal test, the Turkish
language instruction curriculum has been taken as lexical reference point.

In order to study and compare language proficiency of the CG and RG, two
types of tests (Le., a lexical and a grammatical test) have been designed, tried out,
standardized and applied in the main study. These tests serve to assess the Turkish
language proficiency level of our informants in the Netherlands in comparison to
the reference group in Turkey. As criterion for the tests, words and grammatical
structures which were used in curriculum and exam tests for the first year of
secondary education in Turkey (related to the age group), have been taken. The
lexical test which has a curriculum-independent character, has a design similar to
that of the curriculum-dependent test (CDT) in productive and receptive
perspectives. The type of tasks such as word definition, word labelling, semantic
matching and conceptual field has been kept similar in this test as well. The
grammatical test is more extensive than the lexical test. The former has been
divided in two parts which are of relatively productive and relatively receptive
character. Again, the part which is productive has been applied first. Tile receptive
part has been administered in a later session. The productive aspects involve main
clause and relativized sentence formation tasks. The receptive aspects concern
grammaticality judgement, case assignment, and attachment of temporal, aspectual
and modal marking.

In this chapter, the main research questions which were formulated in Chapter 3
will be handled in the light of the results obtained by the data. Section 10.2 deals
with lexical achievement in longitudinal perspective in the context of the CDT,
Sections 10.3 and 10.4 deal with lexical and morphosyntactic proficiency in
crossnational perspective in the context of the CIT, and Section 10.5 deals with
general evaluation of the test outcomes and research questions. The final Section
10.6 offers an outlook o f the study.

10.2 Lexical achievement in longitudinal perspective

10.2.1 Productive dimensions
In the preparation process, the curriculum-dependent test (CDT) has been piloted
in three different schools (see Chapter 4 for details). In the pilot study, the lexical
definitions (labelling) of abstract concepts such as mujde 'good news',-yahan'lie', riiya
'dream', bekar 'single' had high success rates (p-values range from 0,73 to a ceiling
effect, i.e., 1), whilst relatively concrete concepts such as tamirbane 'repair shop' and
otopark 'parklng lot' showed low rates (p-values are 0,23 and 0,31). These scores
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undermine the abstract/concrete distinction in terms of vocabulary knowledge or
at least this distinction cannot be the sole determining factor in word knowledge.
Another outcome of the pilot study is that cultural factors play a role iii vocabulary
knowledge, as can be observed in the difficulty levels of the word label]ing items
kilise ram 'church bell', pmtses 'princess', sultan 'sultan', ranging from p-values 0,69
down to 0,31. Frequency of use plays presumably a role in this performance
difference.

The word definition task in the pilot study indicated that the lemma of concepts
which are frequently in formal use does not reach the vocabulary of the pupils. For
instance, formal and abstract concepts such as kqynaklanmak 'to be the reason of
something', imrak etmek 'to participate', 4/ev 'function', dontk 'crest', akran 'peer',
tekdii=ze 'monotonous' showed bottom effects. However, word defining concepts
which are relatively frequent in daily use indicated high success rates. For instance,
sin n 'lovely', kan/tk 'mixed', canh 'alive', kalabaltk 'crowded' and oman 'forest' have
p-values ranging from 0,75 to 0,83. Thus, the selection of formal and less frequent
concepts for the CDT can be a better indicator of curriculum effects.

The application of the CDT in the main study has demonstrated that the lexeme
retrieval (word-labelling) task is easier than the lemma retrieval (word-definition)
task. Some concepts in the word labelling task began at a high level of knowledge
and ended at almost the same level (e.g., revenge, adolescence, shanty etc., see
Table 6.1). The performance pattern was also similar in the pilot study. This
outcome st]:engthens the assumption that these concepts were already internalized
by the informants outside the curnculum. Concepts like 'developing a film', 'route',
'dawn<, 'prejudice', 'map' etc. were almost not present in the pupils' lexicon at the
beginning of the school year. After having followed Turkish language instruction,
the informants exhibited an average improvement up to 70% concerning these
particular concepts. As for the lemma retrieval task, the picture concerning this
change becomes more apparent. For instance, the cognate bobi 'hobby' (see
Table 6.3) has a high word definition rate with which it outstands the other lexemes
presented in the task. Relatively frequent words such as bem 'certain; evident' and

ralim 'cruel' begin at a relatively high score level. The remaining nine items begin at
a very low score level. From these nine items, only 'monotonous' starts and ends
with a bottom effect, which indicates that the relevant lemma internalization has
not occurred. Thus, the general picture that we get from these outcomes is that the
more a task becomes productive the more it gets difficult. However, also within
productive tasks there is a differentiation. Word definition is a much more
demanding task than word labelling (compare the means in Tables 6.2 and 6.4). So,
in the continuum between receptive and productive aspects, there is also a detailed
and incremental differentiation between and within stages. In so far as the word
definition task is concerned, an interesting question is whether these outcomes

would be the same, if we had applied a lexeme retrieval task on these lemma
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retrieval items. Relatively high success rates would then imply the difficulty level of
the word definition task as a literacy activity.

In the word labelling task, the general tendency is to produce lexemes that are iii

semantically associative and similar conceptual fields (see Section 9.2.1 for relevant
examples in detail). In the \vord definition task, which is a more precise indicator of
vocabulary knowledge, the general inclination is to use the presented word in a
context through which the word has been internalized by the informants without
anv form of definitional or conceptual abstraction (see examples 2 and 3 in
Chapter 9) or to analyze the word (if it is a transparent word at least) on the basis
of its constituent morphemes, and in general to give the required definition by
using the meaning of the stem morphemes (see examples 7,10a, in Chapter 9). The
most basic output form is a circular definition in which the informants repeat the
word to be defined but do not define it (see example 1 in Chapter 9). On the other
hand, there are also output examples - albeit few - in which informants tried to
provide an appropriate lexical definition in terms of both form and content (see
examples 5,6b in Chapter 9). There are also cases of semantic over-extension. For
instance, the meaning of a verb may be used in combination with noun phrases as
argument structure of the verb, which are conceptually similar to the meaning of
the verb and its object (see examples  1Ob and  11  in Chapter 9). This case, however,
does not warrant lexical and grammatical entrenchment of the new combination
into the lexicon. Conceptual mixing has also been observed in the word definition
task.  Example  11  in  Chapter  9  illustrates the mixing between semantically  similar
verbs as 'to occupy'' 'to attack' and 'to beat'. Intra-lingual conceptual mixing can
also lead to inter-lingual conceptual mixing. For instance, the lexeme tut:tat

'conservative' has been conceptually confused with the word tutkal or yaptst:na
'glue' in Turkish because of a root-based morphological analysis. As a result of this
analysis, the informant thinks presumably of the verb 'to glue: but he/she cannot

find the matching lexeme in Turkish. So, (s)he gets the Dutch free morpheme r,jm

(glue) as a stem for the verb 'to glue', by assuming that this can be the base for a
new verb in Turkish and can be derived in combination with this Dutch noun and
Turkish verb derivation suffix -lE (VDS), which yields the following hybrid verb:
1#miemek. In the output examples we also observe inflectional separation, which
shows that informants write words by analyzing them on a morphological basis
without taking spelling conventions into account (e.g., yapsttracak sin -
Japtsttracakstn 'you will glue itD. As can be seen in these output patterns, productive
vocabulary testing yields comprehensive insights into the form and content of
lexical knowledge.

10.2.2 Receptive dimensions
The results of the posttest of the main study are either high or have a ceiling effect.
This invites the inference that receptive knowledge on the idiomatic meaning of a
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verb is at an intermediate level before instruction. A fter the process of instruction,
discerning of the verb meaning in different contexts and matching the meaning
with the presented sentence correctly reaches at a high level of knowledge. In the
results of the posttest, the score levels go up slightly in an interval of 77% and 46°/0
success rates. This shows a relatively small effect on the knowledge concerning
formal and semantic structures of idioms and svnonvm/antonym cases. However,
the differences between the pretest and posttest are statistically significant. The
pupils start at a very low knowledge level and end at the lower intermediate level
regarding idiomatic forms. The posttest results of compound formation show that
the outcomes of this task remain almost at the same high level. The differences
between the outcomes of the pretest and posttest are not significant. These results
resemble those    o f the first matching   task    (i. e., idiomatic    use    of   a   verb).    For
instance, the semantic differentiation between the words 'school', 'student',
'occupation' and 'book' has been successfully conducted by all the pupils (the word
'occupation' is not in the same conceptual field compared to other three). This item
shows a ceiling effect in both the pretest and the posttest of the main study.
Although the score scope is wide, the success rates remain at the same level per
item. These results imply a performance differentiation on task basis. The multiple-
choice tasks are less easy than the matching tasks.

10.2.3  Comparison of productive and receptive dimensions
As has been mentioned in Chapter 6, the main test body which constitutes
curriculum-related assessment, has been implemented in two main perspectives. In
the initial sections of Chapter 6, the results concerning the tasks and items of this
lexical test have been presented in detail. Table 10.1 comprises the results, which
concern improvement rates of the productive and receptive tasks in comparison
with the pre- and posttest. The productive tasks contain the highest improvement
rate with statistically significant differences (29.8%; p<,000). The whole lexical test
shows an overall 21.5% statistically significant improvement (p<,000). The lexical
receptive tasks do have a relatively low but significant improvement rate (10.9%;
p<,001).

Table 10.1: Overview  of the results concerning improvement rates  of the productive   and
receptive tasks in the lexical CDT

,
Tasks in  the  CDT N jtems . Significance (two-tailed) Improvement  rate  (in  %)

P<,05
Lexical production        24 ,000 29.8
Lexical perception          19 ,001 10.9
Lexicon total              43 ,000 21.5

As  can  be  observed in Table  10.1, the curriculum has a predominant effect on the
outcomes of productive tasks, although they retain their relatively low performance
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level in the spectrum (see also Tables 6.15, 6.16 and the related discussion in
Chapter 6). Receptive skills of the pupils in lexical sense are - almost regardless of
the curriculum effect - at a high level and they maintain at the same level with a
slightly positive change after the curriculum process (see also GuleE 2004)

The pretest score range is between 33 and 59 (out of 100), which is in the low
and intermediate score interval. On the other hand, the scores in the posttest range
from 48 to 87, which indicates a slight upper move in the intermediate category.
The individual improvement rate scope is between 6°/0 and 35°/o. The mean value
of the lexical pretest scores is 40,35 out of total score of 86 (see Table 6.17). This
amounts   to a standard  mark  46,9  out  of  100. The lexical posttest mean value  is

58,81, which is 68,4 out of 100. The overall 21.5% improvement rate is mainly due
to the performance in the productive task results.

If we consider the results in the pilot study and the pretest of the main study, the
difficulty level of the receptive tasks remains at a similar level, whereas the
productive tasks indicate a level increase in the main study. The results concerning
the effect of the curriculum on the lexical achievement of pupils within one school
year demonstrate that overall improvement on various proportions can be
observed. In the main, the receptive skills of the pupils are at a relatively high level,
when they enter Turkish language instruction, whereas the productive skills are at a
ven' low level. In this respect, the curriculum plays a crucial catalyst role to initiate
these skills from a very low level. As has been seen in the aforementioned results,
the malor contribution of the curriculum is in terms of vocabulary (conceptual)
knowledge, specifically in the use and manipulation of free morphemes.

As has been discussed in Chapter 2 in detail, by using the terminology of
Cummins (2000) we can reformulate the outcomes of this lexical test: BICS of the
inf-ormants in Turkish is at a high level and CALP is at a low level when they start
language instruction. At the end of one school year, BICS remains at almost the
same level with some improvement, whereas CALP books higher improvement
rates although it still stays at a low level if we take the whole improvement scale
into account. In this manner, an answer has been provided to the second research

question in our study.

10.3 Lexical proficiency in crossnational perspective

In this section the results of the lexical part of the curriculum-independent test
(CIT) will be analyzed and compared between and within the CG and the RG.

10.3.1 Productive dimensions
As has been stated in the pilot study concerning the CIT (Chapter 5. Table 5.2), the
selected words from a general vocabulary corpus have undergone pre-filtering.
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Lexemes such as corak 'arid' and kosul 'condition' have been estimated by teachers

as low frequent, formal words, which are presumably not known by an average
pupil in their Turkish class. A verb like kafianmak 'to win' is a very frequent, com-
monly used word. This verb is recognized and defined correctly by all of the pilot
study informants in Turkey (Kayseri) and 80°/o of the pupils in the Netherlands
(The Hague and Eindhoven). The estimation of the teachers has turned out correct
also in the main study. For instance, the above mentioned two definition items
'and' and 'condition' have a high difficulty level for the CG and an intermediate /
low level for the RG. Significant differences between the two groups are interesting
for the word labelling item bilgjsayar 'computer', which is the only concrete concept
in this task. The labelling task shows that the results can be at the advantage of the
CG in some cases, e.g., compare the scores of 'tolerance' and 'computer'. Tile
lexical definition of these two concepts has been understood and interpreted better
by the informants in the CG than in the RG, which has a certain impact on the
overall inter-group performance as far as the word labelling task is concerned. The
label]ing item difficulty level for the CG ranges from 1-21°/o. The score level for the
RG  is  between   1 % and 22°/6, which shows the performance similarity between the
two groups in this task. The labelling task scores violate the boundaries between
the two groups in our study. This leads to statistically insignificant differences
between the CG and the RG. Lexeme retrieval, which is a relatively receptive task
within productive vocabulary or within the scale of metalinguistic awareness, has
clearly a different status and feature from lemma retrival (see Section 2.2 in Chapter
2. see also Dale et al, 2000).

As to the word definition task, the pilot study results of the idiom kul#naginnek
'to hear or understand' and the proverb duvan nem  insam gam yikar 'deep sorrow is
mortal; moisture brings down a wall, grief a brave lad' show the same difficulty
level. In the main study, the proverb maintains its level for both groups. For the
idiom the level is different. The performance on the word definition item qynntz
'detail' is very low in the CDT. Its score level for the RG is in the intermediate
category. This indicates that there is consistency at task level on group basis.
Except for the frequently used verb kae*anmak 'to win', the score level of the task
items for the CG rernains in the low category. In the lemma retrieval, which is a
more demanding metalinguisic task than lexeme retrieval, the group boundaries
between the CG and RG are preserved, as the RG is the high scoring group. This
shows that there is a differentiation among the productive tasks as well (see Melka,
1997; Section 2.2). Parallel to the outcomes of the CDT lexicon pretest and
posttest, the word labelling task of the CIT is easier than the word definition task.
Also the CIT labelling task does not indicate significant differences between the
two groups, while the word definition task does. Hence, lexeme retrieval is easier
than lemma production (see Brown, 1994). In Levelt's terms (1989), the word form
activation in the processor seems to require a different process than selection of a
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lexical meaning with the related morphosyntactic structure. The difference between
the word label]ing and word definition task is also consistently observed in the
CDT. The word labelling task score level increases from 38% to 70°/0 (see
Table 6.2), whereas the word definition difficulty remains  at a high level (see
Table 6.4). The differences between the CG and RG are significant.

10.3.2 Receptive dimensions
The word matching task as a whole does not show significant differences between
the two groups. This outcome is also congruent with the CDT receptive results,
which showed that the receptive vocabulary o f the informants is at a high level and
comparable between and within the groups. In contrast to the word matching task,
the variances in the multiple-choice task as a whole are significant. This outcome is
similar to that of the related tasks in the CDT pre- and posttest. The difficulty and
score level is also comparable: the word matching task has a high success level and
the multiple choice task has an intermediate one. As in the productive lexical tasks,
there is also a differentiation within the receptive lexical tasks. The succes rate of
the multiple-choice task is lower than that of the matching task. Thus, the receptive
lexical knowledge yields different performance depending on the more or less
demanding character of the task type. The same observation has also been made
consistently in the CDT results, in which word matching was the less demanding

receptive task.

10.3.3  Comparison of productive and receptive dimensions
As has been discussed above, lemma retrieval is metalinguistically a more
demanding task than finding an appropriate word for a definition. At the same
time, the depth of vocabulan' knowledge plays a role in the productive and
receptive aspects of vocabulary (i. e., what language users know about categorial,
hierarchical and relational features of words; see for details Verhallen, 1994). In this
sense, the order of difficulty at task level can be from the easiest as such: matching,
multiple choice, labelling, and the most difficult task is word definition. In the light
of the findings, it can be conlectured that when the basic receptive input of a lexical
item has occurred into the mental lexicon, the knowledge performance on this item
wi]1 be high in a matching task, but it will gradually decrease towards the most
difficult knowledge assessment in the spectrum, i.e. the word definition task.
However, if categorial, hierarchical and relational features of that particular lexical
item are combined with metalinguistic awareness improvement (literacy training, in
CALP terms; see Section 2.2 of Chapter 2), then the performance on any type of
task irrespective of its difficulty level will be at high level. As has been argued by
Ozguzel (1994), the difficuln· level of Turkish exams in the Netherlands and the
curriculum of Turkish instruction accordingly is integrated into that of modern
foreign languages. Therefore, the focus on the enhancement of the less demanding
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aspects o f productive and receptive lexical knowledge gains the foreground. We can
observe this in the results of our lexical proficiency test. The word labelling task,
which is less productive than the word definition task, and the matching task,
which is less receptive than the multiple-choice task, indicate both significant
differences between the CG and RG. This result implies that there is a different-
tiation also within the productive and receptive aspects of the vocabulary, although
productive and receptive lexical tasks show statistically significant differences.

The standardized mean score (i.e., out of 100) in the labelling task is 50, while
the mean value for the definition task is 28,20 (out of 100), which is the lowest
score for the CG in the lexical test. Thus, there is 21.8% level difference between
lexeme and lemma retrieval within the productive aspects of vocabulary. The
matching subtaskl idiomatic use of a verb has 82,32 mean value and the subtask.2
polysemy 77,97, which is 4.4°/0 performance difference. The whole matching task
shows 80,51 mean value. The mean score of the multiple-choice subtaskl con-
ceptual field is 63,44, whereas the subtask2 synonym/core meaning scored 51,98,
which means 11.46°/0 difference. The whole multiple-choice task scored 60 mean
value.  The  CG  got  56,93  out of 100  for the general Turkish lexical proficiency  test.
If we compare the productive and receptive task scores on the basis of the above
mentioned internal differentiation, we see 31% performance difference between the
labelling and matching task score for the advantage of the latter; and between the
word definition and multiple-choice tasks we obtain almost the same difference
(31.890). The mean value of the productive task scores is 39,1 out of 100. The
receptive tasks   have   70,3 mean value   out   of   100, which makes concrete   the
expected performance differences between the two aspects. The receptive
vocabulary of the CG is in the intermediate score category and is 31.2% better than
their productive vocabulary, which is in the low score category.

In all tasks the RG scores higher than the CG. When we standardize the total
scores  out  of  100,  we  see  that  the  RG  got  57,32  mean  value  out  of  100  for  the
labelling task. This is a 7.32°/0 higher score than that of the CG. However, both
groups remain in the intermediate score category in this lexeme retrieval task. The
word definition task indicates 58 mean value out of 100 for the RG. This is a
29.8% performance difference for the advantage of the RG. The idiomatic use of
verbs, i.e., matching subtaskl, has attained the highest score  in the whole lexical
test with 93,03 mean value, which is a 10.704 performance difference for the RG
compared to the CG. The RG scored 79,02 mean value in the matching subtask2
(polysemic word), which is only 1 °/6 difference from that of the CG. With regard to
the matching task as a whole, the RG scored 87,20 out of 100 and this creates a

6.7°4 performance difference between the two groups. The RG scored 80,14 mean
value in the multiple-choice subtaskl concerning conceptual field. The score
difference between the two groups is 16.7%. The RG scored 76,42 mean value in
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subtask2 of the multiple choice task concerning synonym and core meaning of a
verb. This task shows a considerable score difference of 24.4% within the receptive
category. This outcome is due to the relative low score of the CG in this task (51,9
mean value). If we look at the multiple-choice task as a whole, the RG scored 79,02
mean value, which yields a 19.02%   performance difference between   the   two
groups. The global evaluation of the performance in the Turkish lexical proficiency
test indicates that the RG receives a total mark of 72,23 out of 100. The lexical level
difference is 15.3% between  the CG and  RG.  If we take the mark 60 out of 100 as
the intermediate score level interval, then the CG would be in the low intermediate
score category, whereas the RG would be in the high intermediate category. This
lexical proficiency difference is, however, particularly significant in the light of the
lexical achievement test results. Thus, we observe that the CG maintains its
stagnation of 15.3% in  the general Turkish lexical proficiency, in spite of the  fact
that they booked 21.59/o improvement in the lexical achievement test (see
Table 10.1). If we take into account the curriculum-related lexical improvement in
the productive aspects of the lexicon, which is 29.8% within a school year (and
10.9% for the receptive aspects), we can ascertain that the pupils start Turkish
language instruction at a low level of proficiency in productive terms. When we
relate these data to the level of the monolingual peers of the CG, we see that this
improvement is not sufficient for the lexical proficiency of the CG to attain the
same level with the RG.

The level difference in the results of the lexical achievement test (CDT) maintains
its position between the productive and receptive aspects also in the lexical
proficiency test (CIT). The C.G got 39,1 mark out of 100 for the productive lexical
tasks, while  the RG scored   57,7  mean value, which makes   18.6%  performance
difference between the two groups. The CG showed 70,3 mean value in the
receptive lexical proficiency tasks and the RG scored 83,1 in the same tasks, which
amounts   to 12.80/0 level difference in between. The level difference,  which  is
generally observed within the productive and receptive aspects of the CDT/CIT, is
also detected between the CDT' and CIT productive/receptive aspects. CDT/CIT
lexical production remains at a low score level, while CDT/CIT lexical perception
is at a high score level. As a result, the whole lexical test performance of the CDT
and CIT is at the intermediate level (between 60 and 70 mean score interval). The
approximate 10% lexical knowledge difference is constantly maintained between
the CDT and CIT for the advantage of the CDT. The initial level measurement

(i.e., pretest) indicates an average of 21.5% lexical knowledge improvement. This
rate goes up from 46,9 after having followed the language-instruction curriculum.
Even this knowledge advancement does not help to attain the level of general
lexical proficiency. Thus, at least a gap of 100/0 remains between the curriculum-
based and curriculum-independent vocabulary knowledge. It is stated 'at least',
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because although the teSt design is kept identical and the vocabulary range
different, the curriculum effect does not cover the level of general proficiency,
which is determined according to the age level of the informants. One would
expect that the curriculum would enhance the lexical knowledge to the general
proficiency level of the peer group as criterion. The results of the lexical CDT and
CIT indicate that this is not the case.

On the other hand, there is a consistent performance differentiation between the
productive and receptive tasks in the CDT and CIT. The receptive tasks of the
CDT have the highest scores (82,9 mean score), which are followed by the
receptive tasks of the CIT (75,5). This is a 7.4% difference. The CDT production
scores   (56,8)   are 10°/0 higher  than  the CIT production, which booked the lowest

scores    (46,7). This indicates a level difference between lexical   proficiency   and
lexical achievement. In the majority of the cases, the curriculum-dependent lexical
achievement rates are appoximately 10% higher than those   o f the lexical profi-
ciency rates. In this sense, the lexical proficiency level of this informant group in
Turkish does not match with the level which has been designed and integrated into
the language-instruction curriculum (compare the results  o f Aarssen  et  al   1993;
Verhoeven & Boeschoten, 1986; Driessen & Van der Grinten, 1994 in Section 2.3).

10.4 Morphosyntactic proficiency in crossnational perspective

In this section, the grammatical test results of the two informant groups will be
discussed. The productive aspects of the grammatical test are main and relative
clause production, case marking and temporal/aspect:ual/modal inflection of the
presented verb in infinitive form. The relatively receptive aspects of the same test

are grammaticality judgement, sentence de-scrambling and multiple choice format.

10.4.1 Productive dimensions
The main clause production task differences between the CG and the RG are
statistically insignificant. This outcome demonstrates that the performance level
across all schools is comparable in the main clause task, which is the basic utterance

formation.
The score level range of the relative clause production task is wider in the main

study for the CG. The level scope for the RG is between 15% and 66°/0. Neither at
task level nor at item level are there differences between the two groups except for
the item CSINCA. The performance level difference between the CG and the RG
is between 10 and 20°/0 for the advantage of the RG. A relatively easy item
maintains its level for both groups (see Table 7.8). In this task the informants are

supposed to construct a relativized sentence by means of a morphosyntactic
operation on nouns and verbs. As this is the most demanding productive task of
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the grammatical test, a presumable argument for the score closeness can be due to
the general tendency of the informants to construct two independent main clauses
without embedding in spite of the test instruction. In other words, the pupils omit
in general to construct a complex relative clause and prefer to produce a main
clause form as is basically observed in the spoken form. The CG scored 73 mean
value and the RG 79,8 in this task, which is a 6.8°40 performance difference. W'e
have seen above that the main group boundaries are preserved in the most
demanding lexical task (word definition), but they change in the most demanding
grammatical   task   (relative   clause production), which implicates a difference
between lexical and grammatical performance (see Section 2.3 concerning
Durgunoglu et al, 2002)

The third productive task is the binding of two main clauses. The score level for
the CG ranges between 46°0 and 77%. The score level refers here to difficulty level
percentage  per  informant.  For  the  RG  it ranges between  10°/0  and  370/0, which
indicates a clear performance difference between the two groups. The mean score
of the CG is 69 and the RG scored 90,8 in the same task, which means a 21.8°/0
performance difference for the advantage of the RG. With regard to the previous
task, the performance of the CG decreases, while that of the RG increases (the CG
73/69 and the RG 79,8/90,8). Many pupils in the CG resort to the strategy of
linear concatenation of main clauses without morphological binding in between.
1 herefore, we observe highly significant performance differences between the two
groups on item as well as task basis.

On productive task basis, the mean scores of the CG range between 69 and 74,
which is at the intermediate level. The CG scored 39,1 in the lexical production
tasks. These mean scores demonstrate the level difference between the lexical and
grammatical proficiency. The mean score of the CG in the latter task is 71,4 out of
100, which indicates that in contrary to lexical proficiency, the general grammatical
performance of the CG is at the intermediate level.

The grammatical production results on test basis range between 45 and  100. The
performance of both groups is in the intermediate and high category. The mean
scores on task basis range between 68,9 and 90,9, which shows that the grammat-
ical production of the RG is at high level in comparison to the lexical production
results (57,6 mean score) (see Section 2.4; Ullman et al, 1997).

The score level of the case assignment task  for the CG ranged between  12% and
43°'o. For the RG the scope is lower (between 3% and 22°/o) Except for the
directional and ablative case marking, the other three items lead to significant
differences between the two groups (see Table 7.11). On task basis, the group
differences are significant. The mean score of the CG is 75,9 on task basis and that
of the  RG  is  92,2, which  is  a  16.3°/0 performance difference in terms of affixation.
'I'his means also that a slight change is observed in the CG knowledge on bound
morphemes. A 7.8% mismatch in the RG is due to the dative assignment in the VP
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of the verb ge,irmek 'to pass' in place of the ablative, which may be correct in
another context, but incorrect in the use of the item sentence. The score range on
this task varies from a bottom to a ceiling effect in the CG. The most commonly
observed phenomenon in affixation is grammatical mixing between Dutch and
Turkish, e.g., a directional/locative i.dikara -+ atkitrdd) case marking shift.

The last productive aspect of the grammatical test is the tense, aspect and
modality task, which requires the appropriate verbal inflection in a given context.
In the main study the score level for the CG is between 26% and 85%. The level
for the RG ranges between 13°/0 and 74°30. The mean score of the CG is 47,1  out of
100 and that of the RG is 70,7 which is a 23.6°/0 performance difference. 'Ihe CG is
in the low score category in terms of verbal affixation. The score differences of the
two groups are significant. Main groups order is preserved in this task. This
outcome suggests that verbal affixation can be distinct from nominal affixation.

10.4.2 Receptive dimensions
The provided tasks grammaticality judgement (Gl), sentence de-scrambling and
multiple choice are relatively receptive parts of the grammatical proficiency test.
Their relative receptive character is related to the task demand in the productive
parts of the test. For example, the GJ task is relatively receptive compared to the
relative clause construction task, in which a complete morphosyntactic operation
needs to be fulfilled by the informants.

In the main study concerning the grammaticality judgement task, as was ex-
pected, the filler item showed a ceiling effect in the responses of all informants.
This means that a simple well-formed sentence is perceived accordingly by all
pupils in the sample and that the responses of the informants occurred consciously.
The score level  of the  task  for  the CG ranges between  1 %  and  11°/0;  for  the  RG  it
is between 5% and 88%. The mean score of the CG is 56,6 out of 100 and that of
the RG is 73,8, which is a 1 7.2°/0 performance difference between the two groups.
These differences are significant. This means that there is an approximately 20°/0
differentiation between the CG and the RG in terms of grammatical awareness (or
perception).

In the main study, the item score level of the sentence de-scrambling task is
between  17°/0 and 55% for the CG. The level scope for the RG is between  10%
and 44%. The mean score of the CG is 67 out of 100 and the RG scored 87, which
makes 20% performance difference. The group differences are significant. The
results of this morphologically receptive task show that the ordering of inflected
phrases in a sentence makes a distinction in grammatical knowledge between the

two groups.
The score level of the multiple-choice task is between 21°/0 and 51°'0 for the CG.

It is between 13°/0 and 47°/0 for the RG. The mean score of the CG is 67,1 and that
of the RG is 81,4. Even in the multiple-choice format, which is the basic receptlve
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task, there is a 14.2°/0 difference between the two groups. The differences are
significant.

The CG scored 59,6 mean value in this test. The mean score of the RG is 77,6
which  is  18°,o performance difference between  the  two  groups.  The  total  marks
have  a  wide range, which is between  9  and  94  out  o f  100.  The two receptive tasks
sentence de-scrambling and multiple-choice show relatively high scores.

10.4.3   Comparison of productive and receptive dimensions
We have seen above that all grammatical tasks in both Test A and B indicated
statistically significant differences between the two groups except for the results of
main clause and relative clause production. The CG scored at the intermediate level
in the productive grammatical tasks (67,9), whilst the RG is in the high score
category (80,5). The receptive grammatical performance of the CG indicates the
same ler-el as in the productive results (63,6), the RG has the same receptive level
and score (80,6). The score difference in the CG is due to the difficulty level of the
GJ task, which creates a 4% score decrease. These results show that the grammat-
ical performance of the CG and RG maintains the same score difference in both
productive and receptive perspectives, i.e., an average of 15%.

When we compare the lexical proficiency and achievement results with the
grammatical proficiency results, we observe that the lexical production results are
the most demanding aspect of all tests which have been implemented. The score
level of the CG is in the low category in terms of CIT lexical production (39,1
mean value), whereas the NLl group, which is a subset of the CG, scored at the
intermediate level in similar productive aspects of the vocabulary (47,6 mean value
in the CDT). Note that the only difference between these two tasks is the scope of
the vocabulary based on the curriculum and the vocabulary level of the age group.
The NLl group scored 56,8 in the CDT production. This means that there is ap-
proximately 10°/0 level difference between the lexical proficiency and achievement.
This differentiation implies at least  a 10°/0 stagnation gap between the vocabulary
provided by the curriculum and the reference vocabulary, which is taken as
criterion for the level of the age group concerned in an ideal (or theoretical) mono-
lingual setting. Almost the same difference (8.250) is also maintained between the
receptive lexical proficiency and achievement of the NLI group (74,7 mean score
in the CIT perception and 82,9 in the CDT perception). This outcome indicates
that the vocabulary range  in  the presented curriculum  lags at least 10% behind  the
reference vocabulary according to the age level.

In terms of lexical proficiency of the CG and RG, there are considerable level
differences in productive vocabulan· between the two groups, in particular in the
metalinguistic task 'word definition' (see De Haan, 1993; Bialystok & Ryan, 1985).
The receptive vocabulan, differences are also significant between the two groups.
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The outcomes demonstrate that some informants have a low proficiency in the
productive lexicon, but a high proficiency in the receptive lexicon.

As has previously been stated, grammatical performance is remarkable across the
two informant groups. This suggests that grammatical proficiency (i e., knowledge
on bound morphemes) is a distinct language competence in comparison to lexical

proficiency (see Corver & Van Riemsdijk, 2001). Thus, low productive lexical
proficiency does not necessarily have to mean low productive or receptive grain-
matical proficiency. High receptive lexical skills can be sufficient for a reasonable
morphosyntactic knowledge.  In this vein, the arguments of Paradis  (1994 and  1998;
see also Section 2.4) concerning the distinction between procedural and declarative
memory seem to be correct. As has been argued, word knowledge seems to be part
of declarative memory, whereas knowledge on utterance formation (i.e., morpho-
syntactic knowledge) is part of procedural memory (see Section 2.4 of Chapter 2).
The considerable level difference in lexical performance does not have an effect on

grammatical performance at high level, for which receptive word knowledge seems

to be sufficient. On the other hand, a reasonable level of productive and receptive
word knowledge ensures at least an intermediate level of grammatical proficiency.
Thus, research question five has been answered with this specific example (see
Section 2.4; Chialant & Caramazza, 1995)

The differences between the CG and RG are significant in the lexical proficiency
test as a whole. The CG had the highest scores in this test. This implicates that a
consistent implementation of a curriculum (i.e., in the NLl group) has positive
effects on vocabulary development in a migration context. The main differences
between the CG and RG are similar in the knowledge on free (lexicon) and bound
morphemes (morphosyntax). Evaluating the total lexical and grammatical test
performances,  we  observe that there  is 15.3°,0 difference  in both vocabulan·  and
grammar proficiency for the advantage of the RG. This difference is also
consistently maintained in the productive and receptive tasks: the mean difference
for grammatical production  is  12.6%, for grammatical perception  17%; for lexical

production  it is  18.5%  and  for  lexical  perception 12.99/0. These outcomes suggest
that the receptive lexical proficiency of the CG is at a high level and that main
problems are in the productive and literacy based use of vocabulary. On the other
hand, simple clause construction seems to be less problematic than grammatical
awareness (e.g., grammaticality judgement). As the informants have the option of
coordinating clauses  (e.g., see example  132,  19b  and  19c in Chapter 9)  in  the pro-
ductive tasks, they can therefore score slightly higher than for instance in perceiv-
ing and detecting a grammatical deviance in a produced complex sentence. In this
sense, the grammatical ludgement task seems to be more efficient in tracking
grammatical aberrance than the sentence production task, as different production
strategies can be applied in sentence formation. Thus, we have provided an answer
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to our first research question. The curnculum effect is seen mainly in the
productive and to some degree in the receptive aspects of the vocabulary (see CDT
results in Table   10.1).   This   can  be  inferred   from  the  fact  that  the  NLl   group
indicates a stable performance in the grammatical CIT on task basis, whereas the
same informants book considerable improvement in the productive lexical tasks of
the CDT, but remain at a low level. To summarize these outcomes, it can be said
that the pupils start Turkish language instruction at a very low productive and high
receptive vocabulan· level. The development is observed in productive vocabulary
but it remains at a low level. Grammatical proficiency is at the intermediate level
(75 mean score in grammatical production; 69,5 in grammatical perception). The
NLl group scored 63 mean value in the lexical proficiency test and they had 71,3
mean score in the grammatical test. In grammatical sense, their language perform-
ance is at a sufficient level to produce a well-formed clause, if not a complex
sentence with embeddings. At this point, grammatical awareness is an important
bench mark in detecting aberrancies in the grammar of the CG informants. Thus,
the language-instruction curriculum, which is based on the communicative method,
does help to preserve grammatical performance at a sufficient level, but it does not

help sufficiently to broaden vocabulary knowledge.

10.5 General evaluation of the test outcomes and research questions

In this section, we evaluate our test outcomes in combination with other findings
by means of observations. Be fore we carry out the assessment, let us remember the
principles of communicative language teaching and put it into a required per-
spective. In foreign and second language teaching, communicative aspects of the
phenomenon have played a dominant role in both theon· and practice in the last
decades. Numerous textbooks for teachers and teacher trainers expound on the
nature of communicative approaches and offer techniques for varying ages and
purposes. Communicative language teaching (CLT) is viewed by various research-
ers either as an approach or as a method. Interconnected characteristics of CLT are
as follows (Brown, 1994:244):
a Classroom goals are focused on all of the components of communicative

competence and not restricted to grammatical or linguistic competence.
b Language techniques are designed to engage learners in the pragmatic, authentic,

functional use of language for meaningful purposes. Organizational language
forms are not the central focus, but rather aspects of language that enable the
learner to accomplish those purposes.

c  Fluency and accuracy are seen as complementan· principles underlying commu-
nicative techniques. At times fluency may have to take on more importance than
accuracy in order to keep learners meaningfully engaged in language use.
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d In the communicative classroom, students ultimately have to use the language,
productively and receptively, in unrehearsed contexts.

Brown goes on with his comparison: structurally (grammatically) sequenced cur-
ricula were a mainstay of language teaching for centuries. CLT suggests that gram-
matical structure might better be subsumed under various functional categories. In
CLT one pays considerably less attention to the overt presentation and discussion
of grammatical rules than one traditionally did. A great deal of use of authentic
language is implied in CLT, as one attempts to build fluency. It is important to
note, however, that fluency should never be encouraged at the expense of clear,

unambigous, direct communication. And much more spontaneity is present in
communicative classrooms. Students are encouraged to deal with unrehearsed
situations under the guidance, but not control, of the teacher.

One point that should be made here, is that CLT thorougly concerns foreign or
second language learners, whereas the book used in the curriculum of our CG is
predominantly addressing Ll speakers in a migration context. Secondly, learners are
expected to be engaged in the pragmatic, authentic, functional use of language for

meaningful purposes, but without a firm settlement of organizational competence
(grammatical and textual) one can hardly make a transition to pragmatic compe-
tence. As has previously been stated, organizational or linguistic competence is a

prerequisite for illocutionary and sociolinguistic competence.
During the observations, the focus has been on the interactive behavior of

teachers and pupils. Features of instruction can be referred to as student-centered,
teacher-centered or process-oriented (Carroll, 1985; Snow, 1990). The student- or
teacher-centered approach refers to the forms in which either the active
participation of pupils is the predominant feature or the teacher guides language
instruction by laying the accent mainly on reading and listening activities. Process-
oriented teaching is a combination of both previous forms, in which the content of
the curriculum plays a dominant role in combination with the learning process and

output.
An interesting aspect of the instruction process in our study is that the

informants are aware of code switching or mixing, so that they immediately react

upon a produced mixed form, when a classmate makes it. But when one of them
switches, he or she is not always conscious of his or her own mixing. This
phenomenon is also observed in the language use of the teachers sporadically.

Spelling discrepancies, which have been presented in Chapter 8 in detail, show
that the input in Turkish is predominantly phonetic (or audio) rather than visual.
This phenomenon has a symmetrical outcome with regard to the input in Dutch,
which is frequently both in phonetic and visual form. As the Dutch written form of
sounds is dominant in the processing mechanism of our informants, mixing
phenomena in sound marking can be observed. The descriptions explain this
bilingual spelling process and give arguments for why we observe mixed (or
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aberrant) written output forms in Turkish (see examples in Chapter 9). This
phenomenon demonstrates clear differences between the CG and the RG, because
none of these cases occurs in the data of the RG. Hence, phonetic and visual
computation seem to be determined by the dominance in the mode of the input
(i.e., whether it is in phonetic or visual form) in written bilingual processing. If the
input is predominantly in phonetic mode in one language and in visual mode in the
other, the written output in the first language is effected by the visual mode in the
second language; the same will not occur in the reverse direction. It seems that
sound patterns in Turkish and Dutch are first compared by our informants and
then similar patterns are merged   in the mental lexicon (see examples   1,2,5d,   5g
and 7 in Chapter 8; see also Section 2.4) Finally, the sound patterns are applied on
the written form of one of the languages. This phenomenon is observed at syllable
level and explained in Section 8.2.1. If it raises to the word or clause level, then
code mixing occurs (see Section 8.2.5). In these cases, embedded borrowings are
then integrated into Turkish phonetic rules. This implies a differentiation in
processing, namely an operation at sound level (or syllable) and another operation
at word or upper level where morphosyntax of a language seems to begin (e.g., see
Section 8.3, second and third session).

When we take the background features of our inf-ormants into account, we see
that the audio language input is similar in the two groups. However, the visual
(written) input in Turkish is in significantly different proportion for the two groups.
W'riting in Turkish shows overwhelming differences between the monolingual and
bilingual group, and the CG finds it difficult to write correctly in Turkish. Almost
half of the CG finds grammar the most difficult aspect of the Turkish lessons and
only a small part of the CG (12°/0) finds word knowledge the most difficult aspect
of Turkish. These findings show that the written input is very limited for the CG
and that the pupils think that vocabulan· knowledge is relatively easy. However, this
is not in concert with the proficiency and achievement test results. The productive
vocabulary appeared to be the most demanding aspect of language performance.
The mode of the input is important in this sense, i.e., whether it is frequently
productive or receptive; or whether it is in an audio or visual mode.

The findings of our study suggest that there are considerable differences in
Turkish language proficiency between Turkish/Dutch bilingual pupils in the
Netherlands and a monolingual reference (peer) group in Turkey. The productive
and receptive aspects of the lexicon and grammar show considerable differences
between the CG and RG. The qualitative analysis, presented in Chapter 9, reveals
clear structural deviations in the data of the CG. However, the variance analysis
demonstrates that there are score similarities between the vwo-schools and the RG
in terms of relativization, grammaticality judgement, case assignment, temporal /
aspectual / modal agreement and sentence de-scrambling. For instance, there is a
similarity in the strategy to produce relative clauses in the output forms. The
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sublect and causal (POP) relative clause construction is the most easy item in this
task in both groups (see Slobin, 1977). The object relative clause is less easy than
SP as is stated in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.4; 2.5 and Aydin, 2003). In case
assignment we observe a slight shift in the marking of the correct case required by
the VP, which seems to be due to the influence of its Dutch counterpart (see
Chapters 7 and 9). In the temporal and modal agreement we observe a
differentiation between the temporal and modal suffixes in the CG (see Chapters 7
and 9). The temporal agreement is executed, but the required modal agreement in
context can be omitted (see Uzun, 2000). In the sentence de-scrambling task, the
subject and object relative clauses (SP and OP) are relatively easy to construct for
the CG, but when they are used in combination with a converbial suffix, the
sentence gets more complex and the processing accordingly presumably. Thus, we
obtain an answer to the third research question formulated in Chapter 3.

The data provide examples which give an idea about the form of notions such as
well-formedness, grammaticality and acceptability (see Cook, 1994). Well-
formedness is a complete form of a produced sentence in both logical and
morphosyntactic sense. Grammaticality should then refer to an output form
including necessary morphosyntactic operations but having a shift in structural
assignment (for instance case shift; see example 23a in Chapter 9) Acceptability
can be an output form which is used out of its usual grammatical pattern Oack of
relativization for example, but yet may be acceptable; see examples 20a, 2Od, 20i in
Chapter 9). In the data we observe also examples which violate clause boundaries
and hence structure dependency rules (see Section 2.4 and 2.5; Corver & Van
Riemsdijk, 2001; Crain & Nakayama, 1987). Example 18 in Chapter 9 contains an
output form in which there is an infringement upon the clause boundaries of the
embedded clause, as the indirect oblect of the main clause gets into the scope of
the direct object and the verb of the embedded clause. This case yields an ill-
formed sentence, which is morphologically correct but syntactically incorrect. As
the embedding is a demanding operation, difficulties of an inter-clause type can
occur (see examples 20 and 21 a in Chapter 9).  In some cases where relativization is
carried out, the sentence lacks relevant case assignment for the embedding or it
contains a case shift (see example 22 in Chapter 9). This is in line with the structure
dependency, as the related morphosyntactic slots are filled with a structural
element. The data indicate that the structure dependency IUleS may be violated in
terms of clause binding, which is mainly syntactically motivated. But in
morphological sense (i.e., affixation) dependency rules are still valid. That is, the
grammar o f our in formants  in the reported migration context is firstly in fluenced in
syntactic sense (acceptability condition) and morphological impact comes later in
the process (grammaticality condition), which gives an answer to our fourth
research question in Chapter 3.
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In the same vein, grammatical knowledge (on bound morphemes) can shape the
form of lexical knowledge of language users. Ifwe consider the output example  17a
in Chapter 9 and the related discussion, lexical/conceptual mixing has occurred due
to the morphosyntactic knowledge on affixation and embedding, which created a
different lexical output as a concept (see related discussion in Section 2.5 of
Chapter 2; Pinker, 1989). Thus, the knowledge in the formulator concerning the
conceptual form of a message is in direct relation or association with lexical and
morphosyntactic patterns. If the conceptual knowledge on bound morphemes (if
we consider affixes as abstract concepts for a while) shifts in the formulator of the
mental lexicon,  then we may get output forms as in example 17a, which implicates
that morphosyntactic competence plays a crucial role in lexical/conceptual
knowledge. It would be in such a manner that the articulator may produce well-
formed sentences, but with a different meaning than the intended or expected one
in the context. This underlines the importance of a robust morphosyntactic
knowledge just as well as the lexical one. On the other hand, there can be
differentiation between various grammatical operations such as nominal or verbal

inflection,   case   assignment   and   relativization.   Example   169   in   Chapter   9   is   a
pertinent example which contains a well-formed relativization, but an incorrect case
assignment on the indirect object of the main clause. The grammatical structure of
this output form suggests that case marking which is basically a nominal inflection,
is a different morphological operation than the verb embedding, which is a verbal
inflection in morphosyntactic sense. Another relevant example is 21b in Chapter 9,
in which the word order of the relativized sentence is accurate, but the required

mot,phosyntactic proceeding is not executed (i. e., relativization, which will be
followed by case assignment; but note that these two also seem to be apart
operations: consider examples  23a,  23b  and  25a in Chapter 9).  Therefore, we
observe a differentiation between syntactic and morphological operations. Output
examples  such  as  21 b  invite  the  inference  that word order  and a ffixation  re fer  to
distinct processes in the structure of Turkish. In most of the examples it can be
seen that affixation is a basic grammatical component of Turkish utterance

production and that word order comes in the second place in the process.
However,  21 b  is  a counter example  to  this  idea. A probable argument  for  this  is
that syntactic sensitivity may have been borrowed from Dutch by the informants
and may have taken the first place of affixation sensitivity. Although basically a
nominal inflection is applied in the relativization process (i.e., nominalization of the
clause to be embedded), verbal (or clausal) inflection involves the placement of a
third component (i.e., an object) next to a head and complementizer, which
impedes the nominal inflection of the component concerned (see the related
discussion in Chapter 9). This analysis yields an answer to our sixth research
question (see Schonefeld, 2001).
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With regard to the last question of our study, the output forms of our CG
informants reveal that there can be suffix mixing similar to lexical/conceptual
mixing (see Section 2.4 and 2.5; Pinker & Ullman, 2002). Relevant output examples
in this case are 16, 21 and 24 in Chapter 9. The shift in use of OP, ISNEC and
CSIP is due to the abstract conceptual and structural similarity of these bound
morphemes. Another example is the similar mixing between CANECOP and
ISNEC (val)acafmt --* ,)vpmamasint istemi2tz) which are used interchangeably according
to the modality content of the verb in the main clause, for instance, antamak 'to
understand' vs. istemek 'to want'. This difference of the modality content can be
observed in examples 20,27 and 29 of Chapter 9. The main verb begenmek'to like'
has a modal reading in the form of a wish, evaluation or expectation, which makes
the embedded clause an abstract nominalization. Therefore, here an ISNEC is
needed in place of an OP. This finding suggests that morphosyntactic units
(lemmas or affixation rules) undergo a similar semantic analysis, which is seen in
the replacibility of the lexemes (see Section 2.4, Erkman-Akerson & Ozil,  1998)

The results of our study are correspondent with our initial assumptions
mentioned in Chapter 3, with the exception that productive grammar was said to
be more difficult than receptive grammar. It turned out that this is not the case, as
the two aspects have scored at equal level in the CG and RG. The difference is that
the grammatical proficiency of the CG is at the intermediate and that of the RG at
the high level. The lexical proficiency of the CG differs in productive and receptive
perspective. Production is at the low level and perception at the intermediate level.
Thus, there is a constant one level proficiency difference between the two groups
in both lexical and grammatical terms. Cetenk pa,ibus the two groups  in our study
show a constant   15% proficiency difference in Turkish,   when the context   o f

language use is different.

10.6 Outlook

The present study aimed at attaining answers to two major questions (i.e., the first
two formulated in Chapter 3) in combination with five additional structural
questions concerning a malor distinction in linguistics in terms of 'lexicon' and
grammar' (see Friedmann & Grodztnsky, 2000). In a prospective study, it would be
rather relevant and complementary to investigate textual skills of our informant
groups in both productive and receptive perspective. Thus far, we have only looked
at proficiency and achievement levels of our bilingual target group in smaller
language units (i.e., at word, clause and sentence leveD. The addition of a textual
dimension to the test design would provide us a broader picture concerning
language performance of the target group. It would also enable us to reach a more
profound understanding of the language competence of adolescent pupils and to
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double-check their lexical and grammatical performance in written mode by means
of the larger units that they produced and perceived (i.e., texts).

Longitudinal methods longer than a school year may be used to extend findings
that have used one-time measurements of lexical, grammatical and textual skills as
predictors. Further research could examine the relationship between growth rates
in these skills and growth or status in literacy (see Section 2.1 of Chapter 2).

In the light of the outcomes of this study, it would also be pertinent to assess
listening and speaking skills of the informants in Turkish in order to compare their
written and oral language performance by taking into account lemma and lexeme
production of the receptively tested lexical entries; grammatical awareness;
perception and production of relativization, case assignment and sentence de-
scrambling. Such a perspective would underpin or modify the conclusions which
are drawn on the basis of the outcomes of the present study.

In addition, it would be relevant to test the language performance of the
informants in Dutch for a better understanding of the bilingual lexicon and
grammar (see Section, 2.4; Musso et al, 2003). By doing so one could have the
possibility to better understand structure dependency, structure transfer, and
aberrant or idiosyncratic formation, all of which could yield deeper insight into the
very nature of the mental lexicon and grainmar (see Jackendoff, 1997; 1999)

It could finally be investigated why some lexical and grammatical skills
demonstrate shortcomings in a migration context and what the role of input quality
can be in the deviations of the mental lexicon and grammar in Turkish language use
of informants in a migration context, whose language competence seems to have
fundamental similarities at first sight. However, when an overall picture of Turkish
proficiency is considered, what we see is the differences within these similarities.
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Appendices

Appendix 1
Suffixes and abbreviations

Capital: Sound alternations:
C CC

D   dt
E      ea
I 11 U U

K   Qk

Examples
DI ver-di 'has given'; kal-dr'has stayed'; ctiz-dii 'has solved'; uyu-du 'has slept'

-(y)E    dgretmen-e; arkadas-a; teyze-ye; halaLya

DAn: ablative case marker ABL
-(n, )')I: accusative case suffix ACC
-IrmI# indirect narration in aorist form AORMIS
Ar: aorist tense suffix AOR
CA: 'according to, in a manner of'; adverbial suffix CA

-c.lgIndAn: 'of/about whether; \P'; postpositional CANECOP
clause/case including suffix of a nominalized
embedded clause in obJect position (including
case, temporal and possessive marker, e.g.,
POSS/DAT)

-CI: derivational suffix attached on verb stems; the    CI
operator of the verb

L : cornitative case suffix COAI
sA: 'if; in case'; conditional suffix CON
dIr: causative suffix CAU
ErEk: 'by F'erb-ing'; converbial suffix CSEREK
mAd.An. 'without'; converbial suffix CSAIADAN

-Ip:                         'dummy' (and); converbial suffix CSIP
An: 'NP who I'P'; subject participle' of a .Sp **CP

complement phrase**
DIK: 'NP that/which NP/T-P'; subject/object 'OP '*CP

participle  in a complement phrase' *
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-IncA: 'when'; converbial suffix CSINCA
Irken: 'while'; converbial suffix CSIRKEN
-D# participaton· suffix; suffix that derives another    DAS

noun out of a noun, which has a feature that is
shared between people

-(y).1: dative case suffix DAT
-89.7: directional case suffix DIR
-r'ar/Yok: exlstential lexeme; there is/are or not EXIST
AcAk: future tense marker FUT
-AcAkmIs: combination of future and inferential modality     FUTAIIS

marker (hearsay or indirect information)
In: genitive case suffix GEN

-(yor/DI)m: verb inflectional suffix, first person singular IFL1SG
-(yor/DI)n: verb inflectional suffix, second person singular IFL2SG
-(yor/DDO verb [zero] inflection, third person singular IFL3SG
-(yor/DI)-uz/k: verb inflectional suffix, first person plural IFL1 PL

-(yor/DI)-sunuz/nuz:  verb inflectional suffix, second person plural IFL2PL
-(yor/DD-lar/-lar-0:   verb [zerol inflection, third person plural IFL3PI.
-mA(k) infinitive suffix (verb nominalization suffix) INF
-mAsI: 'that, for, whether'; inflectional suffixes for ISNEC

nominalized embedded clauses in subjunctive,
non-finite (infinitival) function in combination
with possessive

mI: interrogative affix INT
[ki]:                         a from Persian borrowed clause con unction KI

particle, similar to 'that' in English, connective
-ki: relational suffix, that makes the oun an KIREL

adiective or adverb, e.g., evdeki'the one in the
house'

-II: adjective marker on a noun stem                      LI
-DA: locative case suffix LOC
-Abil/-A: modality suffix ability: can MCAN

inferential modality marker (hearsay or indirect   MIS
information)

-I#:                           nominal derivation suffix on a verb stem, e.g., NDS
giris/,akif 'entry / exit'

mA-: 'not'; verbal negation infix or nominal negation   NEG
word degil'nof

-Il: passive suffix PAS
1Ar: plural suffix PI.
-DI*I ign because, for'; causal postpositional participle POP
-(s)I: possessive marker as clause linking and POSS

nominal inflection suffix
Ivor: progressive tense suffix PRGR

-(Dm: possessive suffix, first person singular PS1SG
-(I)n: possessive suffix, second person singular PS2SG
-(s)I: possessive suffix, third person singular PS3SG
-mIz: possessive suffix, first person plural PS1PI.
-nIz: possessive suffix, second person plural PS2PI.
-LdrI: possessive suffix, third person plural PS3PL
DI: past tense marker (finiteness) PST
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AcAktI: past future aspectual marker PSTFUT
mistI: indirect/inferential past tense reference marker PSTAHS

-yordu: past progressive aspectual marker PSTPR
Ardi: past-aorist aspectual marker PSTAO
In: reflexive suffix, e.g.,),zkamak/yikanmak 'to wash  REFL

something/to wash oneself
LE: verb derivation suffix on a noun stem: IDS

kol>  kollamak'arin> to protect'



Appendix 2
Utilized test in the main study

Curriculum-independent test (CIT)

Morphosyntactic Proficiency Test A

A$a idaki si;zcuklerle diizgun bir tumce yap. Bazi siizciiklerin ek almasi
gerekebilir.

1   yapmak - annem - dun - ben - alisveri* - birlikte

2   hafta sonu - sinema - ben - bu - gitmek - ablamla

A$aRidaki siizcuklerle yalnizca bir dimce yap. Bazi si;zcuklerin ek almasi
gerekebilir.

1   gitmemek - hasta - okul - ben - igin - dun - gok - olmak

2   k6yumuz - varin - muhtar ve koyluler- ba4bakan - gelmek - kagilamak

3  karde4imin - hepimizi - gok - aniden - uzmek - hastalanmak - gecen hafta

4  dun - palto - okul - Ahmet - sabah - yerd - giymek - gitmek

5   siz - tepe - g8rmek - varmak - a5agida - Behir - ka idaki

6  yann - arkadablma - okumak - vermek - ben - kitaplar

7  resim - dayinia - yapmak - gondermek - ben - dun

8  yapmak - babam - sevmek - her zaman - ifini

A&a*idaki her soruda sunulan tumceleri verilen anlama g6re birle$tir ve tek
bir tiimce haline getir.
Birle5tirmeyi yapmak ifiin gerekli ekleri sijzcuklere ekle; ' ve,  sonra,  90nkiP
gibi s6zcukleri kullanma, tumceleri eksiz bigimde arka arkaya dizme.

1  a Cocuk santyor.
b  gocugun babasi herFeyi biliyor.
Bu ila tibnceyi birle$tir, tek tiimcede ifade et ve bu anlami ver: a tilincesindeki
gocuk b tumcesindekini santyor (a ve b turncesinde ayn: comktan, yani aym kifiden

bahsediliyor)
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2  a  Annesi Ali'den istemibti
b  Ali yaramazhk yapmayacalk.

3  a Ahmet'in arkada$i duFtu
b  Ahmet bunu gordu.
c Ahmet uzuldu.

4  a  Ben hic begenmedim.
b  Sen bir resim yaptln.

5  a  Bahgede gocuklar oynuyor.
b  Ben cocuklara bir &ey sordum.

6  a Sen Turkiye'ye geldin.
b  Haberim yoktu.

7  a Zenginler yoksullara yardim etti
b  Bu gok guzel bir davrams.

Morphosyntactic Proficiency Test B

A$aBida verilen tumcelerde hatalar varsa gerekli duzeltmeleri yap. Dopim
tumcelerin altina D harfi koy.
1 Kitap okumak herkese gok faydalldtr.

2 Bundan sonra boyle hata yaptigina sanmlyorum.
3 Hava guzel oldugu igin eve yuri»ip gittik.

4  Ablam bana kardebim biraz sonra geldigini soyledi.

5  Agabeyimin gittigi lisesi buraya gok uzak.
6  Yarinki toplantlyi butun ogretmenlerin katilacagini umuyoruz.

7  Senin eve geldiBine hig haberim yoktu.

8 Ali'nin annesi Ali'den bit yaramazlik yapmayacagint istemibti
9  Aybe'nin 6gretmenine saygi duydugu gok iyi bir davraniB.

10 Ali'den babasi istemi ti ki Ali kardebini okula gutursun.
11 Vaktim olmadini sana cevap yazamadim.

12 Ahmet arkadaFint du4ende gordu Ahmet'de uzuldu.
13 Yann sen smarda babarih oldugunda emin de ilirn

14 Biraz 6nce senin evin hep geg geldigine bahsettik.
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15 Ay*e'nin karde5ini dil ogrettigini hepimiz gok begendim.
16 Yarin Murat'in soylediklerinin yaptigim inanworum.

17 Dun sabah Ali yeni paltosuyla okula givip gitti.

A$a*idaki boiluklari uygun olan eklerle tamamla.

1 Bizim okulun en galtbkan ogrenci......  babasint...... dun televizyonda gordum

2  Bu cami kiranlar...... biri de arkada&im Mehmet'tir.
3 Yururken paramt yoldaki 9ukur . . . . . . du*urdum.
4  Babam yeni masayi gok zorlanarak k a p i. . . . . . gegirdi
5 Ali'nin anlattlklari...... inanmlyorum

A&agida parantez iginde verilen siizcukleri, uygun biQimde bo$luklara
yerle$tir.
1    Ben bebekken annem bana sik sik sut..(igirmek). Simdi onun igin b6yle

saghkli oldugumu sayluyor.

2   Ben  dogunca  anne ve babam ilk cocuk oldugum igin bana dedemin adint......
(vermek)

3  Ben  saghkh bit bebek olarak dogunca, babaannem butun gun namaz......
(lulmak)·

4 Ben odadan glunca Ahmet arkanndan benim hakktmda hig ho4 olmayan
kelimeler...... (kullanmak). Bunlari daha sonra Ali bana soyledi

5   Biz spor salonundayken biri gantalanmizi......  (kanstirmak)

6  Cumhuriyet 29 Ekim 1923'te ilan ...... (edilmek).
7 Ali'den duyduguma gure Ahmet bundan sonra okula hic  . . . . . .  (gelmek). Babast

Ahmet'e 'bir an once is bul ve eve para getir' (demek).
8 Gecen hafta okula giderken yolda bir kedi gordum. Zavallt kedi topallayarak

. . .   (yurumek).   Kuyruguna  da iple teneke...... (baglanmak) Hemen  ipi
cozdum ve onu eve goturdum.

9   Ben Ali'nin bundan   sonra asla boyle tehlikeli hareketler.....     (yapmak)
zannetmlyorum.
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A&agida daginik olarak verilmi& siizcukleri biraraya getir ve duzgun bir
tumce yap.

1   vazoya - topladgi - dun - yerle5tirdi - koyde - gigekleri - kardebim

2  anladi - yeterli - 6grenci - smavda - call mad®ni - zorlanan

3  annesinin - aglamaya - duyunca - Ali - gittigini - baFladi - eve

A5aRidaki dapinik tumceyi numaralara g6re birle$tir ve duzgun bir tumce
yap.

1 gidivor 1 k6yluleri
2  ve gikultiiden uzaklabip 2 6nlenebilir
3 isteyen 3 kentlere

4 koylere 4 egirip

5 kalabaltktan 5 gag

6 dinlenmek 6 koylerden
7 insanlar 7 bilinglendirerek

A&aBida verilen dimcelerdeki bo$ yere uygun olan yaniti seg.

1   $iddetli ftrtinada tahta kopru viluld® igin nehri...... gegmek zorunda kaldik.
a yikerek b yuzunce c Tdzup d yuzerken

2 Kdyluler tarafindan..... halt, kilim gibi hediyeleri dun belediye binastnda

babkana sunduk
a gonderildigi b gonderilmesini c gonderilerek d gonderilen

3 Annem Ahmet'in arkadaBlanna bByle k a b a. . . . . . kesinlikle hob kagilamadi
a davraninca b davranmasint  c davrand®ni d davranip

4 Ali bugun okulda bana gok yorgun oldugunu soyledi. Oynamak icin bu aksamki
maga   . . . . . tahmin etmi,Forum.
a geldigini b gelmesini c geli4ini d gelecegini

5 Babast Ali'nin cep hargltgini kesti. Ali'nin bundan sonra sik sik beker ve gkolata
. . . . . tahmin etmiyorum.

a alacagint b aldigint c almasint d alt*int

6  Sinemaya   . . . . .  gitmeyi planhyorduk,  ama  aniden bablayan yagmur yuzunden
arabayla gittik
a Juru3*up b yurarken c yuruyunce d yikuyerek
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7  Mehmet'in yeni evine ilk defa gidiyorduk. Gece etrafta adresi soracak higbir yaya
yoktu. Babka 9are olmadigi igin en yakindaki bir evin zilini...... sorduk
a galarak b galinca c gallp d galarken

8  Durakta tam bir buguk saat otobus bekledik. Ne otobus, ne dolmu5 geldi. Biz de
ilk gegen taksiyi...... bindik.
a durdurup b durdurarak c durdurunca d durdumrken

Lexical Proficiency Test

A$a*idaki tanimlara uygun si;zcukleri belirt.

1   Kendi  ikarlarint herkesin  brlannin ustunde tutanlara ne ad verilir?

2 Diger insanlan kugumseyen ve kendinin digerlerinden daha ustun oldugunu
dubunen ins:inlara ne ad verilir?

3 Kendi unvant, Bant, Bohreti ve ba5aristyla 6«inmeyen insanlara ne ad verilir?
4 Olaylan daima iyi y8nden degerlendiren ve her5eyin daha iyi, daha guzel

olacagtna inanan ki5ilere ne ad verilir?
5 Yapilan hatalan anlayifla karFilamaya ne denir?

6  Ce&itli yazili metinler urettigimiz ve bunlan hafizasmda saklad®Ing aygita ne ad
verilir?

7 Belli bir )i birden fazla ki4i ya da kurulu5un bir araya gelerek yapmasina ne ad
verilir?

8  insanlarin, toplumlarin ya da ulkelerin kavga etmed® ya da savabmad® duruma
ne ad verilir?

A5akida siizcuklerin anlamini biliyorsan (c) segene inin altina tanimini yap
ve her siizcu*ii bir tiimcede kullan. Bilmiyorsan (a) ya da (b) seQenegini
i$aretle.

1 gorak
a  bu sozcugu hig duymadim veya herhangi bir yazida okumadim.
b duydum fakat anlamint tam bilmiyorum.
c  anlamint gok iyi biliyorum, Foyle agklayabilirim ve bir tumcede kullanabilirim:

2 ko4ul
a  bu sozcugu hig duymadim veya herhangi bir yazida okumadim.
b duydum fakat anlamint tam bilmiyorum.
c   anlamini cok iyi biliyorum, Boyle agklayabilirim ve bir turncede kullanabilirim:
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3 geviri

a  bu s6zcuAil hic duymadmi veya herhangi bir yazida okumadim.
b duydum fakat anlammi tam bilmiyorum.
c  anlamint gok iyi biliyorum, *oyle agiklayabilirim ve bir tumcede kullanabilirim:

4 kazanrnak

a  bu sozcugu hig duymadim veya herhangi bir yazida okumadim.
b duydum fakat anlamini tam bilmiyorum
c  anlamint gok iyi biliyorum, soyle apklayabilirim ve bir tuincede kullanabilirim:

5 ayrinti
a  bu sozcugii hig duymadim veya herhangi bit yazida okumadun
b duydum fakat anlamini tam bilmiyorum.
c  anlamint gok iyi biliyort. m, 46yle agklayabilirim ve bir tumcede kullanabilirim

6 kavram
a  bu suzcugu hig duymadim veya herhangi bit yazi(la okumadim.
b duydum fakat anlamint tam bilmiyorum.
c  anlamini  ok iyi biliyorum, Boyle agiklayabilirim ve bir tumcede kullanabilirim:

7 kulagina girmek
a  bu 58zcugu hig duymadim veya herhangi bir yazida okumadim.
b duydum fakat anlamtnt tam bilmiyorum.
c  anlamint cok iyi biliyorum, Boyle aglklayabilirim ve bir tumcede kullanabilirim:

8  duvan nem insant gam yikar
a  bu s6zcugO hig duymadirn veya herhangi bir yazida okumadim
b duydum fakat anlamint tam bilmiyorum.
c   anlamim gok iyi biliyorum, s6yle agiklayabilirim ve bir dimcede kullanabilirim:

9  el elden ustundur
a  bu suzcugu hig duymadtrn veya herhangi bir yazida okumadun.
b duydum fakat anlamint tam bilmiyorum.
c  anlamini cok iyi biliyorum, B6yle agiklayabilirim ve bir tumcede kullanabilirim:

A&a ida gatniak si;zcu unun de i&ik anlamlarim igeren birer tumce
verilmi$tir. Tumcelerin ba5inda gi;sterilen yere, sa* kolondan segtigin uygun
olan anlamin numarasinl yaz:

( ) Ders arasinda onbeb dakika gene cakhk 1 Carpmak

( ) Kapiyi u  kez galdim. 2 Mayalandirmak

( ) Cok guzel keman calardi. 3  BoFa harcamak

( ) Biri bahgeden erik calmi5 4  Vurarak ses gikarmak
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( ) Elindeki Fi*eyi yere caldi. 5 Abirmak
( ) Gevezeligiyle tam ild saatimi galdi 6 Seslendirmek

() Sutun bir kismiyla yogurt caldim. 7 Muhabbet etmek

A$a*idaki tuincelerde ancak si;zcu ii farkh anlamlarda kullanilmi$tir.
Bununta birlikte, anlamlar da segenekler halinde sunulmu$tur. Birbirine
uygun olan anlam ve tiimceyi e5le&tir.

Tumceler: Anlamlar:

() Sana her istedigini alacagim;
ancak gok tia115malt ve sinavt kazaninalisin. 1  simdi, Fu anda

() Bu sorunu ancak sen  dzebilirsin. 2  en erken

( ) ibim glkt® igin ancak gelebildim. 3  en fazla

() Bu k6mur aneak iki ton gelir. 4   ama, fakat, lakin

( ) K8ye ancak al ama ulaBabiliriz. 5 yalne, sadece

AB:®daki 86zcuklerden hangisi diperlerinden farkh anlamdadirP Anlam
balamindan farkli olan sdzc080 seginiz?
1 a tukenrnek b bitmek c uretmek d harcamak

2 a anlamak b kavramak c Ogrenmek d duynnak

3  a rica etmek b istemek c einretmek d dilemek
4 a sakgwnak b saldirmak c urkmek d esirgemek

5 a tasarlamak b uygulamak c duBunmek d planlamak

6 a guven b kuFku c Buphe d endi5e

7 a ustunkoril b ozenebezene c geli guzel d ba*tan savma

'Ahmet, dernek igin gunullii gail$1yor' tumcesindeki ganullu sozcuBunun
yerine tumcenin anlamini deki&tirmeden a&agidakilerden hangisi
getirilebilirP
a hirsh b kararll c istekli d duzenli
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Kat/anmak s6zcui ii, a5a idaki tumcelerin hangisinde temel anlamiyla
kullanilmiitir?

a  Okumak igin bazi zorluklara katlaninaltyiz
b  Butun gugluklere katlanarak babariya ula5tlk.

c  Camai,irlarin buru§mamast icin duzgun katlanmast gerekir.

d  Bakimsiz ara la yola  tkan, stkintisina katlanir.

40 gun arkada&imin sokakta diivulmesine kayitsiz kalamazdim'
tumcesindeki kayltsizsfizcuti nun yerine, tumcenin anlamini de*i&tirmeden
a5a idakilerden hangisi getirilebilirP

a duFuncesiz b ilgisiz c habersiz d uzak

Curriculum-dependent test (CDT)

Lexical Achievement Test

A$atidaki ifadelere uygun siizcukleri belirt.

61  Yaptlan kotulu&in acisini klituluk yaparak gkarmaya ne ad verilir?

b Ki4inin gocukluk d8nemini bitirip yeti$kin olmaya ba ladigi d6neme ne ad
verilir?

c  BOyuk kentlerin kenar mahallelerinde genellikle yoksul insanlarin oturdugu evlere
ne ad verilir (acele ile yapilmis ev)?

d Fotograf makinesivle ciekilen filmin kartlan basilacak hale getirilmesi 4lemine ne
ad verilir?

e Bir ki i ya da olay hakkinda iyice bilmeden (fazla ve kesin bilgi olmakstztn)
degerlendirme yapmaya, pe in hukum yurutmeye ne denir?

f Eski guzel gunlerin geri gelmesini istememize ve uzakta olan gok sevdigimiz bir
yakinimizi devamli du*unmemize ve yanimizda olmasint istememize neden olan
duyguya ne ad verilir?

g Araba tekerlegine (tekerlegin orta kismina) tablan metal kapaga ne ad verilir?

h  Dogum yaptiran (bebegin dogmasina yardimci olan) kadina ne ad verilir?

I  Otomobil gibi ta5ttlann konuldugu (park edildigi) evlerin yaninda bulunan ustu
kapall yere verilen ad nedir?

1 GuneF doAmadan hemen 6nceki alacakaranltga ne ad verilir?
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k  Genli veya u agm izleyece*i yol
1  Ulkelerin sinirlarini ve donya uzerindeki konumunu belirten 81gumlil kagitlara

verilen ad nedir?

ABaBida sijzcuklerin anlamint biliyorsan (c) segene inin altina tanimini yap
ve her siizcu ii bir tumcede kullan. Bilmiyorsan (a) ya da (b) segene ini
i5aretle.

1 belli
a  bu s6zcugu hig duymadim veya herhangi bir yazida okumadim.
b duydum fakat anlanlint tam bilmiyorum.
c  anlamint qok iyi biliyorum, bayle a iklayabilirim ve bir tunlcede kullanabilirim:

2 tekduze

a  bu sozcugu hig duymadim veya herhangi bir yazida okumadim.
b duydum fakat anlamint tam bi]miyorum.
c  anlamint gok iyi biliyorum, *8yle apklayabilirim ve bir tumcede kullanabilirim:

3 berrak
a  bu sazcugu hig duymadlm vga herhangi bir yazida okumadim.
b duydum fakat anlamint tam bilmiyorum.
c  anlamint  ok iyi biliyorum, boyle a lklayabilirim ve bir tumCede kullanabilirirn:

4 zalim
a  bu scizcu&i hic duymadim veya herhangi bir yazida okumadim.
b duydum fakat anlamint tam bilmiyorum.
c  anlamint gok iyi biliyorum, 58yle aglklayabilirim ve bir tuincede kullanabilirim:

5 gidermek
a  bu sozcugu hig duymadim veya herhangi bir yazida okumadim.
b duydum fakat anlamint tam bilmiyorum.
c  anlamim gok iyi biliyorum, soyle agililayabilirim ve bir tumcede kullanabilirim:

6 i#gal etmek
a  bu sozc $ hi  duymadim veya herhangi bir yazida okumadim
b duydum fakat anlamini tam bilmiyorum
c  anlamim  ok iyi biliyorum, boyle aglklayabilirim ve bir tumcede kullanabilirim:

7 ke5fetmek
a  bu 58zcugu hic duymadim veya herhangi bir yazicla okumadim.
b duydurn fakat anlamim tam bilmiyorum.
c  anlamint gok iyi biliyorum, 5oyle apklayabilirim ve bir turncede kullanabilirim
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8 geli*timlek
a  bu sozcugu hig duymadim ver·a herhangi bir yazida okumadim.
b duydum fakat anlamint tam bilmiyorum.
c  anlamim gok iyi biliyorum, boyle agiklayabilirim ve bit tumcede kullanabilirim:

9 tutucu

a  bu slizcugu hig duj·madim veya herhangi bir yaztda okumadim.
b duydum fakat anlamini tam bilmiyorum.
c  anlamini Gok iyi biliyorum, *6yle aciklayabilirim ve bir tumcede kullanabilirim:

10 ar·Anti
a  bu suzcugu hic duymadun veya herhangi bir yazicla okumadim.
b duydum fakat anlamint tam biltniyorum.
c  anlamini gok i>·i biliyorum, boyle apklayabilirim ve bir dimcede kullanabilirim:

11 hobi

a  bu sozcugu hig duymadim veya herhangi bir yazida okumadim.
b duydum fakat anlamini tam bilmiyorum
c  anlamint gok iyi biliyorum, b8yle agiklayabilirim ve bir tumcede kullanabilirim:

12 clnar
a  bu st; zcugu hic duymadim veya herhangi bir yazida okumadim.
b  duydum fakat anlamini tam bilmiyorum.
c  anlamint gok iyi biliyorum, 56>,le agiklayabilirim ve bir tumcede kullanabilirim:

A&a*ida kesmek suzcu*iiniin deRi&ik anlamlari ve bu anlamlarda kuruhnu5
birer tumce verilmijtir. Tumcelerin ba&inda g8sterilen yere, uygun olan
anlamin numarasini yaz:

() Biz dun kurban kestik.

() Annem elmayi kesip kardeilerime dagitti

() Telefonda konu5urken birden baglanti kesildi.

() 0 gunden sonia onunla ili*kiyi kestim.

() Yaptigim butiin harcamalar ay sonunda hesabtmdan kesilecek.

1 Gorufmek istememek

2 Esit pan;alan bolmek

3 Adamak

4  Cikarma Flemi yapmak

5  ilet im saglayamamak
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*Ablamin anlattiki konu gok ilginfiti' tumcesindeki ilging si;zcii*Onun yerine
a$agidakilerden hangi suzcuk koyulursa tumcenin anlamina kaI:*it bir anlam
elde edilirP

a zor b kolay c slkla d kari ik e onemli

4Bu durum gunlerce kafami kurcaladi' tumcesindeki kafa sozcugunun
yerine, tumcenin anlamini deAi&tirmeden a$a idakilerden hangisi
getirilebilirP
a du*unce b zihin c bab d hicbiri

*Ben sizi ba& ba&a birakayim da rahat rahat konu$un' tiimcesindeki ba#
sozcu*unun yerine, tumcenin anlamini deAi$tirmeden a&asidakilerden
hangisi getifilebilirP
a kafa b yakin c higbiri d gizli

Al#a idaki dbekleri uygun bigimde e5le*tirerek bile$ik siizcuk yap. E&le$en
siizcugun numarasini yanina yaz.

1 ku* sinek

2 ak          boF

3 ku  baba

4 agag dayi

5 sivrl konmaz

6 b41 kakan

7 kaba bap

@u stizcuklerden birisi siraya uymuyor. Uymayan si;zcii*ii but.
1 a okul b ogrenci c ugras d kitap

2 a mezun b yuruyu* c diploma d toren

3 a az b se)'rek c fazlq d  tek tuk

4 a rash b genc c akran d bayat



Samenvatting

Inleiding

In dit proefschrift worden de uitkomsten van onderzoek naar taalvorderingen
(language achievement) en taalvaardigheid (language p,g»eng   in het Turks van Turkse
immigrantenjongeren in Nederland gepresenteerd in vergelijkend perspectief.

Als   gevolg van arbeidsmigratie van Turkije naar Nederland die begin   1960  is

begonnen, is er thans een Turkse gemeenschap van meer dan 400.000 mensen
ontstaan in Nederland. In taalkundig opzicht betekent dit het naast elkaar bestaan

van twee in structurele termen van elkaar zeer verschillende talen, het Turks en
Nederlands. De interactie tussen twee talen en vooral het effect van het Nederlands
als dominante taal van de macro-omgeving/samenleving op het Turks als taal van
de micro-omgeving/gemeenschap ziln zeer relevante onderwerpen voor de socio-
en psycholinguistiek. De ontwikkeling van het Turks als een Oeral-Altaische taal in
een Nederlandse (Indo-europese) migratiecontext kan derhalve interessante

gegevens opleveren voor structurele interactie.

Het Turks wordt aangeboden als vreemde taal met een keuzevakstatus in het
Nederlandse voortgezet onder\vijs. In theorie is het vak beschikbaar voor alle
leerlingen. In praktijk wordt het echter voornamelilk gekozen door leerlingen van
Turkse herkomst. Deze situatie brengt met zich mee dat de positie van het vak
verandert van vreemde taal tot moeder- of thuistaal. In het kader van dit onderzoek
zijn scholen gekozen, waar het Turks als officieel vak in het schoolcurriculum voor-
komt en waar een bepaalde lesmethode permanent of wisselend wordt toegepast

Zoals hierboven is aangegeven beoogt dit onderzoek taalvorderingen en taal-
vaardigheid van leerlingen in het Turks in een Nederlandse migratiecontext te
meten. Specifieke taalprestaties van leerlingen van Turkse herkomst zijn in longi-
tudinaal perspectief gemeten door de uitkomsten van een reeks curriculum-
afhankelijke (sub)taken voor een kerngroep (eore group: CG) in Nederland aan het
begin en einde van een jaar taalonderwils Turks te vergelijken.

De algemene taalvaardigheid Turks van leerlingen is in Turkije en in Nederland
beoordeeld op basis van crossnationaal vergelilkend onderzoek. Lexicale en gram-
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maticale aspecten van het taalvaardigheidsniveau Turks van de tweetalige groep in
Nederland (i.e., de CG) wordt gemeten door middel van een eentalige referentie-
groep in Turkije (i.e., 4nnce gn,up: RG). De RG fungeert in dit gedeelte van het
onderzoek als verwilzingspunt, aangezien een leeftildsgroep in een monolinguale
context als een goede indicator beschouwd kan wor(len voor een bepaald taal-
vaardigheidsnweau.

Theoretische achtergrond

Allereerst moeten wij de termen taalvorderingen en taalvaardigheid verduidelijken.
Taalvordering (language achievement) heeft betrekking op vooruitgang in taalkennis die
binnen een bepaalde tild en verbonden met een bepaald taalonderwijsmodel (dat
wil zeggen curriculum) geboekt is. Aan de andere kant betreft taalvaardigheid
(janitiage pmjiden€f) een algemeen taalkennisniveau dat van een bepaalde leeftijds-
categorie in een monolinguale setting verwacht wordt. Dit niveau kan dan de
functie van referentiepunt vervullen. Het effect van de settingverandering op een
taal in een migratiecontext volint de cent:rale vmag in deze studie. De rol van
taalonderwils en curriculum in de algemene taalvaardigheid van de doelgroep is een
relevant aspect van die vraag.

In hetzelfde kader komt ook de structuurafhanketijklieidshypothese naar voren
die een onderdeel van de generatieve grammatica is. In deze benadering wordt
beoordeeld of menselijke taaluitingen tot stand komen in lineaire volgorde of op
basis van structurele eenheden zoals pbrases. woordgroepen (bijvoorbeeld zelf-
standig naamwoordgroepen, noun phrase: NP en werkwoordgroepen, verb phrase:
1  73.  Als moedertaalsprekers  van  een tgal hebben we kennis van welke zinnen in
grammaticaal en semantisch opzicht tot onze taal behoren en welke niet. Natuurlijk
kunnen wit twijfels hebben over de welgevormdheid van een zin (,well-formedness),
maar over het algemeen zijn wij als Nederlander in staat te zeggen of een bepaalde
ril woorden een grammaticaal en semantisch juiste Nederlandse zin construeren.
Deze generatieve benadering bestudeert welke mechanismen taaluitingen kunnen
bepalen, bijvoorbeeld het verschil tussen een vraagzin en een zin die een declara-
tieve  eigenschap heeft.  is de  man  bier / de man is  bier en Zal de  man  vertrekken?/ de man
fal vertrekken. Begrippen als welgevormdheid, acceptabiliteit en grammaticaliteit ziin
van belang in dit perspectief. De vraag is in hoeverre structuurafhankelijkheid waar
te nemen is in gesproken en geschreven outputgegevens in termen van wel-
gevormdheid, acceptabiliteit en grammaticaliteit.
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Design van het onderzoek

Twee groepen informanten hebben aan dit onderzoek deelgenomen: een kerngroep
(CG) en een referentiegroep (RG). In de CG in Nederland zijn er in totaal 5
scholen, waarin 59 leerlingen het Turks als keuzevak hebben gekozen. De school in

Den Haag (NLl) heeft 26 leerlingen. Deze subset van informanten heeft zowel een
curriculumafhankelijke test (CDT) als een curriculumonafhankelijke test (CIT)
afgelegd. In Eindhoven zijn er  10  leerlingen (NL2), in  Oss 9  (NL3), in Amsterdaml

(NI.4) 10 en in Amsterdam2 (NL5) 5 leerlingen. In de RG iii Turkije ziln er in
totaal twee deelnemende scholen, waarin 41 leerlingen vergelijkbare achtergronden
met de leerlingen in de CG hebben, zoals leeftijd, geografische herkomst en socio-
economische status. In Yozgat (TRl) zi in 27 leerlingen en in Ankan 14 (TR2) leer-
lingen geselecteerd.

De validiteit en betrouwbaarheid van de schriftelijke toetsen in de hoofdstudie
zijn onderzocht door middel van pilotstudies. De toetsen bestaan voornamelilk uit
twee psycholinglustische categorieen: productieve en receptieve taken. Onder deze
hoofdgroepen vallen verschillende subtaken per test. Naast de schrifteli ke toetsen

zijn er tevens enkele klasobservaties uitgevoerd teneinde de verkregen schriftelilke
gegevens aan te v-ullen.

Om taalvorderingen in lexicaal opzicht te meten is er een curriculumafhankeliike
taaltoets  curriallum-dependent test: CDT) ontwikkeld. Deze lexicale toets is aan het

begin en einde van een schooljaar op een school in Den Haag afgenomen, waar een
bepaalde lesmethode consequent in gebruik is. De productieve taken van de CDT
zijn  woorddefinitie en woordlabelling. De labellingtaak heeft 12 items.  Woorclen-
boekdefinities  van 12 begrippen  in het Turks  die  uit het lesboek geselecteerd  zijn,
zijn aan de leerlingen aangeboden en aan hen is gevraagd ha bi behorende woord
(label) op te schrijven. De definitietaak heeft ook 12 items. 12 Turkse begrippen

(zelfstandig naamwoord, bijvoeglijk voornaamwoord en werkwoord) die weer uit
de lesmethode geselecteerd zhn, Ziln aan de leerlingen gepresenteerd. Hen is ge-
vraagd eerst een definitie van het woord te geven en daarna het woord in een
geschikte zin te gebruiken. De receptieve taken van de CDT ziin een matching-taak

(koppelingstaak) en meerkeuzevragen. De matching-taak heeft betrekking op
compositavorming en denotatieve/connotatieve betekenis van een lexicale eenheid.

Compositavorming is gerelateerd aan composita (compounds) in het Turks die
eigenlilk uit twee zelfstandig naamwoorden (vrile morfemen) bestaan. Meerkeuze-
vragen hebben te maken met het kiezen van een woord dat niet bi j drie andere
woorden hoort in termen van synoniem/antorliem en conceptueel veld.

De algemene taalvaardigheid van leerlingen is getoetst door middel van een
curriculumonafhankelijke toets (a Tiatlum-independent test.· CIT) en wel in lexicaal en

morfosyntactisch opzicht. Het lexicale gedeelte van de CIT is qua soort en formaat
overeenkomstig met de CDT. De toets bevat soortgelilke productieve en receptieve
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taken, dat wil zeggen woordlabelling, woorddefinitie, matching en meerkeuzevraag
Het verschil tussen beide testen is de reikwijdte van de woordenschat. De
reikwijdte van de CDT is de woordenschat die door het lesboek in het curriculum
bepaald is en die van de CIT is de woordenschat die in algemene examens voor de
betreffende leeftijdsgroep (12-14 laar) in Turkile gebruikt wordt. Het re ferentiepunt
is daarbij het verwachte taalvaardigheidsniveau in de monolinguale setting.

Het morfosyntactische gedeelte van de CIT bevat productieve en receptieve
grammaticale taken. De productieve taken zijn casustoekenning (case  marking, task),
tijd/aspect/modaliteit ttimel aspecti modality task), constructle van een relatleve Zln

(relative clause formation) en constructie van een hoofdzin (main clause formation). De
receptieve taken zijn zinsordening (sentence on*,ing), meerkeuzevraag (mul»le choice)
en beoordeling van grammaticaliteit (grammaticalio,judgement).

Zeven onderzoeksvragen hebben centraal gestaan bij de uitvoering van deze studie:
1 Wat ziin de algemene eigenschappen van de taalvaardigheid van tweetalige

Turks/Nederlandse iongeren in het Turks, wanneer globale taalvaardigheid
Turks in acht genomen wordt in termen van woordenschat en grammatica?

2 Wat zijn de effecten van taallessen Turks op de productieve en receptieve
lexicale ontwikkeling van Turkse tweetalige jongeren binnen een schooljaar?

3 Wat zijn de overeenkomsten en verschillen in taalvaardigheid Turks tussen de
Turks/Nederlandse tweetalige groep in Nederland (de CG) en een eentalige
referentiegroep (de RG) in Turkije, in termen van productieve en receptieve
lexicale/grammaticale kennis?

4 Wat voor relatie bestaat er tussen structurele begrippen als welgevormdheid,
grammaticaliteit en acceptabiliteit? Wat kunnen de gegevens aantonen in terrnen

van st:ructuurafhankelijkheid?
5 Wat kunnen we waarnemen op basis van de beschikbare gegevens met

betrekking tot relaties tussen lexicale en morfosyntactische eenheden (vnle en
gebonden morfemen)?

6 Wat is de invloed van morfosyntaxis op lexicale kennis? Is er sprake van een
differentiatie tussen grammaticale operaties zoals nominale en verbale vet:-
buiging/vervoeging, casustoekenning en bijzinsconstructies?

7  Kan er sprake ziin van grammaticale menging (AjAX mtxink ill vergelijking met
wat we bij lexicale menging (lexical mixing) waarnemen?

Resultaten en conclusies

Als we globaal kijken naar de resultaten van de CDT (de longitudinale lexicale test)
op begin- en eindniveau, kunnen we concluderen dat de productieve taken op zeer
laag niveau beginnen en in het proces van taalinstructie naar een middelmatig peil
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groeien; en dat de receptieve taken in het leerproces hoog begmnen en vniwel op
hetzelfde niveau eindigen.

Indien we de vooruitgang op taak- en toetsbasis standaardiseren, knjgt
bijvoorbeeld een leerling  13,6 op basis  van   100  voor de woorddefinitietaak  in  de
voormeting, en krijgt zij/hil 39 voor dezelfde taak ill de nameting. Hil/zij behaalt
88 voor een receptieve taak zoals de matchingtaak in de voormeting en 96 in de
nameting voor dezelfde taak. Dit wilst erop dat het curriculum wel een positief
effect heeft op zowel de productieve als de receptieve woordenschatkennis, maar
niet op hetzelfde niveau en in dezelfde verhouding. De meting geeft aan dat de
leerlingen eigenlijk op een hoog niveau van receptieve woordenschatkennis aan de
taallessen beginnen. I-let feit dat de productieve lexicale kennis in het begin op een
zeer laag niveau is, heeft implicaties voor de doelmatigheid van de toegepaste
taalmethode. De communicatieve methode in haar gebruikte vorm lijkt vooral de
ontploojing van de receptieve taalvaardigheid te hebben gediend. Het is tevens
noemenswaard dat de doelgroep in het onderhavige taalonderwijs de betreffende
taal niet als vreemde taal, maar als moedertaal gebruikt. We kunnen ook een
differentiatie waarnemen in de resultaten van de definitie- en labellingtaak. Dit
suggereert dat de moeilijkheidsgraad van beide taken verschillend is voor de leer-
lingengroep.

De resultaten van de CIT wijzen erop dat er significante verschillen zijn tussen
productieve/receptieve lexicale kennis (met betrekking tot vrije morfemen) en pro-
ductieve/receptieve grammaticale kennis (met betrekking tot gebonden morfemen).
Deze bevindingen impliceren dat er een duidelijk onderscheid is tussen lexicon en

grammatica, die respectievelijk verwijzen naar kennis van vrije en gebonden
morfemen. De productieve of receptieve kennis van gebonden morfemen blijft
stabiel, terwijl productief of receptief gebruik van lexemen (woorden of vrije
morfemen) een duideli k verschil aanwilst in crossnationaal vergelilkend perspectief
(dat wil zeggen tussen Turkije en Nederland). Deze uitkomsten leiden tot de
conclusie dat de twee testen (lexicon en morfosyntaxis) die in deze studie gebruikt
zijn, verschillende constructen meten, en dat deze constructen een verschillend
structureel mechanisme vertegenwoordigen.

Alle scores van de CG bij de CIT zijn lager dan die van de RG. Taalvaardig-
heidsverschillen worden voornamelijk zichtbaar in de productieve taken van beide
toetsen (i.e. lexicale en grammaticale). De data geven aan dat de taalvaardigheid
Turks van longeren in Nederland niet op een vergelijkbaar niveau is met die van
hun leefti dsgenoten in Turkije in termen van abstracte vaardigheden zoals het
definieren van een woord of het construeren van een complexe zin. De CG scoort

betrekkelijk overeenkomstig met de RG op het receptieve lexicale en morfosyntac-
tische niveau. Dit resultaat kan een indicatie zijn dat de communicatieve benadering
in taalonderwils meer de receptieve taalkennis stimuleert. Voor meer productief en
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geavanceerd taalgebruik is een ander soort methodologie in het curriculum vereist
die een sterker accent legt op activiteiten die meer op geletterdheid zijn gebaseerd.

Op basis van de klasobserval:ies zijn er een aantal belangwekkende verschijnselen
geconstateerd. De gegevens ziln gebaseerd op de waarnemingen van schriftelijke en
gesproken taaluitingen van de informanten. Vilf afwiikende categorieen zijn
vastgesteld met betrekking tot de schnifwilze van woorden.

De eerste categorie heeft betrekking op contaminatie vanuit het Nederlandse
fonologische stelsel. In het Nederlands zijn er twee soorten medeklinkers: stemloos
(p, t, f, k, s) en stemhebbend (b, d, g, v, z). De nuance tussen de Nederlandse /f/
en /v/ is overgenomen door de informanten in de spelling van Turkse woorden,
terwijl dit in het Turks g6611 nuance, maar een groot verschil uitmaakt. Bilvoorbeeld
het Turkse woord fakir (arm) wordt geschreven als *vakin een nietbestaand woord
dat met een Nederlandse /w/ in her Turks uitgesproken kan worden. Farkettik >
*1 'arkettik (we hebben dat waargenomen/gemerkt/opgemerkt)

De tweede categorle heeft te maken met een tekort of overschot aan klank-
markering (spelling). Voornamelijk komt dit verschiinsel door de idiosyncratie van
de Turkse lettertekens, bijvoorbeeld wel of niet aanwezigheid van puntjes op de /i/
of de cedille onder de /c/ zoals in het Frans: /9/ en onder de /s/: /5/ Anlaytill
insan > *anlayisli insan·, alisveris > *alisvens.

De derde categorie is de spelling van een woord zoals het betreffende woord
exact uitgesproken wordt. Bilvoorbeeld mutevag > *mutavag; jant> *cant. fotogra/>
*fotraf

De vierde groep outputvormen betreft de dialectale schrijfwilze van woorden:
ukala>  *ikkela, gecekondu >  *gece gundic·, kardes>  *kardas.

De vijfde categorie heeft betrekking op vermenging van de Turkse en
Nederlandse schrijfwijze, vooral in leenwoorden: psikolog > *pysicolok, avukat >
*avokat,  basketbol>  *basketbal·,futbol>  *foetbal, profesurleri >  *profesorlan.

De laatste groep kan eveneens op nog grotere schaal in de gesproken taaldata

waargenomen worden die code-mixing en code-switching bevatten: O»tmenim
uitslaglangetirdini  mt? (Meester, heeft u de uitslagen meegenomen?); bongerstaking 4in

bandtekening alabilir miyim?  (Mag ik een  handtekening voor de hongerstaking?).
De uitgevoerde kwalitatieve analyse van de onderzoeksgegevens wilst erop dat er

zowel van lexicale als van grammaticale verschuiving sprake is. Zo is bijvoorbeeld
het biivoeglijk naamwoord gorak (dor, onvruchtbaar voor grond; brak voor zout
water) door elkaar gehaald met het woord toprak (grond, land): *benim abim cordia
gtti (mijn broer ging de corak in, in plaats van de toprak in) in de betekenis van 'miln
broer is doodgegaan'.

In een ander voorbeeld *Hi,· kim.seyi aamadan z-atimee didurdit (zonder medaijden
te hebben met iemand heeft hi  op een tirannieke wilze gemoord) zien we een
grammaticale afwilking in termen van de iuiste casustoekenning. Het werkwoord
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aamak (medelilden hebben) in de bilwoordelilke beknopte bijzin viaagt eigenlijk om

een datieve naamval terwijl de informant een accusatieve toegekend heeft, wellicht
onder invloed van het werkwoord van de hoofdzin 8ldiirdii 064 heeft gemoord). Van
deze twee hoofdverschijnselen zijn er talloze voorbeelden die uitvoerig worden
besproken in Hoofdstuk 9.

Als we ki ken naar de uitkomsten van de CDT, observeren we dat het moeilijk-
heidsniveau van de receptieve taken op een overeenkomstig peil blilft, terwijl een
niveauverhoging in de productieve taken te zien is. De resultaten met betrekking
tot het effect van het curriculum op de lexicale prestaties van de leerlingen binnen
66n schoollaar tonen aan dat overal vooruitgang en wel in verscheiden verhou-
dingen waargenomen kan worden. Over het algemeen is de receptieve prestatie van
de leerlingen op betrekkeliik hoog niveau wanneer ze aan het taalonderwijs Turks
beginnen, tel:wijl de productieve prestatie op heel laag niveau is. Een belangrijke
bijdrage van het curriculum is in termen van conceptuele (woordenschat)kennis,
vooral in het gebruik en de manipulatie van vnje morfemen. De CDT-resultaten
wijzen erop dat aan het begin van het schooljaar de BICS (Cummins, 2000) van de
informanten in het Turks op hoog en de CALP op laag niveau is. Aan het einde
van hetzelfde schoollaar bli ft de BICS bilna op hetzelfde niveau, terwill de CALP
een sterkere vooruitgang boekt, alhoewel die nog steeds op een laag niveau is als we
de gehele vooruitgangsschaal in acht nemen. Op deze manier vinden we een
antwoord op de tweede onderzoeksvraag.

De verschillen tussen de CG en RG zijn significant bij de lexicale taalvaardig-
heidstoets (CIT lexicon) als geheel. De RG heeft de hoogste scores voor deze toets.

De verschillen zijn soortgelijk in termen van de kennis van rrije (lexicon) en
gebonden (morfosyntaxis) morfemen. Als we de totale lexicale en grammaticale

toetsprestaties beoordelen, observeren   we   dat   er   een   verschil   van   15,3%   in
woordenschat- en grammaticavaardigheid is ten voordele van de RG. Dit verschil
wordt consistent gehandhaafd in de productieve en receptieve taken: het ge-
middelde verschil voor grammaticale    productie    is    12,60/0, voor grammaticale
perceptie  17%; voor lexicale productie  18,5% en voor lexicale perceptie  12,9%.  In
het kort gezegd starten leerlingen taalinstructie Turks op een laag niveau van
productieve woordenschat en op een hoog niveau van receptieve woordenschat.
De grammaticale vaardigheid van de CG is op middelmatig niveau. In grammaticaal
opzicht is de taalvaardigheid van de CG op voldoende niveau om een welgevorinde
zin te produceren, ook al is dat niet een complexe zin met inbedding. Het
grammaticale bewustzijn is een belangrijke indicator bil het vaststellen van
kenmerken van de grammatica van de CG-informanten. Op deze wi ze helpt het
taalonderwijscurriculum, dat op de communicatieve methode gebaseerd is, om de
grammaticale prestatie op voldoende niveau te behouden, maar bevordert het de
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woordenschatkennis niet genoeg. Deze gegevens leveren een antwoord op de
eerste onderzoeksvraag.

De productieve en receptieve dimensies van het lexicon en de grammatica
vertonen duidelijke verschillen tussen de CG en RG. De kwalitatieve analyse in
Hoofdstuk 9 levert structurele afwijkingen op in de gegevens van de CG. De
variantie-analyse toont aan dat er score-overeenkomsten bestaan tussen CG en RG
in termen van relativisatie, grammaticaliteitsbeoordeling, casustoekenning, tild/
aspect/modaliteit en zinsherbouwing (sentence de-scrambling). Zo is er bijvoor-
beeld een overeenkomst in de strategic om bijzinnen te produceren. De subject- en
causale bilzin is de gemakkelijkste taak voor beide groepen. In temporele en modale
verbuiging van het werkwoord zien we een differentiatie in de biibehorende
suffixen in de CG. De temporele verbuiging wordt uitgevoerd, terwijl modale
afstemming nagelaten wordt. In de zinsherbouwingstaak ziln subject- en object-
biizinnen relatief gemakkelijk voor de CG, maar als zij in combinatie met
converbiale suffixen worden gebruikt, wordt de zin ingewikkelder en derhalve de
mentale verwerking (processing) ervan. Deze constateringen geven een antwoord
op de dercle onderzoeksvmag

Welgevormdheid duidt op een correcte vorm van een geproduceerde zin in
zowel logisch als morfosyntactisch opzicht. Graminaticaliteit verwijst naar een
outputvorm die de benodigde morfosyntactische operaties bevat, maar ook een
verschuiving in structurele toekenning (bijvoorbeeld case sb# . Acceptabiliteit kan
verwijzen naar een outputvorm die meestal buiten het gebruikelijke grammaticale
patroon gebruikt wordt (afwezigheid van relativisatie bijvoorbeeld), maar toch een
acceptabele zin oplevert. In de data observeren we voorbeelden die de zinsgrenzen
overschrijden en daarmee de structuurafhankelijkheidsregels. De voorbeelden  18,
20 en 21 in Hoofdstuk 9 vormen een illustratie van deze verschilnselen en leveren
een antwoord op de vierde vraag.

De grammaticale vaardigheid is een opmerkelijk gegeven in beide informanten-
groepen. Kennis van gebonden morfemen vormt een aparte taalcompetentie in
vergelijking met lexicale vaardigheid. Een lage productieve lexicale vaardigheid
hoeft niet per se een lage productieve of receptieve grammaticale vaardigheid te
betekenen. Hoge receptieve lexicale vaardigheden kunnen voldoende zijn voor een
bepaalde morfosyntactische kennis. Dit lijkt de argumenten van Pat:adis (1994,
1998) over het verschil tussen procedureel en declaratief geheugen te bevestigen.
Aan de andere kant leidt een bepaald niveau van productieve en receptieve
woordkennis ten minste tot een middenniveau van grammaticale vaardigheid. Deze
voorbeelden zijn relevant voor de vijfde onderzoeksvraag.

Grammaticale kennis van gebonden morfemen kan vorm geven aan de lexicale
kennis van taalgebruikers. Voorbeeld   16   in Hoo fdstuk 9 vormt een relevante
illustratie die een welgevormde relativisatie bevat, maar een incorrecte casustoe-
kenning op het indirect object van de hoofdzin. De grammaticale structuur van
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deze output suggereert dat naamvaltoekenning, die in feite een nominale inflectie is,
een ander soort morfologische operatie vormt dan werkwoordinbedding die een
verbale inflectie is in morfosyntactisch opzicht. Dit verduidellikt de zesde

onderzoeksvraag.
De laatste vraag in deze studie heeft betrekking op de outputvormen van de

CG-informanten die laten zien dat er van suffixmenging sprake kan zijn. Deze
menging kan overeenkomstig zijn met lexicale/conceptuele menging. Voorbeeld  16
in Hoofdstuk 9 is opnieuw relevant in dit verband. De wisseling in gebruik van
verbale suffixen (OP, ISNEC, CSIP) is een gevolg van de onderlinge abstracte

conceptuele en structurele overeenkomst van deze gebonden morfemen. Een ander
voorbeeld is de gelilksoortige menging van CANECOP en ISNEC (yapam#m -

yapmamasmt istemi,rti), die wisselend volgens de modaliteitsinhoud van het werk-
woord in de hoofdzin gebruikt wor(len (bijvoorbeeld, anlamak 'begrijpen' en istemek

'willen').
De resultaten van deze studie komen in het algemeen overeen met onze

aanvankelijke assumpties zoals weergegeven in Hoofdstuk 3. De grammaticale
vaardigheid van de CG komt op middenniveau en die van de RG op hoog niveau
uit, terwijl de lexicale vaardigheid van de CG op laag en die van de RG op hoog
niveau is. Er is dus sprake van een constant niveauverschil in taalvaardigheid tussen

de CG en RG in zowel lexicaal als grammaticaal opzicht. In de onderzochte
migratiecontext treden kortom afwijkingen in het taalgebruik Turks van de kern-
groep op, van wie de taalvaardigheid tegelijkertijd veel overeenkomsten vertoont

met die van de referentiegroep in Turkile. Als we het algemene beeld van taal-

vaardigheid Turks bezien, zien we met andere woorden verschillen in overeen-
komsten, hetgeen de titel van deze studie verklaart.
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